
Ands© ~Department of Energy
Washington, DC 205B5

July 25, 2001

MEMORANDUM FOR: Elizabeth Shearer
Director
Federal Energy Management Program

FROM: Lawrence R. Ol /
Assistant General Counsel
Energy Efficiency

SUBJECT: Request for Meeting From Energy Company

Over the past several days I have had telephone conversations with Leonard Rawicz, an attorney
in the Washington office of Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher and Flom. Mr. Rawicz is
Washington counsel for Real Energy, a California cogeneration company
(www.RealEnergv.com). Real Energy generates electricity and thermal energy on-site and at
lower cost than the purchasers would pay to a local utility. This cogeneration system has been
installed at several sites in California. Real Energy is interested in installing its cogeneration
systems at Federal sites. The real issue is whether cogeneration projects can use the ESPC
vehicle.

The president of Real Energy has requested a meeting with appropriate FEMP officials to
discuss what would be the best way to facilitate his activities at Federal sites. Officials for Real
Energy have already briefed officials at the White House, who are trying to facilitate the use of
cogeneration at Federal sites. I have attached the briefing papers used by representatives from
Real Energy to the brief the National Energy Policy Development Group in June of this year.

The president of Real Energy will be in DC tomorrow and would like to meet with FEMP
representatives Thursday afternoon or Friday morning. Let me know if you, or other
representatives from your office, are available so that I can get back to Mr. Rawicz.

cc: Lee Liberman Otis, GC-I
Eric J. Fygi, GC-2
Neal Strauss, GC-70
Mary Anne Masterson, GC-61
Victor Petrolati, EE-90
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RealEnergy
A Presentation For:

The National Energy Policy
Development Group

Using Distributed Energy Resources To Solve the Near

and Long Term Energy Issues in California and the US
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Distributed Energy Resources (DER)
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National Energy Policy Challenges

Three Challenges

- - - * Use Energy More Wisely

,II' I ~ i~ ® * o Repair and Expand Our Energy Infrastructure

- Increase Supplies While Protecting the

Environment
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Goals

° Utilize DER Benefits as a Key Component of the

National Energy Policy

[, ^ ®.* Solve the Electric Grid Infrastructure Problem

* Remove Barriers to DER Implementation

i Provide Incentives for DER Implementation

® Engender Political Support for Environmentally

Responsible DER

® Create Substantive Large Scale DER Development

Programs
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What is DER?

DER is distributed generation / combined heat and power located at the
point of consumption.

> Most DER also = energy efficiency, "the use of less.energy to do the same
amount of work" (National Energy Policy Report)

> DER is optimally sized to meet the requirements of the facility

> Typical DER technologies include:

• Combined heat and power (CHP)

* Internal combustion engines micro-turbines, mini-turbines, and spark ignition

* Fuel Cells

* Solar Photovoltaics

* Small wind and/or hydro generators

o * Storage devices such as flywheels and batteries
ho

c;? ' " ~* Energy management technology and software
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How Does It Work?

RealEnergy generates power for part of the building's peak demand on-site with clean generation machines, that also
utilize otherwise wasted heat energy to further reduce the building's dependence on the electric grid. This solves two
problems at once:

* Adds generation capacity and reduces use of grid supply

* Adds transmission and distribution capacity by avoiding the electrical transmission and distribution system

How is it done on site?

A simple generation system like the one shown below is installed, owned and operated by RealEnergy and
managed over the internet

What is the Generator?System Layout 480v to Building W is the Generaor
We currently use the most readily available,
most reliable, internal combustion engines

1 Rfl 1X1 ||@|(like the one in your car), in the future we
will replace those systems with newer
technologies like Fuel Cells, Micro and Mini
turbines and other types of more efficient,
lower maintenance generators, as they

o Waste Hat become available.
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DER's Impact - Grid Relief

DER & Load Profile Shaping

Typical
2500

2000 Office
Kw 15oo w-- - Building
UVtse 1m.ooo 1 l The Grid 1 DER Load
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Why Does DER Support National Energy Policy?

o DER brings new generation on line in half the time as large central station power
plants.

e DER increases the efficient use of scarce resources.

* DER puts generation at the point of consumption delivering benefits where most
needed.

* DER is a valuable tool in facilitating the development of an efficient and open energy
market.

· DER increases grid reliability.

* New DER technologies preserve or enhance environmental quality.

o DER gives customers a real tool to manage their energy reliability and price risk
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How Can We Help Solve the Near and Long Term Problem

What is the best way to make this happen fast?

Well capitalized small generation companies can step in and
quickly build a on-site generation in conjunction with the
existing utility.

Over the next 10 years DER accounts for 10% of the overall
grid capacity, but account for a much greater percentage of
that all important "peak" energy supply.

5 lfl:.l 'aI ~ In essence, RealEnergy and DER go directly to the source of
|| .!, the problem, the high peak period energy users, who are

8 ' unable to effectively reduce their demand, and therefore can
I S produce the same effect through producing a portion of their

peak needs on-site.
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Action Plan Congressional / Federal Actions to Facilitate Deployment of DER

Legislation

* Proposed bills H.R. 1045, H.R. 778, S. 207 and S. 597 are a good starting point, but need additional measures

Interconnection (IC)

* Violation for local distribution company to thwart deployment of non-LDC owned DER
* When LDC fails to process IC in timely manner, IC applications deemed accepted by default

Recognize IEEE IC standard as national standard

Environmental

* Establish national methodology for determining environmental impact of DER:
- 'Output based efficiency measures in including thermal energy recovery
- Quantifying the environmental benefits of avoided line losses
- Standardized emission factors for air permitting health risk assessments

Natural Gas
* Guarantee access to gas markets at reasonable terms and conditions
· Facilitate development of a national, private DER gas market clearinghouse

Tax

* Create equitable tax treatment and depreciation schedules (5-7 year life)
O * Create scaled tax credits for deployment of clean DER technologies0m
o Federal Program

o * Create program to facilitate and or require deployment of DER in federal facilities
o I
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Commercial Real Estate & Energy Use
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Public & Private Investment Partnership

Create economic incentives for the private sector to develop new DER
infrastructure to accelerate the speed of execution

The underlying economics of on-site generation, while maintaining

connection to the grid, accomplishes the following:

Utilizes private and public capital to help solve grid infrastructure issues

" Creates a long term solution

" Encourages clean, reliable, new energy infrastructure that can be
developed in months vs. years
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Sample Projects
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ARDEN Realty - DER

______ __ _ '.The Client

fr^~~~ *':.:G~~ /s" · Arden Realty is a publicly traded Real Estate
Investment Trust ("REIT') and the largest
office landlord in Southern California

The Building

500,000 S.F. Class "A" high rise office tower
,._.^|MMM~a^>.^y~ - in downtown San Diego

RealEnergy System

System Layout 480V to Buildin 600 kW -Natural Gas Fired Internal
Combustion Engines which exceed the
standards set by the San Diego Air Quality
Management District.

· 175 TON absorption chiller

* 4,032 annual kW hours (46%) runtime

faId :teamfa^~~ _ am* 'Energy Savings of $62,000

O Waste Heat I n Total Peak Demand Reduction of 775 kW

°o Xm· e r t iff h, w'eBuildin * Additional chilling capacity and potential for
illd War t Bilig dedicated backup for one or more tenants

RcalEncrgyJ
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(ontgre% of t le Unittb tatet
UlaB!ingum, ;C 20515

March 21,2001

The Honorable Spencer Abraham
Secretary of Enrgy
Forrestal Building
Washington, D.C. 20585

Dear Secretary Abrham

As you ar aware, our nation is confroning high energy prices and unreliabl energy supplies that
threaten to slow economic growth and have the potential to produce further cnergy disruptions this Spring and
Sun.mcr. In an effort to adcquat)y address this problem, we would like to invite you to meet with the
Democratic Caucus Energy Task Force ncet week to discuss the current energy situation and the
Adinistration's apparent effort to overhaul the national enrgy policy.

As committed leaders on energy issues in the Congress, we are concerned about the position the
Administration has taken in recent days. Amcricans across the country are facing soaring gasoline prices at the
pump, natural gas prices that have more than tripled, and electricity costs that have been volatile all over the
country, particular)y the West coast As a result, ome heating bils have increased by as much as three fold
from last year's extremely high prices.

The Democratic Caucus Energy Task Force is moving closer to developing a comprehensive energy
policy, and we strngly beli that we must be mindful of both hbort-term and long-term needs. Adopting a
policy that stregthens our economy, protects our nvirunmnr, ad keeps our nation secure is our fist priority.
We would appreciate the opportunity to meet with you and hear from you about your view of the current
situation, as well as discuss with you in depth about the proposed budget for the Department of Enrgy.

We look forward to finding cmmon ground with you and hope that you will be able to join us. Please
confirm with Soia Garcia at the Dmocratic Caucus at 226-3210.

'"'zincrely,
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FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION

2001-002798 Feb 1 p 4:072

OFFICE OF THE CHAIRMAN January 30, 2001

The Honorable Spencer Abraham
Department of Energy
1000 Independence Ave., SW
Rm. 7-A257 (7th Floor)
Washington, DC 20585

Dear Secretary Abraham:

As we previously have discussed, 1 am designating my Legal Advisor, Robert H.
Solomon, to serve as my representative on the federal energy task force. Frankly, my
preference would be to serve myself. Unfortunately, my presence on the task force could be
more counter-productive than productive. This is because of the status of the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission as an independent agency that, under the Administrative Procedure
Act and relevant ex parte limitations, is obligated to base all decisions on record evidence
available to all of the parties. The Commission currently is considering requests for
rehearing of its December 15, 2000 order on California remedies. In addition, the
Commission is considering various petitions and motions that concern, in various respects,
the issues raised in the December order. I would be unable to offer any but the most general
of opinions concerning the California situation. My concern is that opponents of the
Commission's order would seize upon my participation in the task force as grounds for
recusal.

I am confident that Mr. Solomon will ably represent me and the Commission. Please
do not hesitate to contact him on any matter related to the task force's operations. As for
myself, I look forward to working with you and cooperating to advance market-oriented
solutions to our nation's energy woes that will truly benefit all Americans.

Curt L. , Jr. /
Chairman
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Waste-to-Energy:
A tax credit for new, waste-to-energy facilities or new generating units at
existing facilities continues the federal government's policy to encourage clean,
renewable electricity, and promote energy diversity while helping cities meet the
challenge of trash disposal. Here's why the tax credit deserves your support ...

* Waste-to-energy facilities generate electricity and steam using municipal solid waste
(garbage) as fuel. The garbage burns in specially designed boilers to ensure complete
combustion, and new Clean Air Act standards require facilities to employ the most
modem pollution control equipment available to scrub emissions. The result is clean,
renewable energy.

* Nationwide, 85 waste-to-energy plants supply about 2400 megawatts of electricity to
the grid. Plants operate 365-days-a-year, 24-hours a day. Facilities average greater
than 90% availability of installed capacity. Waste-to-energyplants generally operate
in or near an urban area, easing transmission to the customer.

* Facility revenues come from fees paid to dispose of the garbage and the price paid for
electricity generated by waste-to-energy plants. New facilities or new generating
units built at existing facilities require significant capital investment. The capital, and
the operation and maintenance (O&M) costs at a facility equal about $100 for each
ton of garbage processed at a facility. On an energy revenue basis, about 20 cents per
kWh would be required for capital and O&M. For example, a facility that processes
2000 tons of trash each day into 60 MW of electricity would require about $200,000
in revenues daily, coming from either disposal fees or electricity revenues, or both.

* Waste-to-energy power must be sold as "base load" electricity and cannot be operated
to supply "peak load" power simply because there is a constant need for trash
disposal by combustion that keeps power generation steady and reliable.

* Similar to other alternative energy sources, waste-to-energy plants are qualified
facilities (QFs) eligible under PURPA for mandatory power purchase at avoided cost.
Most existing facilities have been financed based, in part, on long-term PURPA
contracts that run commensurate with the facility debt.

* The biomass content of waste-to-energy's fuel, municipal solid waste, is about 75%
on a Btu-output basis.

o Power purchasers no longer offer long-term PURPA contracts. Power generated by
new waste-to-energy facilities or new units at existing facilities will be sold as base
load, and the power price will fluctuate on a 24-hour basis at the market clearing price
(i.e., waste-to-energy power will be bid at "0" cents and ride with the market.)

* The market price and disposal fees will, on average, not be sufficient to cover the cost
of a new waste-to-energy unit. A tax credit is needed to encourage this form of clean,
renewable electricity.

23517
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April 12, 2001

Mr. Joseph T. Kelliher
Senior Policy Advisor
Office of the Secretary
U.S. Department of Energy
Room 7B-252
1000 Independence Ave., SW
Washington, D.C. 20585

Dear Mr. Kelliher.

Green Mountain Energy Company greatly appreciated the opportunity to meet with you
last week to discuss the development of national energy policy. As a follow-up to that
meeting, we would like to provide in writing some information about Green Mountain
Energy and a few thoughts regarding competition in the electric industry as a key
component of our national energy strategy.

Since its inception in 1997, Green Mountain Energy Company has been committed to
using the power of customer demand to help change the way power is made. As a result
of its activities in competitive markets to date, the company has spirred the development
of several new renewable energy projects, including one of the largest wind farms on the
East coast, the first new wind turbines to be built as a result of customer demand in
California, and the largest solar array in the San Francisco Bay area.

Green Mountain Energy currently supplies cleaner and renewable electricity to
residential, business and government consumers in California, Pennsylvania, New Jersey
and Connecticut, and we plan to expand nationwide as more states open their energy
markets to competition' Near-term plans include entering the Texas market when the
state begins its pilot program in June, 2001, and starting service in September, 2001, to
over 400,000 residential customers in Ohio pursuant to a six-year agreement with the
Northeast Ohio Public Energy Council ("NOPEC"), a public electricity buying group
which represents households across eight Ohio counties.

Green Mountain Energy firmly believes that effective competition in the electric industry
can produce benefits for even the smallest customers and is part of the solution to, rather
than the cause of, current problems in the western wholesale power markets. We also
believe that competition can be an important complement to responsible policy initiatives
in support of the environment. Competition presents the opportunity for choice, and
choices available in competitive energy markets today include products that are
significantly cleaner and higher in renewable content than traditional system power.
Moreover, experience in markets to date clearly demonstrates that a significant
percentage of switching customers will choose energy products based on their
environmental characteristics as well as price. In addition, in several situations where
significant blocks of customers were up for bid, Green Mountain Energy, at least, has
been able to bid successfully with energy products that are significantly cleaner than
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system average power. In short, the potential for the market to impact how power is made
in the future is significant, and grows as consumers become more educated about the
environmental consequences of alternative power generation sources.

The potential economic and environmental benefits of competition, however, will not be
realized without support and leadership from policymakers. This is a critical time for the
competitive energy industry. Recent events in California, high prices in wholesale
markets across the country, less-than-effective federal regulation of the interstate
transmission grid, and a variety of flawed state restructuring programs are making it
increasingly difficult for competitive suppliers to deliver to customers the benefits that
would flow from free and fair competition. A number of states are delaying their
restructuring programs or considering price control measures that are likely to kill off the
competition that would provide the best long-term protection for customers. Leadership is
needed now on the federal level to address directly the obstacles to competition that are
within the federal government's control, and to provide guidance and encouragement to
the states to address effectively those issues within their jurisdiction. We urge the
Administration to provide that leadership as part of its national energy policy.

Specifically, we urge that the national energy policy, at a minimum, incorporate the
following two elements with respect to electric industry restructuring:

Support for federal legislation that 1) assures a robust interstate
transmission grid, 2) clarifies federal/state authority over the interstate grid,
and 3) mandates efficient interconnection with the transmission grid. These
issues are addressed in a recent letter to you from the Electric Power Supply
Association, of which Green Mountain Energy is a member. We will not repeat its
discussion of the issues here, but commend EPSA's letter for your consideration.

* Encouragement of, and support for, retail electric competition. As described
above, it is important that the states and the public hear that effective competition
in the energy industry, at both the wholesale and retail levels, will benefit
customers and is part of this nation's energy policy. There is much that the federal
government could do now to promote competition by, for instance, rationalizing a
hodgepodge of state rules and procedures, limiting monopoly functions, and
providing tax incentives for restructuring investments. But even if, as many have
suggested, the time is not right politically for federal action effecting retail
electric restructuring, it is still possible to set a broad direction and begin plotting
a course toward full competition. Currently, the Federal Trade Commission, at the
request of Congress, is considering comments and developing a report on what is
working and what is not in retail electric competition programs, and on what
additional federal legislation or regulation might be desirable. Green Mountain
Energy urges the Administration to ensure that this is a serious effort, and to
utilize the resulting FTC report to inform further direct federal action and/or to
press states to reform existing programs and implement new programs that will
bring the benefits of competition to customers. The FTC has played the role of
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advocate and expert advisor to states before, and might productively play such a
role with respect to retail electric competition.

Of course, as a marketer of and advocate for renewable energy, Green Mountain Energy
also urges the Administration's aggressive support for renewable energy as part of our
national energy strategy.

Thank you again for the opportunity to meet and to provide you with our views on
electric restructuring and national energy strategy. We are, of course, available to discuss
these issues in greater detail at any time.

Sincerely,

Karen O'Neill
Vice President, New Markets
Green Mountain Energy Company
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Bills of DOE'Interest 1999

House:

H.R. 11 (Bilbray) to amend the Clean Air Act to permit California State regulations
regarding reformulated gas to be applied only in certain areas within the
State.

H.R. 28 (Shays) to provide Federal employees greater access to child care services.

H.R. 45 (Upton) to amend the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 to establish an
interim storage facility for nuclear waste.

H.R. 53 (Watkins) to provide a tax credit for marginal oil and natural gas well
production.

H.R. 55 (Dreier) to make the Federal Employees health benefits program available
to individuals age 55 to 65 who would not otherwise have health
insurance.

H.R. 82 (Bilirakis) to exclude the Civil Service Retirement and Disability Fund
from the budget of the United States Government.

H.R. 88 (Brown of California) to repeal a requirement regarding data produced
under Federal grants and agreements awarded to institutions of higher
learning, hospitals, and other nonprofit organizations.

H.R. 91 (Clay) to amend the Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993.

H.R. 110 (Cummings) to make long-term care insurance available to Federal
employees and annuitants.

H.R. 142 (Gekas) to prevent Government shutdowns.

H.R. 162 (Holden) to provide a tax credit to promote the conversion of U.S. coal
and domestic carbonaceous feedstocks into liquid fuels.

H.R. 192 (Manzullo) to establish judicial and administrative proceedings for the
resolution of year 2000 processing failures.

H.R. 206 (Morella) to provide Federal employees greater access to child care
services.

H.R. 208 (Morella) to allow certain rollover distributions to be contributed to
accounts in the Thrift Savings Plan and eliminate certain waiting period
requirements for participating in the Thrift Savings Plan.
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H.R. 209 (Morella) to help Federal agencies license Federally owned inventions.

H.R. 232 (Regula) to provide for a two-year Federal budget cycle.

H.R. 260 (Scarborough) to provide additional tax incentives for the use of clean-fuel
vehicles by certain businesses.

H.R. 279 (Sweeny) to require preemployment drug testing for applicants for Federal
employment.

H.R. 294 (Sweeny) to require Federal agencies to establish procedures for assessing
whether their regulations result in the taking of private property.

H.R. 305 (Towns) to establish an Office of Inspector General Oversight Council.

H.R. 314 (Vento) to require that wages paid under a Federal contract be greater than
the local poverty line.

H.R. 341 (Andrews) to establish the Fund for Environmental Priorities using consumer
savings resulting from retail electricity choice.

H.R. 350 (Condit) to improve congressional deliberation on proposed Federal private sector
mandates.

H.R. 354 (Coble) to protect certain collections of information.

H.R. 380 (Greenwood) to authorize a program to improve various aspects of the oilheat
industry.

H.R. 387 (Lobiondo) to prohibit certain oil and gas leasing activities on parts of the Outer
Continental Shelf.

H.R. 388 (Lobiondo) to prohibit the Secretary of the Interior from issuing oil and gas leases
on certain parts of the Outer Continental Shelf.

H.R. 393 (George Miller of California) to amend the Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation
Control Act of 1978 to provide for the remediation of the Atlas uranium milling
site near Moab, Utah.

H.R. 409 (Portman) to improve the performance of Federal financial assistance programs.

H.R. 416 (Scarborough) to rectify certain retirement coverage errors affecting Federal
employees.
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H.R. 423 (Thomas) to allow a five-year carryback for tax purposes for losses attributable to
mineral operations of oil and gas producers.

H.R. 436 (Hor) to amend Federal management and debt collection practices, Federal
payment systems, and Federal benefit programs.

H.R. 439 (Talent) to minimize Federal paperwork demands on small businesses,
educational and non-profit institutions, Federal contractors, State and local
governments, and others through the use of alternative information technologies.

H.R. 446 (Bentsen) to eliminate tax subsidies for ethanol fuel.

H.R. 457 (Cummings) to increase the amount of leave available to a Federal employee who
serves as an organ donor.

H.R. 460 (Gallegly) to provide that the mandatory separation age for Federal firefighters be
the same as that for Federal law enforcement officers.

H.R. 483 (Morella) to make the percentage limitations on individual contributions to the
Federal employee Thrift Savings Plan more consistent with the dollar amount
limitation on elective deferrals.

H.R. 490 (Smith of Texas) to require the Secretary of Energy to purchase additional
petroleum for the Strategic Petroleum Reserve.

H.R. 493 (Stears) to provide for a biennial budget process and a biennial appropriations
process and to enhance the oversight and performance of the Federal Government.

H.R. 494 (Thomas) to amend the regulatory process under the Endangered Species Act.

H.R. 527 (Andrews) to cancel contracts between the U.S. and a contractor who has violated
the Davis-Bacon Act repeatedly and to require the disclosure of certain pa)Toll
information under contracts subject to the Davis-Bacon Act.

H.R. 542 (Foley) to reduce the number of Trident ballistic missile submarines subject to a
statutory limitation on retirement or dismantlement of strategic nuclear delivery
systems and to provide that any funds saved by retiring these submarines be used
for national missile defense programs.

H.R. 558 (Regula) to provide for the retrocession of the District of Columbia to the State of
Maryland.
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H.R. 574 (Pombo) to require peer review of scientific data used in support of Federal
regulations.

H.R. 602 (Scarborough) to provide for a program under which long-term care insurance
may be obtained by Federal employees and annuitants.

H.R. 617 (Degette) to ensure full Federal compliance with the Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980 (Superfund).

H.R. 623 (Knollenberg) to amend the Energy Policy and Conservation Act to eliminate
regulation of certain plumbing supplies.

H.R. 657 (Sweeney) to reduce acid deposition under the Clean Air Act.

H.R. 666 (Brown of California) to authorize the Secretary of Energy to establish a multi-
agency program to promote energy efficient economic development along the
border with Mexico through the research, development, and use of new materials.

H.R. 667 (Burr of North Carolina) to remove Federal impediments to retail competition in
the electric power industry.

H.R. 674 (Johnson of Texas) to clarify that natural gas gathering lines are seven-year
property for purposes of depreciation.

H.R. 680 (Luther) to reduce the number of executive branch political appointees.

H.R. 721 (Hayworth) to provide for tax-exempt bond financing of certain electric facilities.

H.R. 750 (Thomas) to provide a five-year extension of the tax credit for producing
electricity from wind.

H.R. 760 (Sensenbrenner) to extend the research tax credit permanently.

H.R. 775 (Davis of Virginia) to establish procedures for civil actions relating to the
failure of a device or system to process the transition from the year 1999 to
the year 2000.

H.R. 781 (Andrews) to require a preference for Federal contractors who hire welfare
recipients.

H.R. 811 (Wynn) to prohibit under the Petroleum Marketing Practices Act
transferring franchises and fixing motor fuel prices in certain instances.
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H. R. 835 (Johnson of Connecticut) to extend the research tax credit permanently.

H.R. 870 (McCrery) to change the determination of the 50,000-barrel refinery limitation on
oil depletion deduction from a daily basis to an annual average daily basis.

H.R. 877 (Stears) to provide for comparable treatment of Federal employees and Members
of Congress and the President when the Federal Government shuts down.

H.R. 883 (Young of Alaska) to preserve U.S. sovereignty over public and acquired lands
and to preserve State sovereignty and private property rights in non-Federal lands
surrounding those public and acquired lands.

H.R. 888 (Kildee) to limit the concentration of sulfur in gasoline used in motor vehicles.

H.R. 930 (Mink) to amend the Radiation Exposure Compensation Act to remove the
requirement that exposure resulting in stomach cancer occur before age 30.

H.R. 933 (Morella) to ensure that coverage of bone mass measurements is provided under
the health benefits program for Federal employees.

H.R. 965 (Quinn) to provide that December 7 each year be treated for all purposes related to
Federal employment in the same manner as November 11.

H.R. 971 (Walsh) to amend the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 to ensure that
rates charged by qualifying small power producers and qualifying cogenerators do
not exceed the incremental cost to the purchasing utility of alternative electric
energy at the time of delivery.

H.R. 993 (Duncan) to provide that of amounts available to a designated agency for a fiscal
year but not obligated in the fiscal year, up to 50 percent may be used to pay
bonuses to agency personnel and the remainder shall be deposited into the general
fund of the Treasury and used exclusively for deficit reduction.

H.R. 1001 (Hulshof) to repeal the 4.3-cent motor fuel excise taxes on railroads and inland
waterway transportation.

H.R. 1002 (Hunter) to require that all Government condemnations of property proceed under
the Declaration of Taking Act.

H.R. 1031 (Hastings) to protect the White bluffs, located on the Columbia River in the State
of Washington.
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H.R. 1036 (Capps) to cease mineral leasing activity on submerged land of the Outer
Continental Shelf adjacent to a coastal State that has declared a moratorium on
this activity.

H.R. 1045 (Udall) to amend the Radiation Exposure Compensation Act to provide for partial
restitution to individuals who work in uranium mines, mills, or transport that
provided uranium for the use and benefit of the U.S. Government.

H.R. 1074 (Bliley) to provide Government-wide accounting of regulatory costs and benefits.

H.R. 1108 (Collins) to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to encourage the
production and use of electric vehicles.

H.R. 1110 (Saxton) to reauthorize and amend the Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972.

H.R. 1111 (Morella) to establish a program under which long-term care insurance is made
available to Federal employees and annuitants.

H.R. 1116 (Moran of Kansas) to promote domestic oil and gas production and provide a
response to increasing oil imports (companion to Domenici bill).

H.R. 1117 (Moran of Kansas) to provide relief from certain interest and penalties on refunds
ordered by FERC.

H.R. 1127 (McCrery) to exclude income from the transportation of oil and gas by pipeline
from subpart F income.

H.R. 1138 (Stears) to repeal section 210 of the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of
1978.

H.R. 1170 (Sabo) to make available, under the health benefits program for Federal
employees, the option of obtaining coverage for self and children only.

H.R. 1204 (Stenholm) to impose a tax on the importation of crude oil and petroleum
products.

H.R. 1205 (Stupak) to prohibit oil and gas drilling in the Great Lakes.

H.R. 1208 (Vento) to require in each subcontract under a Federal contract clauses that set
forth a prompt payment policy and outline the provisions of the prompt payment
statute and other related information.

H.R. 1210 (Vento) to provide continued compensation for Federal employees when funds are
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not otherwise available due to a lapse in appropriations.

H.R. 1219 (Maloney) to amend Federal procurement law related to payment protections for
persons furnishing labor and materials for Federal construction projects.

H.R. 1227 (Evans) to provide for the debarment or suspension from Federal procurement and
non-procurement activities of persons who violate certain labor and safety laws.

H.R. 1253 (English) to restrict the use of tax-exempt financing by governmentally owned
electric utilities and tax certain income-related activities of these utilities.

H.R. 1263 (Hoekstra) to require the Federal Government to disclose on each Federal
employees paycheck the Government's share of taxes for old-age, survivor,
disability, and hospital insurance for the employee, and the Government's total
payroll allocation for the employee.

H.R. 1269 (George Miller of California) to strengthen sanctions for violations of the Federal
Oil and Gas Royalty Management Act of 1982.

H.R. 1300 (Boehlert) to reauthorize and amend the Superfund program.

H.R. 1309 (Cook) to authorize the Secretary of Energy to provide compensation and
increased safety for on-site storage of spent nuclear fuel and high-level radioactive
waste.

H.R. 1348 (Ryun of Kansas) to establish a moratorium on the Foreign Visitors Program at
the Department of Energy nuclear laboratories and establish a counter-intelligence
program at each of those laboratories.

H.R. 1358 (Thomas) to provide tax credits for making energy efficiency improvements to
existing homes and for constructing new energy efficient homes.

H. Con. Res. 74 (Markey) to express the sense of Congress regarding maintenance of the
nuclear weapons stockpile.

H.R. 1367 (Franks of New Jersey) to prohibit the use of the fuel additive MTBE in gasoline.

H.R. 1398 (Pombo) to amend the Clean Air Act to prohibit the use of certain fuel additives.

H.R. 1416 (McCrcry) to provide that for tax purposes interest on indebtedness used to
finance the sale of rate-regulated electric energy or natural gas in the U.S. shall be
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H.R. 1457 (Minge) to extend the tax credit for producing electricity from certain renewable
resources.

H.R. 1465 (Salman) to allow a tax credit for residential solar energy property.

H.R. 1477 (Menendez) to withhold voluntary proportional assistance for programs and
projects of the International Atomic Energy Agency relating to the development
and completion of Bushehr nuclear power plant in Iran.

H.R. 1486 (Franks of New Jersey) to provide for a transition to market-based rates for power
sold by the Federal Power Marketing Administrations and the Tennessee Valley

H.R. 1502 (Barcia) to minimize the disruption of Government and private sector operations
caused by the Year 2000 computer problem.

H,R. 1513 (Norton) to allow Federal employees to take advantage of the transportation fringe
benefit provisions of the Internal Revenue Code that are available to private sector
employees.

H.R. 1516 (Skeen) to amend the Radiation Exposure Compensation Act to provide for
payment of compensation to individuals exposed to radiation as the result of
working in uranium mines and mills that provided uranium for the use of the U.S.
Government.

H.R. 1548 (Traficant) to provide for a three-judge division of the court to determine whether
cases alleging breach of secret Government contracts should be tried in court.

H.R. 1555 (Goss) to authorize appropriations for fiscal year 2000 for intelligence and
intelligence-related activities of the U.S. Government.

H.R. 1559 (Cannon) to amend the Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act of 1978 to
proved for the remediation of the Atlas mill tailings site near Moab, Utah.

H.R. 1572 (Gordon) to require the adoption and use of digital signatures by Federal agencies.

H.R. 1587 (Steams) to encourage States to establish competitive retail markets for electricity,
clarify the roles of the Federal Government and the States in retail electricity
markets, and remove certain Federal barriers to competition.
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H.R. 1600 (Fattah) to proved that Federal contracts and certain Federal subsidies be provided
only to businesses that have qualified profit-sharing plans.

H.R. 1606 (Kanjorski) to make certain temporary Federal service creditable for retirement
purposes.

H.R. 1655 (Calvert) to authorize appropriations for fiscal years 2000 and 2001 for the
civilian energy and scientific research, development, and demonstration and
related commercial application of DOE energy technology programs.

H.R. 1656 (Calvert) to authorize appropriations for fiscal years 2000 and 2001 for the
commercial application of energy technology and related DOE civilian energy and
scientific programs.

H.R. 1682 (Mrs. Wilson) to establish a permanent tax incentive for research and
development.

H.R. 1700 (Hostettler) to provide that a national missile defense system not be required to
complete initial operational evaluations before proceeding beyond low-rate initial
production and provide that an environmental impact statement prepared for the
construction of any element of such a system not be subject to judicial review.

H.R. 1705 (Pallone) to amend the Clean Air Act to waive the oxygen content requirement for
reformulated gasoline and to phase out the use of MTBE.

H.R. 1731 (Herger) to apply the tax credit for electricity produced from certain renewable
resources to electricity produced from biomass facilities and to extend the placed-
in-service deadline for this credit.

H.R. 1753 (Doyle) to promote the research, identification, assessment, exploration, and
development of methane hydrate resources.

H.R. 1759 (Hastings) to ensure the long-term protection of the resources of the portion of the
Columbia River known as the Hanford Reach.

H.R. 1769 (Cummings) to eliminate certain inequities in the Civil Service Retirement
System and the Federal Employees Retirement System with respect to the
computation of benefits for law enforcement officers, firefighters, air traffic
controllers, nuclear materials couriers, and their survivors.

H.R. 1770 (Cummings) to revise the overtime pay limitation for Federal employccs.
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H.R. 1827 (Burton of Indiana) to require Federal agencies to use recovery audits.

H.R. 1828 (Bliley-by request) to provide for a more competitive electric power industry (the -

Administration's electricity industry restructuring legislation).

H.R. 1835 (Gilman) to impose conditions on assistance, nuclear cooperation, and other
transactions with North Korea.

H.R. 1884 (Ford) to provide for the disclosure of the readiness of certain Federal and non-
Federal computer systems for the Y2K problem.

H.R. 1924 (Gckas) to prevent Federal agencies from unjustifiably ignoring and relitigating
precedents established by Federal courts.

H.R. 1971 (Watkins) to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to encourage domestic oil
and gas production.

H.R. 1985 (Cubin) to improve the administration of oil and gas leases on Federal land.

H.R. 1991 (Johnson of Texas) to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to clarify that
natural gas gathering lines are seven-year property for purposes of depreciation.

H.R. 1992 (Klink) to maintain Federal average fuel economy standards applicable to
automobiles in effect at current levels until changed by law.

H.R. 2022 (McIntosh) to prohibit compliance by the executive branch with the 1972 Anti-
Ballistic Missile Treaty and the 1997 Memorandum of Understanding related to
the treaty.

H.R. 2023 (Mclntosh) to schedule production of elements for a national missile defense
system.

H.R. 2029 (Radanovich) to amend the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 to require
Federal agencies to consult with State agencies and county and local governments
on environmental impact statements.

H.R. 2032 (Thomberry) to establish in the Department of Energy a Nuclear Security
Administration and an Office of Under Secretary for National Security.

H.R. 2038 (Weller) to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 with respect to deductions
for decommissioning costs of nuclear powerplants.

H.R. 2050 (Largent) to provide consumers with a reliable source of electricity and a choice of
electric providers.
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H.R. 2052 (DeFazio) to provide Oregon with a role in making decisions on environmental
restoration and waste management at the Hanford Reservation. -

H.R. 2086 (Sensenbrenner) to authorize funding for networking and information technology
research and development for fiscal years 2000 through 2004.

H.R. 2088 (Hayworth) to prohibit discrimination in contracting federally funded projects on
the basis of certain labor policies of potential contractors.

H.R. 2096 (Engle) to provide Federal employees the option of obtaining health benefits
coverage for dependent parents.

H.R. 2128 (Brady of Texas) to provide for periodic review of the efficiency and public need
for Federal agencies, to establish a commission to review the efficiency and public
need for Federal agencies, and provide for the abolishment of agencies for which a
public need does not exist

H.R. 2179 (Udall of Colorado) to provide for the management as open space of certain lands
at the Rocky flats Environmental Technology Site.

H.R. 2221 (Mclntosh) to prohibit the use of Federal funds to implement the Kyoto Protocol
on Climate Change until the Senate has ratified it and to clarify the authority of
Federal agencies to regulate emissions of carbon dioxide.

H.R. 2250 (Young of Alaska) to establish an oil and gas leasing program for the exploration,
development, and production of the oil and gas resources of the Coastal Plain.

H.R. 2252 (Camp) to provide increased tax incentives for the purchase of alternative fuel and
electric vehicles.

H.R. 2335 (Towns) to improve the hydroelectric licensing process by granting FERC
statutory authority to improve coordination of other agency and entity
participation.

H.R. 2363 (Tauzin) to repeal the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935 and enact the
Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1999.

H.R. 2368 (Young of Alaska) to assist in the resettlement of the people of Bikini Atoll by
amending the terms of the trust fund established during the U.S. administration of
the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands.

H.R. 2372 (Canady of Florida) to simplify access to the Federal courts for parties deprived of
their constitutional rights by final Federal agency action and improve procedures
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in other instances of claims arising under the Constitution.

H.R. 2376 (Green) to require an executive agency to establish expedited review procedures
for granting a waiver to a State under a grant program if another State has been
granted a similar waiver under the program.

H.R. 2380 (Matsui) to provide tax incentives to reduce energy consumption.

H.R. 2411 (Boyce) to abolish the Department of Energy.

H.R. 2420 (Tauzin) to deregulate the Internet and high speed data services.

H.R. 2429 (Crane) to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to establish a five-year
recovery period for petroleum storage facilities.

H.R. 2449 (Norwood) to amend the Federal Water Pollution Control Act relating to Federal
facilities pollution control.

H.R. 2456 (Simpson) to preserve State authority over waters within State boundaries and to
delegate the authority of Congress to regulate water to States.

H.R. 2464 (Watkins) to provide that for Federal tax purposes certain amounts received by
electric energy, gas, or steam utilities be excluded from gross income as
contributions to capital.

H.R. 2520 (Lazio) to provide regulatory credit for voluntary early mitigation of potential
environmental impacts from greenhouse gas emissions.

H.R. 2556 (Wolf) to require the Secretary of Transportation, through the Congestion
Mitigation and Air Quality Program, to develop a program for reducing emissions
of air pollutants.

H.R. 2569 (Pallone) to encourage State programs for renewable energy sources, universal
electric service, affordable electric service, and energy conservation and
efficiency.

H.R. 2600 (Wu) to reduce the level of long-range nuclear forces of the Department of
Defense to 3,500 warheads consistent with the START II Treaty.

H.R. 2602 (Wynn) to amend the Federal Power Act with respect to electric reliability and
oversight.

H.R. 2603 (Wu) to eliminate the use of the Savannah River nuclear waste separation
facilities.
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H.R. 2604 (Wu) to terminate the funding for the Fast Flux Test Facility at the Hanford
Nuclear Reservation.

H.R. 2631 (Davis of Virginia) to modify employee contributions to the Civil Service
Retirement System and the Federal Employees Retirement System to the
percentages in effect before the statutory temporary increase in calendar year
1999.

H.R. 2641 (Cubin) to make technical corrections to title X of the Energy Policy Act of 1992.

H.R. 2644 (Hinchey) to prohibit, except in limited circumstances, Federal, State, and local
agencies and private entities from transferring, selling, or disclosing personal data
with respect to an individual to other agencies or entities without the express
consent of the individual.

H.R. 2645 (Kucinich) to provide for the restructuring of the electric power industry.

H.R. 2667 (Allen) to amend the Clean Air Act to establish requirement concerning the
operation of fossil fuel-fired electric utility steam generating units, commercial
and industrial boiler units, solid waste incineration unites, and other combustion
and incineration units.

H.R. 2696 (Davis of Virginia) to provide for more equitable policies relating to overtime pay
for Federal employees and the accumulation and use of credit hours.

H.R. 2733 (Bliley) to allow Federal agencies to reimburse their employees for certain
adoption expenses.

H.R. 2734 (Brown of Ohio) to allow local governmental entities to serve as nonprofit
aggregators of electricity services on behalf of their citizens.

H.R. 2754 (Gillmor) to limit the portion of the Superfund that is expended for
administration, oversight, support, studies, investigations, monitoring, assessment,
evaluation, and enforcement activities.

H.R. 2786 (Sawyer) to provide for expansion of electricity transmission networks.

H.R. 2819 (Udall) to create an initiative for research and development into the use of
biomass for fuel and industrial products.

H.R. 2823 (Cannon) to provide for the retention and administration of Oil Shale Reserve
Numbered 2 by the Secretary of Energy.
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H.R. 2842 (Cummings) to enable the Federal Government to enroll an employee and family
in the FEHB Program when a State court orders the employee to provide health -
insurance coverage for a child of the employee but the employee fails to provide "
the coverage.

H.R. 2844 (Istook) to direct the Secretary of Energy to convey to Bartlesville, Oklahoma, the
former site of the NIPER facility.

H.R. 2859 (Frank) to provide benefits to domestic partners of Federal employees.

H.R. 2884 (Bliley) to extend energy conservation programs under the Energy Policy and
Conservation Act through fiscal year 2003.

H.R. 2885 (Horn) to provide uniform safeguards for the confidentiality of information
acquired for exclusively statistical purposes and to improve the efficiency and
quality of Federal statistics and Federal statistical programs.

H.R. 2887 (Baker) to amend the Federal Power Act to ensure that certain Federal power
customers are provided protection by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.

H.R. 2900 (Waxman) to reduce the emissions from electric powerplants.

H.R. 2940 (Stupak) to amend the Superfund law to provide liability relief for small parties,
innocent landowners, and prospective purchasers.

H.R. 2944 (Barton) to promote competition in electricity markets and provide consumers
with a reliable source of electricity.

H.R. 2947 (Inslee) to provide for use of net metering by certain small electric energy
generation systems.

H.R. 2956 (Pallone) to reauthorize the Superfund Act.

H.R. 2978 (Bliley) to extend energy conservation programs under the Energy Policy and
Conservation Act through October 31, 1999.

H.R. 2980 (Allen) to reduce emissions of mercury, carbon dioxide, nitrogen oxides, and
sulfur dioxide from fossil fuel-fired electric utility generating units in the U.S.

H.R. 2981 (Bliley) to extend energy conservation programs under the Energy Policy and
Conservation Act through March 31, 2000.

H.R. 2985 (Bono) to provide for a biennial budget process and biennial appropriations
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process and enhance oversight and efficiency of the Federal Government.

H.R. 3111 (Hyde) to exempt certain reports from automatic elimination and sunset pursuant
to the Federal Reports Elimination and Sunset Act of 1995.

H.R. 3137 (Hom) to provide for training individuals a President-elect intends to nominate as
department heads or appoint to key positions in the Executive Office of the
President.

H.R. 3147 (Davis of Virginia) to alleviate the pay-compression problem affecting members
of the Senior executive service and other senior-level Federal employees.

H.R. 3151 (Strickland) to provide funding for the Portsmouth and Paducah gaseous diffusion
plants.

H.R. 3152 (Goss) to provide for the identification, collection, and review for declassification
of records and materials that are of extraordinary public interest.

H.R. 3160 (Young) to reauthorize and amend the Endangered Species Act.

H.R. 3234 (Goodling) to exempt certain reports from automatic elimination and sunset under
the Federal Reports and Elimination and sunset Act of 1995.

H.R. 3307 (Chabot) to require Federal agencies to conduct an assessment of the privacy
implications resulting from a proposed rule.

H.R. 3311 (Gekas) to provide for the analysis of the costs and benefits of major rules.

H.R. 3312 (Gekas) to establish a pilot program that to provide a voluntary alternative dispute
resolution process to assist Federal agencies and employees in resolving certain
personnel actions and disputes in administrative programs.

H.R. 3383 (Barton) to amend the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 to remove separate treatment
or exemption for nuclear safety violations by nonprofit institutions.

H.R. 3384 (Barton) to strengthen provisions in the Energy Policy Act of 1992 with respect to
potential climate change.

H.R. 3385 (Barton) to strengthen provisions in the Federal Nonnuclear Energy Research and
Development Act of 1974 with respect to potential climate change.

H.R. 3418 (Kanjorski) to establish a compensation program for DOE federal, contractor, and
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subcontractor employees and employees of DOE beryllium vendors who sustain
beryllium related illness due to the performance of their duty and for certain -
workers at the Paducah gaseous diffusion plant and establish a pilot program for
examining the possible relationship between workplace exposure to radiation and
illnesses among certain workers at Oak Ridge.

H.R. 3447 (Hastings) to provide for the sale of electricity by BPA to joint operating entities.

H.R. 3449 (Greenwood) to amend the Clean Air Act to provide for a State waiver of the
requirements concerning the oxygen content of gasoline.

H.R. 3464 (Boswell) to establish a cooperative program of the Department of Agriculturc,
DOE, and EPA to evaluate the feasibility of using only fuel blended with ethanol
to power municipal vehicles.

H.R. 3466 (Camp) to expand the tax credit for electricity produced from certain renewable
resources to include energy produced from landfill gas.

H.R. 3478 (Kaptur) to establish a compensation program for the contractors of the
Departments of Defense and Energy and beryllium vendors who sustained a
beryllium-related illness due to the performance of their duty.

H.R. 3495 (Strickland) to establish a compensation program for DOE employees injured in
Federal nuclear activities.

H.R. 3502 (Udall of New Mexico) to enhance the ability of the National Laboratories to meet
DOE missions.

H.R. 3506 (Weldon) to provide that in certain cases the parent corporation of a Federal
contractor provides health care benefits to retired contractor employees if the
contractor fails to provide the benefits.

H. Res. 369 (Kucinich) to reduce the risks and dangers associated with nuclear weapons in the
new millennium.

H.R. 3533 (Ackerman) to provide the Secretary of Energy authority to draw down the SPR
when U.S. oil and gas prices rise sharply because of anti-competitive activity and
require the President, through the Secretary of Energy, to consult with Congress
regarding sale of SPR oil.

H.R. 3536 (Franks) to require the study of potential health effects of ingesting and inhaling
MTBE, research on methods for removing MTBE from water supplies, and
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monitoring public water systems for MTBE.

H.R. 3543 (Larson) to provide the Secretary of Energy authority to draw down the SPR when
U.S. oil and gas prices rise sharply because of anti-competitive activity and
require the President, through the Secretary of Energy, to consult with Congress
regarding sale of SPR oil.

H.R. 3564 (Isakson) to include within the President's annual budget submission three percent
cuts in the budget of each department or agency of the Government.

H.R. 3586 (Callahan) to provide for a biennial budget process and a biennial appropriations
process.

H.R. 3603 (Wolf) to expand Federal employee commuting options and to reduce the traffic
congestion resulting from current Federal employee commuting patterns.

H.R. 3608 (Sanders) to provide the Secretary of Energy with authority to create a Fuel Oil
Product Reserve to be available for use when fuel oil prices in the U.S. rise
sharply because of anti-competitive activity, during a fuel oil shortage, or during
periods of extreme winter weather.

H.R. 3641 (Sweeney) to require the Secretary of Energy to study causes of the recent home
heating fuel price spikes in the Northeast and to create a 10,000,000 barrel heating
oil reserve in the Northeast.

H.R. 3644 (Weygand) to authorize drawdown and distribution from the SPR in the case of
severe emergency supply interruptions on a State or regional level.

H.R. 3662 (McGovern) to require the Secretary of Energy to report to Congress on the
readiness of the heating oil and propane industries.

H.R. 3669 (Mrs. Kelly) to establish a five-year pilot project for the GAO to report to
Congress on economically significant rules of Federal agencies.

H.R. 3711 (Hastings) to impose a one-year moratorium on certain diesel fuel excise taxes.

H.R. 3749 (Ramstad) to reduce temporarily the rates of tax on highway gasoline, diesel fuel,
and kerosene by ten cents per gallon.

H.R. 3766 (Wynn) to improve the efficiency of the Federal Government.

H. Con. Res. 256 (Ewing) expressing the sense of Congress with regard to the use of
reformulated gasoline fuels.
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Senate:

S. 22 (Moynihan) to provide a system to classify information in the interests of national
security and a system to declassify information.

S. 36 (Grassley) to provide long-term care insurance for Federal employees.

S. 45 (Helms) to prohibit the executive branch from establishing an additional class of
individuals who are protected against discrimination in Federal employment.

S. 57 (Mikulski) to provide long-term care insurance for Federal employees and
annuitants (Administration bill, companion to H.R. 110).

S. 59 (Thompson) to provide a Government-wide accounting for regulatory costs and
benefits.

S. 92 (Domenici) to provide for a biennial budget process and a biennial appropriations
process and to enhance oversight and the performance of the Federal Government.

S. 93 (Domenici) to improve and strengthen the budget process.

S. 99 (McCain) to provide for continuing Government operations in the absence of
regular appropriations for fiscal year 2000.

S. 100 (McCain) to grant the President power to reduce budget authority.

S. 104 (Grams) to provide for continuing appropriations in the absence of regular
appropriations.

S. 125 (Feingold) to reduce the number of executive branch political appointees.

S. 139 (Robb) to grant the President power to reduce budget authority.

S. 147 (Abraham) to maintain Federal corporate average fuel economy standards for
automobiles in effect at current levels. ,

S. 161 (Moynihan) to provide for a transition to market-based rates for power sold by the
Federal Power Marketing Administrations and the Tennessee Valley Authority.

S. 162 (Breaux) to change the calculation of the 50,000-barrel refinery limitation on oil
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depletion tax deduction from a daily basis to an annual average daily basis.

S. 171 (Moynihan) to amend the Clean Air Act to limit the concentration of sulfur in
gasoline used in motor vehicles.

S. 172 (Moynihan) to reduce acid deposition under the Clean Air Act.

S. 195 (Boxer) to extend the research tax credit permanently.

S. 205 (Moynihan) to establish a Federal Commission on Statistical Policy to study
reorganizing the Federal statistical system, provide uniform safeguards for the
confidentiality of certain information, and improve the quality of Federal
statistics.

S. 246 (Hagel) to require Federal agencies to prepare private property taking impact
analyses and expand access to Federal courts for private property cases.

S. 257 (Cochran) to state U.S. policy regarding the deployment of a missile defense
capable of defending U.S. territory against limited ballistic missile attack.
(Cochran also introduced another bill, S. 269, with the same title.)

S. 266 (Feinstein) to amend the Clean Air Act to permit the exclusive application of
California regulations regarding reformulated gasoline in certain areas within the
State.

S. 267 (Feinstein) to direct EPA to give highest priority to petroleum contaminants in
drinking water in issuing corrective action orders under the Solid Waste Disposal
Act response program for petroleum.

S. 282 (Mack) to prohibit electric utilities from being required to enter into a new
contract or obligation to purchase or to sell electricity or capacity under section
210 of the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978.

S. 296 (Frist) to increase funding for Federal research and development.

S. 313 (Shelby) to repeal the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935 and enact the
Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1999.

S. 325 (Hutchison) to provide tax incentives to encourage U.S. production of oil and gas.

S. 330 (Akaka) to promote the research, exploration, and development of methane
hydrate resources for long-term energy supply needs.
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S. 334 (Akaka) to repeal FERC's authority to license projects on the fresh waters of
Hawaii.

S. 348 (Snowe) to assist the oilheat industry.

S. 352 (Thomas) to require Federal agencies to consult with State agencies and local
governments on environmental impact statements.

S. 358 (Grams) to freeze Federal discretionary spending at fiscal year 2000 levels, to
extend the discretionary budget caps until 2010, and to require a two-thirds vote
of the Senate to breach the budget caps.

S. 367 (Bingaman) to amend the Radiation Exposure Compensation Act to provide
partial restitution to individuals who worked in uranium mines, mills, or transport
that provided uranium for U.S. use.

S. 386 (Gorton) to provide for tax-exempt bond financing of certain electric facilities.

S. 397 (Bingaman) to authorize the Secretary of Energy to establish a multi-agency
program to promote energy efficient economic development along the border with
Mexico through the research, development, and use of new materials.
(companion to H.R. 666)

S. 414 (Grassley) to provide a five-year extension of the tax credit for producing
electricity from wind. (companion to H.R. 750)

S. 422 (Murkowski) to provide for Alaska jurisdiction over small hydroelectric projects.

S. 427 (Abraham) to provide more information for congressional deliberation on private
sector mandates.

S. 468 (Voinvich) to improve the performance of Federal financial assistance programs
and simplify Federal financial assistance application and reporting requirements.

S. 510 (Campbell) to preserve U.S. sovereignty over public and acquired lands and to
preserve State sovereignty and private property rights in non-Federal lands
surrounding those public and acquired lands.

S. 516 (Thomas) to promote competition in the electric power industry.
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S. 547 (Chafee) to authorize the President to enter into agreements to provide regulatory
credit for voluntary early action to mitigate potential environmental impacts from -

greenhouse gas emissions.

S. 557 (Thompson) to provide guidance for the designation of emergencies as a part of
the budget process.

S. 558 (Thompson) to prevent the shutdown of the Government at the beginning of a
fiscal year if a new budget has not been enacted.

S. 595 (Domenici) to promote domestic oil and gas production and provide a response to
increasing oil imports.

S. 608 (Murkowski) to amend the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 and establish an
interim storage facility for nuclear waste.

S. 618 (Moynihan) to declassify the journal kept by Glenn T. Seaborg while serving as
chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission.

S. 626 (Roberts) to provide that rate refunds FERC orders in connection with certain
sales of natural gas not include interest or penalty.

S. 645 (Feinstein) to amend the Clean Air Act to waive the oxygen content requirement
for reformulated gasoline in certain instances

S. 650 (Wellstone) to amend the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 to cover
Federal Government employees.

S. 673 (Leahy) to establish requirements concerning the operation of electric utility steam
generating units fired by fossil fuels, commercial and industrial boiler units, solid
waste incineration units, and other facilities to reduce emissions of mercury to the
environment.

S. 680 (Hatch) to extend permanently the research tax credit.

S. 683 (Bryan) to amend the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 to give credits to
commercial nuclear utilities to offset the costs of storing spent fuel DOE is unable
to accept for disposal.

S. 685 (Crapo) to preserve States' authority over water within their boundaries and to
delegate to States the authority of congress to regulate water.
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S. 715 (Murray) to designate a portion of the Columbia River as a recreational river.

S. 723 (Inhofe) to provide regulatory amnesty for defendants who are unable to comply
with Federal requirements because of factors related to a Y2K system failure.

S. 740 (Craig) to improve FERC's authority to coordinate participation by other agencies
and entities in the hydroelectric licensing process.

S. 746 (Lcvin) to provide for analysis of major rules, to publicize the costs and benefits
of major rules, and to increase the accountability and quality of Government.

S. 804 (Rockefeller) to improve the ability of Federal agencies to license Federally-
owned inventions.

S. 815 (Roth) to extend the tax credit for producing electricity from certain renewable
resources.

S. 826 (Thomas) to limit U.S. acquisition of land in a State 25 percent or more of whose
land is owned by the U.S.

S. 834 (Campbell) to withhold voluntary proportional assistance for programs and
projects of the International Atomic Energy Agency relating to the development
and completion of Bushehr nuclear power plant in Iran.

S. 851 (Chafee) to allow Federal employees to take advantage of the transportation fringe
benefit provisions of the Internal Revenue Code that are available to private sector
employees.

S. 882 (Murkowski) to amend EPAct and the Federal Nonnuclear Act with respect to
potential climate change.

S. 887 (Shelby) to establish a moratorium on the Foreign Visitors Program at DOE
nuclear labs.

S. 894 (Cleland) to establish a program under which long-term care insurance is made
available to Federal employees and annuitants.

S. 896 (Grams) to abolish the Department of Energy.
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S. 897 (Baucus) to provide matching grants for the construction, renovation, and repair of
school facilities in areas affected by Federal activities.

S. 932 (Campbell) to prevent Federal agencies from not following and rc-litigating
unjustifiably precedents established in the Federal courts.

S. 951 (Domenici) to establish a permanent tax incentive for research and development.

S. 974 (Warner) to authorize appropriations for fiscal years 2000 and 2001 for military
activities of the Department of Defense.

S. 984 (Collins) to modify the tax credit for electricity produced from certain renewable
resources.

S. 999 (Hatch) to improve the ability of Federal agencies to patent and license federally
owned inventions.

S. 1003 (Rockefeller) to provide increased tax incentives for the purchase of alternative
fuel and electric vehicles.

S. 1009 (Shelby) to authorize appropriations for fiscal year 2000 for intelligence and
intelligence-related activities of the United States Government.

S. 1028 (Hatch) to expedite access to the Federal courts for injured parties deprived of
their Constitutional rights by final Federal agency action.

S. 1040 (Shelby) to reduce the power of the Federal establishment.

S. 1042 (Hutchinson) to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to encourage domestic
oil and gas production.

S. 1047 (Murkowski-by request) to provide for a more competitive electric power industry
(the Administration's electricity restructuring bill).

S. 1048 (Murkowski-by request) tax provisions of the Administration's electricity
industry restructuring legislation.

S. 1049 (Murkowski) to improve the administration of oil and gas leases on Federal land.

S. 1050 (Murkowski) to provide tax incentives for gas and oil producers.

S. 1051 (Murkowski-by request) to amend the Energy Policy and Conservation Act to
manage the Strategic Petroleum Reserve more effectively.
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S. 1071 (Crapo) to designate the Idaho National Engineering and Environmental
Laboratory as the Center of Excellence for Environmental Stewardship of -
Department of Energy Land and establish within the Center the Natural Resources
Institute.

S. 1090 (Chafee) to reauthorize and amend the Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Liability, and Compensation Act of 1980 (Superfund).

S. 1095 (Conrad) to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to extend the placed in
service date for biomass and coal facilities.

S. 1116 (Nickles) to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to exclude income from
the transportation of oil or gas by pipeline from subpart F income .

S. 1157 (Smith of New Hampshire) to repeal the Davis-Bacon Act.

S. 1166 (Nickles) to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to clarify that natural gas
gathering lines are seven-year property for purposes of depreciation.

S. 1167 (Gorton) to amend the Pacific Northwest Electric Power Planning and
Conservation Act to expand the scope of the Independent Scientific Review Panel.

S. 1183 (Nickles) to direct the Secretary of Energy to convey the former site of the DOE
NIPER facility to the city of Bartlesville, Oklahoma.

S. 1194 (Hutchinson) to prohibit discrimination in contracting federally funded projects on
the basis of certain labor policies of potential contractors.

S. 1198 (Shelby) to provide for a General Accounting Office report on agency regulatory
actions.

S. 1214 (Thompson) to require each Federal agency to appoint a federalism officer who
shall monitor agency rules for their adverse effect on federalism.

S. 1226 (Mack) to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to provide that interest on
indebtedness used to finance the provision or sale of rate-regulated electric energy
or natural gas in the U.S. be allocated only to sources within the U.S.

S. 1230 (Boxer) to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to encourage the production
and use of clean-fuel vehicles.

S. 1260 (Hatch) to make technical corrections to the Copyright Act.
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S. 1273 (Bingaman) to facilitate the transition to more competitive and efficient electric -
power markets.

S. 1280 (Boxer) to terminate the exemption of certain contractors and other entities from
civil penalties for violation of nuclear safety requirements under the Atomic
Energy Act of 1954.

S. 1284 (Nickles) to ensure that a State may not establish, maintain, or enforce an
exclusive right to sell electric energy on behalf of any electric utility or may not
otherwise unduly discriminate against a consumer seeking to purchase electric
energy in interstate commerce from a supplier.

S. 1287 (Murkowski) to provide for the storage of spent nuclear fuel pending completion
of the nuclear waste repository.

S. 1298 (Wamer) to provide for professional liability insurance coverage for Federal
employees.

S. 1301 (Stevens) to provide reasonable access to buildings owned or used by the Federal
government if the access is to provide competitive telecommunications services
by telecommunications carriers.

S. 1308 (Murkowski) to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 with respect to
deductions for decommissioning costs of nuclear power plants.

S. 1323 (McConnell) to amend the Federal Power Act to ensure that TVA's Federal power
customers are provided protection by FERC.

S. 1334 (Akaka) to increase the amount of leave time available to a Federal employee in
connection with serving as an organ donor.

S. 1339 (Durbin) to debar or suspend from Federal procurement and other activities
persons who violate certain labor and safety laws.

S. 1351 (Grassley) to extend and modify the tax credit for electricity produced from
renewable resources.

S. 1352 (Helms) to impose conditions on assistance for North Korea and restrict nuclear
cooperation and other transactions with North Korea.

S. 1369 (Jeffords) to encourage State programs for renewable energy sources, universal
electric service, affordable electric service, and energy conservation and
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efficiency.

S. 1378 (Voinovich) to facilitate compliance by small businesses with Federal paperwork
requirements.

S. 1381 (Cochran) to establish a 5-year recovery period for petroleum storage facilities.

S. 1411 (Stevens) to extend the tax credit for producing electricity from certain renewable
resources.

S. 1425 (Specter) to allow a 10 percent biotechnology investment tax credit and to
reauthorize the research and development tax credit.

S. 1429 (Roth) to provide for budget reconciliation.

S. 1437 (Moynihan) to prevent researchers from compelled disclosure of research in
Federal courts.

S. 1439 (Feingold) to terminate production under the D5 submarine-launched ballistic
missile program.

S. 1441 (Sarbanes) to modify employee contributions to the Civil Service Retirement
System and the Federal Employees Retirement System to the percentages in effect
before the statutory temporary increase in calendar year 1999.

S. 1472 (Sarbanes) to modify employee contributions to the Civil Service Retirement
System and the Federal Employees Retirement System to the percentages in effect
before the statutory temporary increase in calendar year 1999. (companion to
H.R. 2631)

S. 1483 (Reid) to amend the National Defense Authorization Act for fiscal Year 1998 with
respect to export controls on high performance computers.

S. 1515 (Hatch) to amend the Radiation Exposure Compensation Act.

S. 1534 (Snowe) to reauthorize the Coastal Zone Management Act.

S. 1537 (Chafee) to reauthorize and amend the Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980 (Superfund).

S.J. Res. 31 (Allard) proposing an amendment to the Constitution granting the President line-
itcm veto power.
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S. 1561 (Bennett) to provide for the retention and administration of Oil Shale Reserve
Numbered 2 by the Secretary of Energy. (Companion to H.R. 2823) -

S.1634 (Allard) to allow a tax credit for residential solar energy property.

S. 1636 (Feingold) to authorize a new trade, investment, and development policy for sub-
Saharan Africa.

S. 1756 (Bingaman) to enhance the ability of the National Laboratories to meet
Department of Energy missions.

S. 1770 (Lott) to extend permanently the research and development credit and extend
certain other expiring provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 for 30
months.

S. 1776 (Craig) to amend the Energy Policy Act of 1992 to revise U.S. energy policy,
reduce greenhouse gas emissions, advance global climate science, promote
technology development, and increase citizen awareness.

S, 1777 (Craig) to provide tax incentives for the voluntary reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions and advance global climate science and technology development.

S. 1792 (Roth) to extend expiring tax provisions.

S. 1793 (Domenici) to ensure that there will be adequate funding for the decommissioning
of nuclear power facilities.

S. 1798 (Hatch) to provide enhanced protection for investors and innovators, protect
patent terms, and reduce patent litigation.

S. 1801 (Moynihan) to provide for the identification, collection, and review for
declassification of records and materials that are of extraordinary public interest.
(companion to H.R. 3152)

S. 1803 (Robb) to extend permanently and expand the research tax credit.

S. 1812 (Warner) to establish a commission on a nuclear testing treaty.

S. 1835 (Leahy) to restore Federal remedies for violations of intellectual property rights by
States.

S. 1877 (Thompson) to amend the Federal Report Elimination and Sunset Act of 1995.
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S. 1881 (Dodd) to make certain temporary Federal service creditable for retirement
purposes. -

S. 1885 (Robb) to provide for more equitable policies relating to overtime pay for Federal
employees, limitations on premium pay, and the accumulation and use of credit
hours.

S. 1886 (Inhofe) to waive the oxygen content requirement for reformulated gasoline, to
encourage development of voluntary standards to prevent and control releases of
methyl tertiary butyl ether from under ground storage tanks.

S. 1889 (Grams) to amend the Congressional Budget Act of 1974 to provide forjoint
resolutions on the budget, reserve funds for emergency spending, strengthen
enforcement of budgetary decisions, increase accountability for Federal spending,
and accomplish other goals.

S. 1937 (Craig) to provide for the sales of electricity by BPA to joint operating entities.
(companion to H.R. 3447)

S. 1945 (Bond) to amend title 23, United States Code, to make renewable fuel projects
eligible under the air quality improvement program.

S. 1949 (Leahy) to promote economically sound modernization of electric power
generation capacity in the U.S.; improve the combustion efficiency of fossil fuel-
fired electric utility generating units; to reduce emissions of contaminants; to
require all U.S. fossil fuel-fired electric utility generating units to meet new source
review requirements; to promote the use of clean coal technologies; and to
promote alternative energy and clean energy sources.

S. 1951 (Schumer) to provide the Secretary of Energy with authority to draw down the
SPR when oil and gas prices in the U.S. rise sharply because of anti-competitive
activity and to require the President, through the Secretary of Energy, to consult
with Congress regarding the sale of oil from the SPR.

S. 1954 (Bingaman) to establish a compensation program for DOE federal, contractor, and
subcontractor employees and employees of DOE beryllium vendors who sustain
beryllium related illness due to the performance of their duty and for certain
workers at the Paducah gaseous diffusion plant and establish a pilot program for
examining the possible relationship between workplace exposure to radiation and
illnesses among certain workers at Oak Ridge. (companion to H.R. 3418)

S. 1959 (Harkin) to provide for the fiscal responsibility of the Federal Government.
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S. 2046 (Frist) to reauthorize the Next Generation Internet Act.

S. 2047 (Dodd) to direct the Secretary of Energy to create a Heating Oil Reserve to be
available for use when fucl oil prices in the U.S. rise sharply because of anti-
competitive activity, during a fuel oil shortage, or during periods of extreme
winter weather.

S. 2071 (Gorton) to promote the reliability of the bulk-power electric system.

S. 2072 (Kerry) to require the Secretary of Energy to report to Congress on the readiness
of the heating oil and propane industries. (Companion to H.R. 3662).

S. 2075 (Robb) to expand Federal employee commuting options and to reduce the traffic
congestion resulting from current Federal Employee commuting patterns.
(Companion to H.R. 3603)

S. 2090 (Campbell) to impose a one-year moratorium on certain diesel fuel excise taxes.

S. 2094 (Kennedy) to insure that petroleum importers, refiners, and wholesalers
accumulate minimally adequate supplies of home heating oil to meet reasonably
foreseeable needs in the northeastern States.

S. 2098 (Murkowski) to facilitate the transition to more competitive and efficient electric
power markets and to ensure electric reliability.

S. 2106 (Ashcroft) to increase internationally the exchange and availability of information
regarding biotechnology and to coordinate a Federal strategy in order to advance
the benefits of biotechnology.
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ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN RAILROADS
50 F STREET, N.W.

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20001

Edward R. Hamberger Telephone: (202) 639-2400
President and Chief Executive Officer Fax: (202) 639-2286

March 23, 2001

The Honorable Dick Cheney
The White House
Washington, DC 20500

Dear Mr. Vice President:

I am writing to you in your capacity as chairman of the White House Energy Policy
Development Task Force. The Association of American Railroads (AAR) appreciates this
opportunity to offer its observations on the impact of higher energy prices on the nation's rail
sector.

I would note that AAR's comments are intended to supplement the briefing papers
submitted to you earlier by the Coal-Based Generation Stakeholders group of which the railroads
are leading members. Some 52 percent of our nation's electricity is generated by coal (with more
than two-thirds of that coal transported by rail) and coal is one of the nation's least expensive
sources of electrical energy.

In developing an effective energy strategy, it is important to remember that America - at
least until recently - has enjoyed some of the lowest energy prices in the world. These low
energy costs have enhanced our competitive position in all sectors of trade from agriculture to
manufacturing.

Railroads applaud the Bush administration's efforts to develop a national energy strategy,
and we commend you for personally taking on the responsibility for this effort. Energy
improvements will contribute to the industry's bottom line due to both lower diesel fuel costs as
well as their impact on railroad customers. These customers range from automobile
manufacturers whose products can be affected by higher fuel prices to electric utility customers
for whom railroads ship millions of tons of coal each year.
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Despite the fact that railroads are three times more fuel efficient than trucks, the
price of diesel fuel continues to be a major challenge for the rail industry. In providing
cost and energy efficient freight service, U.S. freight railroads consume huge volumes of
diesel fuel - over four billion gallons annually. Because the cost of fuel is a major cost
component of railroad operations - comprising 7.1 percent of industry costs - the
alarming jump in fuel prices over recent periods has been a substantial hardship for
railroads and their customers.

The price of railroad fuel toward the end of 2000 was the highest during the past
20 years, and likely the highest ever. As of the end of 2000, the average price paid by
railroads for diesel fuel had rocketed to a level 239 percent of the price at the beginning of
1999. Long term contracts and customer agreements often limit the ability of railroads to
recover major cost increases in a timely fashion. Thus, railroads are being forced to
expend an additional $2.4 billion annually or $6.6 million more each and every day.
Moreover, because this huge increase in costs is required to perform exactly the same
level of service, these increased costs have a direct impact on the industry's financial
bottom line. In fact, they represent an amount equal to three-quarters of industry net
income.

Looking ahead, future pricing policies win have to include major price increases to
recover lost profitability as a result of fuel cost increases. Some shippers have indicated
that they will be unable to absorb these transportation rate increases and will be forced to
pass the expense on to their customers.

Because railroads have huge fxed costs to cover, it makes economic sense to
move traffic that is marginally profitable (i.e, railroads handle traffic that is slightly above
variable cost because it contributes to fixed cost). However, the fuel cost increases have
raised our variable costs to such a degree that, in some segments, variable costs are
becoming higher than the revenue, and traffic that has been historically profitable may
have to be eliina.ted. ' '

Moreover, higher energy prices are having a negative effect on some freight
shippers, a development that affects freight railroads indirectly. For instance, eight of the
ten major aluminum producers served by one leading railroad are currently shut down, and
the remaining two are operating at 50 percent capacity.. Instead of producing product,
these companies are selling their allotted power.

Other railroads report that dramaticaly higher natural gas prices have led to
significant traffic losses due to reductions in production and plant closures in areas such as
plastics, cement, ferilizer, and intermediate gases such as propane and butane.

For these reasons, AAR encourages you to take strong and immediate action to
formulate an effective national energy strategy. In addition to urging support for actions
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to reduce energy prices and for the positions of the Coal-Based Generation Stakeholders
group, I am pleased to enclose AAR briefing papers on the following three railroad
priorities: repeal of the 4.3 cent per gallon "deficit reduction" diesel fuel tax, an acceptable
resolution of the coal mine valley fill issue, and establishment of a locomotive fuel
efficiency program within the Department of Energy.

AAR looks forward to working with you and the other members of the Energy
Policy Development Task Force to craft a balanced and effective energy policy for our
nation.

Sincerely,

Edward R Hamberger

cc: The Honorable Norman Mineta
The Honorable Spencer Abraham
Mr. Lawrence Lindsey
Mr. Andrew Lundquist
Ms. Karen Knutson
Mr. John Frenzel
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Repeal Deficit Reduction Fuel Taxes

AAR supports S. 820 and H.R. 1001 that would repeal deficit reduction fuel taxes
paid by railroads and barges. AAR opposes H.R 2060 that would create a railroad trust
fundfrom deficit reduction fuel taxes.

Inequitable Taxation In a Surplus Environment

The railroad and inland barge industries pay a 43 cents per gallon deficit
reduction fuel tax even though there is no longer a federal deficit Furthermore, the
railroad and inland barge industries are required to pay deficit reduction fuel taxes while
their competitors, the truckers, do not.

Among all U.S. industris, CBO Estimated Baseline Annual Budget Surplus
only transportation industries have
been obligated to pay special deficit s4so
reduction fuel taxes, and today, 40 0

among the different transportation s

modes, only railroad and barge s- o
companies continue to pay such a $250

tax. The deficit reduction fuel tax 5 20o
rate has varied over time, and $150
currently stands at 4.3 cents per $100

gallon on diesel fuel consumed.o as- -
Since inception of the tax in 1990, so
freight railroads have paid over $1.4 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2zo 2009
billion in deficit reduction fuel taxes. s, cao, he EaMomln,,dB& ooe Anupt,, Cy1V9)
Railroads continue to pay these taxes
even though there is no longer a federal deficit

Trucking companies, direct competitors of railroads and barge companies, do not
pay a deficit reduction fuel tax. The entire revenue from the taxes paid by the truckers is
paid into the Highway Trust Fund, and is used to pay for improvements and maintenance
of highway infrastructure. Therefore, while railroads continue to contribute to a non-
existent deficit, the truckers contribute to their own infrastructure improvemenL

By contrast, the railroad industry does not have a trust fund but privately funds its
own maintained rights-of-way. In 1998. freight railroads spent $7.7 billion maintaining
and improving their own infrastructure. This is equivalent to a tax of $2.13 per gallon of
fuel consumed by railway locomotives - an amount, which is four to ten times the
equivalent of tax paid by the competing modes of transportation.

Both the House and Senate 1999 tax cut bills, acknowledged the tax inequity and
included a repeal of the 4.3 cent deficit reduction fuel tax for the railroad and barge
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industries, but the final 1999 tax cut bill was vetoed by President Clinton for reasons
other than the railroad tax repeal.

Support for an Equitable Solution

The railroads are not alone in calling for a fair and equitable solution to the
current deficit reduction fuel tax problem. The U.S. Chamber of Commerce and the
American Road and Transportation Builders Association (ARTBA) have adopted policies
in support of repealing the 4.3-cent deficit reduction fuel tax. Numerous agriculture
groups including the American Farm Bureau Federation, American Soybean Association.
National Association of Wheat Growers, and the National Corn Growers Association are
also on record supporting the repeal of this tax.

Railroad Trust Fund Proposals

AAR opposes H.R 2060, the Railway Safety and Funding Equity Act of 1999
(RSAFE), a bill that would transfer the 4.3-cent deficit reduction fuel tax into a new
Railroad Trust Fund for highway-rail grade crossing safety programs. H.R. 2060 would
divert significant railroad resources to help solve what is fundamentally a highway safety
problem. Not only is this proposed cross subsidy of highway needs by the railroads bad
public policy, but these railroad fuel tax revenues are needed to meet significant railroad
infrastructure needs.

AAR also opposes any effort to use the 4.3 cents per gallon deficit reduction fuel
tax paid by the railroads to create a Railroad Trust Fund to finance short-line/regional
railroad improvements, intercity or commuter passenger rail needs, or other purposes. In
these scenarios, the beneficiaries of the funds, while having contributed little or nothing,
would profit from a cross-subsidy from the large freight railroads. It is not appropriate to
expect the large railroads to provide additional funding support for passenger rail, short-
lines, or highway-rail traffic control devices. Neither do large railroads care to finance
their own infrastructure needs through a Railroad Trust Fund by inefficiently sending
funds to Washington, DC, simply to be returned to private sector railroads, minus
bureaucratic administrative and overhead costs, and subject to political manipulation and
government regulatory red tape.

Summary

The railroads' true advantage in cost, environmental impact, reduced highway
damage and congestion, safety, and fuel efficiency rightfully have become important
criteria in a modal choice. Artificial cost barriers to the use of freight transportation, in
terms of inequitable deficit reduction taxes, can only disadvantage rail in the competitive
marketplace and distort consumer choice.
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AAR supports S. 820 and H.R. 1001 that would repeal the 4.3 cents per gallon
deficit reduction fuel tax foi the railroads and barges. This tax should be repealed because
it is:

1. Discriminatory against railroads, since the trucking industry pays no deficit
reduction fuel tax;

2. Economically unsound, because it artificially diverts traffic that other wise would
travel by rail; and

3. Inconsistent with national policy, because it violates the goals of economy,
impartiality, energy efficiency, and environmental friendliness

Additionally, large freight railroads oppose the transfer of these revenues to a
federal Railroad Trust Fund or any other form of a transportation trust fund.
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THE COAL MINE VALLEY FILL ISSUE

I)ESCRIPTION: In October 1999, a federal district court in West Virginia stunned the Nation's
coal industry with a decision barring the longstanding practice of building valley and hollow fills
to store the dirt and rock generated during coal mining. Bragg v. Robertson, 72 F. Supp. 2d 642
(S.D. WVa. 1999), appealpending, No. 99-2443 (4" Cir). Notwithstanding the fact that these
engineered fill structures are both a necessary part of coal mining operations and expressly
authorized by federal laws regulating coal mining, the court interpreted regulations issued under
those laws as prohibiting their construction in hollows and valleys that inevitably contain stream
courses. While the decision remains pending on appeal, the past Administration abandoned the
working men and women of America's coal industry and announced that it now agreed with the
court's view. The past Administration's action in this regard is not only contrary to the laws it
administers, it will have economic consequences in West Virginia alone that a Marshall
University study concluded will be aas great or greater than those of the Great Depression."
Earlier in the same litigation, the federal agencies (EPA, OSM & COE) settled the claims related
to the use of section 404 permits to authorize these fills under the Clean Water Act. The
agencies agreed to conduct a programmatic Environmental Impact Statement which addresses
environmental and economic consequences of different actions, as well as evaluate the better
coordination of overlapping regulatory programs.

STATUS: The appeal in the 4" Circuit has been briefed and was argued on December 7, 2000.
In the meantime, the EPA, OSM and COE are preparing a Draft EIS. EPA and COE also have
pending a proposed rule published on April 20,2000 clarifying that excess spoil is fill material
subject to section 404 and not section 402 of the CWA. This rule would remove the ambiguity in
the agencies' programs that the district court relied on to reach its erroneous conclusion that
these fills as well as other activities that have the effect of replacing waters of the United States
are not authorized by section 404.

KEY DECISIONS: Should any part or form of a Draft EIS be publicly released before the
completion of the underlying technical, economic and other studies?
OPTIONS: * Delay public release of Draft EIS in any form until all the underlying studies are
complete and have been subject to some form of peer review. This option is completely
defensible and will assure that the EIS process on this matter will not be subject to criticisms
related to its credibility and integrity.

*Allow the agencies to release an executive summary or other form of a draft EIS
that purports to provide an overview of the current analysis of complex technical questions. This
option will appease few and invite strong criticism from industry and, perhaps, the West Virginia
state legislature that has funded part of the studies.

KEY DECISIONS: Whether EPA and COE should adopt as a final rule the proposal clarifying
the scope of the section 404 program with respect to excess spoil and other activities that have
the effect of replacing waters of the United States.
OPTIONS: * Proceed to adopt as final the proposed rule published on April 20,2000. The rule
is an important part of maintaining the integrity of the 404 program by clarifying a longstanding
ambiguity that has caused grave uncertainty for the regulated community and the agencies. It not
only addresses the excess spoil issue but other activities as well, e.g. landfills.

0 Await the decision of the 41' Circuit to determine whether it would require any
modification of the proposal to address the central features of the rule. At some point, the EIS on
mountaintop mining will have to analyze how excess spoil fills are to be addressed within the
prevailing regulatory schemes under the CWA and SMCRA and whether any conflicts exist.
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WHAT SHOULD Establish a public-private partnership involving the
BE DoNE? federal government, railroads, and railroad suppliers

designed to increase the fuel efficiency of, and reduce
emissions from, diesel locomotives. The partnership
should be similar to the "21. Century Truck Initiative"
now underway.

WHY? The partnership would encourage conservation of natural
resources and reduced emissions by the nation's largest
freight transportation provider. Moreover, the "21'"
Century Truck Initiative" will use hundreds of millions of
dollars of federal funds to sharply increase fuel efficiency
and lower emissions for motor carriers that compete
against railroads. Equity demands that railroads receive
the same support.

In April 2000, the Clinton Administration announced the creation of the "21st Century
Truck Initiative," a public-private research partnership involving many of the nation's
largest heavy-duty engine and truck companies; the U.S. Departments of Defense,
Energy, and Transportation; and the Environmental Protection Agency.
The goals of the Truck Initiative include developing truck and bus technologies that
increase fuel economy, improve safety, reduce emissions, and lower costs. The
partnership is designed to lead, within 10 years, to prototypes that double existing fuel
economy for long-haul trucks and significantly reduce truck emissions of nitrous oxide,
particulates, and other air pollutants.

Because of the Truck Initiative, the fiscal year 2001 budget saw an increase of $31 million
in truck research spending to a total of $137 million.

Railroads account for more than 40 percent of the nation's freight ton-miles, considerably
more than trucks' 29 percent share. Therefore, increases in rail fuel efficiency would
significantly benefit our economy and environment. However, there is no public-private
program involving railroad locomotives similar to the Truck Initiative. Instead, railroads
and their suppliers must fund research and development efforts aimed at increasing fuel
efficiency and reducing emissions on their own. For example, the Burlington Northern
and Santa Fe Railway and the Union Pacific Railroad are spending more than $1 million
apiece on these issues, while the Association of American Railroads is funding an
industry-wide emissions research program.
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A federal program to increase fuel efficiency and reduce emissions from diesel
locomotives will provide public benefits to the environment similar to those of the
21' Century Truck Initiative.

By providing motor carriers a major federal subsidy through the Truck Initiative,
the federal government will artificially reduce motor carrier costs. This imbalance
between trucks and railroads will encourage shippers to use trucks, even where
railroads provide more efficient services.

The U.S. Department of Transportation's Moving America New Directions, New
Opportunities -A Statement of National Transportation Policy notes that 'Federal
programs and policies must treat modes and carriers fairly." This condition is
clearly violated if motor carriers receive federal benefits not made available to their
competitors.

A federal program will magnify the substantial strides in both fuel efficiency and
emissions control already accomplished by the railroads. Railroad fuel efficiency is
up 16 percent since 1990 and
*58 percent since 1980. Revenue Ton-Miles Per Gallon of Fuel Used
Railroads are also committed 40
to substantial reductions in
atmospheric emissions,
having endorsed an EPA 3s

proposal that calls for a 60 300
percent reduction in nitrogen 250 __ _ _
oxide emissions from . 200
locomotives manufactured 15o
beginning in 2005. With o00
federal support, the railroad
industry can build on its own
voluntary achievements and
foster improved conservation 191 194 1987 1990 1993 1996 199
and emissions control. - so rMR
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A SELECTIVE NUCLEAR ENERGY R&D PROGRAM UNDER SEVERE
BUDGET RESTRICTIONS

The broad R&D program (Table 1) recommended by the Nuclear Energy Research Advisory
Committee (NERAC) in June 2000 comprises the essentials to assure a re-vitalization of U. S.
nuclear energy capability. The funding recommendation, although much higher than present
nuclear energy R&D funding by DOE ($70 million in FY2001), is very low compared to funding of
alternative fossil and renewable energy sources ($265 million / yr. in 2005 versus $545 million
and $373 million in FY2001 for fossil and renewable energy, respectively) If $265 million is not
forthcoming because of budget constraints, what should be selected as having the highest priority
and at what levels?

The answer has to be shaped from the overall priorities in, and the responsibilities for, actions to
revitalize the nation's nuclear power enterprise. These actions, given in order of priority, are
interdependent, each depending on effective progress on the preceding one:

(1) Safe and economic operation of the present fleet of U.S. nuclear power plants over an
extended lifetime of 60 years, is essential to gain investor confidence in building new plants,
and the prime responsibility of industry. (The NEPO program is a miniscule part of this
overall industry effort, simply an acknowledgment that the DOE cares about continued viable
operation of U.S. nuclear plants.)

(2) A decision to proceed with the licensing and construction of a permanent repository for spent
nuclear fuel at the Yucca Mountain site. Continued uncertainty on providing the repository
is a major barrier to expanding nuclear power in the U.S. DOE carries full responsibility,
although the industry pays the way.

(3) Building new nuclear power plants in the U.S. in this decade. The need to minimize financial
risk to the private sector investors places a high premium on proven technology and assured
licensabilitv. The NRC's standardization policy (as incorporated in CFR Part 52) provides a
stable and timely licensing process. It is essential to obtain an early site permit (or equivalent)
and a certified design with which to achieve a combined construction and operating license
before a private sector owner(s) puts up the major investments to construct a nuclear plant.
Plants that already have NRC design certification (presently all advanced light water
reactors) should be given the highest priority for this reason. The private sector has the
prime investment responsibility, but since the government is responsible for the crucial
element of regulation, it is reasonable to expect some resource sharing from DOE to
implement the critical elements of the standardized licensing process. More nuclear power
capacity in the short term will pave the way for advanced nuclear power plants in the long
term by sustaining investment confidence in nuclear power while establishing the demand
for an expanded nuclear fuel supply.

(4) Developing advanced nuclear power plants that are capable of sustaining nuclear energy
production over the long term, in particular by opening up the vast reserves of nuclear fuel
contained in uranium and thorium Incorporation of advanced technology will provide for
even greater safety and environmental benefit, assured proliferation resistance, and
improved econonm. Because of the long time before deploymnent can be rtalizedt governmlent
has the prime responsibility for this effort.
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Government funding in FY 2002 for the above four efforts in a very restricted budget should
be in accordance with the following pattern (Industry co-sharing is also indicated):

(1) Continued DOE support of the NEPO program at a level of 510 million annually, shared by
industry at $10 million annually. Industry is independently expending at least $80 million
annually if only EPRI funds are included. Total funding: >$100 million, S10 million by DOE.

(2) Utilization of the presently planned DOE budget on the Yucca Mountain project to permit a
go-ahead decision on the repository. Present budget: $390.4 million, provided by rate-payers
to DOE through nuclear utilities)

(3) DOE budget support of selective actions to achieve near term deployment of design certified
advanced light water reactor plants at a level of $28 million, matched by industry, to:

- obtain early site permits.
- define the detailed process of obtaining a combined construction and operating plant
and assuring that both the construction is carried out and the plant is operated in accord
with the license.
- develop advanced information management and virtual construction technologies to
reduce ALWR capital costs and construction times.
- support a design certification application for a passive ALWR (AT-1000), twice the
power output of the presently certified design (AT-600).

A significant portion of these funds are to pay for NRC fees for the required licensing
action. Total funding: $56 million, equally shared by industry anOd government.

(4) DOE support of advanced nuclear power plant development through a modest expansion of
the NERI Program, the International NERI program, continued support of the Roadmap
development for future nuclear power plants, and initiation of NRC confirmatory testing of
the fuel and power conversion materials for the Pebble Bed Modular Reactor (Industry,
through international participation in the S. African PBMR development, will fund the design
and initial test). Total funding: $75 million, a small portion of which is cost-shared by
contractors.

Thus, funding in FY2002 for these efforts, in a very restricted budget, should be at least 5113
million, compared with 539 million at present.

Contacts
John I. lavlor, Electric Power Research Institute (ret.); 650-855-2030, ij!a lor / cpri.conn
Robert N. Schock, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory; 925-422-6199, sclhncl I ai ril ,o\

Table 1. NERAC' Recommended Funding Need.

Area 2005 R&D Funding Need Comments
(SMillions)

Science & Engineering 60
Nuclear Power 132 includes S20MI for TREAT

+ S10MN tot ATR
.otoptes 23 rNo ne\- facility

Space Nuclear 25
Proliteration Resistance 25 TOPS report

'TO1 Al. 265
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'Long-Term Nuclear Technology Research apd Development Plan, June 2000, hI-: nuclear.ox
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American Gas AssociationAmerican Gas Association
March 1, 2001

Natural Gas Utilities
Recommendations for National Energy Policy

Overview

It is in the nation's best interest to cultivate and develop a varied portfolio of energy resources that

makes the most of each fuel's unique attributes and advantages. Natural gas is making a significant

contribution to meeting Americans' energy needs for an affordable, reliable energy resource. In order

to provide Americans an energy future that is free of oil embargoes and rolling power blackouts, we

must now adopt abalanced national energy policy that recognizes the vital role of natural gas. Such a

policy provides the energy to ensure the prosperity of American families and businesses.

Future of Natural Gas in the United States

The United States relies on natural gas for one-fourth of its energy needs. Natural gas bums cleaner

than any other fossil fuel, is almost 100 percent North American and provides efficient, responsive

heat and energy for consumers. Because of the many advantages that natural gas offers Americans,

demand for natural gas could grow by as much as 60 percent in theotf o decades of the 21"

century, according to projections by the Department of Energy and the American Gas Foundation --

but only if recommended policy changes are made.

Results of Greater Use of Natural Gas

The increased use of natural gas would provide numerous benefits for all Americans:

* Lower oil imports by 4.5 million barrels per day, providing national security.

· Provide Americans an extremely efficient use of energy, especially in its "direct" applications,

such as furnaces, water heaters, microturbines, desiccant dehumidifiers and combined heat and

power.

· Supply needed relief to the over-burdened electric grid, along with greater reliability to businesses

and home offices, through new technologies which generate both heat and electricity and can be

sited closer to the consumer.

· Clean up the air by lowering carbon dioxide emissions by 930 million tons per year.

(Over for AGA's specific policy recommendations)

400 Norlh Capitol St., NW. V/ashington. DC 20001 * Tele;lhonr 202-62'-700j F. 20: ' - T -715 * ",:,, S. -. -? 23 563
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American Gas Association
March 1,2001

AGA's Recommendations for a National Energy Policy

' e Protection of low-income consumers: Expand current Low Income Home Energy Assistance

-. eaerization funding.

* Expansion of natural gas infrastructure: Change the current tax depreciation schedule for

(7 'natural gas utility expenses to an accelerated 7-year schedule. This will free up capital for natural

gas utilities to invest in new pipelines, storage facilities and upgrading the exist i frastructure;

" "- ensuring continued reliable service for all natural gas consumers. Also increase RD&D on natural ' t,,

gas infrastructure reliabijty and sfy; repal tax on new customer connections (Contributions in !t2t-1

· Aid of Construction.) _ 4 ~ 2,- ,f,,s,"1i, I '/f 1)'

" *p~evelopment of new natural gas technologies: Provide Rp&D funding for new technologies to .
-,' t r-tproduce, deliver and use natural gas in a highly-efficient and safe manner; provide favorable tax

,4fyr N-* tiao
-. ~ treatment for highly efficient end-use technologies; reduce or eliminate barrier to market entry.

kt;.:%. 'Increased energy efficiency: Provide funding to improve the energy efficiency of government ./ "'

P gP "- facilities and schools; RD&D and tax incentives for highly efficient technologies; policy

*-'-r1 /recognition of total energy efficiency. -- k
· / Adequate supplies of natural gas: North America has abundant supplies of natural gas. More

17 supply of natural gas means lower prices for consumers. AGA supports the recommendations by

- O- natural gas producers for expanded access to federal lands for exploration and production; tax

provisions to stimulate domestic production; simplified agency review and permitting process.

- AGA-

American Gas Association (202) 824-7000
400 N. Capitol St., N.W., Suite 400, Washington, D.C. 20001
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American Gas Association

Federal Energy Legislation
Comparison of AGA Recommended Provisions

And Provisions Contained in Senator Murkowski's
National Energy Security Act of 2001 (S. 389)

Summary: The bill introduced by Senator Murkowski contains almost every provision
recommended by AGA. It would:
* Encourage increased production of natural gas
-* Allow seven-year depreciation of all new natural gas distribution, transmission, and

storage facilities (representing potential tax savings to AGA gas distribution members
of approximately $8 billion over ten years)

* Repeal CIAC and PUHCA -'"
* Remove barriers to infrastructure expansion
* Create incentives for distributed generation and
o Increase LIHEAP authorizations.

On November 30, 2000, the Government Relations Policy Committee and the Executive
Committee of the Board of Directors created the AGA Energy Legislative Steering Committee
under the leadership of Dick Reiten of NW Natural. During the months of December and
January, the steering committee worked closely with AGA Staff to craft a set of core principles
essential to any legislation as well as specific legislative proposals embodying the advocacy
priorities of AGA member companies. The result of these efforts was circulated on January 16,
2001, and was approved by the GRPC and the AGA Board of Directors on February 26, 2001.
AGA Staff has also been working with other associations and Congressional Staff to ensure that
these principles and proposals are incorporated in the comprehensive, bipartisan legislation that
will soon be a topic of Congressional attention.

On February 26, 2001, Senator Frank Murkowski, Chairman of the Senate Energy and Natural
Resources Committee, introduced the National Energy Security Act of 2001 (S. 389.). This bill
addresses a broad spectrum of energy issues and incorporates most of the principles and
proposals that AGA has advocated throughout this effort. This memorandum highlights the
natural gas provisions of interest to AGA members in the bill as well as some of the other more
important energy issues it addresses.

Although much effort has already been invested, introduction of the Murkowski bill is only the
starting point in the legislative process. AGA Staff will work closely with Senator Murkowski,
his staff, other Senators, Members of the House of Representatives, and the Bush Administration
in the weeks ahead to advance the AGA legislative proposals approved by the GRPC.

Following is a brief summary of what is included in the bill, organized to follow the order of the
legislative proposals as recommended and ultimately approved by the AGA Legislative Steering
Committee and GRPC.
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Federal E&P Studies
The bill calls for reports on all federal actions affecting energy supply or delivery and annual
reports on progress toward energy independence, which would be produced by DOE rather than ,
the National Academy of Sciences. (Sections 101, 102.)

Renewal and Expansion of Infrastructure
Senator Murkowski has decided not to mandate a White House Office of National Energy Policy
in light of President Bush's creation of a Cabinet-level "National Energy Policy Development
Group" led by Vice President Cheney. The staff director of this group is Andrew Lundquist, until
recently the staff director of the Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee. However,
codifying such an effort in the Executive Office of the President is still desirable.

The bill requires federal studies of rights of way over federal lands to determine which of these
can support additional energy infrastructure. (Section 104.)

It requires FERC and other pertinent agencies to re,.ew.the pipeline certification process to
determine where time and cost can be saved. (Section 109.)

The bill requires DOE, FERC and other agencies having a role in the pipeline certification
process to enter into an interagency agreement regarding environmental review of interstate
pipeline certificate applications with deadlines for completion of required review. (Section 113.)

It requires JQj to implement an accelerated cooperative program of R&D regarding pipeline
safety. (Section 114.)

The bill contains several significant tax incentives to expand infrastructure that are described
under Tax Provisions in this memorandum.

Equitable Energy Efficiency Regulations
The bill does not address the need to give fair and equitable treatment to natural gas in energy-
efficiency standards and related administrative proceedings before DOE and other federal
agencies. AGA expects to continue to pursue this issue as this bill and others move forward
through Congress.

LIHEAP
The bill increases LIHEAP authorization to $3 billion annually for the years 2000-2010 and SI billion
in emergency funds annually. It docs not call for indexing authorizations to rising costs. (Section 601.)

Building Efficiency
The bill extends authority regarding federal energy-savings performance contracts. (Section 605.)

The bill creates in DOE an energy-efficient schools program, with authorizations in excess of
5200 million. (Section 602.)

Natural Gas Provisions of S. 389 2 03/13/01
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Tax Provisions
The bill provides for seven-year tax depreciation for new natural gas pipe, storage facilities,
equipment and appurtenances. (Section 921.) It also allows the expensing of storage facilities.
(Section 922.)

It provides for a tax credit for distributed power facilities used in nonresidential real or rental
residential property used in trade or business (in excess of 1 kW) and used in manufacturing or
plant activities (in excess of 500 kW). A credit is also extended to combined heat and power
systems. (Section 971.)

The bill provides for the repeal of the tax on contributions in aid of construction (CIAC). (Section
959.)

The bill provides tax incentives for NGVs and other alternative-fuel vehicles. (Sections 981-985.)

New Natural Gas Technologies
DOE is required to conduct a five-year RD&D program to increase the reliability, efficiency,
safety, and integrity of the natural gas delivery infrastructure and for distributed energy resources
with such funds authorized as are necessary. (Section 115.)

Each federal agency is required to carry out periodic review of its regulations to ensure that they
do not inhibit market entry of new energy-efficient technologies. (Section 112.)

Production Incentives
* Tax credit for nonconventional fuels (Section 29)
* Expensing geological and geophysical costs and shut-in royalties
* Tax credits for marginal oil and gas wells
* Royalty relief when the Henry Hub price is less than $2.30 per MMBtu
* Deepwater royalty relief

Other significant gas-related provisions included in the Murkowski bill include:
* PUHCA repeal
· Improvements to federal oil and gas leasing management, including the ability of states to

assume responsibility for leasing on federal lands
* ANWR leasing program
* FERC jurisdiction over wholesale electric reliability
· Prospective PURPA repeal
· Tax credits for energy-efficient appliances and homes

A copy of the complete bill can be downloaded at:
http://thomas.loc.gov/cgi-birl/querv/z?c 07:S.389: or at http://energv.senate. gov

AGA Contacts: Darrcll Henry 202-824-7219, dhenrvyleiaga.org (Advocacy)
Jeff Petrash 202-824-7231, jpeirash(r:aga.org (Legislation

L.xhared\legslatlon-cornpanson of S.389 Io AGA 3-09-01

Natural Gas Provisions of S. 389 3 03/13/01
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Summer Assessment- Re ofity
bulk electric systems throug
North America

* Special Assessment-ln-depth
assessment of California and the
Pacific Northwest
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Sunmmai f Expected
Sumrner Co0 Kitions

E Rotating blackouts in Calif
throughout the summer

* Tight capacity conditions in Pac
Northwest, New England, and Ne.
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* Continued heavy loadings on
transmission system
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Summa. Expected
Surnrner Goaitions

= Resources expected to be uate
in other areas
E Electric power system still vuln eile

* Widespread heat wave ,.
9 Higher than expected generator

unavailability

o Transmission equipment failure
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Sumnher Hot Spots"
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* Independent NERC asses nt
X CAISO Summer Assessment7

rw ' report used as a starting point ,
f' NERC believes supply shortages iil
,i be greater than expected by the \

CAISO
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NERC expects:
> 4 s* Rotating blackouts during a

- i r"- 260 hours over the summer ,
- .',;i, * Average amount of involuntary

demand reductions about 2,150 W
CAISO may be short as much as

- 5,500 MW during peak periods
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* Uncertainties:
" ·- Effects of conservation effo

,"/'t - * Customer response to rate incr es
.:. · · Performance of generators

- - * Amount of new capacity added
4- .a Weather (temperature and rainfall)
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Pacific 'ethwest

e Entire area in severe drI ht for
past year - el 9v . "4.: A 'd

* Water at critically low levelsJ
· Area depends upon hydropo r

resources for about 2/3 of its
s ~electricity production



Pacific N hwest

Hydro generators have ability
to produce full output for h ort
time, but cannot sustain thi,:
level

, , Less electricity to share with
',;I ,,.' 4:-^.t.neighbors (California)

Area susceptible to long term heat
waves
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Pacific 'vrthwest

[ NERC expects:
* Able to serve local firm der t i

this summer. ;ifi
* Not much help for California.
* Rotating blackouts are a possibily

in winter 2001/2002 unless
§M0~ significant precipitation occurs
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_2-·· i4,li Nelosand
- ' ) 'I! 1.: M

· Improvements since isummer:
* Over 2,300 MW of new genaon

* Issues:
· Capacity margin still tight
a About 1,500 MW available from Qubec

- * Imports from Quebec not firm

m NERC expects:
o D New England will be tight, but adequate
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New Ybr^ City
* Improvements since las urnmer:

* About 600 MW of additional ation

* Issues:
* Opposition to construction of ne I

combustion turbines and generatore-
powering project

* NERC expects:
o| * NYC will be tight but adequate IF all ne

generation is in service this summer



Transmiss i. Issues

* Heavy north-to-south elec hjty
transfers experienced last s er

* Many Transmission Loading Relie
procedures (TLRs) called to allevia
constraints

* Concerns about transmission voltage
problems in Kentucky and Tennessee

* A repeat is possible this summer if
|M ~ similar weather and fuel price

S, conditions occur
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Recap

* Rotating blackouts in Cali ia
throughout the summer

a Tight capacity conditions in Pa c
Northwest, New England, and Ne
York City

- Continued heavy loadings on
transmission system
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5o3
National Environmental

Strategies
2600 Virgini Ave., N. W., Suite 600

Washington DC 2003 7

(202) 333-2524
Fax: (202) 338-5950

FAX TRANSMISSION COVER SHEET

Date: April 18, 2001

To: Joe Kelliher

Fax: 586-7210

Re: Mercuty Documentfor Meeting w/Steve Griles, Marc Himmelstein, et. al.

Sender: Holly Hopkins

YOU SHOULD RECEIVE2 PAGES, INCLUDING THIS COVER SHEET. IF YOU DONOT
RECEIVE ALL THE PAGES, PLEASE CALL (202) 333-2524.

Please note attached.
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Resolution of EPA Mercury Regulatory Determination

Problem: Oh December 14, 2000, EPA issued a "regulatory determination" under the
Clean Air Act (CAA) that regulation of mercury and possibly other hazardous air
pollutants (HAPs) is "appropriate and necessary" for coal- and oil-based power plants.
This decision automatically triggers a formal rulemaking. EPA is scheduled to issue a
proposed rule in late 2003, a final rule in late 2004, and to require compliance by late
2007. Because of the specific language EPA used in the regulatory determination, the
pending rulemaking must result in the imposition of "maximum achievable control
technology" (MACT) standards for mercury and possibly other HAPs. Effective
immediately, before EPA has determined through rulemadking what level of control
should be required on a national basis, new and reconstructed plants must undergo case-
by-case MACT review for mercury and other HAPs.

Status: The utility industry has filed a Petition for Review in the D.C. Circuit. The
industry is not challenging the basic decision to regulate mercury emissions, but just the
two MACT-related issues. On April 9, EPA filed a motion arguing the court has no
jurisdiction to review these issues because the agency's decision has "no regulatory
impact." The utility industry also has filed an administrative petition with EPA,
requesting the rcconsideration of that portion of the regulatory determination that
prescribes aMACT program and immediately impacts new and reconstructed plants.
EPA has not yet responded to this petition.

Implications: EPA's announcement is inconsistent with national energy policy
objectives because it will limit fuel choices, impede the construction of new power plants
during the next four years, and increase the cost of electricity. Several studies have
estimated mercury control costs of S5 - $15 billion annually. In addition, recent analysis
shows that the MACT program contemplated by the regulatory determination would
impact utilities in the same manner as a Kyoto-type CO, program, in that it would cause
significant fuel switching from coal to natural gas (50 percent decline in coal use in
2020).

Possible Resolution: EPA's regulatory determination should be modified to remove the
legal bias in favor of a MACT requirement and to clarify that the agency intends to
consider all available regulatory and policy options during the pending mercury
rulemaking. This could be accomplished through a brief Federal Register notice issued
within the next two months to ensure that (1) no new planned electricity generation is
impeded by the case-by-case MACT review process; (2) this issue is addressed
administratively rather than in court, and (3) the clarification can be explained in the
context of the Administration's energy policy.
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Federal Energy Efficiency Tax Incentives and Programs- Highlights
Tax credit for solar energy systems. Provides a I 0-percent business energy investment tax credit forqualifying equipment that uses solar energy to generate electricity, to heat or cool, to provide hot waterfor use in a structure, or to provide solar process heat.
Tax credit or electric vehicles. Provides a 10 percent credit (up to $4,000) for the cost of a qualifiedelectric vehicle. The full amount of the credit is available for purchases pnor to 2002.

Energy Star. First was introduced by the EPA in 1992 as a voluntary labeling program designed toidentify and promote energy-efficient products, EPA partnered with DOE in 1996 to promote the EnergyStar label, to cover new homes, most of the buildings sector, residential heating and cooling equipment,major appliances, office equipment, lighting, and consumer electronics.

Efficiency Standards. DOE develops and promulgates energy efficiency standards for categories ofappliances and develops testing methodologies used to set standards and to provide efficiency ratinglabels. (DOE's rating and labeling programs are performed in partnership with the Federal TradeCommission.) The standards and test procedures R&D also supports the joint EPA-DOE Energy Starprogram.

BuildingAmerica Program. DOE creates partnerships with traditional housing developers andmanufacturers of industrialized housing to demonstrate how new technologies can be integrated intohomes cost-effectively and to disseminate that knowledge to other builders. DOE funds research onmore efficient building equipment and appliances, such as advanced lighting, heat pumps, chillers, andcommercial refrigeration.

PartnershipforAdvancing Technology in Housing (PATH). PATH is a partnership between the FederalGovernment and the housing industry to develop and deploy housing technologies to make new homes50 percent more energy efficient and to make at least 15 million existing homes 30 percent more energyefficient within a decade. The program coordinates work in the Department of Housing and UrbanDevelopment, the Department of Energy, the Environmental Protection Agency, the Federal EmergencyManagement Agency, the Department of Commerce, and other agencies.

Transportation Technology Programs. DOE funds RD&D that can significantly alter current trends inoil consumption. Include funding for advanced power-train technology (direct-injection) engines,hybrid-lectric drive systems, advanced batteries, fuel cells, and light weight materials and for alternativefuels (including ethanol from biomass, natural gas, methanol electricity, and biodiesel)
Partnershipfor a New Generation of Vehicles (PNG)C. A government (DOE, Commerece, DOT, EPA)-industry (Ford, GM, DaimlerChrsyler) partnership effort that aims to develop atactive, affordable carsto meet all applicable safety and environmental standards and get up to three times the fuel efficicncv oftoday's cars. All three industry partners unveiled their PNGV "concept cars" in January and February of2000.

Advanced YVehicle Technologt Program. DOT works with other government agencies and privateconsortia to cooperate to promote research, development and deployment of technological advances invehicles, components and related infiastructure.
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Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE). DOT is responsible for setting the Corporate
Average Fuel Economy standards for new cars and light duty trucks as established under the
Energy Policy and Conservation Act of 1975.

21st Century Truck Iniiative. Modeled after the PNGV program, DOT is participating in the
21st Century Truck program to develop and demonstrate commercially viable truck propulsion
systems technology that will improve the fuel economy of medium- and heavy-duty trucks and
buses by two to three times while meeting or exceeding emission standards for 2010 and
enhancing safety.

Clean Buses . DOT funds research in advanced technology buses . Eligible projects include
purchase of clean-fuel buses, constructing, modifying or leasing facilities, and re-powering or
retrofitting of existing buses. Eligible technologies include CNG, LNG, bio-diesel, battery
alcohol-based fuel, hybrid electric, fuel cell or other zero-emissions technology.

Advanced Technology Transit Bus (ATTB) Program. DOT funds the develops and deployment a
lightweight, low-floor, low-emissions transit bus using proven advanced technologies developed
in the aerospace industries.

Congestion Mitigation Programs. DOT funds several programs aimed at .........

Indusry Technology Programs. Under Industries of the Future, DOE works cooperatively with
the nation's most energy-intensive industries (aluminum, glass, chemicals, forest products,
mining, petroleum refining, and steel) to develop technologies that increase energy and resource
efficiency.

Under Industrial Combined Heat and Power (CHP) Systems, DOE is developing new industrial
CHP systems to capture thermal heat that would otherwise be wasted. EPA and DOE work to
eliminate barriers to the rapid dissemination of combined heat and power technology.

Vision 21. DOE's Vision 21 initiative funds research aimed at finding ways to use coal and gas
with efficiencies well beyond what is possible with today's technologies.
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For Immediate Release Contact:
Ron Phillips
202/608-5906
Kathy Mathers
202/608-5906

U.S. Nitrogen Fertilizer Imports Rise Dramatically

January 22, 2001, Washington, D.C. -- Data released by the U.S. Department of
Commerce demonstrate the impact high natural gas prices in the United States are having
on the nitrogen fertilizer import market.

For the fiscal year to date, July - November 2000, U.S. nitrogen imports are up by
586,000 short tons of nitrogen, an increase of over 27 percent over the period July -
November 1999.

Data for the month of November 2000 show anhydrous ammonia imports up 37 percent
over November 1999. For the period covering July - November 2000, imports are up 17
percent over the previous year.

These figures are understated since they do not include imports of ammonia from Russia
and the Ukraine, which are withheld by the Commerce Department. It is estimated that
annual U.S. imports from these two countries range from 750,000 to 1.2 million tons.

The story is more dramatic for nitrogen solutions. Imports in November 2000 were up 74
percent over the same month in 1999, bringing the year-to-date total to a whopping 175
percent increase in imports.

Urea and ammonium nitrate imports are up also. Urea was up 56 percent for the month
over the previous year, and 40 percent for the year to date. Ammonium nitrate imports
rose 59 percent in November over the same month in 1999.

High natural gas prices in the United States have caused domestic nitrogen fertilizer
producers to severely curtail production. Natural gas is a feedstock for making ammonia,
which serves as a directly applied nitrogen fertilizer product and as the basis for making
other nitrogen products. Natural gas is the major cost component of making ammonia,
accounting for 75 to 90 percent of the cost of production. The production curtailments
and higher nitrogen prices are largely the cause of the current surge in imports.

The Fertilizer Institute represents by voluntary membership more than 90 percent of the nation 'sfertilizer
industry. Producers, manufacturers, retailers, tradingfirms and equipment manufacturers which comprise
its membership are served by a ull time Washington, D.C. staff in various legislative, educational and
technical areas as well as with information and public relations programs.
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Calendar Entry:

Appointment
Subject: MaryBeth re NEP Location: ^

Begins: Fri 03/30/2001 10:00 AM Entry type: Appointment

Ends: Fri 03/30/2001 10:15 AM
Chair Abe Haspel/EE/DOE

-. Pencil In Time will appear free to others.
I Mark Private Others cannot see any details about this event.
'i Notify me Have Notes notify you before the event
Categorize:

Description:
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Calendar Entry:

Appointment
Subject: Mtg. with Margot Anderson re: NEP, room 7B-040 Location:
Begins: Mon 03/0512001 01:00 PM Entry type: Appointment "

Ends: Mon 03/05/2001 02:00 PM
Chair.

G Pencil In Time will appear free to others.
D Mark Private Others cannot see any details about this event.
I3 Notify me Have Notes notify you before the event.
Categorize:

Description:
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3c~GSB ~THE WHITE HOUSE

WAS Hl N GTO N

January 29, 2001

MEMORANDUM FOR THE VICE PRESIDENT
THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY
THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR
TTE SECRETARY OF AGRICFULTURE
THE SECRETARY OF COMMERCE
THE SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION
THE SECRETARY OF ENERGY
THE DIRECTOR OF THE FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

AGENCY
THE ADMINISTRATOR OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

AGENCY
THE ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT AND DEPUTY CHIEF

OF STAFF FOR POLICY
THE ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT FOR ECONOMIC

POLICY
THE ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT FOR

INTERGOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS

SUBJECT: National Energy Policy Development Group

One of the greatest challenges facing the private sector and
Federal, State, and local governments is ensuring that energy
resources are available to meet the needs of our citizens and
our economy. To help address this challenge, I am asking the
Vice President to lead the development of a national energy
policy designed to help the private sector, and government at
all levels, promote dependable, affordable, and environmentally
sound production and distribution of energy for the future.
Accordingly, I direct as follows:

1. Establishment. There is hereby established within the
Executive Office of the President an Energy Policy Development
Group, consisting of the following officers of the Federal.
Government: the Vice President, Secretary of the Treasury,
Secretary of the Interior, Secretary of Agriculture, Secretary
of Commerce, Secretary of Transportation, Secretary of Energy,
Director of the Federal Emergency Management Agency, Adminis-
trator of the Environmental Protection Agency, Assistant to the
President and Deputy Chief of Staff for Policy, Assistant to the
President for Economic Policy, and Assistant to the President for
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Intergovernmental Affairs. The'Vice President may also invite
the Chairman of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission to
participate. The Vice President may invite the participation
of the Secretary of State when the work of the Energy Policy
Development Group involves international affairs and, as
appropriate, other officers of the Federal Government. The
Vice President shall preside at meetings of the Energy Policy
Development Group, shall direct its work, and may establish
subordinate working groups to assist the Energy Policy
Development Group in its work.

2. Mission. The mission of the Energy Policy Development
Group shall be to develop a national energy policy designed
to help the private sector, and as necessary and appropriate
Federal, State, and local governments, promote dependable.
affordable, and environmentally sound production and distribu-
tion of energy. In carrying out this mission, the Energy Policy
Development Group's functions shall be to gather information,
deliberate, and, as specified in this memorandum, make recom-
mendations to the President. Its activities shall not supplant
the authority and responsibility of State and local governments
for handling energy production, purchase, and distribution
difficulties.

3. Reports. The Energy Policy Development Group should submit
reports to me as follows: (a) in the near-term, an assessment
of the difficulties experienced by the private sector, and
State and local governments in ensuring that local and regional
energy needs are met, and (b) as soon thereafter as practicable,
a report setting forth a recommended national energy policy
designed to help the private sector, and as necessary and
appropriate State and local governments, promote dependable,
affordable, and environmentally sound production and distribution
of energy for the future. The recommended national energy policy
should take into consideration, among other things, (i) the
growing demand for energy, locally, regionally, and nationally,
in the United States and in the world, (ii) the potential for
local, regional, or national disruptions in energy supplies or
distribution, and (iii) the need for responsible policies to
protect the environment and promote conservation, and (iv) the
need for modernization of energy generation, supply, and
transmission infrastructure.

4. Funding. The Department of Energy shall, to the maximum
extent permitted by law and consistent with the need for funding
determined by the Vice President after consultation with the
Secretary of Energy, make funds appropriated to the Department
of Energy available to pay the costs of personnel to support
the activities of the Energy Policy Development Group. If a
situation arises in which Department of Energy appropriations
are not available for a category of expenses of the Energy
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Policy Development Group, the Vice President or his designee
should submit to me a proposal for use, consistent with appli-
cable law, of the minimum necessary portion of any appropriation
available to the President to meet the unanticipated need. The -
Vice President may also obtain, through the Assistant to the
President for Economic Policy, such assistance from'the National
Economic Council staff as the Vice President deems necessary.

5. Termination. The Energy Policy Development Group shall
terminate no later than the end of fiscal year 2001.

cc: Secretary of State
Chairman, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
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Overview
Reliable, Affordable, and Environmentally Sound
Energy for America's Future

n his second week in office, President America in the year 2001 faces the
George W. Bush established the Na- most serious energy shortage since the oil
tional Energy Policy Development embargoes of the 1970s. The effects are al-
Group, directing it to 'develop a ready being felt nationwide. Many families
national energy policy designed to face energy bills two to three times higher

help the private sector, and, as necessary than they were a year ago. Millions of
and appropriate, State and local govern- Americans find themselves dealing with
ments, promote dependable, affordable, rolling blackouts or brownouts: some em-
and environmentally sound production and ployers must lay off workers or curtail pro-
distribution of energy for the future.' This duction to absorb the rising cost of energy.
Overview sets forth the National Energy Drivers across America are paying higher
Policy Development (NEPD) Group's find- and higher gasoline prices.
ings and key recommendations for a Na- ' Californans have felt these problems
tional Energy Policy. most acutely. California actually began the

1990s with a surplus of electricity generat-
Fgr 1 1 ing capacity. Yet despite an economic
Growth in U.S. Energy Consumption boom, a rapidly growing population and a
Is Outpacing Produwtion corresponding increase in energy needs,

r40.imea} --- -_ -_,. __. . _ California did not add a single new major

EmmV C-aN-00 electric power plant during the 1990s. The
result is a demand for electricity that

12D0 greatly succeeds the amount available.
__.~_.J_~.^~~~ ' A fundamental imbalance between

mW supply and demand defines our nation's en-
ergy crisis. As the chart illustrates, if energy

es ....--... _- .........-....-... ......... -..-. - .... - production Increases at the same rate as
di,0 G Ade-t -A m during the last decade our projected energybmal Pnmrim at lmgS ee~w ,, ,-;;,t m. -...........-......... .... needs will far outstrip expected levels of

production.
This imbalance, if allowed to con-

*0 tinue. will inevitably undermine our
economy, our standard of living, and our

2D - - - . .national security. But It is not beyond our
power to correct America leads the world

2.. ' 2 0. . . 15. 20201 in scientific achievement, technical skill,
20:0 200 2D010 2015 2202 and entrepreneurial drive. Within our coun-
ovr the nex 20 yeas, gromn in US. eergy canumpuon wll inreasngy try are abundant natural resources. unri-
ou0pe U.S ewgy prodlion. if produc on oy grows *at e otC d o thL l
10 pars. valed technology, and unlimited human cre-

ativity. With forward-looking leadership
sMc, s danwoB r -*oa US.< a panmVr aw Vrtgy. Ey MVLar - irn and sensible policies, we can meet our fu-

viii NA7aou ENescrPoKcr
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America 5 rpanding

n.omry. growing
population, and
rising standard of
living will he

ture energy demands and promote energy buildings and automobiles. New technology "America must
conservation. and do so in environmentally allows us to go about our lives and work have an energy
responsible ways that set a standard for the with less cost less effort, and less burden on l t a
world. the natural environment While such ad- policy that p/ans

vances cannot alone solve America's energy for the future.
The Challenge problems, they can and will continue to play but meets the

America's energy challenge begins an important role in our energy future .eeds of toda t
with our expanding economy. growing The second challenge is to repair and
population, and rising standard of living. expand our energy infrastructure. Our cur- I beliee we
Our prosperity and way of life are sustained rent, outdated network of electric genera- can develop
by energy use. America has the technologi- tors. transmission lines, pipelines. and refin- our natural
cal know-how and environmentally sound ries that convert raw materials into usable
21" century technologies needed to meet fuel has been allowed to deteriorate. Oil resources and
the principal energy challenges we face: pipelines and refining capacity are in need proter our
promoting energy conservation, repairing of repair and expansion. Not a single major environment.
and modernizing our energy infrastructure. oil refinery has been built in the United
and increasing our energy supplies in ways States in nearly a generation, causing the - rden
that protect and improve the environment kind of bottlenecks that lead to sudden Gore
Meeting each of these challenges is critical spikes in the price of gasoline. Natural gas
to expanding our economy, meeting the distribution, likewise, is hindered by an ag-
needs of a growing population, and raising ing and inadequate network of pipelines. To
the American standard of living match supply and demand will require some

We are already working to meet the 38.000 miles of new gas pipelines, along
first challenge: using enein ergy more wisely. with 255,000 miles of distribution lines.
Dramatic technological advances in energy Similarly, an antiquated and inadequate
efficiency have enabled us to make great transmission grid prevents us from routing
strides in conservation, from the operation electricity over long distances and thereby
of farms and factories to the construction of avoiding regional blackouts, such as

California's.

Overview o Reliab. Affordable, and Environmmntally Sound Energy for Americas Futurr ix
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Increasing energy supplies while pro- Increases on this scalewill require
tecting the environment is the third chal- preparation and action today. Yet America
lenge. Even with successful conservation has not been bringing on line the necessary
efforts, America will need more energy. supplies and infrastructure.

Renewable and alternative fuels offer Extraordinary advances in technteogy
hope for America's energy future. But they have transformed energy exploration and
supply only a small fraction of present en- production. Yet we produce 39 percent less
ergy needs. The day they fulfill the bulk of oil today than we did in 1970, leaving us
our needs is still years away. Until that day ever more reliant on foreign suppliers. On
comes, we must continue meeting the our present course, America 20 years from
nation's energy requirements by the means now will import nearly two of every three
available to us. barrels of oil - a condition of increased de-

Estimates indicate that over the next pendency on foreign powers that do not al-
20 years. U.S. oil consumption will increase ways have America's Interests at heart Our
by 33 percent natural gas consumption by increasing demand for natural gas - one of
well over 50 percent, and demand for elec- the cleanest forms of energy - far exceeds
tricity will rise by 45 percent. If America's the current rate of production. We should
energy production grows at the same rate reconsider any regulatory restrictions that
as it did in the 1990s we will face an ever-in- do not take technological advances into ac-
creasing gap. count.

Forure 2

U.S. Oil Comunsption Will Continue toPr ction
USOCrulCeonire ooption11Wi" c o~t ' mle U.S. Natural Gas Consumption s Outpacing Production
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2000 2D05 2010 2015 2020 Over the next 20 yeas. U.S. naural gas cnsinption wll grtw by over 50 percent.
Over we next 20 yearsU.S. 0o consurmpion wi grow by o 6 milo n barrels Al ne 1sae tine. U.S. natun gas production wil grw by only 14 prent. it
per day. II US. oil p ction Follows the sae historicl paten o the last 10 gro w a te rate o the ist lO yars.
years. it wi decline by 1.5 million barres pr day. To met US. oil darend oil
and prnduc impots would hae to grow by a combined 7.5 millon baru per SaLs Saea sinl O maM U. O ' U sr 0 ntw tr usf ,nw
day. In 2020. U.S. oil prducion woud supply less than 30 perar of U.S oil An
needs.
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We have a similar opportunity to in- Moderni2e Conservation "Here i e aim o
crease our supplies of electricity. To meet Americans share the goal of energy continue a path
projected demand over the next two de- conservation. The best way of meeting this of uninterrunped
cades. America must have In place be- goal is to increase energy efficiency by ap-
tween 1.300 and 1,900 new electric plants. plying new technology - raising productlv- progress in .
Much of this new generation will be fueled iy, reducing waste, and trimming costs. In mnanl fields...
by natural gas. However, existing and new addition, it holds out great hope for improv- New technolo-
technologies offer us the opportunity to ex- ing the quality ofthe environment Amei- cries are pro vin g
pand nuclear generation as well. Nuclear can families, communities, and businessese c
power today accounts for 20 percent of our all depend upon reliable and affordable en- e C e
country's electricity. This power source, ergy services for their well being and energy without
which causes no greenhouse gas emis- safety. From transportation to communica- sacrificing our
sions, can play an expanding part in our en- ton, from air conditioning to lighting en- standard oflil-
ergy future. ergy is critical to nearly everything we do in m And we

The recommendations of this report life and work. Public policy can and should w e r

address the energy challenges facing encourage energy conservation. going to encour-
America. Taken together, they offer the Over the past three decades, America age it in eiverv
thorough and responsible energy plan our has made impressive gains in energy effi- way possible."
nation has long needed. ciency. Today's automobiles, for example,

use about 60 percent of the gasoline they - Vice President
Components of the National Richard B. Cheney
Energy Policy

The National Energy Policy we pro- Frgn 4
pose follows three basic prindples: U.S. Ecanmy is Mao Energy EffichM
* The Policy Is a long-tern. compre- (Em.ary hiteit

Primary Energy Usehensive strategy. Our energy is se

has been years in the maklng. and U

wil take years to put flly behind us. ila

* The Policy will advance new, envl- i 1
ronmentally friendly technologies I
to increase energy supplies and en- '4I BlhI M
courage cleaner, more efficient en- -____ r

ergy use.1 12

* The Policy seeks to raise the living hl g
standards of the American people.
recognizing that to do so our country
must fully integrate its energy, envi-
ronmentaL and economic policies. ! Aedl Euj us

,40 a -,
Applying these principles, we urge ac-

tion to meet five specific national goals.
America must modernize conservation,
modernize our energy infrastructure, in-f L - ....
crease energy supplies. accelerate the pro- l ompmvts in m ene r. g iy site 1970ts hoe hd ma jor iTipact in mee-
tection and improvement of the environ- ing tionl ena e r new supply. t the itensiy of U.S. eagy use
ment, and increase our nation's energy se- had retind consmansince 1972. comumption would hae been tabu 70 quadri
curity. 4on Bus (74 perct) higtr in 1999 tdan it iait wMs.

Sourc: VS. Dqamnew doEragy. Enl Mirmtn EAnwEr w xL

Overview · Reliable Affordable, and Enviromentally Sound Energy for Americas Furtur xi
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did in 1972, while new refrigerators require with due consideration to the National
just one-third the electricity they did 30 Academy of Sciences study of CAFE
years ago. As a result, since 1973, the U.S. standards to be released in July, 2001.
economy has grown by 126 percent, while
energy use has increased by only 30 per- Modernize Our Energy Infrastructure -

cent In the 1990s alone. manufacturing The energy we use passes througfa
output expanded by 41 percent, while in- vast nationwide network of generating fa-
dustrial electricity consumption grew by cllties, transmission lines, pipelines, and re-
only 11 percent We must build on this fineries that converts raw resources into us-
progress and strengthen America's commit- able fuel and power. That system is deterio-
ment to energy efficiency and conservation. rating, and is now strained to capacity.

The National Energy Policy builds One reason for this Is government
on our nation's successful track record regulation, often excessive and redundant
and will promote further improvements Regulation Is needed in such a complex
in the productive and efficient use of field but It has become overly burdensome.
energy. This report Includes recom- Regulatory hurdles, delays in issuing per-
mendations to: mits, and economic uncertainty are limiting

Direct federal agencies to take appro- investment in new facilities, making our en-
priate actions to responsibly conserve ergy markets more vulnerable to transmis-
energy use at their facilities, espe- sion bottlenecks, price spikes and supply
dally during periods of peak demand disruptions. America needs more environ-
in regions where electricity shortages mentally-sound energy projects to connect
are possible, and to report to the supply sources to growing markets and to
President on actions taken deliver energy to homes and business.
Increase funding for renewable en- To reduce the incidence of electricity
ergy and energy efficiency research blackouts, we must greatly enhance our
and development programs that are ability to transmit electric power between
performance-based and cost-shared. geographic regions, that is. sending power

Foir the electric- * Create an income tax credit for the to where it is needed from where it is pro-
iti' Ive need. w'(e purchase of hybrid and fuel cell duced. Most of America's transmission

must be ambi- vehicles to promote fuel-efficient lines, substations, and transformers were

tious. Transmis- vehicles. built when utilities were tightly regulated
s., rd tand * Extend the Department of Energy's and provided service only within their as-

sio, gr ids sc J 'Energy Star' efficiency program to signed regions. The system is simply un-
in need of repair, include schools, retail buildings, equipped for large-scale swapping of power
upgrading; and health care facilities, and homes and in the highly competitive market of the 21"

expansion. ... If extend the 'Energy Star' labeling pro- century.
hwoe put these crn- gram to additional products and appli- The National Energy Policy will

ances. modernize and expand our energy infra-
nections il pla ce. Fund the federal government's Intelli- structure in order to ensure that en-
I e ' 11 g a long gent Transportation Systems program, ergy supplies can be safely, reliably,
* a \ l0o\at as'd the fuel cell powered transit bus pro- and affordably transported to homes

a ioiding futgure gram, and the Clean Buses program. and businesses. This report includes
blac .. * ViigProvide a tax incentive and streamline recommendations to:

bla ckoull ts. permitting to accelerate the develop- Direct agencies to improve pipeline
ment of clean Combined Heat and safety and expedite pipeline permit-

- Vice President Power technology. tng
Richard B. Cheney * Direct the Secretary of Transportation Issue an Executive Order directing

to review and provide recommenda- federal agencies to expedite permits
tons on establishing Corporate Aver- and coordinate federal. state, and local
age Fuel Economy (CAFE) standards actions necessary for energy-related

project approvals on a national basis

xli NA7OvAx Excr PoLzcr
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in an environmentally sound manner, coal-powered electric plants are now under "As a coul try
and establish an interagency task construction. Research into clean coal we ha v
force chaired by the Council on Envi- technologies may increase the attractive- de
ronmental Quality. The task force ness of coal as a source for new generation
will ensure that federal agencies set plants. more and more
up appropriate mechanisms to coordi- Nuclear power plants serve millions of energy. But -
nate federal, state and local permit- American homes and businesses, have a de- e l have not
ting activity In particular regions pendable record for safety and efficiency. brought on line
where Increased activity Is expected. and discharge no greenhouse gases into the

* Grant authority to obtain rights-of- atmosphere. As noted earlier, these facli- the supplies
way for electricity transmission lines ties currently generate 20 percent of al needed to meet
with the goal of creating a reliable na- electricity in America, and more than 40 that demand....
tional transmission grid. Similar au- percent of electricity generated in 10 states 14j, can explore
thority already exists for natural gas in the Northeast, South, and Midwest.
pipelines and highways. Other nations, such as Japan and France, for energy, we

* Enact comprehensive electricity legis- generate a much higher percentage of their can produce
lation that promotes competition, en- electricity from nuclear power. Yet the energy and use
courages new generation, protects number of nuclear plants in America is ac- it, and we can
consumers, enhances reliability, and tually projected to decline in coming years,
promotes renewable energy. as old plants dose and none are built to re- a

· Implement administrative and regula- place them decent regard
tory changes to improve the reliability Enormous advances in technology for the natural
of the interstate transmission system have made oil and natural gas exploration en tironment.
and enact legislation to provide for and production both more efficient and .
enforcement of electricity reliability more environmentally sound. Better tech- -Vice President
standards. nology means fewer rigs, more accurate Richard B. Cheney

* Expand the Energy Department's re- drilling, greater resource recovery and envi-
search and development on transmis-
sion reliability and superconductivity.

Fsre S
Increase Energy Supplies Fuel Sces for Elricity Genatin 20

A primary goal of the National Energy
Policy is to add supply from diverse m s
sources. This means domestic oil. gas, and ! . .
coal. It also means hydropower and _. ,,,/. . .
nuclear power. And it means making .,.
greater use of non-hydro renewable sources l jO

now available. i
One aspect of the present crisis is an i

increased dependence. not only on foreign
oil, but on a narrow range of energy op-
tions. For example, about 90 percent of all 2
new electricity plants currently under con-
struction will be fueled by natural gas. _ b
While natural gas has many advantages, an _ 3'
over-reliance on any one fuel source leaves ! <

consumers vulnerable to price spikes and
supply disruptions. There are several other I| _
fuel sources available that can help meet Elerida y i a scondy soure d or enw. gualed hmrogn fw consumption or
our needs, pimary ources. Coal and nucde ernecy acourt fc r eary 75 percem d US.

Currently, the US. has enough coal to e e
last for another 25U years. Yet very few So Us oamrnWa, l df Er MWrmnfiaiMmema

Overview * Relable. Affordable. and Environmentally Sound Enery for Americas Futur xiii
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ronmentally friendly exploration. Drilling hydropower relicensing process with
pads are 80 percent smaller than a generation proper regard given to environmental
ago. High-tech drilling allows us to access factors.
supplies five to six miles away from a single Provide for the safe expansion of
compact drilling site, leaving sensitive wet- nuclear energy by establishing a natinal
lands and wildlife habitats undisturbed. Yet repository for nuclear waste, and by-
the current regulatory structure fails to take streamliing the licensing of nuclear
sufficient account of these extraordinary ad- power plants.
vances, excessively restricting the environ-
mentally safe production of energy from Accelerate Protection and Improvement of the
many known sources. Environment

Our policy will increase and diver- America's commitment to environmen-
sify our nation's sources of traditional tal protection runs deep. We are all aware of
and alternative fuels in order to furnish past excesses in our use of the natural world
families and businesses with reliable and and Its resources. No one wishes to see them
affordable energy, to enhance national repeated. In the 21 century, the ethic of
security, and to improve the environ- good stewardship is well established in
meat. This report includes recommenda- American life and law.
tions to: We do not accept the false choice be-

* Issue an Executive Order directing all tween environmental protection and energy
federal agencies to include in any regula- production. An Integrated approach to policy
tory action that could significantly and can yield a cleaner environment a stronger
adversely affect energy supplies a de- economy, and a sufficient supply of energy
tailed statement on the energy impact for our future. The primary reason for that
of the proposed action. has been steady advances in the technology

* Open a small fraction of the Arctic Na- of locating, producing, and using energy.
tional Wildlife Refuge to environmentally Since 1970, emissions of key air emissions
regulated exploration and production us- are down 31 percent Cars today emit 85 per-
ing leading-edge technology. Examine cent less carbon monoxide than 30 years ago.
the potential for the regulated increase Lead emissions are down 90 percent. Lead

"He W Hill insist in oil and natural gas development on levels in ambient air today are 98 percent

on proteCtilg other federal lands. lower tharrthey were in 1970. America is us-
and eihancig - Earmark $1.2 billion of bid bonuses from Ing more, and polluting less.

ar e 7Jthe environmentally responsible leasing One of the factors harming the environ-
the en ironment. of ANWR to fund research into alterna- ment today is the very lack of a comprehen-

sh o wing COnsid- tive and renewable energy resources - sive, long-term national energy policy. States
era tion for the including wind, solar, biomass, and geo- confronting blackouts must take desperate

air and natural thermal measures, often at the expense of environ-
* Enact legislation to expand existing a- mental standards, requesting waivers of envi-

lands and wate- aternative fuels tax incentives to include ronmental rules, and delaying the implemen-
sheds of our landfills that capture methane gas emis- tation of anti-pollution efforts. Shortfalls in

counl' V." sions for electricity generation and to electricity generating capacity and short-
electricity produced from wind and bio- sighted policies have blocked construction of

_Vice President mass. Extend the number of eligible bio new, cleaner plants. leaving no choice but to
Richard B. Chenev mass sources to include forest-related rely on older, inefficient plants to meet de-

sources, agricultural sources, and cer- mand. The increased use of emergency power
tain urban sources. sources, such as diesel generators, results in

* Provide S2 billion over 10 years to fund greater air pollution.
dean coal technology research and a New anti-pollution technologies hold
new credit for electricity produced from great promise for the environment. The same
biomass co-fired with coal can be said of 212 century power generators

* Direct federal agencies to streamline the that must soon replace older models: signrfi-

xiv NArao.M EarCY PoLICY
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cant new resources for land conservation ef- * Dedicate new funds to the Low Income
forts; and continued research into renewable Home Energy Assistance Program by
energy sources. All have a place in the Na- furnneling a portion of oil and gas royalty
tional Energy Policy. payments to LIHEAP when oil and natu-

The National Energy Policy will ral gas prices exceed a certain amount
build upon our nation's successful track · Double funding for the Department of "The goals of
record and will promote further improve- Energy's Weatherization Assistance Pro- this strateg are
ments in the productive and efficient use gram. increasing funding by S1.4 billion cear to ensure
of energy. This report includes recom- over 10 years. ead sup
mendations to: * Direct the Federal Emergency Manage- a stea

* Enact 'multi-pollutant" legislation to es- ment Administration to prepare for po- of afforda ble
tablish a flexible, market-based program tential energy-related emergencies. energy for
to significantly reduce and cap emis * Support a North American Energy America 's ho es
sions of sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides, Framework to expand and accelerate and businesses
and mercury from electric power genera- cross-border energy investment, oil and
tors. gas pipelines, and electridty grid con- and industries.

* Increase exports of environmentally nectlons by streamlining and expediting
friendly, market-ready US. technologies permitting procedures with Mexico and - President
that generate a dean environment and Canada Direct federal agencies to expe- George W. Bush
increase energy efficiency. dite necessary permits for a gas pipeline

· Establish a new 'Royalties Conservatlon route from Alaska to the lower 48 states.
Fund' and earmark royalties from new,
dean oil and gas exploration in ANWR Looking Toward the Future
to fund land conservation efforts.he Presients goal of reliable. afford-

* Implement new guidelines to reduce sable, and environmentally sound energy sup-
truck idling emissions at truck stops. plies will not be reached overnight. It will

cal forth Innovations in science, research,
Increase Energy Security. and engineering. It will require time and the

The National Energy Policy seeks toThe National Ernergy Policy seeks to best efforts of leaders in both political par-
lessen the impact on Americans of energy ties. It will require also that we deal with the
price volatility and supply uncertainty. Such facts as they are, meeting serious problems in
uncertainty Increases as we reduce America's ca serious way. The complacency of the past
dependence on foreign sources of energy. At decade must now give way to swift but well-decade must now give way to swift but well-
the same time, however, we recognize that a considered action.
significant percentage of our resources will Present trends are not encouraging, but
come from overseas. Energy security must they are not immutable. Tey are among
be a priority of U.S. trade and foreign policy. toays most urgent chalenge and we

We must look beyond our borders and within r power to overcome. Our country
restore America's credibility with overseas has met may great tests. S e have imposed
suppliers. In addition, we must build strong exee hadship a sacrifice. Others have
relationships with energy-producing nations demanded only resolve. Ingenuity, and car-
in our own hemisphere, improving the out- ity of purpose. Such s the cae with energyity of purpose. Such Is the case with energy
look for trade, investment, and reliable sup- today

plies. We submit these recommendations
Energy security also requires preparing with optimism. We believe that the tasks

our nation for supply emergencies, and assist- ahead whie great, are achievable. The en-
ing low-income Americans who are most Vul- ergy crisis is a call to put to good use the re-
nerable in times of supply disruption, prie sources around us. and the talents within us
spikes, and extreme weather. It summons the best of America. and offers

To ensurr energy security for ourTo en~sure energy security for our the best of rewards - in newjobs. a healthier
nation and its families, our report in- nvirnment, a strnger economy, and a
dudes these recommendations:chid~es these recoinmmendations brighter future for our people.

Ovrrview -Reliable Affordable. and Envvirnenrally Sound Energy for America s Futre xv
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ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN RAILROADS
50 F STREET, N.W.

WASHINGTON, D.C 20001

Edward R. Hamberger Telephone: (02) 639-2400
President and Chief Executive Officer Fax: (202) 639-2286

March 23, 2001

The Honorable Dick Cheney
The White House
Washington, DC 20500

Dear Mr. Vice President:

I am writing to you in your capacity as chairman of the White House Energy Policy
Development Task Force. The Association of American Railroads (AAR) appreciates this
opportunity to offer its observations on the impact of higher energy prices on the nation's rail
sector.

I would note that AAR's comments are intended to supplement the briefing papers
submitted to you earlier by the Coal-Based Generation Stakeholders group of which the railroads
are leading members. Some 52 percent of our nation's electricity is generated by coal (with more
than two-thirds of that coal transported by rail) and coal is one of the nation's least expensive
sources of electrical energy.

In developing an effective energy strategy, it is important to remember that America - at
least until recently - has enjoyed some of the lowest energy prices in the world. These low
energy costs have enhanced our competitive position in all sectors of trade from agriculture to
manufacturing.

Railroads applaud the Bush administration's efforts to develop a national energy strategy,
and we commend you for personally taking on the responsibility for this effort. Energy
improvements will contribute to the industry's bottom line due to both lower diesel fuel costs as
well as their impact on railroad customers. These customers range from automobile
manufacturers whose products can be affected by higher fuel prices to electric utility customers
for whom railroads ship millions of tons of coal each year.
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Despite the fact that railroads are three times more fuel efficient than trucks, the
price of diesel fuel continues to be a major challenge for the rail industry. In providing
cost and energy efficient freight service, U.S. freight railroads consume huge volumes of
diesel fel - over four billion gallons annualy. Because the cost offucl is a major cost
component of railroad operations - comprising 7.1 percent of industry costs - the
alarming jump in fuel prices over recent periods has been a substantial hardship for
railroads and their customers.

The price of railroad fuel toward the end of 2000 was the highest during the past
20 years, and likely the highest ever. As of the end of 2000, the average price paid by
railroads for diesel fuel hd rocketed to a level 239 percent of the price at the beginning of
1999. Long term contrats and customer agreements often limit the ability of railroads to
recover major cost increases in a timely fashion. Thu railroads are being forced to
expend an additional $2.4 billion annually or $6.6 million more each and every day.
Moreover, because this huge increase in costs is required to perform exactly the same
level of service, these increased costs have a direct impact on the industry's financial
bottom line. In fact, they represent an amount equal to three-quarters of industry net
income.

Looking ahead, future pricing policies will have to include major price increases to
recover lost profitability as a result of fuel cost increases. Some shippers have indicated
that they will be unable to absorb these transportation rate increases and will be forced to
pass the expense on to their customers.

Because railroads have huge fixed costs to cover, it makes economic sense to
move traffic that is marginally profitable (i.e., railroads handle traffic that is slightly above
variable cost because it contributes to fixed cost). However, the fuel cost increases have
raised our variable costs to such a degree that, in some segments, variable costs are
becoming higher than the revenue, and traffic that has been historically profitable may
have to bemiaed . ------... ... .... .

Moreover, higher energy prices are having a negative effect on some freight
shippers, a development that affects freight railroads indirectly. For instance, eight of the
ten major aluminum producers served by one leading railroad are currently shut down, and
the remaining two are operating at 50 percent capacity. Instead of producing product,
these companies are selling their allotted power.

Other railroads report that dramatically higher natural gas prices have led to
significant traffic losses due to reductions in production and plant closures in areas such as
plastics, cement, fertilizer, and intermediate gases such as propane and butane.

For these reasons, AAR encourages you to take strong and immediate action to
formulate an effective national energy strategy. In addition to urging support for actions
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to reduce energy prices and for the positions of the Coal-Based Generation Stakeholders
group, I am pleased to enclose AAR briefing papers on the following three railroad
priorities: repeal of the 4.3 cent per gallon "deficit reduction" diesel fuel tax, an acceptable
resolution of the coal mine valley fill issue, and establishment of a locomotive fuel
efficiency program within the Department of Energy.

AAR looks forward to working with you and the other members of the Energy
Policy Development Task Force to craft a balanced and effective energy policy for our
nation.

Sincerely,

Edward R Hamberger

cc: The Honorable Norman Mineta
The Honorable Spencer Abraham
Mr. Lawrence Lindsey
Mr. Andrew Lundquist
Ms. Karen Knutson
Mr. John Frenzel
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Repeal Deficit Reduction Fuel Taxes

AAR supports S. 820 and H.R 1001 that would repeal deficit reduction fuel taxes
paid by railroads and barges. AAR opposes HR. 2060 that would create a railroad trust
fund from deficit reduction fuel taxes.

Inequitable Taxation In a Surplus Environment

The railroad and inland barge industries pay a 43 cents per gallon deficit
reduction fuel tax even though there is no longer a federal deficit Furthermore, the
railroad and inland barge industries arc required to pay deficit reduction fuel taxes while
their competitors, the truckers, do not.

Among all U.S. industries. CBo Estmated Baselne Annual Budget Surplu
only transportation industries have CBO Es ed B
been obligated to pay special deficit s O *
reduction fuel taxes, and today, o400

among the different transportation .
modes, only railroad and barge 30

companies continue to pay such a | $ o

tax. The deficit reduction fuel tax s200
rate has varied over time, and $150
currently stands at 4.3 cents per $100
gallon on diesel fuel consumed. $50
Since inception of the tax in 1990, so
freight railroads have paid over $1.4 2000 2001 2002 2009 2004 2005 2006 2007 o208 2009
billion in deficit reduction fuel taxes. S , m co, 07SEa»eB ___da, 1, a y1a9)
Railroads continue to pay these taxes
even though there is no longer a federal deficit

Trucking companies, direct competitors of railroads and barge companies, do not
pay a deficit reduction fuel tax. The entire revenue from the taxes paid by the truckers is
paid into the Highway Trust Fund, and is used to pay for improvements and maintenance
of highway infrastructure. Therefore, while railroads continue to contribute to a non-
existent deficit, the truckers contribute to their own infrastructure improvement.

By contrast the railroad industry does not have a trust fund but privately funds its
own maintained rights-of-way. In 1998, freight railroads spent $7.7 billion maintaining
and improving their own infrastructure. This is equivalent to a tax of S2.13 per gallon of
fuel consumed by railway locomotives - an amount, which is four to ten times the
equivalent of tax paid by the competing modes of transportation.

Both the House and Senate 1999 tax cut bills, acknowledged the tax inequity and
included a repeal of the 4.3 cent deficit reduction fuel tax for the railroad and barge
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industries, but the final 1999 tax cut bill was vetoed by President Clinton for reasons
other than the railroad tax repeal.

Support for an Equitable Solution

The railroads are not alone in calling for a fair and equitable solution to the
current deficit reduction fuel tax problem. The US. Chamber of Commerce and the
American Road and Transportation Builders Association (ARTBA) have adopted policies
in support of repealing the 4.3-cent deficit reduction fuel tax. Numerous agriculture
groups including the American Farm Bureau Federation, American Soybean Association,
National Association of Wheat Growers, and the National Corn Growers Association are
also on record supporting the repeal of this tax.

Railroad Trust Fund Proposals

AAR opposes H.R. 2060, the Railway Safety and Funding Equity Act of 1999
(RSAFE), a bill that would transfer the 4.3-cent deficit reduction fuel tax into a new
Railroad Trust Fund for highway-rail grade crossing safety programs. H.R. 2060 would
divert significant railroad resources to help solve what is fundamentally a highway safety
problem- Not only is this proposed cross subsidy of highway needs by the railroads bad
public policy, but these railroad fuel tax revenues are needed to meet significant railroad
infrastructure needs.

AAR also opposes any effort to use the 43 cents per gallon deficit reduction fuel
tax paid by the railroads to create a Railroad Trust Fund to finance short-line/regional
railroad improvements, intercity or commuter passenger rail needs, or other purposes. In
these scenarios, the beneficiaries of the funds, while having contributed little or nothing,
would profit from a cross-subsidy from the large freight railroads. It is not appropriate to
expect the large railroads to provide additional funding support for passenger rail, short-
lines, or highway-rail traffic control devices. Neither do large railroads care to finance
their own infrastructure needs through a Railroad Trust Fund by inefficiently sending
funds to Washington, DC, simply to be returned to private sector railroads, minus
bureaucratic administrative and overhead costs, and subject to political manipulation and
government regulatory red tape.

Summary

The railroads' true advantage in cost, environmental impact, reduced highway
damage and congestion, safety, and fuel efficiency rightfully have become important
criteria in a modal choice. Artificial cost barriers to the use of freight transportation, in
terms of inequitable deficit.reduction taxes, can only disadvantage rail in the competitive
marketplace and distort consumer choice.
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AAR supports S. 820 and H.R. 1001 that would repeal the 4.3 cents per gallon
deficit reduction fuel tax for the railroads and barges. This tax should be repealed because
it is:

1. Discriminatory against railroads, since the trucking industry pays no deficit
reduction fuel tax;

2. . Economically unsound. becanse it artificially diverts traffic that other wise would
travel by rail; and

3. Inconsistent with national policy, because it violates the goals of economy,
impartiality, energy efficiency, and environmental friendliness.

Additionally, large freight railroads oppose the transfer of these revenues to a
federal Railroad Trust Fund or any other form of a transportation trust fund.
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THE COAL MINE VALLEY FILL ISSUE

D)ESCRIPTION: In October 1999, a federal district court in West Virginia stunned the Nation's
coal industry with a decision barring the longstanding practice of building valley and hollow fills
to store the dirt and rock generated during coal mining. Bragg v. Robertson, 72 F. Supp. 2d 642
(S.D. W.Va. 1999), appealpending. No. 99-2443 (4 s Cir). Notwithstanding the fact that these
engineered fill structures are both a necessary part of coal mining operations and expressly
authorized by federal laws regulating coal mining, the court interpreted regulations issued under
those laws as prohibiting their construction in hollows and valleys that inevitably contain stream
courses. While the decision remains pending on appeal, the past Administration abandoned the
working men and women of America's coal industry and announced that it now agreed with the
court's view. The past Administration's action in this regard is not only contrary to the laws it
administers, it will have economic consequences in West Virginia alone that a Marshall
University study concluded will be "as great or greater than those of the Great Depression.
Earlier in the same litigation, the federal agencies (EPA, OSM & COE) settled the claims related
to the use of section 404 permits to authorize these fills under the Clean Water Act The
agencies agreed to conduct a programmatic Environmental Impact Statement which addresses
environmental and economic consequences of different actions, as well as evaluate the better
coordination of overlapping regulatory programs.

STATUS: The appeal in the 4' Circuit has been briefed and was argued on December 7, 2000.
In the meantime, the EPA, OSM and COE are preparing a Draft EIS. EPA and COE also have
pending a proposed rule published on April 20, 2000 clarifying that excess spoil is fill material
subject to section 404 and not section 402 of the CWA. This rule would remove the ambiguity in
the agencies' programs that the district court relied on to reach its erroneous conclusion that
these fills as well as other activities that have the effect of replacing waters of the United States
are not authorized by section 404.

KEY DECISIONS: Should any part or form of a Draft EIS be publicly released before the
completion of the underlying technical, economic and other studies?
OPTIONS: * Delay public release of Draft EIS in any form until all the underlying studies are
complete and have been subject to some form of peer review. This option is completely
defensible and will assure that the EIS process on this matter will not be subject to criticisms
related to its credibility and integrity.

*Allow the agencies to release an executive summary or other form of a draft EIS
that purports to provide an overview of the current analysis of complex technical questions. This
option will appease few and invite strong criticism from industry and, perhaps, the West Virginia
state legislature that has funded part of the studies.

KEY DECISIONS: Whether EPA and COE should adopt as a final rule the proposal clarifying
the scope of the section 404 program with respect to excess spoil and other activities that have
the effect of replacing waters of the United States.
OPTIONS: * Proceed to adopt as final the proposed rule published on April 20, 2000. The rule
is an important part of maintaining the integrity of the 404 program by clarifying a longstanding
ambiguity that has caused grave uncertainty for the regulated community and the agencies. It not
only addresses the excess spoil issue but other activities as well, e.g. landfills.

* Await the decision of the 4" Circuit to determine whether it would require any
modification of the proposal to address the central features of the rule. At some point, the EIS on
mountaintop mining will have to analyze how excess spoil fills are to be addressed within the
prevailing regulatory schemes under the CWA and SMCRA and whether any" conflicts exist.
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WHAT SHOULD Establish a public-private partnership involving the
BE DONE? federal government, railroads, and railroad suppliers

designed to increase the fuel efficiency of, and reduce
emissions from, diesel locomotives. The partnership
should be similar to the "21t Century Truck Initiative"
now underway.

WHY? The partnership would encourage conservation of natural
resources and reduced emissions by the nation's largest
freight transportation provider. Moreover, the '21 '
Century Truck Initiative" will use hundreds of millions of
dollars of federal funds to sharply increase fuel efficiency
and lower emissions for motor carriers that compete
against railroads. Equity demands that railroads receive
the same support.

In April 2000, the Clinton Administration announced the creation of the '21' 1Century
Truck Initiative," a public-private research partnership involving many of the nation's
largest heavy-duty engine and truck companies; the U.S. Departments of Defense,
Energy, and Transportation; and the Environmental Protection Agency.

The goals of the Truck Initiative include developing truck and bus technologies that
increase fuel economy, improve safety, reduce emissions, and lower costs. The
partnership is designed to lead, within 10 years, to prototypes that double existing fuel
economy for long-haul trucks and significantly reduce truck emissions of nitrous oxide,
particulates, and other air pollutants.

Because of the Truck Initiative, the fiscal year 2001 budget saw an increase of $31 million
in truck research spending to a total of $137 million.

Railroads account for more than 40 percent of the nation's freight ton-miles, considerably
more than trucks' 29 percent share. Therefore, increases in rail fuel efficiency would
significantly benefit our economy and environment. However, there is no public-private
program involving railroad locomotives similar to the Truck Initiative. Instead, railroads
and their suppliers must fund research and development efforts aimed at increasing fuel
efficiency and reducing emissions on their own. For example, the Burlington Northern
and Santa Fe Railway and the Union Pacific Railroad are spending more than $1 million
apiece on these issues, while the Association of American Railroads is funding an
industry-wide emissions research program.
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* A federal program to increase fuel efficiency and reduce emissions from diesel
locomotives will provide public benefits to the environment similar to those of the
21n Century Truck Initiative.

* By providing motor carriers a major federal subsidy through the Truck Initiative,
the federal government will artificially reduce motor carrier costs. This imbalance
between trucks and railroads will encourage shippers to use trucks, even where
railroads provide more efficient services.

* The U.S. Department of Transportation's MovingAmerica New Directions, New
Opportunities -A Statement of Notional Tranrportation Policy notes that "Federal
programs and policies must treat modes and carriers fairly." This condition is
clearly violated if motor carriers receive federal benefits not made available to their
competitors.

* A federal program will magnify the substantial strides in both fuel efficiency and
emissions control already accomplished by the railroads. Railroad fuel efficiency is
up 16 percent since 1990 and
58 percent since 1980. Revenue Ton-MUes Per Gallon of Fuel Used
Railroads are also committed 450
to substantial reductions in _4

atmospheric emissions, _
having endorsed an EPA 3 SO

proposal that calls for a 60 300 -- - - -

percent reduction in nitrogen 250 s o
oxide emissions from . 200. - - -
locomotives manufactured 1s50 O. - _-
beginning in 2005. With 100 -- 1
federal support, the railroad_ _ _ _
industry can build on its own
voluntary achievements and O
foster improved conservation 191. 1984 1987 199o 1993 1996 199
and emissions control. Ow. AM
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From: Ball, Crystal A - KN-DC (mailto:caball@bpa.gov]
Sent: Friday, March 23, 2001 12:35 PM
To: Anderson, Margot; Carrier, Paul
Cc: Stier, Jeffrey K - KN-DC; Seifert, Roger - KN-DC
Subject: RE: BPA DSI information
Importance: High

Please use the revised one-paae summary.' -

I nanls!

> <<DSI paul lnfo.doc>> <<McCook pr final.doc>>
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National Environmental
Strategies

2600 Virginia Ave, N. W., Suite 600
Washington DC 20037

(202) 33-2524
Fax: (202) 338-5950

FAX TRANSMISSION COVER SHEET

Daite April 18 2601

To: Joe Kelliher

Fax: 586-7210

Re: Mercury Document for Meeting w/Steve Griles, Marc Hammelstein, e. al.

Sender: Holly Hopkins

YOU SHOULD RECEIVE 2 PAGES. INCLUDING TIS COVER SHEET. IF YOUDO NOT
RECEIVE ALL THE PAGES, PLEASE CALL (202) 333-2524.

Pleasc note attached.
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Resolution of EPA Mercury Regulatory Determination

Problem: On December 14, 2000, EPA issued a 'regulatory determination" under the
Clean Air Act (CAA) that regulation of mercry and possibly other hazardous air
pollutants (HAPs) is "appropriae and necessay" for coal- and oil-based power plants.
This decision automatically triggers a formal rulemaking. EPA is scheduled to issue a
proposed rule in late 2003, a final rule in late 2004, and to require compliance by late
2007. Because of the specific language EPA used in the regulatory determination, the
pending rulemaking must result in the imposition of maximum achievable control
technology" (MACT) standards for mercury and possibly othcrRAPs. Effective
immediately, before EPA has determined through rulermaking what level of control
should be required on a national basis, new and rconstruted plants must undergo case-
by-case MACT review for mercury and other HAPs.

Status; The utility industry has filed a Petition for Review in the D.C. Circuit. The
industry is not challenging the basic decision to regulate mercury emissions, but just the
two MACT-related issues. On April 9, EPA filed a motion arguing the court has no
jurisdiction to review these issues because the agency's decision has "no regulatory
impact." The utility industry also has filed an administive petition with EPA,
requesting the reconsideration of that portion of the regulatory determination that
prescribes a MACT program and immediately impacts new and reconstructed plants.
EPA has not yet responded to this petition.

Implications: EPA's announcement is inconsistent with national energy policy
objectives because it will limit fuel choices, impede the construction of new power plants
during the next four years, and increase the cost of electricity. Several studies have
estimated mercury control costs of $5 - $15 billion annually. In addition, recent analysis
shows that the MACT program contemplated by the regulatory determination would
impact utilities in the same manner as a Kyoto-type CO, program, in that it would cause
significant fuel switching from coal to natural gas (50 percent decline in coal use in
2020).

Possible Resolution: EPA's regulatory determination should be modified to remove the
legal bias in favor of a MACT requirement and to clarify that the agency intends to
consider all available regulatory and policy options during the pending mercury
rulemaking. This could be accomplished through a brief Federal Register notice issued
within the next two months to ensure that (1) no new planned elccticity generation is
impeded by the case-by-case MACT review process; (2) this issue is addressed
administratively rather than in court, and (3) the clarification can be explained in the
context of the Administration's energy policy.
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Figure 1. WTI Crude Oil Price: Base Case and 95%
_4___ _ Confidence Interval Overview
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.- - - - - - -s-s - - -_ - - - rapid rebound in 2002 but
, M: at &r .: -^^ *A *«.%. : "' .- overall levels of economic

activity are lower throughout
the projection period. Oil demand in the United States and other consuming regions is now seen as
to increase less rapidly in 2001 than projected previously. We have adjusted global oil demand growth
for this year downward to 1.5 million barrels per day from the 1.6 million barrels per day indicated last
month. This results in projected world demand levels of 77.2 million barrels per day in 2001 and 78.9
million barrels per day in 2002. Cumulatively, we have lowered the world demand total expected for
2001 by 700,000 barrels per day from the level projected three months ago.

Despite the lower demand outlook, industrialized country oil stocks continue to fall below expectations,
effectively offsetting most if not all of any resulting downward pressure on prices relative to the levels
indicated in our previous Outlook. Thus, we see the U.S. refiner cost of crude oil likely to average
around $26.60 per barrel this year compared to $27.70 per barrel in 2000. Our view of the world oil
balance suggests that significant improvement in the inventory situation (on a seasonally adjusted basis)
over the next 21 months is rather unlikely, so prices are likely to remain relatively high through 2002
(Figure 1). A more severe slowdown in.sconomic growth in consuming countries than we are allowing
for in our base case could alter the price outlook significantly. We have evaluated in some detail the sort
of overall demand impacts in the United States that could be expected under a very low short-term
growth scenario. In such a case, U.S. oil demand growth could be reduced by as much as 150.000 -
200,000 barrels per day relative to the base case. Reverberations worldwide from such a development
would be expected to generate additional reductions in demand elsewhere in 2001 or 2002.

The U.S. natural gas supply picture seemed to brighten a little last month as average storage withdrawals
during the month were below normal and below previous expectations. However. even if only modest
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withdrawals are required this month, we are still likely to end the heating season with the total level of
gas in storage below the previous low recorded by EIA. In our view, only a spectacular performance
from the U.S. and Canadian gas industry in terms of increased production or an extremely mild summer
this year would generate much in the way of additional reductions in natural gas prices beyond what has
already happened since mid winter. As we currently expect working gas to reach 689 billion cubic feet
at end-March, seasonal injections of 2,310 billion cubic feet would be required from April through
October to reach 3 trillion cubic feet (the approximate average end-October level between 1995 and
1999) before the next heating season. That kind of build would be about 500 billion cubic feet (25
percent) above average (1995-1999). Consequently we expect the industry to fall well short. Average
monthly gas spot prices below $4 per thousand cubic feet between now and next winter are possible but
do not seem very likely under these circumstances.

More good news for Northeast heating oil customers arrived since last month. Average residential
heating oil prices fell to an estimated $1.32 per gallon in February from the $1.37 per gallon seen in
January. This was 9 cents below the December average. The winter average is now expected to be $1.36
per gallon, 8 percent below the $1.48 price we projected as; recently as January. Household heating oil
expenditures for the winter will still be about 27 percent above last year's estimated level, but this is
certainly less dramatic than the 40 percent projected in January (Figure 2). Because of strong production
and imports and a respite from the kind of abnormally cold weather seen at the beginning of winter,
inventories of heating oil are now within the normal range. For natural gas consumers, the expected
level of winter expenditures has not changed much. We still expect that the increase in household gas
bills over last winter will amount to 70-75 percent (Figure 3).

International

Crude Oil Prices. The monthly average U.S. imported crude oil price in February was about $26 per
barrel (almost $30 per barrel for West Texas Intermediate crude oil), about $1 per barrel higher than
January's average U.S. imported crude oil price (Figure 1) .

Price declines during the past few weeks had indicated weakness in the near-term market. However, EIA
believes that the OPEC 10's (OPEC excluding Iraq) decision to cut oil production quotas effective
February I will provide enough support to maintain world oil prices near current levels. EIA does not
believe that further quota cuts are necessary to maintain the OPEC basket oil price (roughly equivalent
to the average U.S. imported crude oil price) within OPEC's target range of $22 - $28 per barrel in 2001
and 2002.

International Oil Supply. Although OPEC cut production quotas by 1.5 million barrels per day
effective February 1, OPEC has suggested that further cuts could be needed to maintain the OPEC
basket price within its desired range. In addition, some OPEC delegates have suggested that further
quota cuts may be adopted even if the OPEC basket prices remain within this range, in part because of
concerns that a seasonal second quarter decline in demand and a world economic slowdown could
weaken the demand for OPEC oil. OPEC Secretary-General Ali Rodriguez was earlier quoted as saying
that there was "almost a conviction" among producers for a production cut ahead of a forecasted drop in
demand in the second quarter, with the cuts totaling up to I million barrels per day.

EIA's assessment does not factor in any further cuts in 2001 because EIA's analysis indicates that the
February 1 quotas are sufficient to support OPEC's desired price range. The seasonal decline in demand
during the second quarter is seen as a necessary accompaniment to the seasonal stock build normally
associated with this time of year. EIA expects that oil stocks in the OECD countries will continue to be
tight compared to normal levels and will provide enough support to prevent prices from falling
significantly.

http:/!www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/steo/pub/steo.html 3,' 12616
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Iraqi efforts to end U.N. sanctions have continued to result in lowered exports and production since
December. The U.N. reported that reduced Iraqi exports have resulted in a revenue loss of over $2.2
billion or $2.4 billion (euros) to the program since December 2000. Despite these revenue losses, EIA's
projections assume that Iraqi efforts to end sanctions will continue in 2001 with negative consequences
on Iraqi exports and production (Figure 4). Iraqi production in 2001 is not assumed to exceed then
million barrels per day level reached as recently as October 2000.

Non-OPEC production is expected to increase by another 0.7 million barrels per day in 2001, and
another 0.9 million barrels per day in 2002. This represents an increase of 100,00 barrels per day from
the previous Outlook, with the gain expected primarily from the former Soviet Union.

International Oil Demand. World oil demand is expected to continue to grow despite concerns over a
gradual economic slowdown in the industrialized countries (Figure 5). However, EIA has lowered its
projected world oil demand in 2001 by 100,000 barrels per day from the previous Outlook, reducing
world oil demand growth to 1.5 ;nillion barrels per day in 2001. Non-OECD Asia is still expected to be
the leading region for oil demand growth over the next two years.

World Oil Inventories. EIA does not attempt to estimate oil inventory levels on a global basis,
however, the direction global oil inventories are headed is discerned from EIA's world oil supply and
demand estimates. These estimates provide only a rough guide because of what has come to be known
as the "missing barrels problem". The available limited data for tracking inventories suggest that
inventories have not been building as fast as any of the global supply/demand estimates (including
EIA's) would indicate, and that the inventory estimates are being overstated.

The most reliable inventory data are from the OECD countries. The data indicates that there was very
little stockbuild in 2000 for these countries, which account for a little more than half of total world oil
demand (Figure 6). However, ElA's global supply/demand estimates suggest that OECD inventories
should have been building by almost 400,000 barrels per day in 2000. EIA's projections for OECD
inventories are adjusted to reflect the assumption that the "missing barrels problem" will continue in
2001, but will be diminished by 2002. With this adjustment, OECD inventories are projected to grow
relatively slowly in 2001 and 2002. EIA believes that this stock growth will be small enough to provide
continued price support because inventories will continue to be low compared to levels required to
provide normal coverage for forward demand.

EIA's evaluation of normal OECD stock levels accounts for both historical averages and increasing
inventory requirements, reflecting world demand increases. For this reason, EIA's assessments of OECD
stocks are more bullish for prices than those using just historical averages.

Figure 7. Residential Heating Oil Prices: Base Case
and 95% Corfidence Interval U.S. Energy Prices

1H0D -e Heating Oil. Retail heating
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6 J~ .,~ ~", .''*".--.. oil prices are expected to

ot vv... average around $1.36
-. e.o compared to $1.39 in our

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _previous Outlook.
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Nevertheless, retail .heating oil
prices have been quite high in historical terms. The national average price for the 4th quarter (October-
December) of last year was almost 40 cents per gallon above the 1999 4th quarter price (Figure 7). Now
that the heating season (October-March) is nearly over, we can be confident that retail heating oil prices
have peaked for the winter, provided that no sustained crude oil price shocks occur over the next montfiT
Warmer than normal weather for the first two months of the year accompanied by falling crude oil
prices in December (dropping about $5.00 dollars per barrel from November) and January, have helped
ease heating oil prices. Because of the relatively mild weather in the Northeast during the last half of
January and portions of February, heating oil stock levels have stayed fairly steady over the past two
months. For the first time since November 1999, U.S. distillate stocks are currently within bounds of the
normal range (Figure 8). Also, heating oil production had been quite vigorous, running several hundred
thousand barrels per day over last year's pace.

Motor Gasoline. Pump prices have dropped about 10 cents per gallon since last September, but will
soon be heading back up as we enter the driving season in April. With crude oil prices gaining about
$1.00 per barrel from their December lows, combined with lower than normal stock levels, we project
that prices at the pump will rise to about $1.49 per gallon (for regular unleaded self-service) during the
peak months of the driving season (Figure 9). For the sunmmer of 2001, we are projecting an average
price of $1.47 per gallon, compared to $1.53 seen during the previous driving season. Even though
motor gasoline stocks during the driving season are projected to be slightly lower than they were a year
ago (Figure 10), crude oil prices are also projected to be lower. Moreover, last year the high national
average prices were skewed by exceedingly high pump prices in the Midwest (over $2.00 per gallon at
times), which, in turn, were the result of critical regional supply problems. Although in our base we do
not project a repeat of last year, the current situation of relatively low inventories for gasoline could
once again set the stage for some regional imbalances in supply that could bring about significant price
volatility in the U.S. gasoline market.

Natural Gas. Natural gas prices (Figure 11) began an ascent that originated last summer primarily in
response to low levels of underground gas storage. Spot prices have increased well over $4.00 per
thousand cubic feet since late June, even topping $10.00 per thousand cubic feet on several occasions
this winter. The wellhead price this heating season is likely to end up more than double the price of last
heating season. The length of time that gas prices have remained so high is unprecedented. Moreover,
the current dynamics of the natural gas market leads us to believe that prices at the wellhead will not
soon be returning to the low $2.00 per thousand cubic feet experienced just one year ago. The chief basis
for our view is our outlook for robust levels of gas demand growth over the next two years, particularly
in the electric power sector. By the year 2002, more than half of the increases in electricity generation
are expected to come from natural gas. Furthermore, gas demand in the industrial sector (the single
largest gas consuming sector) is also expected to make strong gains over the same time period. Although
gas production and imports are expected to increase in the forecast period, we believe that the gains in
supply will not be enough to bring the wellhead price down to the S2.00-3.00 range in the short-term.

We expect that winter (October 2000-March 2001) natural gas prices at the wellhead will end up
averaging about $5.64 per thousand cubic feet. In our base case, residential prices for natural gas this
winter would be about 46 percent higher than last year during that period. When the heating season ends
next month, average wellhead prices are projected to decline, averaging about $4.05 per thousand cubic
feet for the spring and summer. However, if the summer weather is exceedingly hot in regions that
consume large quantities of gas-fired electricity, (California and Texas for example), then injections into
underground storage for the next winter would be strained and prices could start rising more sharply and
sooner than expected. In 2001, the annual average wellhead price is projected to be about S4.73 per
thousand cubic feet. Next year, we expect the storage situation to improve modestly and with that, a
decrease in the average annual wellhead price. Increases in production and imports of natural gas needed
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to keep pace with the rapidly growing demand for natural gas will be accompanied, for the time being,
by relatively expensive supplies for gas due to'rising production costs and capacity constraints on the
pipelines.

Electric Utility Fuels. The rapid rise in gas prices last summer and fall has pulled delivered gas price.
above heavy fuel oil prices on a cost per Btu basis (Figure 12). As this situation is likely to persist, we
anticipate some recovery in the amount of oil used for power generation over the very low levels seen
since late 1999. In 2001, the cost of coal to electric utilities is projected to increase slightly, after years
of slow but continual decline, as coal, like oil, is being used more intensively for electricity generation
lieu of expensive or unavailable natural gas. On an inflation-adjusted basis, however, coal prices should
still show a deadline this year.

U.S. Oil Demand

The recent release of December 2000 monthly data confirms the overall shrinkage in last year's
petroleum demand that had become increasingly apparent for the past several months. The data for last
year show that shipments of petroleum products declined by 30,000 barrels per day despite substantial
growth in major economic indicators for much of the year (Figure 13). Despite robust economic growth
and the presence of colder-than-normal weather of the fourth quarter, petroleum markets were unable to
overcome the effects of a record mild first quarter-the peak heating season-and the substantial increase
in energy prices that eroded demand during the second half of the year.

Motor gasoline demand in 2000 fell by almost 50,000 barrels per day, reflecting a fractional decline in
highway travel activity brought about by a 30-percent year-to-year increase in retail motor gasoline
prices. Although highway travel declined during the third quarter-the peak driving season-from that of
the previous year, the lagged effects of the earlier price increases and the moderation in economic
growth resulted in an even larger year-over-year contraction in the fourth quarter. Despite a 10-percent
hike in ticket prices in 2000, commercial jet fuel demand, buoyed by 6.5- and 4.5-percent increases in
utilization and capacity, respectively, rose 3.5 percent. (The resultant 2-percent increase in load factor
boosted consumption by constraining fuel-efficiency increases to only one percent, half the long-term
average). Total jet fuel deliveries, which include corporate, military, and weather-related components,
rose just 2.0 percent, down from 3.1 percent in the previous year. The record mild warm weather of the
first quarter depressed shipments of jet fuel used as a blending component during the winter months.
Distillate fuel oil demand grew by 3.2 percent in 2000 led mostly by strength in transportation diesel
demand. Residual fuel shipments, highly sensitive to changes in relative prices, fluctuated wildly but
managed to increase by 1.8 percent for the year as a whole. Following a year of double-digit increases,
the combination of slowdowns in petrochemical activity, and mild weather resulted in a slight decline in
the total demand for liquefied petroleum gas and oil-based petrochemical products.

During the forecast interval, total petroleum demand is projected to increase once again. Despite the
current economic slowdown, growth in real disposable income is projected to be 3.1 percent in 2001,
and a robust 4.6 percent in 2002. Petroleum prices, which are expected to decline slowly throughout the
forecast interval, will not have the same kind of negative impact on demand this year that was brought
about last year by large average price increases. Weather patterns are assumed to exhibit normal
seasonality. In this environment, total petroleum demand is projected to increase by 260,000 barrels per
day in 2001, accelerating to 443,000 barrels perday next year, a 1.8-percent average increase. Reversing
last year's declines, motor gasoline demand and highway travel activity are both expected to increase,
but at an average of only 2.2 percent despite the steady downward trend in retail gasoline prices and
robust growth in disposable income. Total jet fuel demand is expected to increase by an average 1.6-
percent rate, with commercial demand rising by 3 percent. Distillate fuel demand is projected to rise by
an average of 2.1 percent, down from the 3-percent average of the previous 2 years. due to a moderation
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in transportation demand. Demand for residual fuel oil is projected to continue to decline throughout the
forecast interval, as declines in non-power generation demand offset a modest recovery in shipments to
power generators.

U.S. Oil Supply

Average domestic oil production is expected to be flat in 2001, at a level of 5.83 million barrels of oil
per day (Figure 14). For 2002, a 0.20 percent rise is expected to result in a production rate of 5.84
million barrels of oil per day average for the year.

In the Lower-48 States, oil production is expected to decline by 53,000 barrels per day to a rate of 4.80
million barrels per day in 2001,and followed by an decrease of 13,000 barrels per day in 2002. Oil
production from the Mars, Troika, Ursa, and Brutus Federal Offshore fields is expected to account for
about 8.2 percent of the lower-48 oil production by the 4th quarter of 2002.

Alaska is expected to account for about 18 percent of the total U.S. oil production in 2002. Its oil
production is expected to increase by 5.6 percent in 2001 and by 2.4 percent in 2002. The gain in 2001 is
the result of adding two new satellite fields, Colville River (Alpine) and Prudhoe Bay (Aurora) which
contributed to the Alaska North Slope production. Initial rates from Alpine averaged 67,000 barrels per
day during January and it is expected to peak at 80,000 barrels per day in mid-2001, while Aurora peak
production should occur later in the year. Another satellite field, North Star, is expected to come on in
early to mid-2002 and will peak at a rate of 65,000 barrels per day by year's end. A substantial portion of
the oil production from Alaska comes from the giant Prudhoe Bay Field. As a result of maintenance,
better well work, more development drilling, and better coordination of occasional down time, this
field's decline rate last year has changed from the usual 10 percent to only 3 percent per year. However,
the field is expected to follow a steeper decline during this forecast period. Oil production from recent
discoveries is expected to substantially offset the decline in oil production from the Prudhoe Bay field in
the North Slope in 2001. Production from the Kuparuk River field plus like production from West Sak,
Tabasco and Tam fields is expected to stay at an average of 236,000 barrels per day in the 2001-2002
forecast period.

Natural Gas Demand and Supply

U.S. natural gas demand is expected to grow at about a 2.3-percent rate this year, following the strong
4.4-percent performance in 2000 ( Figure 15). A slowing economy and less rapid demand growth in the
industrial and commercial sectors is the reason. Growth in 2002 is expected to heat up again to about 4.1
percent as the economy picks up again and as new gas-fired power generation requirements continue to
mount.

Domestic gas production for 2001 and 2002 is expected to rise as production responds to the high rates
of drilling experienced over the past year. Production is estimated to have risen by 3.1 percent in 2000
and it is forecast to continue to increase by 3.3 percent rate in 2001 and 2.5 percent in 2002.

According to the American Gas Association (AGA), during the week ending February 23, a total of 101
billion cubic feet (bcf) was withdrawn from storage, bringing the total of working gas to 26 percent full
(Figure 16). Based on this information, we estimate that, on an EIA survey basis, working gas in storage
at end-February will reach 901 billion cubic feet. From this we project that end-season (March 31)
working gas will fall to 689 bcf. This level is more than 100 bcf above last month's projections. While
this represents an improvement over previous estimates (and expectations for March spot prices have
softened some over the last 2 months) such an end-season level would still represent the lowest recorded
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by EIA and is 38 percent below the previous 5-year average. We estimate that net injection, between
April 1 and October 31, would have to be about 500 bcf (25 percent) above average to bring working
gas to average pre-season levels for next winter. We think that only about 60 percent of the extra 500 bcf
is likely during the injection season, so that a 200 bcf deficit relative to the 5-year average is likely at
end-October.

Net imports of natural gas are projected to rise by about 15 percent in 2001 and by another 4 percent in
2002. For this winter, we expect net imports to be 6.6 percent higher than last winter's imports. The
Alliance Pipeline began carrying gas from western Canada to the Midwest on December 1, having been
delayed from its original October 2 opening. A new report by Canada's National Energy Board predicts
that gas deliverability from Western Canada will rise by 1.1 bcf/d by 2002, due to the ongoing drilling
boom. Western Canada supplies 15 percent of the gas consumed in the United States.

Electricity Demand and Supply

Total annual electricity demand growth (retail sales plus industrial generation for own use) is projected
at about 2.2 percent in 2001 and 2.3 percent in 2002. This is compared with estimated demand in 2000
that was 3.6 percent higher than the previous year's level. Electricity demand growth is expected to be
slower in the forecast years than it was in 2000 partly because economic growth is also slowing from its
higher 2000 level.

This winter's overall heating degree-days (HDD) are assumed to be about 17 percent above last winter's
HDD, which were well below normal. This is based on the very cold temperatures seen in November
and December, the somewhat more moderate rise in HDD in January and February, as well as on the
assumption that the less than one month remaining of winter will be normal. This winter, total electricity
demand is expected to be up by 4.6 percent over last winter's level, driven by increased demand in the
residential and commercial sectors, which are expected to be up by 8 and 4 percent, respectively (Figure
17 and Table 10).

In the fourth quarter of 2000, previously falling demand for oil-fired generation began to turn around as
the price differential between natural gas and oil in the electricity generating sector shifted to favor oil,
prompting those plants which can switch to oil to do so. This trend is projected to continue through first
quarter 2001. Although the favorable price differential for oil relative to gas is expected to continue
through the forecast period, by the second half of 2001, expected increases in gas-fired capacity are
expected to keep gas demand for power generation growing.

Natural gas supply and deliverability problems in California for gas-fired electricity generation have
helped to boost gas price to electric producers and other consumers. The situation in California is
characterized by low gas storage, gas pipeline bottlenecks, high demand and low hydropower
availability. These supply problems are following on last summer's supply problems with no obvious
end visible over the next two years. Average California gas prices dramatically outstripped prices
elsewhere in the country through December but have since been coming down as weather-related
demand has eased up somewhat (Figure 18).

Table HL1. U. S. Energy Supply and Demand

(Energy Informalion AdministralorVShon-Tern Energy Outlook - March 2001)

Year Annual Percentage Change
1999 2000 2001 2002 199g-2000 2000-2001 2001-2002

Real Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
(billion chained 1996 dollars) 8376 9321 9526 9928 10 Z2 4.2
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Imported Crude Oil Price '

(nominal dollars per barrel) 17.22 27.72 * 26.57 25.43 61.0 -4.1 -4.3

Petroleum Supply (million barrels per day)

Crude Oil Production b 5.88 5.8 5.84 5.4 -0.7 0.0 0.0

Total Petroleum Net Imports
(including SPR) 9.91 10.11 10.71 11.00 2.0 5.9 Z7

Energy Demand

World Petroleum
(million barrels per day) 74.9 75.7 77.2 78.9 1.1 2.0 2.2

Petroleum
(million barrels per day) 19.52 19.49 19.76 20.21 -0.2 1.4 2.3

Natural Gas
(trillion cubic feet) 21.70 2765 23.18 24.14 4.4 2.3 4.1

Coal C
(million short tons) 1044 1078 1085 1095 3.3 0.6 0.9

Electricity (billion kilowatthours)

Retail Sals d 3312 3414 3468 3543 3.1 1.6 22

Nonutilty Use/Sales* 185 210 236 247 13.5 124 4.7

Total 3497 3624 3704 3790 3.6 2.2 23

Total Energy Demand'
(quadrillion Blu) 97.1 98.4 99.2 101.3 1.3 0.8 2.1

Total Energy Demand per Dollar of GDP
(thousand Btu per 1996 Dollar) 10.94 10.56 10.42 10.20 -3.5 -1.3 -21

Renewable Energy as Percent of Total 9 7.2 7.0 7.0 7.0

aReters to the refiner acquisition cost (RAC) of imported crude oil

Ilncludes lease condensate

'Total Demand includes estimated Independent Power Producer (IPP) coal consumption.

dTotal of retail electricity sales by electric utilities and power marketers. Utility sales for historical periods are reported in ElA's
Electric Power Monthly and Electnc Power Annual. Power marketers' sales for historical periods are reported in ElA's Electric Sales
and Revenue. Appendix C. Data for 2000 are estimates.

'Defned as the difference between total nonutility electrcity generation and sales to electric utilikes by nonutility generators.
reported on Form EIA-B67. Annual Nonutility Power Producer Report' Data for 2000 are estimates

'The conversion from physical units to Btu is calcutated by using a subset of conversion factors used in the calculations performed
for gross energy consumption in Energy Information Administration. Monthly Energy Review (MER). Consequently, the historcal
data may not precisely match those published in the MER or the Annual Energy Review (AER).

9Renewable energy includes minor components of non-marketed renewable energy. which is renewable energy that is neither
bought nor sold. either directly or indirectly, as inputs to narkeled energy. The Energy Information Administrabon does not estmate
or project total consumption of non-marketed renewable energy.

SPR: Strategic Petroleum Reserve.

Notes: Minor discrepancies with other published EtA historical data are due to independent rounding Historical data are pnnted in
bold; forecasts are in italics The forecasts were generated by simulation of the Short-Term Integrated Forecasting System.

Sources: Hstorical data Latest data available from Bureau of Economic Analysis and Energy Information Administration latest
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data available from EIA databases supporting the following reports: Petroleum Supply Monthly DOE/EIA-0109; Petroleum Supply

Annual. DOEIEIA-0340/2; Natural Gas Monthly. DOE/EIA-0130; Electric Power MonIhly. DOEIEIA-0226; and Ouarterly Coal

Report. DOEIEIA-0121; Intemational Petroleum Statstics Report DOEIEIA-0520: Weekly Petroleum Status Report. DOE/EIA-020B.

Macroeconomic pro)ections are based on DRI/McGraw-Hill Forecast CONTROL0101.
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Preface -

This is the final in a series of reports prepared for the Information Administration shall initiate such a
U.S. Congress by the Secretary of Energy on coal study.
distribution and transportation rates as mandated by
Title Xm, Section 1340, "Establishment of Data Base and (c) Reports to Congress - Within one year after
Study of Transportation Rates," of the Energy Policy Act the date of enactment of this Act, the Secretary
of 1992 (P.L. 102-486). shall report to the Congress on the determination

the Energy Information Administration is
Section 1340 of the Energy Policy Act of 1992 states: required to make under subsection (b). Within

three years after the date of enactment of this Act,
(a) Data Base - The Secretary [of Energy] shall the Secretary shall submit reports on any data
review the information currently collected by the base or study developed under this section. Any
Federal Government and shall determine whether such reports shall be updated and resubmitted to
information on transportation rates for rail and the Congress within eight years after such date of
pipeline transport of domestic coal, oil, and gas enactment. If the Energy Information Adminis-
during the period of January 1, 1988, through trationhas determined pursuant to subsection(b)
December 31, 1997, is reasonably available. If he that another study or studies will provide all or
determines that such information is not part of the information called for in this section,
reasonably available, the Secretary shall establish the Secretary shall transmit the results of that
a data base containing, to the maximum extent study by the dates established in this subsection,
practicable, information on all such rates. The together with his comments.
confidentiality of contract rates shall be pre-
served. To obtain data pertaining to rail contract (d) Consultation with Other Agencies - The
rates, the Secretary shall acquire such data in Secretary and the Energy Information Adminis-
aggregate form only from the Interstate Corn- tration shall consult with the Chairmen of the
merce Commission, under terms and conditions Federal Energy Regulatory Commission and the
that maintain the confidentiality of such rates Interstate Commerce Commission in imple-

menting this section.
(b) Study - The Energy Information Adminis-
tration shall determine the extent to which any The data for this report were collected and processed
agency of the Federal Government is studying the through the considerable effort and cooperation of a
rates and distribution patterns of domestic coal, number of people: Doug Matyas and Patricia Morris of
oil, and gas to determine the impact of the Clean the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC); Jim
Air Act as amended by the Act entitled "An Act Nash and Bill Washburn of the Surface Transportation
to amend the Clean Air Act to provide for Board; Dan Wazer of SAIC, who pored over thousands
attainment and maintenance of health protective of pages of FERC Form 580 reports over the years;
national ambient air quality standards, and for Abbas Malekghassemi, who developed programs and
other purposes," enacted November 15, 1990 systems to process and analyze the Coal Transportation
(Public Law 101-549), and other Federal policies Rate Database; Dan Hurley of Washington Consulting
on such rates and distribution patterns. If the Group, who contributed tirelessly in data validation and
Energy Information Administration finds that no analysis; Terry Varley, Terri Thigpen, and Sarah Loats of
such study is underway, or that reports of the Walcoff Technologies who put text and statistics into
results of such study will not be available to the clear formats and a readable report, and Kenny
Congress providing the information specified in McClevey of EIA, who lent his expertise with FERC
this subsection and subsection (a) by the dates Form 423 to resolve differences with FERC Form 580
established in subsection (c). the Energy data.

Energy lnformateon Adminiltratlon/ Energy Policy Act Transporltion Rate Study: Final Report on Coal TrnanporaUon iii
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Executive Summary

This is the third and final report to Congress by the to allow the continued use of high-sulfur coal, or
Secretary of Energy, required by Title XIM of the Energy purchasing additional emission allowances.
Policy Act of 1992. It examines changes in domestic coal
transportation rates and coal distribution patterns since A study of power plant compliance plans prepared by
the enactment of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 the E1A in 1997 found that approximately one half of the
(CAAA90). affected plants chose to comply with the Phase I require-

ments by switching to a lower-sulfur coal or by blending
The Congress anticipated that the sulfur dioxide (SO,) a lower-sulfur coal with the coal they were currently
emission limitations imposed by Tide IV of CAAA90, using. Now, this current analysis also finds that:
Acid Deposition Control, would induce many operators
of coal-fired power plants to shift to low-sulfur coal for * Nationally, the average sulfur content of the coal
generating electricity. Moreover, it was further antici- delivered to electric utilities during the study
pated that this shift would in turn lead to significant period declined by 13 percent, from 1.26 pounds of
changes in regional patterns of coal production and sulfur per million British thermal units (Btu) in
distribution and to increases in shipping distances for 1988 to 1.09 pounds of sulfur per million Btu in
coal. 1997.

Concerned about the potential for escalation in the rates The largest reductions in average sulfur content of
charged by railroads to transport coal, Congress coal receipts occurred in the four Census Divisions
directed the Energy InformationAdministration (EIA) to where the coal-fired power plants affected by
compile a database on transportation rates for domestic Ph a s e I began using more lower-sulfur coal: 47
coal covering the period January 1, 198B through percent in the West North Central Division, 22per-
December 31, 1997, and to prepare this report. cent in the East North Central Division 13 percent

in the South Atlantic Division, and 9 percent in the
East South Central 'Division.

Impacts of the Clear Air Act Amendments of
1990 on Coal Demand e The average sulfur content of the coal delivered to

electric utilities in the remaining Census Divisions
The provisions of CAAA90 aimed at reducing acid rain did not decline, either because the power plants in
imposed new standards limiting the emission of 50, those regions were unaffected by Phase I, or be-
from fossil-fueled electric generating plants in two cause plant owners chose to comply with Phase I
phases. This report focuses on the impacts of Phase I, by installing flue gas desulfurization systems or by
which extended fromJanuary 1,1995 throughDecember purchasing additional sulfur emission allowances.
31,1999 and applied to existing power plants specifically
identified in the legislation and to generating units used Apart from changes in the sulfur characteristics of the
to substitute or compensate for those plants. Almost all coal delivered to electric utilities, the amount of coal
of the affected plants are located in the eastern half of delivered to them increased by 20 percent between 1988
the United States. and 1997. Demand for coal by the electric utilities

increased with the growth in electricity sales, averaging
A range of compliance options were available to the 2.2 percent per year. To meet this higher demand for
owners of the affected power plants through an inno- electricity, the utilization rates for existing coal-fired
vative program of market trading of emission allow- plants rose from 60 percent in 1988 to 67 percent in 1997.
ances. These options included switching to lower- sulfur By 1997, the coal shipped to electric utilities accounted
coal, investing in flue gas desulfurization equipment for 88 percent of total domestic coal shipments.
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.Coal Distribution Patterns portation rates. However, the share of coal from the
Rockies increased only minimally to 5 percent of the

Largely as a result of this growth in demand for coal by total and the share of coal receipts from Central Appa-
electric utilities, total shipments of domestic coal to all lachia, the Nation's primary source of bituminous low
consumers rose from 854 million short tons in 1988 to sulfurcoal, remained fairlystable at23 percent. By 1997,
995 million short tons in 1997. This growth in total the average delivered price for coal from the Pdwder
shipments was accompanied by a significant shift in the River Basin was $1.49 per million Btu versus $1.88 for
origin of the domestic coal distributed. Central Appalachian coal and $1.65 for coal from the

Rockies.
The share of coal from the characteristically higher-
sulfur coal regions of Northern Appalachia and the Coal Transportation Trends
Illinois Basin declined, while shipments of low-sulfur
subbituminous coal from the Powder River Basin Since over 85 percent of the coal distributed from the
increased (Figure ES1). The combined effects of larger Powder River Basin is transported by rail, the overall
quantities of Powder River Basin coal moving a greater rail share of total domestic coal shipments increased
distance to markets in the East led to a 24 percent from 57.5 percent in 1988 to 61.8 percent in 1997 as the
increase in the average distance of all contract coal Powder River Basin accounted for an increasing share of
shipments, from 640 miles in 1988 to 793 miles in 1997. total coal distributed. Shipments of coal by river barge

and by truck generally retained their shares, while the
Figure ES1. Supply Region Shares of Domestic aggregate of shipments by other modes (including

Coal Distribution shipments via the Great Lakes, tidewater ports, con-
35 veyor, tramway, and slurry pipelines) lost market share

~~~30I ~^_ - to rail.
Pondtt RF»f Bsin '

_25 =- Ra Bc.iaattl satnita Although the share of coal transported by the railroads
| f * ..* * ****..... '- * *. .* -increased, the average rate per ton to ship contract coal

-2 r - -. .. .._ .-. . _o" , by rail fell steadily (a 25.8 percent decline) during the
1i5s - -o *-, - *- ~ *-_ study period. The rates for coal in all sulfur categories

j na- --= = were lower in 1997 than in 1988 (Figure ES2). Notably,
Normn,, Al0A.cn.. the greatest decline in dollar-per-ton coal rail rates

- Rock-es Figure ES2. Average Rate per Ton for Contract
198 19i 99go 1991 ,t9;2 1993 1994 ,199 1996 1997 Coal Shipments by Rail, by Suffur

Category, 1988-1997

Source: Energy Information Administration, EIA-6. "Coal
Distribution Report." LO Sulfur

The share of coal shipments from the Powder River " Al coa
Basin to regions east ef the Mississippi River increased
from 19 percent to 35 percent in the East North Central '° .'4 s_ _ *-- .- -..

- ' Aeoi Sl, A
Division, from 0 to 4 percent in the South Atlantic '' . ulu r

Division, and from 0 to 10 percent in the East South ' , ** ....... .
Central Division. Powder River Basin coal also displaced -

North Dakota lignite in the West North Central Division.
0 I, ,*

Powder River Basin coal captured more of the domestic 198 19ei 1990 1991 92 1993 19" 4 199 996 197

market because of a 57 percent drop in the average
minemouth price and a 35 percent decline in the trans- Noles: Low Sulfur = less than or equal to 0.6 pounds of

portation rate (measured in dollars per ton) for contract u lf u p er million Btu : Medium Su (ur B -1.2 6 to 1. 2 5 p o u n ds
per million Blu; Medium Sulfur B - 1.26 to 1.67 pounds per

coal shipments from that region to investor-owned million Btu: High Suur = greater than 1.67 pounds per milion
utilities. The two other supply regions producing low Btu.
sulfur coal, Central Appalachia and the Rockies, also Source: Energy Information Administration. Coal Trans-
expenenced declining minemouth prices and trans- ponation Rate Database.
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(35 percent) was for low-sulfur coal. The general finding ments and declining transportation rates. Accordingly,
of declining rates was also substantiated when the rates this study found no evidence of widespread inflation of
were calculated as a rate per ton mile, a rate per million shipping rates by the major coal-hauling railroads
Btu, or rates between specific supply and demand following enactment of the Clean Air Act Amendments
regions. of 1990.

Once the electric utilities determined that they could The Coal Transportation Rate Data Base (CTRDB) used
switch and burn the subbiturninous Powder River Basin to prepare this report is available on the EIA website at:
coal in their existing plant boilers without major capital www.eia.doe.gov/cneaf/coal/page/database.html.
expenditures, competition between the eastern and Detailedinformationonindividualcoalsupplycontracts
western producers contributed to efficiency improve- in effect in 1997 can also be found in Appendix B.
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1. Introduction -

This is the third and final report on coal distribution in two phases. Phase 1, which applied to existing power
patterns and transportation rates presented to the plants emitting the largest amounts of SO,, was in effect
Congress by the Secretary of Energy, as required by Title from 1995 until 2000. The plants affected by Phase I were
XII of the Energy Policy Act of 1992. Congress recog- either listed in the CAAA90 or were chosen by the plant
nized that new air emission standards, legislated in the owners to substitute or compensate for plants listed.
Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 (CAAA90) (P.L. 101- Almost all are located in the eastern half of the United
549), would likely have a substantial and far-reaching States. Phase 11, which commenced on January 1, 2000,
effect on power plant fuel choices, and on the producers tightened the standards for Phase I plants and applied to
and transporters of fuels. Accordingly, the Energy virtually all other power plants with a capacity greater
InformationAdministration was directed to prepare this than 25 megawatts. Phase II did include the grand-
series of reports on the availability of coal transportation fathered plants that were exempt from the new and
rate information covering the time period January 1, revised new source performance standards of earlier
1988, through December 31,1997, and the impact of the versions of the Clean Air Act Amendments.
CAAA90 on rail coal transportation rates and distri-
bution patterns. The Act provides power plant owners and operators

with a range of SQ, compliance options through an
Prior to the CAAA90, changes in rail rates had already innovative program of marketable emission allowances.
begun. The Railroad Revitalization and Regulatory Each allowance represents an entitlement to emit 1 ton
Reform Act of 1976 and, especially, the Staggers Rail Act of SO2 . The power plant owners are allocated yearly
of 1980 had substantially deregulated U.S. railroads and allowances by the EPA based on a formula that takes
had given them wide latitude to set their own rates. The into account the historical fuel consumption by the plant
Staggers Act also legalized confidential rail contracts from 1985 through 1987. The number of available allow-
and facilitated railroad mergers. In 1981 rail rates ances is capped at a level calculated to achieve the
started to reverse the upward trend, declining by 24 overall goals of the Act, with provisions that allowances
percent between that year and 1987.' The primary may be sold or exchanged on the open market. The man-
purpose of this present report is to show whether lower dated reductions in emissions to the level of allowances
contract transportation rates for coal continued after held by the plant owner or operator may be achieved by
CAAA90 switching to a lower sulfur fuel, by outfitting some gen-

erating units with pollution control devices, by altering
The CAAA90 was the latest in a succession of legislative the equipment at some generating units, e.g., converting
efforts to improve and maintain air quality in the United the boiler to an integrated gasification combined-cycle
States. Title IV of the Act, Acid Deposition Control, set unit, or by retiring some generating units.
rigid standards limiting the emission of sulfur dioxide
(SO:) and nitrogen oxides (NO,) from existing and new Over half of the coal-fired generating units affected by
fossil-fueled electric power generating plants and, to a Phase I, came into compliance by switching to a lower-
lesser extent, from other industrial and transportation sulfur coal or blending a lower-sulfur coal with the coal
sources. NO,, which results from oxidation of nitrogen they had been using. This resulted in significant changes
in the air itself during combustion of fossil fuels, is in coal sources with increased shipments coming from
controlled by improvements in combustion techniques regions with low-sulfur coal resources. Given the loca-
and is not a subject of this report. SO, comes from sulfur tion of low-sulfur coal reserves in relation to the demand
and sulfur compounds contained in the fossil fuels. The regions affected by Phase I of the CAAA90, another
new SO, standards are administered by the Environ- implication was that the coal would have to be shipped
mental Protection Agency (EPA) and were implemented increased distances from the mine to the utility plant.

Energy Information Adminstration. Trends n Cntrat C oal Transportation. 1979- 967, DOE/EIA-0549 (Washington, DC, September
1991), p. 16-18
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.With data through 1997, only the effects of Phase I of the study, which was sent to Congress in October 1995.2

CAAA90 are captured in this report. However, some Not only were the years of coverage updated from 1993
utilities planned ahead for Phase II and over-complied through 1997, but additional data from the Surface
with the annual emission reduction requirements of Transportation Board's "Annual Way Bill Sample" and
Phase I to create a surplus of emission allowances. Since from the FERC Form-423 were analyzed and added to
the allowances have no fixed expiration date, they canbe the database to broaden the scope and includZ some
saved and either used in a later year or sold in the allow- information about coal shipments to publicly owned
ance market. The banking of allowances will delay the utilities. A detailed description of the database can be
full impact of Phase II on coal markets until after 2000. found in Appendix A.

This report provides an analysis of the domestic coal The database and this report focus on contract coal
distribution patterns and railroad coal transportation shipmentsbyrailroadstoelectricutilities.Through1997,
rates over the period 1988 through 1997. It is based on ownershipof electric generating units was dominated by
data from two surveys-the EIA-6, "Coal Distribution utilities. It should be noted, however, thatsince 1997 the
Report" and the FederalEnergy Regulatory Commission electric power industry has changed due to electricity
(FERC) Form-423, "Monthly Report on the Cost and competition and restructuring.' Retail electricity corn-
Quality of Fuels for Electric Utility Plants"-as well as petition, which began in 1998 in California, and sub-
the Coal Transportation Rate Database (CTRDB) main- sequently in a few additional States, is resulting in
tained by the Energy Information Administration. The utilities divesting their generating assets to nonutility
data contained in the CTRDB are primarily from a companies. In addition, more than half of new plants
survey of investor-owned electric utilities conducted by being built are owned by nonutility companies. In the
the FERC called Form 580, "Interrogatory on Fuel and future, data on coal receipts and transportation rates for
Energy Purchase Practices." This database has been utility and nonutility power plants would be required
expanded from the Interim coal transportation rate for an accurate assessment of industry trends.

Energy Information Administration. EnergyPolicvAc. Transportation Rate Stud: Interim Repor on Coal Transportation. DOE/ELA-0597
(Washington. DC. October 1995).

' Energy Information Admiustration, The Changng Structure ofthe Electric Power Industry 1999: Mgrers and Othrr Corporate Combinatwns,
DOE/EIA-0562(99) (Washington, DC. December 1999)
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2. Coal Distribution and Sulfur Content

In 1997, total shipments of domestic coal to coke plants, a percent of the U.S. total, is directly related to the share
manufacturers, electricity generators, and residential/ of electric utilitv owned coal-fired generating capacity in
commercial consumers increased to 995 million short the region (Table 1). For example, seven of the nine
tons from 854 million short tons in 1988. This increase Census Divisions contain 98 percent of the coal-fired
was driven by the demand for coal by the electric generating capacity and received almost 99 percent of
generators (utilities and independent power producers'). the coal shipped to electric utility generators in 1997.
By 1997, electric utility generators were receiving 88 New England and the Pacific Division are the two
percent of the total domestic coal shipments. regions with less than 1 percent of the coal-fired capacity

and coal receipts. The focus of this chapter is on the
seven regions that account for most of the coal receipts.

Coal Demand by Region
The growth in coal receipts by electric utility generators

The coal receipts by electric utility generators and all in 1988,1993, and 1997 is primarily due to the increased
consumers vary widely across the U.S. Census Divisions utilization of the existing electric utility owned coal-fired
(Figure 1). The share of coal received in each region, as generating units rather than construction of new

Figure 1. Coal Demand Regions (Census Divisions)

Pelfe i New England
Contiguous

dWA^ EaeWt North CCntetl entra

ort M ntain 
o N u a Eeaa t Nor atfe F

TTon~~~~ f p ^) \onAIN

coal c onsumed by electn gnrts i 1997s

e Er INthMddle Atlrntl

M/ O i ^^r"/ /T~n" M

].Independnt pawes producers are defined n ths report as nonutility wholesale producers of elecrict tat are not included n the

Noncontiguoua
West South CantnI

Source: Energy Information Administralion. Office of Coal. Nuclear, Electric and Alternate Fuels.

Independent powet producers are defined in this report as nonutiliy wholesale producers of electricity that are not induded in the
indusmta1 or commercial sectors They have an industrsal classification code of N'AICS 22 and account for approxunately 2 percent of the
coal consumed by electrinc generators in 1997
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Table 1. Coal Demand Regions and Relevant Characterlstics, 1988, 1993, and 1997

Domestic Coal Received by Electric Utiliy Coal-Fired
3|9I l01*1otal Domestic Coal Recelpts Electric Utilily Generators Generating Net Summer Capability

U Demand Region Thousand Short Tons Percent or U.S Tolal Thousand Short Tons Percent ol U.S. Total Capability (Gigawats) Percent of U.S. Total

t 1988 1993 1997 1988 1993 1997 1988 1993 1 997 198 1 1993 | 1997 1988 1 1993 1 1997 1988 | 1993 1 1997

New Engand .... 6,696 4,141 6,414 08 05 06 6,325 4,555 5.324 09 06 06 2.7 2.6 2.7 0.9 09 0.9

a Middle Allanlic ...... 70.253 64,421 76.487 I 2 73 7.7 51.532 4,.511 53.687 71 61 61 230 23.0 22.9 7.8 7'6 76

n EaslNorh Cenlral . 193.389 196.343 237,757 226 222 239 155.300 165.684 202,401 21.4 21.7 231 745 770 754 253 25.6 24 9

> Wes Norh Cenlral .. 112,385 116,337 131,862 132 13.2 13.3 99,540 101.696 120.150 13.7 133 137 345 349 353 11.7 116 *11.7

; South Alantic ... 141,606 141,701 166.234 166 160 167 120.058 118.366 146.847 16 5 155 168 629 64.6 67.4 21.4 21.5 222

I Easl Soulh Cenlral .. 85,737 97,057 108,478 100 110 109 73.868 66.610 102.352 10.2 11.3 11.7 35.9 36.6 36.2 12.2 12.2 11.9

West SouthCenlral .. 126.542 139,664 143,816 14.8 158 14.5 117.144 130.848 135.759 16.1 17.1 15.5 30.4 31.4 31.8 10.3 10.4 10.5

D Mountain.. ...... 104.271 109.200 113,046 122 12.4 11.4 97,184 103.137 103.539 13.4 13.5 11.8 28.4 28.8 29.3 9.7 9.8 9.7

e Pacific .............. 8,661 10.791 9.596 1.0 1.2 1.0 5.856 6.917 5,657 0.8 0.9 0.6 1.8 2.0 2.0 0.6 0.7 0.7

U.S. Total ........... 853,930 83,934 995.111 100.0 00.0 100.0 726,800 764,524 875,717 100.0 100.0 100.0 294.2 300.9 302.9 100.0 100.0 100.0
Notes: U S total coal receipts include those lor which destinalion Is unknown. · U.S. tolal coal-fired generating capacity in Pacific Region Includes non-conllguous States. * Totals may

nol equal sum ol components because ol Independent rounding. a Domestlc coal a'ccounted (or 92.3 percent ol lolal distribution in 1997.
Sources Total Domestic Coal Receips - 1988: Coal Dislribution Report 1988, Table 8. · Total Domestic Coat Receipts - 1993: Coal Industy Annual 1993, pp. 101-102. · Total Domestic

a Coal Receipts - 1997: Coal Industry Annual 1997. Table 61, pp. 104-105. * Coal Received By Electric Generators - 1988: Coal Distnbution Report 198, Table 8. * Coal Received By
z Electric Generators - 1993: Coal Disribution Report 1993, (Internall, Table 8. · Coal Received By Electric Generators - 1997: Coal Distribution Report 1997, (Inlenmal) Table 8. *Capacity
o 1997 - Inventory ol Power Plants in Ihe United Slates. as ol January I. f998, Table 16.
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coal-fired power plants. The national average utilization emission allowances allocated to each plant for Phase I
rate for electric utility coal-fired power plants increased are based on an emission rate of 2.5 pounds of SO5 per
from 59.8 percent in 1988, to 62.2 percent in 1993, and million British thermal unrts' consumed and the
67.4 percent in 1997.5 This increased utilization is in historical average fuel consumption by the plant in 1985
response to growth in the demand for electricity, as well through 1987. During 1985, utilization rates were much
as changes in electricity generation from other sources. lower, approximately 56 percent'0 as compared i 67
The South Atlantic Division, however, did have four percent in 1997. Since more coal was being consumed
new electric utility owned coal-fired units come online by the coal-fired power plants in 1997 than in 1985
in 1996. through 1987, additional actions had to be taken to

reduce emissions to the allowance levels. Most of the
Electric utilities experienced an average annual growth coal-fired power plants affected by Phase I are located in
in retail sales of 22 percent between 1988 and 1997. the following five regions Middle Atlantic, East North
Coal-fired generation increased with this demand for Central, West North Central, South Atlantic, and East
electricity and maintained a national average share of South Central. A few additional coal-fired units, that
total electric utility generation of 57 percent over this were substituted for the original units named in the
time period. The coalshare of total electricity generation legislation are lion ocated in Massachusetts and Wyoming.
including nonutility generation, w'as also constant at
approximately 53 percent. 7 However, regional differ-approximately 53 percent! However, regional difer- . In the five key Census Divisions mentioned above, the
ences in the share of electricity produced by coal did SO emissions from all coal-fired plants, not just those
occur between 1993 and 1997 due to changes in use of e , n t e

petroleum, nuclear power, and hydroelectric generation. affected by Phase I, were lower in 1995 than they were inpetroleum, nuclear power, and hydroelectric generation. ,Nuclear-powered geeration declined significantl- in 1988 (Figure 2). Reductions in emissions were observed
Nuclear-powered generation declined signiruficantly in even before Phase I began in 1995, as some utilities
1997 from the previous year, because several nuclear

1997 from the previous year, because several nuclar . started testing lower sulfur coals in their power plants.units were shut down for all or part of 1997. In the East
North Central Division, the nuclear generation was even
lower in 1997 than it was in 1993, 36 billion kilowatt- Figure 2. SO, Emissions from Electric Utility
hours less.' As a result, the coal share of total electric Coal-Fired Steam Units, 1988-1997
utility generation increased from 73 to 80 percent in that
region and coal receipts by electric generators increased Nor Ce. t

commensurately. In the East South Central Division, the s.o00 -
opposite occurred. Nuclear generation increased by 36
billion kilowatthours between 1993 and 1997. Coal Sou h- \ T2 ' Soum. Ain\ -
receipts by electric generators continued to increase. ooo - "

however, due to increases in demand for electricity. East South Cnlalr .-

even as the coal share of total electric utility generation 2 .000 -ud, BC ' -

declined from 79 percent to 70 percent. In the Middle '- -
- --. ------ ___-

1~ .0C - west Noft Ctair. . ...
Atlantic Division, decreased oil-fired generation created . .....
more demand for coal in 1997. 0

1999 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997

This increased utilization of existing coal-fired power
plants occurred at the same time that utilities were
required to comply with Phase I of the CAAA90. The Source: Energy Information Administration.

5
Energ n forrnation Admiiustraaon. Annual Enersy RcviruL 1999. DOE /ELA-0384(99) (Washington, DC, Iuly 2000), Tables 8.3 and 8.6.
Ibid.. Table 8.9,
Ibid.. Tables 8.2 and E.3.

s Energy Information Administration. Electric Power Annual 1993. DOE/EIA-0348(93) (Washington, DC, December 1994), Table 13.
Energy Information Administration. Electrr Power Annual 1997 Volume 1, DOE/EIA-0348(97/1) (Washington. DC. July 1998), Table 10.

British thermal unit is a measure of the heat content of a quantity of coal or other fuel. It s the quantity of heat needed to raise the
temperature of I pound of water by I F at or near 39.2 F Also, 2.5 pounds of SO ermissions are equivalent to 1.23 pounds of sulfur In
the coal (assuming complete combustion)

o0 Energy informa tion Administration, inventory of Power Plants in the United States 1985. DOE/EIA-0095(85) (Washington DC, August
19B6), Table 1. Energy Information Administration. Annual rrEntg Rrge-tw 1999, DOE/EA-0384(99) (Washington. DC. Jul 2000),Table
83

11 Energy Information Administration, The Effects of Titl 1\ of thr Clean Air Act Amrndments of 1990 on Electric Utlitis: An Updalte
DOE/EIA-0582(97) (Washington. DC. March 1997). Table B1
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After 1995 the emissions from coal-fired power plants in The reduction in SO0 emissions has occurred, in part,
the East North Central and the South Atlantic Divisions through a change in the type of coal contracted for and
began to rise, however, as coal-fired genereived b elecic utilities. Nationwide, the sulfur
increased to satisfy greater demand for electricity and to content of the coal receipts, expressed as pounds of
replace the reduced generation from nuclear plants. sulfur per million Btu, declined by 13 percent between
Although the SO, emissions were higher, all utilities had 1988 and 1997 (Table 2). Most of that decline occbrred
the necessary emission allowances and were in cor- by 1993 as utilities were beginning to test new or
pliance with the Phase 1 requirements. blended coals in their plant boilers. The decline was

Table 2. Average BTU and Sulfur Content of Domestic Coal Received by Electric Utilities, 1988, 1993, and 1997

Receipts Average BTU Avg Sulur Content
Demand e(Thand Region nd Short Tons) Per Pound (Pounds Per MM BTU)

Middle Atlantic
1988 ......... ................... 51,532 12.403 1.63
1993 ............................ 46.511 12,556 R1.56
1997 ............................ 53,687 12,430 1.66
East North Central
1988 ............................ 155,300 11,127 R1.64
1993 ............................ R165,684 R10,886 R1.48
1997 ............................ 202,401 10,588 1.28
West North Central
1988 ............................ 99,540 8,710 1.16
1993 ............................ 101,896 8,366 R0.75
1997 ..... .......... ......... .. 120,150 '8.394 0.61
South Atlantic
1988 ............................ R120,058 R12,480 1.21
1993 ............................ R118,366 R12,482 R1.13
1997 ............................ 146,847 12,329 1.05
East South Central
1988 ............................ 73.868 11,912 R1.73
1993 ............................ R86.610 11,988 R1.60
1997 ................... ........ 102.352 11,584 1.58
West South Central
1988 ........................... 117,144 7,717 0.78
1993 ............................ R130,848 R7,642 RO.84
1997 ...... ....... ......... 135.759 7,763 0.82
Mountain
1988 ............................ 97,184 9,737 0.56
1993 ............................ 103,137 9.751 R0.55
1997 ................... ........ 103,539 9,723 0.58
United States
1988 ............................ R726,806 R10,449 R1.26
1993 ............................ R764.524 R10,305 R1.15
1997 ............................ 875.717 10.266 1.09

R = Data revised since 1995 Interim Report. Revisions exclude receipts of imported coal and use an updated weighted averaging
calculation.

Notes: * United States total includes the New England, Pacific Contiguous, and Pacific Noncontiguous Demand regions and
coal for which the destination is unknown. * Domestic coal accounted for 92.3 percent of total distnbution in 1997.

Sources: Energy Information Administration, Cost and Quality of Fuels for Electric Utility Plants 1997. DOEIEIA-0191(97)
(Washington. DC. May 1998) and Cost and Ouality of Fuels for Electric Utility Plants 1993, DOEIEIA-0191(93) (Wasrington, DC.
July 1994), Tables 1, 15, and 22: Cost and Oualty of Fuels for Electric Utility Plants 1988. DOEI/EA-0191(88) (Washington, DC,
August 1989), Table 48.
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greatest in the East North Central and West North Regional Coal Characteristics
Central Divisions, where the average sulfur content fell
by 22 and 47 percent, respectively, from 1988 to 1997. Despite its apparent simplicity, coal is a complex
The sulfur content of coal received by electric utilities in substance with myriad chemical characteristics that
the South Atlantic and East South Central Divisions also determine its suitability for use as a fuel and as a key
went down over those years. The sulfur content of coal ingredient in the manufacture of steel and other
receipts in the West South Central and Mountain regions products. Among the most important distinguishing
did not decline, but it was already lower than the characteristics of coal are heat content, sulfur content,
national average. In general, those regions were not and ash content.
affected by the Phase I requirements, except through a
few substitution units located in Wyoming. Coal-fired While a detailed examination of the Nation's coal char-
power plants in the Middle Atlantic region met the acteristics by supply region is beyond the scope of this
requirements of Phase I by installing flue gas desulfur- report, general observations about the characteristics of
ization equipment on some of the coal-fired power the Nation's coal supplies provide a useful framework
plants and by obtaining additional allowances for most for this analysis.
of the others. Although a few plants did shift to a lower
sulfur coal, the average sulfur content of all coal receipts The Powder River Basin of Wyoming is the Nation's
in the region did not decline from the 1988 levels, leading source of low-sulfur, low-Btu subbituminous

coal. Coal from this region typically has a heating value
The national average Btu per pound of coal received, ie. in the range of 8,500 to 8,900 Btu per pound with a sulfur
the heat content of the coal, declined slightly over these content of 03 to 0.5 pounds of sulfur per million Btu.
years, less than 2 percent. However, this decline in the
heat content of coal receipts accounts for approximately The Central Appalachian region, comprising roughly
10 percent of the increase in the tonnage of reported coal Virginia, the eastern portion of Kentucky, and the
receipts. The largest decreases in heat content, of 4.8, southern portion f West Virginia, is the Nation's pri-
3.6, and 2.8 percent, occurred in three regions, East mary source of bituminous coal that is relatively low in
North Central, West North Central, and East South sulfur. Heat content is significantly higher than Wyo-
Central, respectively, between 1988 and 1997. Since coal ring coal. Heating values for Central Appalachian coal
characteristics vary across the supply regions, these average approximately 12500 Btu per pound, with a
changes indicate that the sources of coal supplied to the sulfur content averaging 0.85 pounds of sulfur per
electric generators have changed. The supply and million Btu.
distribution patterns are described in the following
sections. Similarly, coal from the Southern Appalachian Region,

which includes Alabama and Tennessee, features an
average heat content of about 12,500 Btu per pound, but
a moderately higher sulfur content in the range of 0.8 to

Coal Supply By Region 12 pounds of sulfur per million Btu.

Regions Defined By comparison, coal from Northern Appalachia (Mary-
land, Ohio, northern West Virginia, and the bituminous

The Nation's coal supply regions are illustrated in Figure coal regions of Pennsylvarua) and from the Illinois Basin
3 and their respective contributions to 1997 total supply (western Kentucky, Illinois and Indiana) has a relatively
are contained in Table 3. Compared with coal demand high sulfur content, ranging from 1.4 to 3.5 pounds
regions, which are based upon State boundaries and sulfur per million Btu, with heating values in the range
Census Divisions, definitions of the Nation's coal supply of 11,000 to 13,000 Btu per pound.
regions are somewhat more complex. They evolved
from producing district boundaries defined in the Coals being produced from the Rockies (including
Bituminous Coal Act of 1937 and, especially in the East, primarily Colorado and Utah) and from the Southwest
were based upon the location of mining districts and region are similar in sulfur content to Wyoming coal but
their associated river and rail transportation infra- have a substantially higher range of heating values.
structure. Southwest region subbituminous and bituminous coals

Energy Intormation Aomlnletratlorn Energy Policy Act Trnsportatlon Rte Study: Final Repon on Coal Transporutlon 7
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Figure 3. Coal Supply Regions
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Region States

Northern Appalachia MD, OH, PA, Northern WV
Central Appalachia Eastern KY, VA, Southern WV
Southern Appalachia AL, TN
Illinois Basin Western KY, IL. IN
Gulf Coast Lignite TX, LA, MS
Other Western Interior AR, IA, KS, MO, OK
Powder River Basin WY, MT
North Dakota Lignite ND
Southwest AZ. NM
Rockies CO, UT
Northwest AK. WA

Notes: Labels indicate active areas in major coal supply regions. Peripheral areas are areas of little or no current coal
production. States cited in each region are States currently producing coal. If inactive coalfields in other States begin
producing, those States would be listed at that time.

Source: Energy Inlormation Administration. Adapted from EIA's Map o0 Coal-Bearing Areas.
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Table 3. Coal Supply Regions and Their Domestic Figure 4. Supply Region Shares of Domestic Coal
Coal Distribution Shares, 1997 Distribution

Coal s
Distribution_
(Thousand Percent of Power raer Basin

Region Short Tons) U.S. Total 25 Apaaes - . . . .. .c. *. .. e. ..

Northern Appalachia ...... 139,425 14.0 0 -

Central Appalachia ........ 227.346 22.8 .. _ .
Southern Appalachia ...... 20,875 2.1 B. '----
Illinois Basin ............. 108,282 10.9 lo Nor Lin ATPPACM

Texas & Louisiana Lignite .. 57.008 5.7 _ _- _ _- _

Other Western Interior ..... 2,532 0.2
Powder River Basin ....... 318,618 32.0 19i6 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 s994 1995 1996 I197

North Dakota Lignite ...... 29,172 2.9

Southwest .............. 33,396 3.9 Source: Energy Information Administration, Coal Trans-
Rockies ................ 48,302 4.9 portation Rate Database.
Northwest .............. 5,224 0.5

the Powder River Basin increased from 24.3 percent in
U.S. Total .............. 995,181 100.0 1988 to 32.0 percent in 1997.

Notes: Totals may not equal sum of components because
of independent rounding. Overall, the following trends emerge from the infor-

Source: Energy Information Administration, Coal Industry mation presented in Table 4.
Annual 1997, DOE/EIA-0584(97) (Washington, DC.
December 1998), Table 61. * Nationwide, the origin of domestic coal receipts by

all consumers (electric utilities, independent power
range from 9,000 to 12,000 Btu per pound. Colorado and producers, industrial and residential/commercial
Utah bituminous coals are typically in excess of 11,000 users) clearly shifted from the characteristically
Btu per pound. The coal-producing regions of Texas, higher sulfur Northern Appalachian and Illinois
Louisiana, and North Dakota are characterized by Basin regions to the lower sulfur Powder River
lignite, a brownish-black coal of low rank with a high Basin and the Rockies regions as coal consumers
moisture content. Heating values for currently mined implemented CAAA90 compliance strategies based
lignites average about 6,500 Btu per pound.' upon fuel switching and blending. This trend

occurred in four of the five demand regions that
Coal Distribution Shares By Supply Region had power plants affected by Phase I of the

CAAA90.
Unlike shares of total coal demand by region, the do-
mestic coal distribution shares attributable to the various * In the East North Central demand region, which -
coal supply regions changed significantly between 1988 accounted in 1997 for nearly one-quarter of US.
and 1997. As shown in Figure 4, the supply regions coal receipts, coal consumers shifted from Central
most affected by these changes have been Northern Appalachian and Illinois Basin coal, and to a lesser
Appalachia, the Illinois Basin, and Powder River Basin. extent from Northern Appalachian coal, to coal

supplied from the Powder River Basin and the
Nationwide, theshareofcoal from NorthernAppalachia Rockies. The share of coal receipts supplied by
declined from 16.5 in 1988 to 13.5 percent in 1993, before Northern Appalachia declined from 20.4 percent in
rising to 14.0 percent in 1997. Similarly, the share 1988 to 17.2 percent in 1997, while the shares
attributable to coal fields in the Illinois Basin declined supplied by Central Appalachia and the Illinois
from 15.2 percent in 1988 to 10.9 percent in 1997. Basin declined from 28.9 percent to 22.9 percent
Concurrently, the share of distributed coal originating in and from 31.9 percent to 23.6 percent, respectively.

12 Sulfur and Btu values based on coal delivered to electric utilities. Energy Information Adminstration. Cost and Qualty of Fuels far
Electric Utility Plants 1998 Tables, DOE/EIA-0191 (Washington. DC, June 1999). Table 23
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Table 4. Percentage of Demand Region Coal Receipts Coming from Each Supply Region, 1988,1993, and 1997

Supply Region

Total Coal
Powder Receltied

Northern Central Illinois River (Thouland
Demand Region Appalachia Appalachia Basin Basin Rockies Other Short Tos)

Middle Atlantic
1988 .............. 87.7 12.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 70253
1993 .............. 79.5 19.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 64,421
1997 .............. 80.0 19.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 76,487

East North Central
1988 .............. 20.4 28.9 31.9 18.7 0.1 0.0 193.389
1993 .............. 18.3 26.3 26.0 272 1.5 0.7 196.343
1997 .............. 17.2 22.9 23.6 34.6 1.4 0.3 237,757

West North Central
1988 .............. 0.1 1.2 16.9 50.0 0.2 31.6 112,365
1993 .............. 0.3 0.6 8.1 61.1 1.1 28.8 116,337
1997 .............. 0.2 0.6 3.5 70.5 2.3 22.9 131,862

South Atlantic
1988 .............. 22.9 65.7 11.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 141,606
1993 .............. 18.4 72.4 8.1 0.7 0.1 0.3 141,701
1997 .............. 17.9 71.7 6.3 4.0 0.0 0.1 166,234

East South Central
1988 .............. 3.7 34.2 38.3 0.0 0.0 23.8 85,737
1993 .............. 1.9 40.3 34.9 0.5 0.7 21.7 97.057
1997 .............. 3.5 30.1 33.1 10.2 4.5 18.6 108,478

West South Central
1988 .............. 0.1 0.2 0.1 52.3 1.8 45.5 126.542
1993 .............. 0.1 0.1 0.1 54.9 1.9 42.9 139,664
1997 .............. 0.2 0.1 0.8 56.1 1.6 41.2 143,816

Mountain
1988 ............. 0.0 0.3 0.0 41.1 26.9 31.7 104,271
1993 ............ 0.2 0.2 0.0 37.9 26.5 35.2 109,200
1997 ............... 02 0.5 0.0 38.4 27.9 33.0 113,046

United States
1988 .............. 16.5 22.8 15.2 24.3 3.9 17.3 853,930
1993 .............. 13.5 23.9 12.0 27.9 4.5 18.2 883,934
1997 .............. 14.0 22.8 10.9 32.0 4.9 15.3 995,181

aThe principal "other" coal supply sources are: North Dakota, for the West North Central Region; Alabama, for the East South
Central Region; Texas, for the West South Central Region; and Arizona and New Mexico, tor the Mountain Region.

0Total coal includes domestic coal receipts only. Imported coal accounted for 7.7 percent of total distribution in 1997.
Notes: * United States total includes the New England and Pacific Coal Demand regions and coal for which the destination is

unknown. * Totals may not equal sum of components because of independent rounding.
Sources: Energy Information Administration. Coal Industry Annual 1997. DOE/EIA-0584(97) (Washington, DC, December

1994). Table 61; and Coal Distnbution January-December 1988. DOE/EIA-0125(88/40) (Washington, DC, March 1989), pp.
43-49.

Concurrently, the combined portion of coal sup- * In the West North Central demand region, the
plied by the Powder River Basin and the Rockies combined share of coal demand satisfied by coal
soared from 1S.8 percent in 1988 to 36 percent in from the Illinois Basin and from indigenous
1997. sources (mostly North Dakota lignite) declined
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sharply (from 42.6 percent in 1988 to 26.4 percent the leading transporters of coal in all demand regions,
in 1997) as the region's coal consumers turned accounting in 1997 for nearly 62 percent of all coal
increasingly to the Powder River Basin and the shipments. Barge and truck shipments collectively
Rockies to satisfy increased coal demand and accounted for slightly more than one-quarter of coal
comply with the CAAA90. shipments in 1997, with the balance attributable to ofher

transportation modes, including tramways and een-
* In the East South Central region, shares of coal veyors, as well as water-borne shipments on the Great

from Central Appalachia, the Illinois Basin, and Lakes and by tidewater.
other indigenous sources (mostly Southern Appa-
lachia) declined in favor of sharply increased Between 1988 and 1997, the most pronounced shifts in
shares from the Powder River Basin and the mode occurred in the East South Central, Mountain, and
Rockies (0 percent in 1988 to 14.7 percent in 1997). East North Central demand regions. In the East South

Central region, the rail share of total shipments
* In the South Atlantic demand region, the shares of increased from 40.2 percent in 1988 to 47.2 percent in

coal coming from Northern Appalachia and the 1997. This shift occurred mostly at the expense of truck
Illinois Basin declined while the share from the shipments, which declined in share from 21.5 percent to
Central Appalachia increased from 65.7 percent in 15.7 percent, reflecting the shift in coal sources from
1988 to 71.7 percent in 1997 and the Powder River Central and Southern Appalachia and the Illinois Basin
Basin share increased from 0 to 4 percent. to the Powder River Basin and the Rockies.

* Coal receipts in the Middle Atlantic region show a Similarly, the share of coal moving by rail to the East
decline in the share coming from Northern North Central region increased from 58 percent in 1988
Appalachia and an increase in the share coming to 63.4 percent in 1997, clearly reflecting the region's
from Central Appalachia. This shift was not caused increased reliance.upon coal from the Powder River
by electric utilities complying with CAAA90, but Basin and the Rockies.
was related more to growth in coal demand by
independent power producers. In 1988, 12.3 per- In the Middle Atlantic Region, the shares of coal moved
cent of the coal shipped to Mid-Atlantic consumers bv rail and by truck gained sharply between 1988 and
came from Central Appalachia and by 1997 this 1993, largely as a result of decreased shipments by
share had increased to 19.5 percent. Over the same conveyor in the region. By 1997, however, the share of
period, the share from Northern Appalachia coal moving to the region by rail returned to roughly the
declined from 87.7 percent to 80.0 percent. level observed in 1988 as shipments by barge, and to a

lesser extent by truck, gained market share.
* In the West South Central region, increased coal

demand (primarily in Texas) was satisfied with In the Mountain region, the share of coal supplied by rail
Powder River Basin coal, reducing the share increased from 48.2 percent in 1988 to 56.6 percent in
attributable to indigenous sources. This region did 1997 while the share supplied by other modes (primarily
not have any plants affected by Phase 1 of the tramway) declined from 34.1 percent in 1988 to 25.5
CAAA90. percent in 1997. Most of this shift occurred between

1992 and 1993 and was attributable to a shift from
Transportation Mode tramway to rail for New Mexico coal supplied to power

generators in New Mexico.
Table 5 presents information on the shares of coal ship-
ments by transportation mode. As shown, railroads are
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Table 5. Domestic Coal Distribution by Demand Region and Transportation Mode, 1988, 1993. and 1997

Total Percent of Total
(Thousand

RegionYear Shor Tons) Rail Barge' Truck Other'

Middle Atlantic
1988 ........ ... 70253 37.7 25.8 21.6 14.9
1993 ..................... 64.421 43.3 23.9 25.9 6.9
1997 ..................... 76,486 37.9 27.8 27.0 7.3

East North Central
1988 .................... 193,389 58.0 18.1 12.5 11.4
1993 .................. .. 196.343 58.3 18.2 13.9 9.6
1997 ..................... 237.756 63.4 14.5 13.1 9.0

West North Central
1988 ..................... 112,365 65.0 6.3 6.6 22.0
1993 ..................... 116,337 67.0 4.8 5.8 22.4
1997 .................... 131,682 67.3 8.2 52 19.3

South Atlantic
1988 ..................... 141,606 71.2 15.3 5.4 8.1
1993 ..................... 141.701 71.4 16.8 5.5 6.3
1997 ..................... 166,235 73.8 15.8 4.9 5.5

East South Central
1988 .................. 85,737 40.2 32.9 21.5 5.3
1993 ..................... 97,057 39.9 36.2 22.1 1.8
1997 ..................... 108,477 47.2 33:6 15.7 3.5

West South Central
1988 ..................... 125,542 69.4 4.2 10.5 15.9
1993 ..................... 139,664 68.8 4.8 12.0 14.4
1997 ................... 143,816 70.2 5.1 12.3 12.4

Mountain
1988 ..................... 104.271 48.2 0.0 17.7 34.1
1993 ..................... 109.200 58.8 0.0 17.1 24.1
1997 ..................... 113.045 56.6 0.0 17.9 25.5

U.S. Total
1988 ..................... 853,930 57.5 13.5 12.3 16.1
1993 ..................... 883,934 59.8 13.9 13.1 13.2
1997 ..................... 995,181 61.8 13.7 12.3 12.2

£"Barge" includes river and inland waterway shipments. 'Other" includes Great Lakes and tidewater barges and colliers,
tramways, conveyors, and slurry pipelines

Notes: * U.S. total includes the New England and Pacific Census Divisions and coal for which the destination is unknown.
* Totals may not equal sum of components because of independent rounding.

Source: Energy Information Administration, Coal Industry Annual 1997, DOE/EIA-0584(97) (Washington. DC. December
1998), Table 65, pp. 126-127.
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3. Rail Coal Transportation Rates and Patterns .

This chapter examines changes in transportation rates disclosure. The Form must be submitted only by 'uris-
for contract coal shipped by rail from U.S. producers to dictional" utilities, that is, facilities subject to FERC
investor-owned public electric utilities in the United jurisdiction on the basis of their sale or transmission of
States between 1988 and 1997. The statistics herein electricity across State lines. Further, only data related
update those presented in EIA's earlier Interim Report" to coal purchased and delivered under supply contracts
by (1) incorporating new data for the years 1994 through of more than 1 year's duration need be reported. Coal
1997, (2) supplementing the basic source data with contracts of 12 months or less are considered spot
information and data from other sources, and (3) market purchases, not subject to Form 580 reporting
researching and adding missing data elements in the requirements. For that reason, Form 580 data on coal
pre-1994 database to enhance its usefulness. The focus of receipts are identified as "contract coal" data in this
this chapter-the rail transport of coal-is the primary report.
concern specified under Section 1340 of the Energy
Policy Act of 1992. Transportation analysts have shown that contract coal

prices and rates are a valid indicator of changes in mar-
Railroads constitute the mainstay of U.S. domestic coal ket conditions because contracts since the late 1980's
distribution, delivering 61.8 percent of total coal distri- include formulas to account for changes in economic
bution in 1997. Eighty-eight percent, or 875.7 million conditions and supply and demand variables."5 ' "* "
short tons (mst) of total domestic coal distributed, went Nonetheless, the absence of spot market data, combined
to electricity generators at utilities (Table 1). This chapter with a growing number of utilities not required to file
focuses on those public electric utilities that are fuel-related data on Form 580, resulted in full coverage
"investor-owned" because of the availability of represen- of coal transportation data for only 35 percent of total
tative data for those utilities on coal quality, tonnages. domestic coal distributed to electric utilities as of 1997
origins and destinations, and shipping rates collected in (Appendix A).
the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC)
biennial interrogatory known as Form FERC-580.' (See In order to raise the level of data coverage, EIA
Appendix A for specifics on Form FERC-580 and EIA's supplemented the Form 580 database. Supplementary
Coal Transportation Rate Database (CTRDB).) data and information for the CTRDB came primarily

from the Surface Transportation Board (STB) "Annual
Investor-owned utilities account for almost 80 percent of Waybill Sample" (coverage is limited to rail shipments)
the coal-fired generation by public electric utilities. By and from the FERC Form 423, "Monthly Report of Cost
the term "investor-owned utilities," EIA means to and Quality of Fuels for Electric Plants." Secondary
distinguish that class from public utilities that are information was derived from published industry
Federal, State, or municipal entities-one of the major reports and newsletters. The Waybill data and the
criteria used to specify utilities that are not required to FERC-423 data together may yield information on coal
submit fuels information or Form 580. Still, not all quality, delivered cost, tonnages, contract coal versus
investor-owned public utilities are subject to Form 580 spot, origin and destination, waybill shipping rates,

" Energy nformation Administration. EnergyPolicyAct TransportatIon RattStudy Interim Reporton CoaTransportation. DOE/EIA-0597,
(Washington. DC, October 1995), 136 pp.

Energy Information Administration, Energy Policy Act Transportation Rate Study: Availability of Data and Studies. DOE/EIA-0571.
(Washington, DC, October 1993), pp. 3-12 and Appendix A.

s S.M. Dennis, "Using Spatial Equilibrium Models to Analyze Transportation Rates: An Application to Steam Coal in the United States,"
Transportation Research Forum. Vol. 35 (E) 11997), p. 147.

"' P.L oskow. "The Performance of Long-Term Contracts: Further Evidence from Coal Markets," Rand Journal of Economc:s, Vol. 21(2)
(1990). pp. 251-274

" J.M. MacDonald, "Transactions Costs and the Governance of Coal Supply and Transportation Agreements." Transperration Research
Forum. Vol. 34(1)(1994), pp. 63-74
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shipping distances, carrier, and coal car ownership. coal supplied to defined demand regions, coal supplied
Neither source includes f.o.b. minemouth coal prices or to electric utilities affected by Phase I of the Clean Air
contract details. The Waybill data do not specify the Act Amendments of 1990 (CAAA90), and coal
customer. In some cases waybills include coal going to originated in defined supply regions.
other nearby customers, so the data must be evaluated
and edited carefully.

Thewaybill data apply only to commodities shipped by Overall Trends in U.S. Rail Coal
rail. Also, because it is a sample, waybill data were not Transportation, Sulfur Levels,
available to characterize some "origin-destination pairs." n
In addition, some itineraries must travel via multiple an a
railroads' trackage systems, so that locomotives from
one railroad take over a train of loaded cars from Three major trends define the changes in contract coal
locomotives of another railroad, making it infeasible to transportation byrail during the198B-1997 study period:
trace completely some recurring coal shipments. In all total tonnage shipped, low-sulfur coal distribution, and
cases in this report, FERC-580 and STB Waybill Sample high-sulfur coal distribution." The quantity of contract
information designated as confidential is either pre- coal shipped by rail to electric utilities rose from 269.6 to
sented in aggregated form to protect the confidentiality 366.2 million short tons (mst). That is an increase of 36
of individual respondents or is withheld. percent, or a 3.1 percent annual average over the 10-year

period (Table 6). As noted in Chapter 2, that rise
Overall transportation trends for U.S. coal are presented correlates with increased capacity utilization at the
in the next section, followed by examination of trends in Nation's coal-fired power plants during the period.

Table 6. Tons of Contract Coal Shipped by Rail, by Sutfur Category, 1988-1997

Tonnage Percentage Distribution
(million

Year short tons) Low Sulfur Medium Sulfur A Medium Sulfur High Sullu

1988 ...................... 269.6 48.4 26.6 7.2 17.7
1989 ...................... 272.8 50.1 23.5 9.5 16.9
1990 ...................... 315.6 43.1 32.1 8.6 16.2
1991 ...................... 305.7 47.7 28.6 8.2 15.6
1992 ............ ......... 282.0 50.2 24.3 9.4 16.0
1993 ...................... 282.8 57.8 23.7 7.3 11.3
1994 ...................... 368.9 56.3 25.3 7.2 11.3
1995 ...................... 370.7 61.2 24.7 4.6 9.5
1996 ...................... 334.1 62.9 23.3 5.4 8.4
1997 ...................... 366.2 64.9 23.8 3.7 7.5

Notes: · Low Sulfur= less than or equal to 0.6 pounds of sulfur per million Btu; Medium Sulfur A = 0.61 to 1.25 pounds per million
Btu; Medium Sulfur B = 1.26 to 1.67 pounds per million Btu; High Sulfur = greater than 1.67 pounds per million Blu. Medium-Sulfur
A coal meets SO2 emission limits for power plants affected by Phase I of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 (CAAA90). Low-
Sulfur coal meets the emission requirements those power plants must attain in Phase II of CAAA90, after January 1.2000.
* Percentages may not sum to 100because of independent rounding. * Statistics based on the Coal Transportation Rate Database
(CTRDB) frequently ditter trom statistics released earlier because between 1995 and 2000 the CTRDB was enhanced with new and
supplementary data, including data for years prior to 1995.

Source: Energy Information Administration. Coal Transportation Rate Database.

" High-sulfur coal contains more than 1.67 pounds of sulfur per million Btu ofheat input. Low-sulfur coal is defined as containing 0.6
or less pounds of sulfur per million Btu, which meets the Phase 11 emission limit of 1.2 pounds of sulfur dioxide per million tu. This
category was identified as "compliance coal" in the Interim Report. The term "compliance coal" is widely used because 0.6 pounds of sulfur
per million Btu is the upper limit sulfur content that compled with emission limits defined for New Source power plants under the Clean
Air Act of 1971. Since publishing the Interim Report, EIA unified it coal classifications, such that the criteria for low-sulfur and complance
coal coincide.
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Coal Sulfur Levels burned after January 1, 1995, without treatment or
penalties, at power plants affected by Phase I of

As contract coal shipments by rail increased, the portion CAAA90. Figure 5 cearly illustrates the divergence
represented by low-sulfur coal grew most rapidly, from between the distribution levels of low-sulfur coal and
48 percent in 1988 to 65 percent in 1997. During that those of the other coal categories.
time, the share for high-sulfur coal shrank from 18
percent to 8 percent of all contract coal shipped by rail Coal Transportation Distances
(Table 6). The increases in market share for low-sulfur
coal did not begin with the CAAA90, but the rate of The average distance contract coal is shipped byrail rose
increase did double in the 1988-1997 period. Prior to any from 640 miles in 1988 to 793 miles in 1997 (Table 7).
effects of that legislation, the 48 percent share of rail Most of this increase of 23.9 percent was driven by the
distribution claimed by low-sulfur coal in 1988 had risen rising share of coal distribution comprised by low-sulfur
from a 27 percent share in 1979, based principally on coal. During the study period, low-sulfur coal originated
requirements of earlier clean air legislation (CTRDB primarily in the Powder River Basin of Wyoming and
2000)." Montana, followed distantly by Central Appalachia and

the Rockies Region (Utah and Colorado). By 1997, 86
Although not as pronounced as the trend for high-sulfur percent of all low-sulfur coal delivered originated in the
coal shipments, the amounts of relatively sulfurous Powder River Basin and Rockies supply regions, far
"medium-sulfur B" coal shipped decreased also (Figure from most of the large coal-burning utilities. Thus, the
5). Distribution remained level for "medium-sulfur A" average distances compiled in Table 7 for low-sulfur
coals." These were the highest-sul/ur coals that could be coal are largely averages of the various routes from

Wyoming, Montana, Utah, and Colorado to customers
Figure 5. Percentage Distribution of Contract Coal to the east and south.

Shipped by Rail, by Sulfur Category,
1988-1997 Despite the inroads made by Western low-sulfur coals

7 _ into the Midwest, the Southwest, and some Southeastern
States during the 1980's and early 1990's, the actual

-- O~ _distances low-sulfur coal is transported have increased
-so Lo - SUIt' very little, if at all As a result of the greater proportion

4 - of total coal receipts that originate in distant low-sulfur
supply areas (Figure 5), however, the average distance

. 3.- . * ^ *_ . S" * for U.S. coal distribution overall did increase (Figure 6).
z0 -- .

- ........ . ,,rh Sullu' When graphed for individual coal types, distribution
" " uedt r - = - -- . ' distances remain relatively flat from 1988 through 1997.

19s 1989 990 1951 92 1993 994 995 19e, 17 Only high-sulfur coal shows a general upward trend,
however slight, which reversed after 1995 (Figure 6).

Notes: Low Sullur = less than or equal to 0.6 pounds of This reversal results from a reducon after Phase I,
sulfur per million Btu: Medium Sullur A = 0.61 to 125 among power plants located m or near high-sulfur
pounds per million Btu: Medium Sulfur B = 1.26 to 1.67 coalfields, in coal purchases from nearby, often in-State,
pounds per million Btu; High Sulfur = greater than 1.67 high-sulfur mines. For example, in the generally high-
pounds per million Btu. Percentages may not total 100 sulfur coal States of Ohio, Illinois, and Indiana, 52.2 mnst
because of rounding. of in-State contract coal was shipped to power plants in

Source: Energy Information Administration. Coal Trans- 1994, the final year preceding Phase I That figure
ponation Rate Database. declined to 46.4 mst in 1995 and to 37.5 mst in 1996

q "CTRDB 2000" is an acronym/abbreviation used to indicate that thestatistics cited were drawn from the pnmary source data for this
report. the Coal Transportaton Rate Database, update version of August 10,2000. The full taton is: Coal Transportabon Rate Database
August 10, 2000 (Electronic database. 2000) Energy Information Administration (EIA), Washington, DC. (Distributor: ELA.
http://www.eia.doe.gov/cncaf/coal/page/database.html)

z" Medium-sulfur A coal was termed "low-sulfur coal" and medium-sulhur B coal was simply "medium-sulfur coal' in the Interin
Report, pnor to EIA's unified classification. Medium-sulfur coal statistics were split into two categories to distinguish medium-sulfur A
coal which could be burned without further adjustnents, a ter January 1,1995, from coal that cannot (i.e, medium-sulfur B and, of course,
high-sulfur coal)
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Table 7. Average Distance of Contract Coal Rail Shipments by Rail, by Sulfur Category, 1988-1997
(Miles)

Year All Coal Low Sulfur Medium Sulfur A | Medium Sulfur B High Sulfur

1988 .............. 640.2 993.5 439.7 224.8 133.7

1989 .............. 653.4 1.004.7 444.2 203.4 121.-

1990 .............. 606.7 963.2 438.1 220.0 148.4

1991 .............. 623.1 982.1 422.5 208.8 154.4

1992 .............. 638.8 994.6 403.8 187.3 151.3

1993 ............ 715.5 1,012.0 438.2 191.2 138.7

1994 .............. 6B7.8 980.6 414.1 174.9 172.8

1995 ........... 725.9 977.3 422.7 124.6 195.8

1996 .............. 743.1 986.2 414.0 233.5 194.3

1997 .............. 793.5 1,037.7 419.0 251.0 180.2

Notes: e Low Sultur = less than or equal to 06 pounds of sulfur per million Btu; Medium Sulfur A = 0.61 to 125 pounds per
million Btu; Medium Sulfur B = 1.26 to 1.67 pounds per million Btu; High Sulfur = greater than 1.67 pounds per million Btu.
Medium Sulfur A coal meets SO, emission limits for power plants affected by Phase I of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990
(CAAA90). Low-Sulfur coal meets the emission requirements those power plants must attain in Phase II of CAAA90, after
January 1,2000. * Statistics based on the Coal Transportation Rate Database (CTRDB) frequently differ from statistics released
earlier because between 1995 and 2000 the CTRDB was enhanced with new and supplementary data, including data for years
prior to 1995.

Source: Energy Information Administration, Coal Transportation Rate Database.

Figure 6. Average Distance of Contract Coal before recovering at 42.0 mst in 1997. At the same time,
Shipments by Rail, 1988-1997 turning to sources forlower-sulfur coal inevitably meant

increased shipping distances (CTRDB 2000).
1200

.00 _ Low Sulfur Coal Transportation Rates

Boo - Contract coal transporfation rates for rail deliveries vary
All Coal , - - among different pairs of origins and destinations and

cDPo ~- C - -_ with factors such as distance, coal tonnage, and length of
. . .. . .Medium Sullur A contract. In this section, averaged data and general
r 0 0 T ' OC*- ~ . _ - . trends are described. Variations among US. coal

Meclum Sulfur B -. demand and supply regions are discussed in the next
20 .. _.......... - - '"section, Regional Trends in U.S. Rail Coal Trans-

H1.h Sulurt portation, Sulfur Levels, and Rates.2

19(t 8 1919 I99C 191 1992 1993 19i4 1995 1916 1997

Dollars per Ton
Notes: Low Sulfur = less than or equal to 0.6 pounds of

sullur per million Btu; Medium Sulfur A = 0.61 to 1.25 pounds The average inflation-adjusted rate per ton to ship con-
per million Btu; Medium Sulfur B = 1.26 to 1.67 pounds per tract coal by rail fell steadily during the study period--a
million Btu: High Sulfur = greater than 1.67 pounds per million decline of 25.8 percent from 1988 through 1997 (Table 8).
Btu. The rates for coal in all sulfur categories trended

Source: Energy Information Administration. Coat Trans- downward, despite a significant reversal in the rates for
portalion Rate Database. medium-sulfur B coal in 1996 and 1997 (Figure 7).

2 Because the rate data in this report represent regional data aggregations, they do not address alleged inequities in rates to and from
isolated locations, or (or captive shippers (with only one practical coal transportation option), or for small shippers who may not have
access to technologically efficieni loading equipment or may not qualify for high volume discounts.
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Table 8. Average Rate per Ton for Contract Coal Shipments by Rail, by Sulfur Category, 1988-1997
(1996 Dollars Der Short Ton)

Year | All Coal Low Sulfur Medium Sulfur A Medium Sulfur B | Hih Sulfur
1988 .............. 14.56 18.82 13.77 10.64 6.57

1989 .............. 13.95 17.97 13.94 8.03 6.13

1990 .............. 13.74 17.51 13.89 9.38 6.14

1991 .............. 12.26 15.53 11.58 8.99 5.77

1992 .............. 11.88 15.49 10.75 7.59 5.36

1993 .............. 11.92 14.36 10.67 7.87 5.16

1994 ............ 10.97 13.40 9.49 6.15 5.52

1995 .............. 11.13 12.92 9.74 5.27 6.31

1996 .............. 10.96 12.32 9.76 7.50 6.47

1997 .............. 10.81 12.05 9.41 8.43 5.83

Notes: * Low Sulfur = less than or equal to 0.6 pounds of sufur per million Btu; Medium Sulfur A = 0.61 to 125 pounds per
million Btu: Medium Sulfur B = 1.26 to 1.67 pounds per million Btu; High Sulfur - greater than 1.67 pounds per million Btu.
Medium Sulfur A coal meets SO2 emission limits for power plants affected by Phase I of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990
(CAAA90). Low-Sulfur coal meets the emission requirements those power plants must attain in Phase II of CAAA90, after
January 1,2000. * Statistics based on the Coal Transportation Rate Database (CTRDB) frequently differ from statistics released
earlier because between 1995 and 2000 the CTRDB was enhanced with new and supplementary data, including data for years
prior to 1995.

Source: Energy Information Administration. Coal Transportation Rate Database.

Figure 7. Average Rate per Ton for Contract In fact, the greatest decline in coal rail rates per ton-a
Coal Shipments by Rail, by Sulfur 36.0 percent decline in constant dollar terms-was for
Category, 1988-1997 low-sulfur coal, the very category over which concern

may have been greatest.

Low SullUI
The circumstances contributing to each rise in rates for

. 1 ..-._ C_ medium-sulfur coal are not known, but an underlying

S _f _uPa -. ^7 issue is the smaller coal volumes shipped. Referring back

C t >t"«°" JS. 5 * *- . - - - to Table 6, medium-sulfur B contract coal shipments fell
' -. <0 , ~m s Aum' ul T . . by 49 percent from 1994 to 1997. This means that the

o **...... ... ... average number and/or size of new contracts were
s- HignSuI' *--- . .. . ...'- - ' diminishing for coal that would require use of emission

allowances or post-combustion scrubbing after January
1995, no matter where it was burnt. Expiring contracts

19l8 1985 1990 1991 1992 1919 199 199S 1996 1s97 were not being replaced and many existing contracts
had been bought out. The average annual tonnage of

Notes: Low Sulfur = less than or equal to 0.6 pounds of medium-sulfur B contract coal transported by rail
sulfur per million Btu; Medium Sulfur A = 0.61 to 1.25 pounds diminished from 26.5 to 13.7 mst between 1994 and
per million Btu: Medium Sulfur B = 1.26 to 1.67 pounos of 1997,and the average rate per tonrose from $6.15 in 1994
sulfur per million Btu; High Sulfur = greater than 1.67 pounds to S8.43 in 1997 (Table 8).
per million Btu.

Source: Energy Information Administration. Coal
Transportation Rate Database. The rates for high-sulfur coal under contract declined

only slightly during the CAAA90 study period. On the
other hand, their rail tonnages fell by 575 percent from

Clearly. the majority of the contract coal shipped by rail 1988 to 1997, but did not exhibit a decline in 1994. just
during this period traveled via lower real-dollar rates before the Phase I requirements went into effect. No
than in earlier years, and there is no evidence of downturn occurred in 1994 because some power plant
widespread inflation of shipping rates by the major coal- operators had committed to the use of high-sulfur coal
hauling railroads following enactment of the CAAA90. prior to the beginning of Phase I. These included
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operators at high-polluting Phase I-affected plants' and were located far from most major consumers. Low
at plants already in compliance under earlier, tighter average rates per ton-mile are found where shipping
emission standards. Whether compliance with the distances are greater because the fixed costs and loading
CAAA90 would be through construction of flue gas and unloading costs of carriers are spread over more
scrubbers or through buying or trading of emission miles in the net rate calculation. The average rates per
allowances, those decisions had been implemented ton-mile for high-sulfur coal, on the other handcwere
gradually, starting prior to 1995. Power plants not relatively high during the period, while its rates per ton
affected by Phase I had until January 2000 to plan and were the lowest on average. These relationships reflect
initiate any further sulfur dioxide mitigation measures. a coal which, while losing market share (Table 6), is

concurrently losing customers, especially among
Mills per Ton-Mile traditional customers in the areas where it is mined.

The transportation rate per ton-mile is the rate per ton of The rail rates per ton-mile were erratic for medium-
coal per mile shipped. To obtain significant whole sulfur B coal-even more than the rates in dollars per
numbers, rail rates per ton-mile are scaled in mills ton, and especially from 1993 through 1996 (Figure 8).
(tenths of a cent) per mile. Rapid changes took place in the rate per ton-mile for

medium-sulfur B coal as many customers changed
Like the average rate per ton, the average rate per ton- suppliers during the CAAA90 study period. In some
mile to ship contract coal by rail declined steadily during cases, as rates per ton were falling, rates per ton-mile
the study period. The real-dollar rates for coal in all rose, as in 1995 and 1996 and less dramatically from 1990
sulfur categories trended downward (Table 9). The through 1992. In a stable supplier-consumer environ-
ordering of the rates for coal by sulfur categories shown ment, rising rates may signify higher rail tariffs due to
in Figure 8 is essentially the reverse of those in Figure 7. lack of competition. However, the steep rise in the
For example, low-sulfur coal had the highest shipping average rate per ton-mile in 1995, which took place
rate per ton but its rate per ton-mile was the lowest of when utilities were changing coal suppliers, occurred
all. This reversal reflects the fact that low-sulfur coals because average shipping distances had declined at that

Table 9. Average Rate per Ton-Mile for Contract Coal Shipments by Rail, by Sulfur Category, 1988-1997
(Mills per Ton-Mile in 1996 Dollars)

Year All Coal Low Sulfur | Medium Sulfur A Medium Sulfur B High Sulfur
1988 .............. 23.2 191 30.9 45.7 51.0
1989 .............. 21.6 18.0 30.5 39.6 48.3
1990 ............. 21.9 18.3 27.9 36.5 40.7
1991 .............. 20.3 16.5 27.6 36.6 40.0
1992 .............. 19.0 15.7 27.4 38.9 36.0
1993.............. 16.9 142 25.5 40.3 37.0
1994 .............. 16.0 13.6 232 34.7 31.8
1995 .............. 15.4 13.2 23.4 42.3 31.7
1996 .............. 14.8 125 23.6 32.1 33.4
1997 ............. 13.6 11.6 22.5 33.6 32.4

Notes: oOne mill equals 0.1 cent. * Low Sulfur = less than or equal to 0.6 pounds of sulfur per million Btu: Medium Sulfur
A = 0.61 to 1.25 pounds per million Btu; Medium Sulfur B = 1.26 to 1.67 pounds per million Btu; High Sulfur = greater than 1.67
pounds per million Btu. Medium Sulfur A coal meets SO2 emission limits for power plants affected by Phase I of the Clean Air
Act Amendments of 1990 (CAAA90). Low-Sulfur coal meets the emission requirements those power plants must attain in Phase
ll of CAAA90, after January 1, 2000. e Statistics based on the Coal Transportation Rale Database (CTRDB) frequently differ
from statistics released earlier because between 1995 and 2000 the CTRDB was enhanced with new and supplementary data.
including data for years prior to 1995.

Source: Energy Information Administration, Coal Transportation Rate Database.

2 The CAAA90 listed by name 263 boilers at 261 previously exempted generators that would be required to meet Phase I emission
requirements. These were referred to in subsequent Environmental Protection Agency regulations as "Table l" units. along with 174
additional generating units the utilities brought into Phase I as substitution and compensating units.
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Figure 8. Average Rate per Ton-Mile for Contract contract tonnage for this coal rose from 17.1 mst in 1995
Coal Shipments by Rail, by Sulfur to 18.2 mst in 199, then declined to 13.7 mst in 1997,
Category, 1988-1997 indicating that the increase in average distance shipped

_ __- ~ was coupled with a modest increase in new contracts in
1996, followed by more loss in market share in 1997

. 5o j'. 'Hlh Suur (Table 7).
4 '

'.1^ '.^ M~aUum SutlurFB

_ .- "0 .| '° - _- _ _-.-.'.. . .. \ Transportation Cost as a Percentage of
--' * - .. ' Delivered Price

=
3

I * * ' .l* _ . _,. MeOcum SullurA

20 r Coa- -_ --_. Between 1988 and 1997 a consistent 49 to 52 percent of
_i i'"' """o -- ~- - - - . _ the rail-delivered price of low-sulfur contract coal was

^ . La- Sullu-
10 spent to transport it. By comparison, transportation

i~~ ~ ~~: .:! ~~ ~costs of the other coal types trended higher, reaching 29
0 --- i percent in 1997 for the delivered price of medium-sulfur

t189 969 1990 199 1992 193 99 S 99 199 7 99 I' . -9 .7
A coals, 26 percent for medium-sulfur B coals, and only
22 percent for high-sulfur coals (Table 10). The stable

Notes: Low Sulfur = less than or equal to 0.6 pounds of ratios of transportation costs to delivered price for low-
sulfur per million Btu; Medium Sulfur A = 0.61 to 1.25 pounds sulfur coal reflect a balance between declining
per million Btu: Medium Sufur B = 1.26 to 1.67 pounds per ninemouth coal prices and declining western rail trans-
million Btu; High Sulfur = greater than 1.67 pounds per million portation rates throughout most of the 1990s (Figure 9).

'Btu. - ,. . .„... -The ratios for the medium- and high-sulfur coals rose
Source: Energy Information Administration, Coal Trans-

portation Rate Database. because the average nrinemouth prices of these coals
declined. The rail rates per ton declined also, but not as
rapidly as coal prices in the unsparingly competitive coal

time. Rail contracts for medium-sulfur B, which had industry.
supplied 26.5 mst of coal in 1994, accounted for only 17.1
mst in 1995, while the average shipping distance shrank In general, the higher the sulfur content of the coal, the
from 174.9 to 124.6 miles (Tables 6 and 7). Further, smaller is the portion of delivered price made up by

Table 10. Transportation Cost as a Percentage of Delivered Price for Contract Coal Shipments by Rail, by
Sulfur Category, 1988-1997

Year All Coal Low Sulfur Medium Sulfur A Medium SulurB High Sulfur
1988 ............. 33.9 50.3 26.9 23.5 15.0
1989 .............. 34.6 51.8 28.2 18.5 14.7
1990 .............. 35.5 51.0 20.8 20.8 15.6
1991 .............. 32.5 48.8 25.6 20.1 15.6
1992 .............. 33.6 50.0 25.6 18.5 15.3
1993 .............. 36.7 50.8 27.3 20.6 15.4
1994 .............. 35.4 50.2 24.5 18.1 16.7

1995 .............. 38.2 50.8 26.1 16.8 20.4
1996 .............. 40.1 51.7 28.2 22.5 21.6
1997 ............ . 41.0 51.3 28.5 26.1 21.5

Notes: * Low Sulfur = less than or equal to 0.6 pounds of sullur per million Btu; Medium Sulur A = 0.61 to 1.25 pounds per
million Blu; Medium Sulfur B = 1.26 to 1.67 pounds per million Blu; High Sulfur = greater than 1.67 pounds per million Blu.
Medium Sulfur A coal meets SO2 emission limits for power plants affected by Phase I of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990
(CAAAg9). Low-Sulfur coal meets the emission requirements those power plants must attain in Phase II of CAAA90. after
January 1. 2000. * Statistics based on the Coai Transportation Rate Database (CTRDB) frequently dffer from statistics released
earlier because between 1995 and 2000 the CTRDB was enhanced with new and supplementary data, including data for years
prior to 1995.

Source: Energy Information Administration. Coal Transportation Rate Database.
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Figure 9. Transportation Cost as a Percentage of Appalachia's, was delivered at only 10 percent more
Delivered Price for Contract Coal . than PRB coal in 1997, on a cost per million Btu basis.
Shipments by Rail, by Sulfur Category, Considering individual boiler efficiencies and lower ash
1988-1997 -production, therefore, Central Appalachia and Rockies

68__________0 -region coals are competitive with PRB coals for many
utilities when heat content is accounted for in bettom-

Lor Sullur
o50 - S - _ line costs.

40 t Ac l- -" The decline in average contract coal rail rates during the
-- " _ -- - study period was a response to competitive markets but

30 - Mediumr Sulfur A
0 -. . _ .. Mdu, -Su* - - it was not a spontaneous process. Both western railroads

20 - _ ' '" "". and western mine operators had taken the initiative
.. .. ,.....-../. during the late 1980's and early 1990's to develop

o1 H 1gh Sulur Medium SuwurB markets to the east and south. It had been widely
acknowledged that huge reserves of low-sulfur, low-Btu

o0 ; i : coal were in the ground in the PRB, but potential
194s 19i9 1990 1991 1992 1):, 1994 1995 196 1997 customers had little evidencethat producers would offer

competitive prices. Also, considering the lower heat
Notes: Low Sulfur = less than or equal to 0.6 pounds value of the coal compared with eastern bituminous,

sulfur per million Btu; Medium Sultur A = 0.61 to 1.25 pounds could the delivery rates be reduced enough to make the
per million Btu, Medium Sulfur B = 1.26 to 1.67 pounds per
million Btu; High Sulur = greater than 1.67 pounds per million coal worth shipping, and would the infrastructure bemillion Btu; High Sulfur = greater than 1.67 pounds per million
Btu. adequate to meet demand?

Source: Energy Information Administration, Coal Trans-
portation Rate Database. Western railroads answered by expanding capacity and

investing in equipment and infrastructure-moves

transportation costs. Thus, among all coal shipments, the dearly meant to persuade midwestern and Sunbelt
lowest average distances over the years are for high- electricity generators that the low-sulfur coal reserves in
sulfur coal and the average rates per ton are therefore the PRB, and in the Rockies, would be reliable sources.
relatively low. This accounts both for high-sulfur coal Coal rail rates were kept low. Because of the increased
having the lowest transportation cost as a percentage of distances, even with competitive transportation rates,
delivered price and for it having the highest rate per n- railroads stood to increase revenues by persuading
mile. utilities to switch to low-sulfur western coals in order to

meet Phase I requirements and, eventually, Phase II
Transportation rates, however, are not the onlyvariables pollution limits. Concurrently, PRB and Rockies coal
affecting the ratio of transportation cost to delivered producers offered very competitive coal prices and
price. The other variable-the other factor that makes up worked with customers to innovate mutually beneficial
delivered cost-is the minemouth price of the coal. In three-point hauls and ash haulback arrangements for
the case of low-sulfur coal, the average minemouth price power plants with on-site disposal limitations.
in 1997 was only 510.52 per short ton (CTRDB 2000),
owing to the predominance of low-Btu subbituminous In a system in which sulfur dioxide emissions are
Powder River Basi (PRB) coal with extremely low constrained, it could be expected following the enact-
mining costs and an average selling price of 55.67 per ment of CAAA90 that reliable supplies of low-sulfur
short ton. By contrast, low-sulfur coal from Central coal would command premium prices-as indeed they
Appalachia, which is thinner bedded and more had in the previous decade. Instead, western coal pro-
expensive to mine, sold for an average of $27.87 per ducers capitalized on economies of scale available in the
short ton at the mine in 1997, with an average West and continued to offer their product at ever more
transportation rate of $9.96 per ton (Table 11). competitive prices. With thick coalbeds, thin over-

burden, and space for support facilities, mines in the
The 1997 average delivered costs of the Central Appa- PRB could use huge equipment and the most efficient
lachia coal are nearly double those of PRB coal, but are mining technologies to produce great tonnages of coal
only 26 percent higher than PRB costs when the much cheaply. In some other western coalfields, mountainside
higher heat content of Central Appalachia coals is or canyon floor access perrmtted use of "drift" mines,
factored in (Table 11). Rockies region coal, which is also which are less costly to develop than vertical shaft
largely bituminous coal similar in heat content to Central mines. In some, large rrunng blocks of thick coalbeds
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Table 11. Low-Sulfur Coal Cost Variables for Contract Coal Shipments by Rail 1988, 1993. and 1997

Percent
Major Cost Variables Change

Supply Region (1996 dollars) 1988 1993 1997 1 to 1997

Powder River Basin Average Minemouth Price per ton 13.08 9.09 5.67 -56.7-
Average Transportation Rate per ton 19.65 14.40 12.70 -35.4-
Average Delivered Cost per ton 33.87 23.92 20.52 -39.4
Average Transportation Rate in cents per MBtu 96.5 85.7 72.3 -25.1
Average Delivered Cost in cents per MBtu 193.4 171.0 149.1 -22.9

Central Appalachia Average Minemouth Price per ton 39.30 32.46 27.87 -29.1
Average Transportation Rate per ton 16.63 12.05 9.96 -40.1
Average Delivered Cost per ton 55.43 44.83 39.10 -29.5
Average Transportation Rate in cents per MBtu 65.1 46.5 39.8 -47.7
Average Delivered Cost in cents per MBlu 217.8 208.9 188.3 -27.4

Rockies Average Minemouth Price per ton 31.41 22.87 18.50 -41.1
Average Transportation Rate per ton 18.45 14.30 10.15 -45.0
Average Delivered Cost per ton 48.82 37.52 29.34 -39.9
Average Transportation Rate in cents per MBtu 82.2 34.0 51.9 -36.9
Average Delivered Cost in cents per MBtu 217.1 158.1 164.7 -24.2

MBtu = Million Btu.
Notes: * Low Sulfur = less than or equal to 0.6 pounds of sulfur per million Btu. * Average delivered cost may not equal the

sum of average minemouth price and average transportation rate because one or more of the values may be missing from some
records, making different record counts for each variable.

Source: Energy Intormation Administration. Coal Transportation Rate Database.

were available for highly productive "longwall" under- It was western coal producers and railroads, each corn-
ground mines, and sparsely populated surface lands peting aggressively to win new markets, who forced coal
meant fewer concerns over ground subsidence than in prices and rail rates downward throughout the country
the East. Further, in the late 1970's and into the 1980's, by offering ever lower delivered prices for reliable
some utilities had signed long-term contracts with PRB supplies oflow-sulfurcoal. In Appalachia, where mining
mines for low-sulfur coal at what later became greatly conditions are more challenging, coal producers could
above-market pnces. Older PRB mines with such not possibly match minemouth prices at PRB and many
contracts, some of which have yet to expire, were able to Rockies mines. Many smaller, less efficient mines closed
operate with the profits from those contracts while and the industry offered lower prices by consolidating
securing new customers with ever lower mine prices around fewer, larger, more productive mines with
and/or delivered prices. modernized technologies. Eastern railroads lowered

their rates also as, even with lowered minemouth prices,
Railroads serving the PRB also took advantage of the delivered costs were higher than for western coals.
inherent economies of scale. Rail rates from the PRB It was either lower rail rates or the eastern railroads
could be held down, on a cost per ton-mile basis, would have been party to closings of the larger mines
because the flat terrain and space for loading facilities and loss of some of their major clients and revenue
allow efficiencies throughout the haul. The unit trains sources. Table 10 illustrates that both components of
from the PRB are some of the longest and comprise competitive coal pricing declined in the three low-sulfur
some of the highest-capacity bulk railcars in the United regions-average minemouth price and average trans-
States, and they can be efficiently loaded and unloaded portation rate, with consequent declines in the average
at uncrowded, modern facilities.3 delivered price of coal. Similar reductions in cost

2 STB Waybill data indicates averages ranging from 106 to 117 cars in unit trains originating in the Powder River Basin. Union Pacific
Railroad reports PRB trains in 1999 routinely hauling 110 to 115 cars, or 135 cars with distributed power (one locomotive positioned within
the train of cars). The average carload has increased over recent years as more large-capacit aluminum gondolas are used. The average
PRB carload was 112.5 tons m 1997 and 113 5 tons in 1999. (Duane Anderson, Union Pacific Railroad Company, Accounting Group, via
letter and personal commurncation, October 7 1998 through August 22, 2000 )
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components and delivered prices followed suit for coal utility fuels buyers negotiate at both the mine level and
with higher sulfur levels, again, in order to compete and- the transportation level to secure the best buy available
to retain at least a smaller share of coal sales. for their fuel specifications, including alternate sup-

pliers, alternate fuels in some cases, and alternate modes

Transportation Rates per Million Btu of delivery.

Coal transportation costs on the basis of the heat content In most cases, low-sulfur coals offer a better value to
and thesulfurcontentof the fuel delivered are indicative power producers. That is, compared with purchasing
for many, but not all, electric power producers of the net allowances or investing in flue gas scrubber, the lowest
value of the coal for their purposes. From the customer's cost option for the greatest number of utilities was found
perspective, the two most important attributes of any to be switching from high-sulfur to low-sulfur coal." In
steam coal are: the delivered price of the coal and its some cases, however, a power producer's strategy may
value to the customer for use as a fuel. This report is not include medium- or high-sulfur coal: for example, if
about delivered prices of coal, even though those data scrubbers are already capitalized and being used; if
were useful to calculate apparent net transportation emissions are being offset at other, newer plants; or if
rates if rates were otherwise not reported. because of a plant's age, it is cheaper to purchase the

needed emission allowances. In those circumstances,
The value of a coal to electric power producers currently coal purchasers may reckon the value of coals for their
and in recent years depends primarily on the two coal operation based more on Btu content, ash content and
characteristics that govern its performance and its sulfur implied ash disposal options, and factors that affect
dioxide emissions-heat content and sulfur content. boiler performance or slagging such as coal volatility,
Those two coal characteristics are basic. Along with ash fusion temperature, or sodium content.
minemouth price, rate per ton, and rate per ton-mile,
they affect the bottom-line costs the utility incurs in Changes in the transportation rates per million Btu and
generating kilowatts. The decisions on heat and sulfur by sulfur content of contract coal delivered to electric
content and other coal specifications have to be made utilities are the cost variables in this report that best
early on, however, so that combustion and emissions describe the factors critical to the majority of electricity-
technologies can be installed and tested. For that reason, generating customers (Table 12). Low-sulfur coal

Table 12. Average Rate per Million Btu for Contract Coal Shipments by Rail, by Sulfur Category, 1988-1998
(Cents per Million Btu in 1996 Dollars)

Year All Coal Low Sulfur Medium Sultur A | Medium Sulfur B High Sulfur
1988 ............... 72.9 101.9 59.8 48.7 28.3
1989 ............... 70.8 98.6 60.6 36.6 26.6
1990 ............... 72.9 96.1 75.2 40.3 26.0
1991 ............... 61.0 84.8 50.1 38.6 24.3
1992............... 59.7 842 46.0 33.3 22.7
1993 ............... 61.1 79.1 46.1 34.6 21.7
1994 ............... 55.8 73.3 40.4 27.6 23.1
1995 .............. 57.1 71.1 41.2 24.0 26.3
1996 ............... 56.3 68.3 40.9 29.8 26.8
1997 ............... 56.0 67.0 39.9 33.1 24.4

Notes: * Low Sulfur = less than or equal to 0.6 pounds of sulfur per million Btu: Medium Sulfur A = 0.61 to 1.25 pounds per
million Btu: Medium Sullur B = 1.26 to 1.67 pounds per million Btu: High Sulfur = greater than 1.67 pounds per million Btu. Medium
Sulfur A coal meets SO2 emission limits for power plants affected by Phase I of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 (CAAA90).
Low-Sulfur coal meets the emission requirements those power plants must attain in Phase II of CAAA90, after January 1. 2000.
* Statistics based on the Coal Transportation Rate Database (CTRDB) frequently differ from statistics released earier because
between 1995 and 2000 the CTRDB was enhanced with new and supplementary data. including data for years prior to 1995.

Source: Energy Information Administration. Coal Transportation Rate Database.

4 Energy Information Administration, The Effects of Tte IV of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 oan Elettr Unhlties (DOE/EIA-0582
(97)) (Washington, DC, March 1997). pp. 12-13
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consistently had the highest average transportation rates 1). Of those nine, seven coal demand regions in 1997
per million Btu during the study period. As noted. received 98.4 percent of total coal distribution (Table 1).
earlier, the low-sulfur coals being shipped during the In this section, therefore, the 1.6 percent of US. coal
1980's and 1990's were overwhelmingly low-Btu subbi- distributed to the New England and the Pacific (com-
tuminous coals from the Powder River Basin. Their low bined contiguous and non-contiguous States) demand
Btu levels, coupled with greater shipping distances than regions is considered irrelevant to major coal tQns-
eaistem coals, kept transportation rates high on a cents- portation trends and are excluded from regional tables
per-million-Btu basis (Figure 10). and figures.

Figure 10. Average Rate per Million Btu for Likewise, eleven coal supply regions were defined that
Contract Coal Shipments by Rail, by account for domestic coal production and its distri-
Sulfur Category, 1988-1997 bution (Figure 2 and Table 3). Of those eleven, five

120 regions were the source of 84.6 percent of total coal
Low Sulu distribution in 1997-Northern Appalachia, Central

- 100 < ~Appalachia, Illinois Basin, Powder River Basin, and
o i Rockies. These five major coal supply regions are

s -<, included in the regional tables and figures in this section.
60 L. - Al Coal _The other six regions-Southern Appalachia, Gulf Coast

edlu.om Sulfur B * - Lignite, North Dakota Lignite, Southwest, Northwest,
>4o -pJi_-_ ** '_-._ t --

l S0uur A and Other Western Interior-are excluded from the
.. . ...: I . tables and figures for two reasons. First, most of the coal

2C - , smin Sunur *' 'in regions such as Gulf Coast Lignite, North Dakota
_ J__ I Lignite, and Northwest is consumed at minemouth

9r8 19999 1991991 1992 1993 199 1995 996 1997 powerplants;anydeliverycostsareincludedintheprice
of the coal. Second, the number of companies operating

Notes: Low Sulfur = less than or equal to 0.6 pounds of mines in these six regions that do ship coal is so few that
sulfur per million Btu; Medium Sulfur A = 0.61 to 1.25 pounds confidential rate data would have to be withheld in
per million Btu; Medium Sulfur B = 1.26 to 1.67 pounds per virtually every case, even within regional aggregations.
milon Btu; High Sulfur = greater than 1.67 pounds per million
Btu.

Source: Energy Information Administration. Coal Trans- Demand Regions - Contract Coal
ponation Rate Database. Transportation by Rail

Further, there is no evidence that rail rates for low-sulfur This section includes analyses of coal transportation
coal became less competitive in terms of delivered Btu infrastructure, rates, and distribution patterns for each
content during the CAAA90 study period. All rail of the seven major demand regions and the five major
transportation rates by Btu for coal declined between supply regions. The focus of the analysis is rail distri-
1988 and 1997. The low-sulfur rates actually declined bution of coal. Established coal transportation patterns
slightly more: by 34.2 percent, compared with 33.3 i each region represent the framework within which
percent for medium-sulfur A and 32.0 percent for changes related to the EPACT would take effect. Sum-
me dium-sulfur B coal. The rate per million Btu for high ma ri es of changes in the rail transportation rates for coal
sulfur coal declined the least, by only 13.8 percent. appear in matrix form in Table 13, for rates per ton, and
However, the high-sulfur coals delivered were typically in Table 14, for rates per ton-mile. The reasons behind
high-Btu coals and the shorter shipping distances for these changes are discussed in regional summaries in the
high-sulfur coals during the study period (Table 7), following sections. In order that statistics on rail-
combined with the high-Btu levels, resulted in initially delivered contract coal be viewed in functional context,
low cents per million Btu shipping rates and relatively each summary includes background information and
les; change in the net rate (Table 12). statistics on the region's overall coal transportation

system.

Regional Patterns and Changes in As noted earlier (Table 8), the overall trend in rail rates

U.S. Rail Coal Transportation per ton of coal delivered was down by 25.8 percent from
1988 to 1997. No demand region broke with that

In Chapter 2, nine coal demand regions were established trend. Indeed. what is discovered in comparing the
based on U.S. Census Divisions (see Table 1 and Figure regional and rate data in Tables 13 and 14 is that two
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Table 13. Average Rate per Ton for Contract Coal Shipments by Rail Between Selected Supply and
Demand Regions, 1988,1993, and 1997
(1996 Dollars per Ton)

Supply Region

Northern Central Illinois Powder River -
Demand Region Appalachia Appalachia Basin Basin Rockies

Middle Atlantic
1988 ................... 15.48 W -

1993 ................... 9.76 W - -

1997 ................... 11.54 W

Percent Change 1988-1997 . -25.45 -38.29 - --

East North Central
1988 ................... 8.75 16.50 4.76 23.53 W
1993 ................... W 13.67 3.30 15.39 W
1997 ......... .. 8.25 11.59 3.58 11.75 W
Percent Change 1988-1997 . -5.71 -29.76 -24.79 -50.06 -59.46

West North Central
1988 ................... - - W 14.16 -

1993 .. ................ - - 6.83 11.58 W

1997 ................... - W W 9.84 W

Percent Change 1988-1997.. -- -36.18 -30.51
South Atlantic

1988 ................... 11.08 14.99 - - -
1993 ................... 10.63 12.56
1997 ................... 10.85 10.34 W W -
Percent Change 1988-1997 .. -2.08 -31.02 - -

East South Central
1988 ................... - 10.21 3.90 - -
1993 ................... -- 6.84 4.45
1997 ................... -- 6.41 4.08 W W
Percent Change 988-1997 .. - -37.22 4.62 --

West South Central
198B .......... ........ - - - 23.89 W
1993 ................... - - - 17.97 W
1997 ................... - - - 15.40
Percent Change 1988-1997 .. -- - -35.54

lMountain
1988 ................... - - - W 14.87
1993 ................- - - 6.86 9.86
1997 .................- - - W 8.02
Percent Change 1988-1997 .. - -- -39.59 -46.07

Note: Statistics based on the Coal Transportation Rate Database (CTRDB) frequently differ from statistics released earlier
because between 1995 and 2000 the CTRDB was enhanced with new and supplementary data. including data for years prior
to 1995.

W = Withheld to avoid disclosure of confidential data.
-- = Not applicable.

Sources: Energy Information Administration, Coal Transportation Rate Database.
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Table 14. Average Rate per Ton-Mile for Contract Coal Rail Shipments Between Selected Supply and
Demand Regions, 1988,1993, and 1997
(Mills per Ton-Mile in 1996 Dollars)

Supply Region

Northern Central Illinois Powder River |
Demand Region Appalachia Appalachia Basin Basin Rockies

Middle Atlantic
1988 ................... 41.3 W ..- -

1993 ................... 40.1 W - - -

1997 ................... 34.6 W

Percent Change 1988-1997 .. -16.22 -54.11
East North Central
1988 ................... 322 39.6 45.5 19.6 W
1993 ................... W 28.8 42.4 11.9 W
1997 .................. 24.5 27.7 34.4 9.4 W
Percent Change 1988-1997 .. -23.91 -30.05 -24.40 -52.04 -60.24

West North Central
1988 .................. -- - W 18.4 -

1993 ................... - - 42.7 13.5 W

1997 ................... - W W 11.9 W

Percent Change 1988-1997 . - - 6.11 -35.33

South Atlantic
1988 ................... 69.8 33.0 - -

1993 ................... 42.4 27.9 - - -
1997 ................... 36.4 23.0 24.1 W
Percent Change 1988-1997 .. -47.85 -30.30 - - -

East South Central
1988 ................... - 27.8 48.9 - -
1993 ................... -- 23.3 38.9 - -
1997 .................. -- 31.4 32.0 W W
Percent Change 1988-1997 .. - 12.95 -34.56

West South Central
1988 ................... -- -- 16.9 W
1993 ................... - -- - 13.6 W
1997 ...................- -- 11.7
Percent Change 1988-1997 .. - -30.77

Mountain
1988 ................... - W 36.2
1993 .................. - -- - 23.8 29.3
1997 ................... - -- - W 19.7
Percent Change 1988-1997 .. - -22.31 -45.58

Note: Statistics based on the Coal Transportation Rate Database (CTRDB) frequently ditfer from statistics released earlier
because between 1995 and 2000 the CTRDB was enahanced with new and supplementary data, including data for years prior
to 1995.

W = Withheld to avoid discosure of confidential data.
- = Not applicable.
Sources: Energy Information Administration. Coal Transportation Rate Database.
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underlying factors largely control rail rates: distance and Ohio, and northern West Virginia, with lesser amounts
volume. from Central Appalachia. Extensive infrastructure for

both rail and barge connect this demand region with
Those demand regions that received coal from the nearbyNorthernAppalachianandmoredistantCentral
Powder River Basin (PRB) or the Rockies supply region Appalachian coalfields. Rail transportaton is the lending
registered the greatest reductions in dollar-per-tonrates. mode. -
Certainly, the rates from those two regions on a per-ton
basis were high to begin with, so they had greater Barge-only transportation, originatingmostlyinwestern
potential for reductions. The average declines in rail Pennsylvania and northern West Virginia, is limited to
rates to the East South Central region were relatively customers along the Ohio River and its tributaries in
modest largely because it did not include shipments western Pennsylvania (corridors of the so-called "rust
from the PRB and Rockies (Table 4), with their above- belt" of the 1970's). Nonetheless, at times in the late
average rate declines, throughout the study period. Coal 1970'sand early 1980's, barge tonnages exceeded rail for
from these two regions travel the greatest average contract coal. Multimode shipping originated by rail
distances and are supplied under relatively large- mosty in western Pennsylvania and northern West
volume contracts (CTRDB 2000), and greater tonnagesin Virginia and transferred to barge for the final legs,
the contracts won shippers incremental rate reductions. figures intermittently in coal shipments to coastal New
Contracts often include tiered rate provisions that Jersey ad to Great Lakes docks in New York.
reward the shipper with lower rates for tonnage shipped Occasionally, for contracts in the western part of the
above the contracted minirmurn." Greater distances lMiddle Atlantic region, conveyor systems play a sig-
reduce the rate per ton-mile (Table 14) as fixed costs are nificant role in coal transportation from nearby mines.
applied over a greater mileage.

Contract coal transportation rates trended downward in Coal-fired power plants in the Middle Atlantic region
:nearly every demand and supply region. Most coal rates were not typical-of average conditions nationally. As
declined primarily as part of the general lowering of rail noted in Chapter 2 (Table 2), total domestic coal receipts
shipping rates during the study period. Secondarily, at electric utilities in the region fluctuated between 1988
variations in coal rates in a demand region were affected and 1997, but increased by a slight 2-2 mst for the
by its supply region options. For example, coal period. During those years, rail shipments of coal to
transported to the South Atlantic and the East South investor-owned electric utilities in the CTRDB likewise
Central demand regions included average rates that fluctuated, rising by 2.3 rnst in the end (Table 15)." Rail
declined verv little or actually increased. In both cases, shipments represented about 40 percent of coal distri-
the higher average rates (Table 13) were associated with bution to this region (Table 5).
supply regions-Northern Appalachia and the Illinois
Basin-with declining volumes of coal shipments (Table CTRDB electric utilities received less, rather than more
1). Further, the average distance of the reduced coal rail-shipped low-sulfur coal from 1988 to 1997 (Table 15)

shipments became longer, as indicated by the decreased because affected boilers had installed flue-gas scrubbers
rates per ton-mile (Table 14). Those circumstances or arranged for emission allowances to comply with
indicate a loss in total coal shipments from those Phase I of CAAA90. Based on CTRDB file data for all
regions, especially from short-haul customers located in transport modes, investor-owned utilities received 35.8
or near the supply regions. million short tons (rnst) of Northern Appalachian coal

(medium- to high-sulfur) in 1988 and 30.7 mst in 1997.
Middle Atlantic Demand Region Central Appalachian (mostly low-sulfur) coal deliveries
(Pennsylvania, New York, and New Jersey) declined from 2.3 to 0.8 mst during the same interval.

During this period, coal receipts were also affected by
Traditionally, Appalachian coal is burned in the Middle fluctuations in nuclear and gas- and petroleum-fired
Atlantic demand region, primarily from Pennsylvania, electricity generation in the region."

" F. McBride. "The Nuts and Bolts of Railroad Transportation Contracts," Proceedings of the Eighteenth Annual Eastern Mineral
Law Institute, Columbus. OH, May 1997, Energy and Mineral Law Foundation, University of Kentucky. Mineral Law Center. (Lexington,
1997). p 4 of 9

'D In this case, the CTRDB data do not tell the whole story. For total domestic coal shipments to the region those to CTRDB investor-
nwned utilities declined by 6.6 mst between 1988 and 1997 while those on the broader-based Form FERC-423 database increased by 2.2 mst
(Table 2. see Appendix A for comparison of FERC-423 and FERC-580/CTRDB)

Energy Intormation Administration. Electric Power Annuat 1996 and 1996. Volume I (Washington, DC, August 1997 and 1999). Table
IC
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Table 15. Middle Atlantic Demand Region - Selected Statistics for Contract Coal Shipments by Rail to
Electric Utilities, 1988, 1993, and 1997'

Change
Data Element 1988 1993 1997 1988 to 1997

Tonnage Shipped by Rail (Million Short Tons)
Low-Sulfur Coal ......................................... 1.5 1.3 0.5 -64.5
Medium-Sulfur A Coal .................................... 2.7 0.2 4.3 60.1
Medium-Sulfur B Coal ............. ..................... . 6.5 7.4 6.2 -3.7
High-Sulfur Coal ........................................ 2.9 4.5 4.9 65.6
All Coal ............................................... 13.6 13.4 15.9 17.2

Average Distance Shipped (Miles) ........................... 306.7 257.6 337.1 9.9
Average Transportation Rate per Million Btu (1996 Cents) .......... 665 42.2 44.6 -32.9
Average Transportation Cost as a Percentage of Delivered Pnce ..... 323 28.5 32.0 -0.9
Average Transportation Rate per Ton-Mile (Mills in 1996 Dollars) ..... 40.3 38.9 34.3 -14.9

Notes: * Low Sulfur = less than or equal to 0.6 pounds of sulfur per million Btu; Medium Sulfur A = 0.61 to 1.25 pounds per
million Btu; Medium Sulfur B = 1.26 to 1.67 pounds per million Btu; High Sulfur = greater than 1.67 pounds per million Btu.
Medium Sulfur A coal meets SO2 emission limits for power plants affected by Phase I of the Clean Air Acl Amendments of 1990
(CAAA90). Low-Sulfur coal meets the emission requirements those power plants must attain in Phase II of CAAA90, after
January 1. 2000. · Totals may not equal sum of components because of independent rounding. * One mill equals 0.1 cent.
* Statistics based on the Coal Transportation Rate Database (CTRDB) frequently differ from statistics released earlier because
between 1995 and 2000 the CTRDB was enhanced with new and supplementary data, including data for years prior to 1995.

Source: Energy Information Administration, Coal Transportation Rate Database.

The near absence of change in average distances for coal and south, and from the Illinois Basin, more than 4/5 of
shipments to the Middle Atlantic means that Northern which lies within the East North Central demand region.
Appalachia remained the major source of coal in this By 1979, the earliest year in the CTRDB, the Powder
region. Even with this continuation of the status quo in River Basin (PRB) already ranked third among regions
coal origin/destination pairings, electric utilities in the supplying coal to the East North Central, surpassing
region received a 14.9 percent reduction in real-dollar nearby Central Appalachia. Also as early as 1979, coal
coal transportation rail rates per ton-mile (CTRDB from the Rockies supply region (Colorado and Utah)
2000).? Since neither distances nor Btu content of the had made inroads into the East North Central, offering
coal supplied changed appreciably (because it still low- and medium-sulfur A bituminous coals for boilers
originated primarily in Northern Appalachia), the that need a higher Btu coal (often to blend with medium-
decline in the transportation rate per million Btu or high-sulfur coals) or that require bituminous cozl
confirms therefore that real dollar average rail rates did combustion characteristics. By 1997, the PRB had
go down. The fact that the cost of coal rail trans- become the leading supply region for the East North
portation, as a percentage of delivered price, barely Central. accounting for 50.9 percent of coal delivered
changed at all-a 0.9 percent decline-is consistent with (CTRDB 2000).
minemouth coal prices decreasingat essentially the same
rate as the contract rail transportation per ton of coal This region lies at the crossroads of the major eastern
(Table 15). and western U.S. railroad systems and of an important

north-south rail system linking Canada and the Gulf of
East North Central Demand Region Mexico. The East North Central includes Mississippi and
(Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, and Michigan) Ohio River crossings and transfer yards, as well as major

rail hubs in Chicago and Cincinrnai, and Great Lakes rail
The East North Central demand region is ideally transfer facilities in Chicago-Gary, Toledo, Detroit, and
situated for access to coal, which it receives from each of Cleveland. Rail transport has long been the principal
the five major supply regions. Traditionally it takes coal mode for coal shipments in this region rising from 52.7
from both Northern and Central Appalachia, to the east percent of total contract coal tonnage in 1979, to 55.4

2 14 9 percent is the reduction in weighted average rates for coal shipped by rail from Northern Appalachia and Central Appalachia.
for which rates are withheld in Table 14.
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percent in 1988, and 63.0 percent in 1997. Multrnode While the East North Central region is situated well for
transport-mostly combinations of rail and barge-ranks coal deliveries from any of the major supply regions,
second in coal shipments, followed by barge-only!--lS.2 coal distribution from only the PRB and the Rockies
and 10.4 percent of coal shipments, respectively, in 1997 regions increased during the CAAA90 study period
(CTRDB 2000). (Table 4). Deliveries from other, closer-by regions either

declined or remained roughly unchanged, thereby
Multimode arrangements traditionally have worked becoming a smaller percentage of total deliveries, which
well for those East North Central power plants located grew by 44.4 mst. The net increase in shipments of all
on waterways, receiving coal from rail-served Northern coal was more than explained by PRB coal, whose
Appalachia, Central Appalachia, and Illinois Basin coal receipts grew by 46.1 mst, or 127 percent. The largest
producers. Conversely, certain coal producers in those reduction was in the region's own Illinois Basin coal,
three regions have coal preparationand loadout facilities whose receipts fell of by 5.6 mst, or 9.0 percent. As a
at river docks along the Monongahela, Ohio. Kanawha, result, the receipts of low-sulfur coal increased by 235
and Green Rivers that are used to barge coal to efficient percent and the average shipping distance grew from
transloading facilities for East North Central rail 452 to 829 miles (Table 16).
deliveries. More recently, several state-of-the-art rail and
rail-water transfer and blending facilities have been Changes in coal sources and the attendant increases in
developed in the region. They act as both transfer and average shipping distances were to be expected con-
staging locations for incoming PRB coal (bx- rail) for sidering that this demand region produces 44.2 percent
blending and/or reclassifying to appropriate tram sets of the sulfur dioxide emissions mandated for reduction
for power plant requirements. Ultimate delivery mav be in Phase I.2 Nonetheless, transportation rates were not
by rail, river barge, or Great Lakes colliers. increased in mills per ton-mile nor in terms of cents per

Table 16. East North Central Demand Region - Selected Statistics for Contract Coal Shipments by Rail to
Electric Utilities, 1988, 1993, end 1997

Percent
Change

Data Element 1988 1993 1997 1 98 to 1997
Tonnage Shipped by Rail (Million Short Tons)

Low-Sulfur Coal ......................................... 18.0 .23.9 60.4 235.4

Medium-Sullur A Coal ............... ..... ......... .... 14.7 · 9.4 14.3 -2.9

Medium-Sulfur B Coal .................. ................ .. 2.0 5.9 3.6 81.1

High-Sulfur Coal ........................ ................ 28.1 17.4 14.2 -49.5

All Coal ....... : .............................. ..... 62.9 56.5 92.5 47.2

Average Distance Shipped (Miles) ............................. 452.4 638.8 829.4 83.3
Average Transportation Rate per Million Btu (1996 Cents) ........... 57.6 50.9 50.3 -12.6
Average Transportation Cost as a Percentage of Delivered Prce ...... 25.4 30.6 37.0 45.7

Average Transportation Rate per Ton-Mile (Mills in 1996 Dollars) ...... 26.5 15.6 11.3 -57.4

Notes: * Low Sulfur = less than or equal to 0.6 pounds ol sulfur per million Btu; Medium Sulfur A = 0.61 to 1.25 pounds per
million Btu: Medium Sulfur B = 1.26 to 1.67 pounds per million Btu; High Sulfur = greater than 1.67 pounds per million Btu.
Medium Sulfur A coal meets SO2 emission limits for power plants affected by Phase I of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990
(CAAA90). Low-Sulfur coal meets the emission requirements those power plants must attain in Phase II of CAAA90. after
January 1. 2000. * Totals may not equal sum of components because of independent rounding. * One mill equals 0.1 cent.
* Statistics based on the Coal Transportation Rate Database (CTRDB) frequently difer from statistics released earlier because
between 1995 and 2000 the CTRDB was enhanced with new and supplementary data. including data for years prior to 1995.

Source: Energy Information Administration. Coal Transportation Rate Database.

E Energy Information AdminLstration, The Effctls qt Ttle lt' oIf lth Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 on ilectrzc Utlldrs (DOE /EA-0582
(97)) (Washington, DC. March 1997. Figure 1. p. 2
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million Btu (Table 16). The cost per million Btu is region's eastern States such as Missouri and Iowa or
important considering the lower Btu value" of PRB coal. from North Dakota, the PRB, or Kansas, depending on
Even with a significant decline in Btu per ton oi coal. proximity. By1979, responding to existing coal emission
average rail rates declined apace and resulted in a net limits, CTRDB utilities in the region were already
decrease of 12.6 percent in the average rate per million receiving 26.0 mst of low-sulfur contract coal-53.3
Bra. The average cost of transportation as a percentage percent of their total-from the PRB. By 1988, PB
of coal delivered price went up as expected-after all, contract coal receipts at those utilities were 42.8 mst, and
typical reported mine prices of PRB coal fell from more in 1997 the figure reached 66.1 rnst, or 90.8 percent of
th;m 520 per ton to less than 55 per ton during this their contract coal receipts (CTRDB 2000).
period.

Fundamental changes took place between 1988 and 1997
For example, in 1988, the CTRDB indicates that East in coal supply arrangements for West North Central
North Central utilities agreed to hefty mrine prices for electric utilities. For utilities included in the CTRDB
PRB coal: prices ranged broadly, from less than S6 per (Table 17):
ton to more than 530 per ton. The average price was
S14.55 per ton. By 1997, East North Central utilities paid * Contract rail shipments of coal increased by 61.8
prices ranging from less than $4 per ton to more than percent
S1.. The average price had fallen to only S5.69 per ton.
The higher prices in the range were holdovers from the L r c r s o c

* Low-sulfur contract rail shipments of coal doubledfew old contracts which had not yet expired. During the
same period, the average rail rates from the PRB to the
East North Central fell from S21.69 per ton to S12.38 e Use of medium-sulfur A coal was relatively
(CI'RDB 2000). All rates and prices quoted are in unchanged, but because of the surge in low-sulfur
nominal dollars. coal shipments, market share fell from 23.0 percent

to 13.8 percent of total receipts.

West North Central Demand RegionWest North Central Demand Region * Coal transportation rates declined by 31.1 percent,
(Missouri, Iowa, Minnesota, Kansas, Nebraska, in cents per illion Btu, and by 36.8 percent, in

in cents per million Btu, and by 36.8 percent, inSouth Dakota, and North Dakota) p i.
nmulls per ton-mile.

This region includes the upper Mississippi River, the
navigable portions of the Missouri River, and coal- * Still, the transportation portion of delivered coal
related rail facilities at St. Louis, Kansas City, and prices rose by 9.0 percent because average dis-
Nebraska (Alliance, North Platte. and Omaha-PRB- tances increased and minemouth coal prices
related train yards). More than any other major demand declined faster than shipping costs (CTRDB 2000).
region, the West North Central relies on rail for coal
deliveries. River transport, including coal, is a major Table 17 documents that in 1997, 69.8 rnst of contract
business in St. Louis and in several upper Mississippi coal were shipped to electric utilities included in the
towns, but almost all coal loaded on barges is destined CTRDB, versus Table 1, with 120.2 rnst shipped to
for customers in other demand regions. In 1979. 84.4 utilities reporting on FERC Form 423. The shipments in
pe:cent of coal transported to customers in this demand Table 1 are greater because Form 423 data include spot
region was by rail. Rail deliveries remained at this level market coal purchases, coal shipped by modes other
over the next decade, accounting for 83.7 percent of coal than rail, and utilities that are not required to report on
deliveries in 1988, prior to any CAAA90 impacts. By FERC Form 580 (Form 580 is the primary basis for the
1997, that portion had risen to 95.9 percent as truck and CTRDB). Consequently, the net increases in coal
minemouth deliveries nearly ceased due to the closing of shipments on the two tables differ: 26.7 mrst, or 61.8
small, local mines in Missouri, Kansas, and Iowa that percent, on Table 17 but only 20.6 mst, or 17.2 percent,
produced extremely high-sulfur coal (CTRDB 2000). for the broader, larger database for Table 1. Clearly,

coal shipped by rail increased more actively at the
Most coal transported to the West North Central region CTRDB utilities than did the total coal shipments at the
traditionally came from the nearby Illinois Basin for the Form-423 utilities.

° As more PRB coals ranging from 8.300 to 9.700 Btu per pound replaced high-sulfur bituminous coals ranging from 10,800 to 13.400
Btu per pound. the average heat content of coal delivered to the East North Central region went from 11,127 to 10.588 Btu per pound
between 1988 and 1997 Source Energy Lniormation Administraton. Cost and Qualtv of Fuels for Electric Utilitv Plants 196, and 1997.
(DC)E/EIA-0191(88) and (97)) (Washington. DC. August 1939 and klav 1998). Tables 48 and 4, respectively
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Table 17. West North Central Demand Region - Selected Statistics for Contract Coal Shipments by Rail to
Electric Utilities, 1988,1993, and 1997

Percent Change
Data Element 1988 1993 1997 1988 to 1997

Tonnage Shipped by Rail (million short tons) '

Low-Sulfur Coal .................................. 29.5 48.2 59.2 100.8

Medium-Sulfur A Coal ............................... 9.9 7.3 9.6 -3.2

Medium-Sullur B Coal .................... ........... 2.4 2.2 0.0 -100.0

High-Sulfur Coal ................................... 1.3 2.5 1.0 -28.0

All Coal .......................................... 43.1 60.1 69.8 61.8

Average Distance Shipped (miles) ........................ 732.9 797.5 805.7 9.9

Average Transportation Rate per Million Btu (1996 cents) ...... 80.8 64.5 55.7 -31.1

Average Transportation Cost as a Percentage of Delivered Price . 56.7 58.3 61.8 9.0
Average Transporation Rate per Ton-Mile (mills in 1996 dollars) . 19.0 14.0 12.0 -36.8

Notes: * Low Sulfur = less than o, equal to 0.6 pounds of sulfur per million Btu; Medium Sulfur A = 0.61 to 1.25 pounds per
million Btu: Medium Sulfur B = 1.26 to 1.67 pounds per million Btu; High Sulfur = greater than 1.67 pounds per million Btu.
Medium Sulfur A coal meets SO2 emission limits for power plants affected by Phase I of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990
(CAAA90). Low-Sulfur coal meets the emission requirements those power plants must attain in Phase II of CAAA90, after
January 1, 2000. * Totals may not equal sum of components because of independent rounding. * One mill equals 0.1 cent.
* Statistics based on the Coal Transportation Rate Database (CTRDB) frequently differ from statistics released earlier because
between 1995 and 2000 the CTRDB was enhanced with new and supplementary data, including data for years prior to 1995.

Source: Energy Information Administration, Coal Transportation Rate Database.

Although the 26.7 mst increase at the CTRDB utilities is South Atlantic Demand Region
covered in monthly Form 423 data, it cannot readily be (Delaware to Florida, including Maryland, Virginia,
cross-referenced because of different reporting require- District of Columbia, West Virginia, North Carolina,
merts. It can be inferred, however, that rail shipments South Carolina, and Georgia)
increased much more slowly among non-CTRDB
utilities. In this case, it is not self-evident why the trends The South Atlantic coal demand region covers a dis-
in the two databases differ. The degrees to which trends parate area, physically, economically, and in terms of
are expressed in each database result from the coal consumption patterns. A core of Atlantic Seaboard
confluence of diverse coal supply contract conditions, States from Delaware to South Carolina continues to rely
delivery mode requirements, timed purchase decisions, on the traditional coal sources in Central and Northern
and environmental compliance strategies. Appalachia supply regions that are located in the

mountain uplands just to the west. Not conforming to
What is clear from both databases is that receipts of low- the patterns of the core States are West Virginia, Florida.
sulfur coal in the West North Central region increased and, to a lesser extent, Georgia.
appreciably. The 29.7 mst increase in contract coal
shipments (Table 17) of low-sulfur coal by rail accounts Historically, the South Atlantic region has received coal
for the entire increase in coal shipments as well as a 3.0 mostly by rail-67.4 percent as of 1979, 54.7 percent in
mst decrease in medium- and high-sulfur shipments. 1988, rising to 70.6 percent in 1997 for contract deliveries
Further, the increase in low-sulfur coal shipments of all (CTRDB 2000). The core States have no direct river
types to West North Central electric utilities cut average transportation options and they consistently comprise
sulfur content of coal receipts nearly in half (Table 2). most of the rail shipments referred to above. High- to
These improvements in the potential for coal used in the medium-sulfur Illinois Basin coal is logistically and
region to form acid emissions were accomplished practically uncompetitive in these core States. Low-
without increases in the average rail transportation rates sulfur Powder River Basin (PRB) coals are logistically
for low-sulfur coal. In fact the rates fell for all coal types impractical and do not measure up on a Btu basis to the
shipped to the East North Central region (Tables 13 and relatively nearby low-sulfur Central Appalachian coals.
17). The only increase-in transportation cost as a
percentage of delivered price-was a consequence of West Virginia breaks with the core States primarilv in its
average mine prices of coal declinmng more than average mix of transportation modes. Having barge access both
rail transportation rates. for coal deliveries and for coal mines along the
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Kariawha, Big Sandy, and Ohio Rivers, West Virginia coal was increasing again (Tables 1 and 18). For contract
coal transportation historically includes 15 to 25 percent shipments to utilities, the demand for low-sulfur coal
barge and rail/barge shipments, as well as opportunities more than doubled from 1988 to 1997 (Table 18).
for truck, minemouth, and conveyor transport: Several
utilities in Florida also receive coal by barge or Virtually all low-sulfur coal shipped to the South
multimode, including barge-only, rail-to-barge, barge-to- Atlantic region was from Central Appalachia, with be
rail, and rail-to-barge-to-rail. Further, although no following exceptions32:
Georgia Power generating plants are situated on
navigable rivers, some use barge transportation for * 5-7 mst of PRB coal shipped by train to Georgia
initial transport legs of Illinois Basin and Central Appa- Power's Plant Scherer 3 each year from 1994 to 1997
lachian coal. Throughout the period of study, utilities in
Florida purchased Illinois Basin coal, which some blend * Smaller amounts of PRB coal, generally less than 1
with very low-sulfur imported coals. The appearance of million tons, shipped to utilities inFlorida"3 by train
PRB coal in 1997 (Table 13) is entirely based on Georgia and by barge
Power purchases and shipments to Plant Scherer-nearly
2,000 miles by train (CTRDB 2000). o PRB coal test burns during the mid-1990's in

Georgia and North Carolina
The South Atlantic region depends heavily on coal. It is
second only to the East North Central region in total coal Most of the demand in this region, however, was for
receipts and coal receipts at electric utility generators medium-sulfur A coal, coming primarily from Central
(Table 1). In 1993, coal tonnages shipped to the South Appalachia and Northern Appalachia (CTRDB 2000).
Atlantic region had turned down slightly from their 1988 Because of the proximity of the core States of the South
levels as coal demand by electric generators fluctuated Atlantic demand region to those supply regions, average
during the early 1990's. By 1997, however, demand for shipping distances .were moderate: 565 miles in 1997

Table 1B. South Atlantic Demand Region - Selected Statistics for Contract Coal Shipments by Rail to
Electric Utilities, 1988,1993, and 1997

Percent Change
Data Element | 1988 1993 | 1997 1988 to 1997

Tonnage Shipped by Rail (million short tons)
Low-Sulfur Coal .................................... 8.4 8.0 19.8 135.9
Medium-Sulfur A Coal ............................. 33.4 31.6 47.5 42.4
Medium-Sultur B Coal .............. ............. 6.8 4.7 1.3 -81.4
High-Sulfur Coal .................................... 6.4 0.3 1.2 -81.6
All Coal ......................... ....... . 55.0 44.6 69.8 26.9

Average Distance Shipped (miles) ......................... 347.3 415.2 565.0 62.7
Average Transportation Rate per Million Btu (1996 cents) ....... 54.6 48.2 47.9 -12.3
Average Transportation Cost as a Percentage of Delivered Price .. 24.9 26.8 30.3 21.7
Average Transoortation Rate per Ton-Mile (mills in 1996 dollars) . . 38.8 29.5 20.0 -48.5

Notes: * Low Sulfur = less than or equal to 0.6 pounds of sulfur per million Btu; Medium Sullur A = 0.61 to 1.25 pounds per
million Btu: Medium Suffur B = 1.26 to 1.67 pounds per million Btu: High Sulfur = greater than 1.67 pounds per million Btu. Medium
Sulfur A coal meets SO2 emission limits for power plants affected by Phase I of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 (CAAA90).
Low-Sulfur coal meets the emission requirements those power plants must attain in Phase II of CAAA90. after January 1. 2000.
a Totals may not equal sum of components because of independent rounding. * One mill equals 0.1 cent. * Statistics based on
the Coal Transportation Rale Database (CTRDB) frequently differ from statistics released earlier because between 1995 and 2000
the CTRDB was enhanced with new and supplementary data. including data for years prior to 1995.

Source: Energy Information Administration, Coal Transportation Rate Database.

" Based on FERC Form 423 data.
" Data on shipments to Plant Scherer are not in the CTRDB with the exception of 1997, for which Lurnted data were denved from

Surface Transportation Board Annual Waybill Statistics The Waybill Statistics apply only to rail cargos.
3 Transportation rates for coal shipments to Florida could not be derived because data for barge portions of the routings are not

available.
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(Table 18). For comparison, midwestern demand regions Volumes of rail coal shipments in the East South Central
more dependent on PRB coal had average distances af are followed by substantial shipments-on its extensive
829 miles for the East North Central and 806 miles for waterways (see Table 5 in Chapter 2). On a percentage
the West North Central (Tables 16 and 17). Still, the as well as gross tonnage basis, there is more coal
average distance for South Atlantic region contract coal shipped to this region by river than to any other The
receipts grew significantly-from 347 miles in 1988 to 565 region is drained by the lower Mississippi Riverrmore
miles by 1997. than half the length of the Ohio River, five major nav-

igable tributaries to the Ohio (the Big Sandy, Kentucky,
The growth in coal shipping distances was caused by Green, Cumberland, and Tennessee Rivers)inKentucky,
changing to new suppliers, primarily within the same Tennessee, and Alabama, the Tennessee-Tombigbee and
supply regions. That resulted in South Atlantic utilities Black Warrior waterway system in Alabama and
contracting with coal suppliers who were, on average, Mississippi, and the lower Chatahoochee River serving
several counties farther away than higher-sulfur coal Alabama (and Georgia). Further, this region connects
suppliers used in 1988. High-sulfur and medium-sulfur with waterborne shipping along the Gulf Coast via the
B contract coal suppliers, for example, lost 10.7 mst in Intracoastal Waterway and the Ports of Biloxi, Mobile,
volume during that period, while low-sulfur and and (a few miles distant) New Orleans-transport
medium-sulfur A coal sources shipped 25.5 mst more options used for outbound coal shipments primarily.
(including coal for increased demand). The largest loss
in coal volume from a single supply region was in the The leading traditional coal supply region has been the
Illinois Basin, where volumes shipped declined from demand region itself-including the mines of Alabama
12.4 to 4.4 mst (CTRDB 2000), owing to smaller contract and Tennessee in the Southern Appalachia supplyregion
purchases of Illinois Basin coal for Georgia Power and of Kentucky's two coalfields, in the Central Appa-
Company plants. The absence of some of these high- lachia and Illinois Basin supply regions. Kentucky,
sulfur and medium-sulfur A routings, usually of 600 to Alabama, and Tennessee, in that order, receive nearly all
700 miles, actually offset the effects of losses of 4.6 mst the coal used at electric utilities in the region. Missis-
of relatively close-by coal supplies in Northern Appa- sippi was the destination for only 65 percent of the coal
lachia and Southern Appalachia (CTRDB 2000). in 1988 and 5.9 percent by 1997.3

In the face of a 62.7 percent increase in transport The contract coal shipments shown in Table 19 indicate
distances, the average rate per million Btu decreased by a 67.2 percent increase in volumes shipped by rail
12.3 percent and, not surprisingly, the rate per ton-mile during the study period and a tripling of the volume of
decreased, in this case by 48.5 percent (Table 18). As low-sulfur coal in those shipments. The increases, how-
shown in Table 13, the major decrease in straight dollar- ever,. are in part an expression of database limitations
per-ton rail tariffs was for coal shipped from the low- and of coincidence. The coincidence is that there are no
sulfur and medium-sulfur A Central Appalachia region. data for Rockies and PRB region coals in two of the
Both Northern Appalachia and Central Appalachia criterion years shown in Table 18-1988 and 1993. Prior
distances also increased, which pushed down the rates to 1988, however, millions of tons of Rockies-origin coal
per ton-mile (Table 14). Indications are that, overall, had beenshipped by rail to Mississippi via contracts that
contract coal transport rates to the South Atlantic region expired at the end of 1986. Further, rail shipments of
did not increase in the face of rising demand. millions of tons of contract coals from both supply

regions actually resumed in 1995, but did not show up

East South Central Demand Region in 1993 (see text box on page 34).
(Mississippi, Alabama, Tennessee, and Kentucky)

The 12.6 mst increase in low-sulfur contract coal from
The rail system in this region is mature and pervasive, 1988 to 1997 inTable 19 is based largely on increased rail
and is the leading mode for coal transportation. distribution from two regions: the PRB (+8.9 mst) and
Nashville, Birmingham, Memphis, and Louisville are the Rockies (+2.2 mst). The remaining 1.5 rnst of
important rail hubs, and rail/river transloading docks increase in low-sulfur rail shipment was contract coal
are located at Memphis, Louisville, and along the lower from the Central and Southern Appalachia supply
Ohio River and its tributaries. regions. In the East South Central region, however, the

n Energy Information Administration Cost and Quality ofFuels for EltctrcUtility Plants (DOE / EA-0191) (Washington. DC. 19S9 1998),
Table 26 and Tabie 22. respectively
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Table 19. East South Central Demand Region - Selected Statistics for Contract Coal Shipments by Rail to
Electric Utilities, 1988,1993, and 1997

Percent Change
Data Element '1988 1993 1997 1988 to 1997

Tonnage Shipped by Rail (million short tons) -,

Low-Sulfur Coal .................................. 4.0 4.6 16.6 317.4
Medium-Sulfur A Coal ............................. 6.7 10.8 9.4 40.4
Medium-Sulfur B Coal .............................. 1.8 0.4 2.3 28.2
High-Sulfur Coal ......... ......................... 8.3 6.8 6.4 -22.8
All Coal ......................................... 20.7 22.6 34.7 67.2

Average Distance Shipped (miles) ....................... 191.7 211.3 593.3 209.5
Average Transportation Rate per Million Btu (1996 cents) ..... 26.2 23.4 40.6 55.1
Average Transportation Cost as a Percentage of Delivered Price 14.9 16.3 28.4 90.6
Average Transportation Rate per Ton-Mile (mills in 1996 dollars) 34.2 27.6 14.2 -56.5

Notes: * Low Sulfur = less than or equal to 0.6 pounds of sulfur per million Btu; Medium Sulfur A = 0.61 to 1.25 pounds per
million Btu; Medium Sullur B = 1.26 to 1.67 pounds per million Btu; High Sulfur = greater than 1.67 pounds per million Btu.
Medium Sulfur A coal meets SO2 emission limits for power plants affected by Phase I of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990
(CAAA90). Low-Sulfur coal meets the emission requirements those power plants must attain in Phase II of CAAA90, alter
January 1, 2000. a Totals may not equal sum of components because of independent rounding. * One mill equals 0.1 cent.
* Statistics based on the Coal Transportation Rate Database (CTRDB) frequently differ from statistics released earlier because
between 1995 and 2000 the CTRDB was enhanced with new and supplementary data, Including data for years prior to 1995.

Source: Energy Information Administration, Coal Transportation Rate Database.

must be considered. All coal from the PRB and Rockies short haul distances result in characteristically higher
regions was low-sulfur and all was shipped entirely by rates on a mills-per-ton-mile basis, rates similar to those
rail, but coal shipments from Central and Southern of midwestern demand regions (Table 14). Second, none
Appalachia were shipped substantiallyby other modes, of the high dollar-per-ton rates associated with the

long hauls from the Rockies and PRB regions figured in
For example, East South Central contract shipments of 1998 and 1993, due to coincidental timing and lack of
all coal types originating in Southern Appalachia (i.e., data from the Tennessee Vallev Authority for those
from Tennessee and northern Alabama) in 1997 years (see text box). Third, barge and barge-multimode
amounted to 16.0 mst, of which 9.0 mst, or 56.2 percent delivery is used for much of the Southern and Central
were shipped by barge and multimode (generally barge Appalachian and Illinois Basin coal because, where
plus rail and/or truck). In Central Appalachia, 14.4 mst barge is available, it is usually the most economical
of contract coal was originated, of which 4.7 mst, or 32.3 mode. The large influx of coal under western rail
percent, traveled by barge, multimode, or entirely by delivery rates in 1997 added coal with high rates per ton
truck. For the East South Central demand region overall, and low Btu values. This differed from rail data typical
barge shipping alone accounted for 27.3 percent of all of prior years, which had low rates per ton and high Btu
coal movements. values.

The rail transportation rates per million Btu increased Thus. the large increase in average distance shipped,
for the East South Central region from 1986 to 1997. rate per million Btu, and transportation cost as a
This is the only region where that happened. There are percentage of delivered price for contract coal are
several reasons, related to the location of the region, its exaggerated by the infusion of sporadically available
coal supply patterns during the study period, and the data for PRB and Rockies coal. Likewise, the 58.5 percent
significant effects of barge delivery. fall in rail transportation rates per ton-mile reflect the

availability of some data in 1997 for PRB coal shipped
First, because of its location, rail hauls from Southern 1.200 to 1,400 miles and Rockies region coal shipped
and Central Appalachia and the Illinois Basin are 1,400to 1600 milts. In conclusion, the downward trend
relatively short. On a dollar-per-ton basis these are the in rail rates in this region is masked by changes in the
lowest rates of any demand region (Table 13). but the mix of available rate data between 1988 and 1997. The
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Case Study - Differences in Databases and Reporting Criteria

Starting in the late 1970's, through 1986, Mississippi Power Company's Victor J. Daniel plant received as much as
1 million tons per year of Colorado and Utah bituminous coal from the Rockies region (CTRDB 2000). During much
of the period of this study, however, the only coal transported to the East South Central region, which inctdes
Mississippi, from low-sulfur origins in the West were testaburn sized shipments (a few hundred thousand tons).
They went to several Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) plants in Kentucky and Tennessee and, starting again in
1991, to Mississippi Power, from the PRB. By 1994 Mississippi Power and TVA were both receiving sizable
shipments of western coals again, from both the Rockies and PRB. Because of the break in western-coal supply
contracts, there were no Mississippi Power data on the CTRDB for Rockies or PRB purchases in 1988. Further, as
Mississippi Power's 1991-1993 test burns were short-term spot purchases, they were not reported on Form 580 and
are not in the CTRDB.

Because TVA is a Federal facility and does not report fuels information on FERC Form 580, only a minor portion
of TVA data, regardless of the year, is in the CTRDB. Those data that are on file result from confidential waybill
queries performed by the STB, covering principally the data years since EIA's Interim Report on Coal Transportation,
that is, 1994 through 1997. The waybill queries provided primarily distance and shipping rates for calculated
shipment tonnages. Not all coal shipments in all years, however, could be derived from STB waybill records.
Tracing of waybills is complicated by TVA's use of central transshipment facilities and barge shipments for a part
of some shipments, and by the unavoidable commingling of both spot and contract shipments, and of shipments
to other customers or transloading facilities in the same destination counties as some power plants (the STB Waybill
Sample does not collect information on individual supply contracts).

Table 13 (page 24) indicates that no western coal contract shipments to the East South Central region by rail were
recorded in the CTRDB in 1988 or 1993. The shipments on file for 1997 (tonnages had to be withheld) amounted to
an abrupt surge from the Rockies and from the PRB (CTRDB 2000). FERC Form 423 data for 1988 match the
CTRDB, showing no western coal shipments of any kind to any utilities in its broad reporting base. In 1986,
however, 1.3 mst of Rockies region coal receipts were recorded on Form 423 at the VictorJ. Daniel plant, in the final
year of the contracts that began in the 1970 s.

In 1993, Table 4 indicates resumption of CTRDB shipments; the FERC Form 423 data recorded 1.2 rst from the PRB
and Rockies regions-spot contracts for test burns. By 1995, the first year of Phase I of CAAA90, low-sulfur coal
shipments to East South Central States had begun anew. FERC 423 receipts totaled 8.4 mst with deliveries to all
four States in the region. Only a fraction of this tonnage (at the Daniel plant) was reported on FERC Form 580.
Excluded was other Rockies coal at the Daniel plant, apparently due to criteria in the contract, and 6.1 mst of
Rockies and PRB coal receipts reported on Form 423 by the TVA.

1997 rates for the East South Central region compare West South Central Demand Region
well, however, with rates in similar regions. For (Texas, Louisiana, Arkansas, and Oklahoma)
example, the 1997 contract coal rates by rail compare
well with rates in the South Atlantic demand region The West South Central demand region has long been
(Tables 19 and 18): heavily reliant on its rail infrastructure for coal

deliveries. Mainlines of the Union Pacific system
(including the routes of the Southern Pacific, Missouri

Average distance 593.3 versus 565.0 Pacific, and Chicago and Northwestern railroads) and

Average rate per million Btu 40.6 versus 47.9 several regional railroads terminate coal deliveries, pass
Av e r- coal trains through the region and through important

Average rate per ton-mile 14.2 versus 20.0 freight terminals at Houston and Fort Worth. Routes
from Utah and from Colorado and the Powder River
Basin (PRB) handle coal bound for the region and for

Any difference in appearance between the rate trends in Mexico. During the study period, 91 to 95 percent of all
the two regions is due largely to the late influx of TVA contract coal shipments terminating in the region moved
data in the East South Central region. entirely by rail (CTRDB 2000).
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Neither the major barge shipping routes of the Lower 1997, less than 29 percent of total coal receipts (by all
Mississippi River and the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway, . transport modes) were reported on FERC Form-580.:
nor the less used Arkansas River waterway, figure into
anv-coal deliveries in the CTRDB. Millions of tons of To ensure that coal transportation rates and patterns to
domestic coal, however, do traverse the Lower Missis- the region would be more fully represented, EIA
sippi to the Port of New Orleans, bound for export supplemented contract coal tonnages in the CTODB
markets, or via the Lower Mississippi and Gulf Intra- using STB Waybill Sample statistics (see discussion in
coastal Waterway, bound for Florida utilities. Appendix A). For 1997, waybill tonnages added to the

CTRDB comprise another 22 percent of total coal
All contract coal in the CTRDB shipped by rail to the receipts. Total East South Central coal receipts between
West South Central region originated in the PRB and 1988 and 1997 have increased steadily, but coal receipts
Rockies. The Rockies portion made up only 1.5 to 1.8 documented in the CTRDB have increased only due to
mst-shipments from Colorado to Central Power and the addition of supplementary waybill data (Table 21).
Light Company's Coleto Creek plan in Texas. All Receipts based on Form 580 declined by 6.2 mst. In
remaining rail coal reported in Table 20 originated in the other words, the total coal receipts have not declined but
PRB with the exception of a few thousand tons of the number of power plants required to report on FERC
Oklahoma coal shipped to an Oklahoma power plant in Form 580 has declined (Appendix A) and, consequently,
1988 (CTRDB 2000). so have the tons of reported coal receipts.

Despite the dominance in the West South Central region Based onthe adjusted data in the CTRDB, 100 percent of
of rail deliveries for contract coal in the CTRDB, about contract rail coal receipts were low-sulfur coal. Those
half of total coal receipts in Table 20 are unaccounted receipts grew by 9.1 mst during the study period, or 16.5
for. This underrepresentation occurs because, as of percent The average distance shipped changed very

Table 20. West South Central Demand Region - Selected Statistics for Contract Coal Shipments by Rail to
Electric Utilities, 1988, 1993, and 1997

Percent Change
Data Element I 1988 1993 1 1997 198 to 1997

Tonnage Shipped by Rail (million short tons)
Low-Sulfur Coal ......................................... 55.2 59.5 64.3 16.5
Medium-Sulfur A Coal ...................... ........ 0.0 0.0 0.0 -
Medium-Sulfur B Coal .................... ......... 0.0 0.0 0.0
High-Sulfur Coal .................................. 0.0 0.0 -
All Coal ....... ..... ...................... ... 55.2 59.5 64.3 16.5

Average Distance Shipped (miles) ....................... 1,340.8 1,323.3 1.309.8 -2.3
Average Transportation Rate per Million Btu (1996 cents) ..... 137.2 104.4 89.4 -34.8
Average Transportation Cost as a Percentage of Delivered Price 62.3 58.2 66.6 6.9
Average Transportation Rale per Ton-Mile (mills in 1996 dollars) 17.0 13.7 11.7 -31.2

= Data round to zero.
-- = Not applicable.
Notes: * Low Sulfur = less than or equal to 0.6 pounds of sulfur per million Btu: Medium Sulfur A = 0.61 to 1.25 pounds per

million Btu: Medium Sulfur B = 1.26 to 1.67 pounds per million Btu; High Sulfur = greater than 1.67 pounds per million Btu.
Medium Sulfur A coal meets SO2 emission limits for power plants affected by Phase I of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990
(CAAA90). Low-Sulfur coal meets the emission requirements those power plants must attain in Phase II of CAAA90. after January
1.2000. * Totals may not equal sum of components because of independent rounding. * One mill equals 0.1 cent. · Statistics
based on the Coal Transportation Rate Database (CTRDB) frequently differ from statistics released earlier because between 1995
and 2000 the CTRDB was enhanced with new and supplementary data. including data for years prior to 1995.

Source: Energy Information Administration. Coal Transportation Rate Database.

35
'Total receipts" are equated to the receipts reported on FERC Form 423, which collects data on cost and quality of huels received at

steam-electric power generating units with a combined generator nameplate capacity of 50 megawatts or larger. As of 1997, Form 423
covered approximately 700 power plants operated by 230 utilities. Coal receipts reported on Form 423 were estimated to include more
than 99 percent of coal received at all power plants. (Energy Inlormation Administralion, Cost and Quality of Fuels for Electrc Utility Plant
1997, DOE/EA-0191(97) (Washington. DC. May 1998), Tables; p. iii.
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Table 21. West South Central Demand Region - Comparison of Total Domestic Coal Receipts on FERC
Form 423 with FERC Form 580 Contract Coal Receipts and Supplementary Data on Receipts, by
State, 1988,1993, and 1997
(Million Short Tons)

West South Central Region Texas Arkansas Oklahoma LouiWana

Total
Year (Form Form Form Form Form Form

423) CTRDBO 580 Supplementary 580 Supplement 580 Supplement 580 580

1988 .... 117.144 60.604 45.085 15.519 18.194 15.519 11.434 - 8.381 7.076

1993 .... 130.849 62.648 41.978 20.670 14.188 20.670 9.692 - 10.817 7281

1997 .... 135.759 68.379 38.910 29.469 16.611 19.604 1.293 9.865 13.626 7380

Data in CTRDB equals sum of data reported on Form 580 and supplementary data. CTRDB tonnages are always less than Form 423 totals.
-- = Not applicable.

Sources: Energy Information Administration, Coal Transportation Rate Database; Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. Form 423.

little, declining by 2.3 percent, or 31 miles in average of it. Referring to Table 21, the differences between coal
distance (Table 20). Average transportation cost as a receipts covered by Form 423 and those included in the
percentage of delivered price rose by 7 percent as a CTRDB indicates the following coal receipts not covered
result of declining coal prices that changed more greatly in the CTRDB:
than declining rail transport rates.

* 1988 56.540 mst

The underrepresentation of West South Central region * 1993 68.201 mst
coal data in the CTRDB, based on FERC Form 580, was * 1997 67.380 mst
most serious for Texas. This single State accounted for
68 percent of the region's total coal receipts in 1997. As The patterns are similar each year, so 1997 can be used
discussed in Appendix A, most Texas utilities are not to illustrate. In that year, of the 67.380 mst of coal
required to file fuel-related information on FERC from receipts not in the CTRDB, 64.842 can be further
Form 580. In 1997,82 percent of Texas coal receipts, or accounted for:
75.8 mst, were not captured by Form 580 reports. e 50224 mst of Texas lignite received at minemouth
Supplementary data entered by EIA added 29.5 mst of electric power plants in Texas, all delivered by
the missing data, including transportation rates and mine truck or conveyor
shipping distances. (Minemouth prices, contract infor-
mation, and other details are not attainable from waybill · 5.757 mst of PRB coal received in Louisiana, all by
statistics.) The supplementary data brought CTRDB rail (based on plant offloading facilities)
coverage in Texas to 39 percent of total State coal
receipts. In the rest of the region-the States of Arkansas, * 5.197 mst of PRB coal received in Oklahoma, all by
Louisiana, and Oklahoma-Form 580 reports typically ail (based on plant offloading facilities)
covered about 70 percent of coal receipts. Form 580 * 0.094 mst of Oklahoma coal received in Oklahoma,
coverage fell to 51 percent, however, in 1997, as by truck or rail, based on distance and offloading
Arkansas Power and Light's two plants became exempt facilities
(Table 21). Supplementary data in Arkansas brought
adjusted CTRDB coverage to 74 percent (CTRDB 2000). e the remaining difference, 6.150 mst, relates to

differences in Form 423 and Form 580 coverage and
Although transportation rates are unknown for the coal survey criteria, tonnage discrepancies reported by
receipts not covered in the CTRDB; the origins and the same plant, and the use of -expansion factors"*'
destinations of the coal are known-from FERC Form for STB waybill data; these differences cannot be
423-and the transportation modes are known for much readily reconciled.

3 The Surface Transportation Board Annual Wamybill Sample collects data from I percent to 5percent of the waybills documentng Class
I railroad freight shipments. The size of the sample is defined depending on the commodity and on the train sze (number of cars) The
reported tonnage of coal represented by sampled waybills between two points. therefore is calculated from the sample data using
statistically validated expansion factors.
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In conclusion, the fact that 50224 mst of'lignite is not Even though land areas are great and population centers
accounted for in Table 20 should be recognized. The spread widely within this region, average coal trans-
lignite is a major component of contract coal receipts in portation distances are relative'l short because many
the region, but the data would be of limited relevance to power plants are sited near the coalfields or minemouths
this report because there are no real transportation costs (Table 22). Average distances are similar to those of the
(small transfer costs are included in delivered price). much more compact Middle Atlantic demand reion
Although no rate data are available for 10.954 mst of the (Table 15). On average, the western railroads of this
PRB coal delivered to Louisiana and Oklahoma, 21.006 region offered competitive rates to their intra-regional
mst of rail deliveries and rate data are available and in customers, many of whom are the original power plants
the CTRDB. On the other hand, 3.570 mst of Louisiana that placed long-term contracts with them and the now
lignite, received at the Dolet Hills electric power plant in expanded low-sulfur coal mines. The rates per ton-mile
Louisiana and included in the Form 580 and CTRDB decreased by 29.8 percent from 1988 to 1997. The
data on Table 21, are not indicated in Table 20 as the decreases are not as great as those seen for longer hauls,
lignite was delivered by truck and conveyor. such as to the East North Central or West North Central

regions, with more than double the distances, because
«.~Mountain Demand Region ,fixed loading and unloading costs and transfer fees

(Montaina, Woming, Colorado, New Mexico, make up a large portion of the Mountain region rates per(Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico, ton-ile
Arizona, Utah, Idaho, and Nevada)

Average transportation cost as a percentage of delivered
The Mountain Region includes eight large western price varied slightly during the study period, but no
States, sparsely populated except for a few metropolitan discreet trends could be determined. Trends in the
areas such as Denver, Phoenix, Salt Lake City, ratios of transportation cost to total delivered price
Albuquerque, and Las Vegas. Still, with eight or more would be more meaningful if either component of
States' demand, the region generates a significant cost--mine prices within a specific supply region or
amount of electricity, and coal is the major energy transportationcostsfromaspecificsupplyregion-were
source, fueling 69 percent of net generation by electric consistent. In the Mountain region, however, the con-
utilities in 1997.7' tract coal shipment data coverage varies widely during

the study period. For example, the 18.2 mst in 1988
The Mountain Region wholly encompasses the PRB, came 47 percent from the PRB and the remainder from
Rockies, and Southwest supply regions, which originate the Rockies and the Southwest in roughly equal shares.
all coal received by generating units in the Mountain In 1993, with 23.8 mst on file, the PRB and the Southwest
region. As indicated in Chapter 2, the tonnage of coal region accounted for four-fifths of the contract coal
received by electric utility generators during the study delivered: 42 percent and 38 percent, respectively. By
period varied between 117.1 mst in 1988 and 135.8st 1997, with only 170 mst on file, the Southwest
in 1997 (Table 1). Considering those figures, the ton- originated the largest share, 39 percent, while the PRB
nages of contract coal shipped by rail to those generators orginated 35 percent and the Rockies 25 percent (Table
are deceptively low-accounting for only 17.0 mst in 22 and CTRDB 2000).
1997 (Table 22). In large part, this is because a high pro-
portion of the coal-burning generating units were not Although changes in cost as percentage of delivered
required to file FERC Form 580. Another factor is that price are relatively consistent in Table 22, they are
the majority of the contract coal shipments reported on internally erratic because each of the three supply
Form 580 and included in the CTRDB reached the regions has a different characteristic minemouth price
power plants by modes other than rail. In 1997, for for coal. Further, a wide variation occurs in coal sulfur
example, 21.9 mst arrived at power plants by mine levels (Table 22) and in individualroutes' transportation
truck, private mine- or utility-owned railroad, conveyor costs versus delivered prices because of changes from
systems, or by the countrv's only operating coal slum' year to year in the number of power plants in this region
pipeline. All but the pipeline were short-haul or reporting on Form 580. This is a region where the
minemouth dispatches. reporting sample has consistently been small.

3 Energy information Administration. Eectric Power Annual. Volume I (DOE/EIA-0348 (97)/1) (Washington, DC, July 1998), Tables 9
and 10. The term "eight or more" indicates that electric power plants in the region are affiliated with regional corporations. such as
PaciiCorp, that transmit their generated power into networks which direct significant quantities outside the Mountain demand region to
California, Oregon, and Washington, and Southern California Edison Company, which uses Arizona coal in Its Mohave power plant in
Nevada to generate electricity used in southern Californa.
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Table 22. Mountain Demand Region - Selected Statistics tor Contract Coal Shipments by Rail to Electric
Utilities, 1988, 1993, and 1997

Percent Change
Data Element __ 1988 1993 1997 1988 to 1997

Tonnage Shipped by Rail (million short tons)
Low-Sulfur Coal ................................. 13.8 17.0 15.4 11.5
Medium-Sullur A Coal ................. ............ 4.4 6.8 1.6 -64.5
Medium-Sulfur B Coal ............................. 0.0 0.0 0.0
High-Sulfur Coal .................................. 0.0 0.0 0.0
All Coal ......... ......... .. ........ .. 18.2 23.8 17.0 -. 9

Average Distance Shipped (miles) ....................... 353.3 295.7 309.9 -12.3
Average Transportation Rate per Million Btu (1996 cents) ..... 58.6 38.6 36.9 -37.0
Average Transportation Cost as a Percentage of Delivered Price 31.7 28.2 28.0 -11.7
Average Transportation Rate per Ton-Mile (mills in 1996 dollars) 32.6 28.9 22.9 -29.8

-- = Not applicable.
Notes: * Low Sulfur = less than or equal to 0.6 pounds of sulfur per million Btu; Medium Sulur A = 0.61 to 1.25 pounds per

million Btu; Medium Sulfur B = 1.26 to 1.67 pounds per million Btu; High Sulfur = greater than 1.67 pounds per million Btu.
Medium Sulfur A coal meets SO2 emission limits for power plants affected by Phase I of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990
(CAAA90). Low-Sulfur coal meets the emission requirements those power plants must attain in Phase II of CAAA90, after
January 1, 2000. * Totals may not equal sum of components because of independent rounding. * One mill equals 0.1 cent.
o Statistics based on the Coal Transportation Rate Database (CTRDB) frequently differ from statistics released earlierbecause
between 1995 and 2000 the CTRDB was enhanced with new and supplementary data, including data for years prior to 1995.

Source: Energy Information Administration, Coal Transportation Rate Database.

Demand at Boilers Affected by Phase I of * New England region: 4 units/ 0 listed
the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 United States Total: 416 units/263 listed

Enough data are now available to assess the impact of Between 1988 and 1997, receipts of low-sulfur coal
Phase I of the CAAA90 on coal distribution. Table 23 shipped under contract by rail increased by 389 percent
summarizes, for all supply regions, the changes in sulfur at Phase I-affected boilers. High-sulfur coal shipments
content and in transportation rates for contract coal declined by 50 percent (Table 23). The increase in low-
distributed by rail to boilers affected by Phase I corn- sulfur coal receipts for all coal-fired utility boilers was
pared with the changes for all boilers (affected and only 82 percent (or, 64 percent for non-Phase I-affected
unaffected by Phase I). Typically, the changes for Phase boilers only). The large percentage increase for Phase I-
I-affected boilers were measurably greater than for affected boilers was less notable in terms of tonnage.
electric utility boilers overall. Phase I-affected boilers
included the 263 listed units as well as (in 1997) 153 The increase ir. annual receipts of rail-shipped low-
substitution and compensating (S&C) units." The sulfur contract coal was 39.5 mst, while at the same time
numbers of S&C units vary from vear to year. In 1997, the increase for all boilers was 107.0 mst, leaving 67.5
Phase I-affected units were located in six demand mst shipped to non-Phase I-affected boilers (Table 23).
regions as follows: The level of contract deliveries of low-sulfur coal had

become relatively stable by 1997. Increases in deliveries
o East North Central region: 195 units/ 112 listed to Phase I-affected boilers were presumably in response
* East South Central region: 55 units/ 48 listed to Phase I, although a small percentage would result

South Atlantic region: 72 units/ 44 listed from increased generation. Increases in deliveries to
e Mid Atlantic region: 47 units/ 33 listed non-Phase I-affected boilers, on the other hand, indicate
* West North Central region: 43 units/24 listed the impact of coal-switching in general as an ongoing

UL S. Environmental Protection Agency. 1997Compliance Repon.Acid Rain Program, Office of Airand Radiation (EPA-430-R-98-012)
"Table B-1. Table 1 Units Designating Substitution and Compensating Units - 1997." (Washington DC. August 1998). In the context of this
report, Phase l-affected" boilers is used to refer to the 263 original Table 1" boilers, listed by name in the CAAA90, along with 153
subsntution units and compensating units listed in 1997 whose emissions were allowed by the EPA to substitute for some of the emissions
associated with Table 1 units Not included were seven opt-im' unit that had no emissions-reducing relationship with the Table units.
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Table 23. Changes in Rail-Shipped Contract During the 10 years from 1988 to 1997 average shipping
Coal Transportation at Phase I-Affected distance grew by 109 percent for Phasel-affected boilers,
Boilers Compared to All Boilers, compared with only 24 percent for all boilers. The
1988 1993 and 1997 difference supports the fact that affected boilers

switched from nearby high-sulfur Northern Appalachia
Phase I- and Illinois Basin coals to much more distant coals
Aftected All

Transportation Element Boilers Boilers (pmarily) in the PRE and Rockies. The increase in
----- Low Sulfur Receipts ~average distance shipped for all coal was smaller

(mLow Suur Receipts because many of the unaffected boilers already had been
(million short tons) receiving coal from the PRB and Rockies. The average
1988 ...................... 10.2 130.6 rail transportation rate per ton-mile fell by a greater
1993 ..................... 30.8 163.3 percentage for Phase I-affected boilers because the rate
1997 ... ............ ...... 49.7 237.6 per ton-mile is lower for the longer shipments from
Percent Change 1988 to 1997 .. 388.8 81.9 western mines, compared to the relatively short hauls

High Sullur Coal receipts from eastern and midwester coalfields (Table 23).
(million short tons)
1988 ...................... 35.1 47.7 The average rail transportation rate per ton, however,
1993 ...................... 23.3 31.9 fell by only 3 percent for Phase I-affected boilers, versus
1997 ...................... 17.6 27.6 26 percent for all boilers (Table 23). The difference is
Percent Change 1988 to 1997 .. -50.0 -42.3 due to the greater average increase in shipping distance

Average Shipping Distance (miles) for the Phase I-affected boilers, which rapidly switched
1988 ...................... 290.3 640.2 to more distant, low-sulfur coal suppliers during that
1993 ...................... 490.1 715.5 period. Longer shipping distances resulted in greater
1997 ...................... 607.3 793.5 net transportation costs for this group of customers, and
Percent Change 1988 to 1997 .. 109.1 23.9 little benefit from'the generally declining rates.

Average Transportation Rate per Ton
(1996 dollars) Supply Regions - Contract Coal
1988 ..................... 9.28 14.56 Transportation by Rail
1993 ............ .. ..... 9.08 11.92
1997 ..................... 9.03 10.81 This section examines changes from 1988 through 1997
Percent Change 1988 to 1997 .. -2.7 -25.8 in tonnage, sulfur content, and transportation rates for

Average Transporation Rale per electric utility contract coal shipped by rail from each of
Ton-Mile (mills in 1996 dollars) the major coal supply regions (Figure 3, Chapter 2).
1988 ........ ........... . 30.3 23.2
1993 ...................... 18.1 16.9 Northern Appalachia1993.18.1 16.9 Northern Appalachia
1997 ...................... 14.6 13.61997 ...................... 14.6 13.6 (Pennsylvania, Ohio, Maryland, and northern West
Percent Change 1988 to 1997 .. -51.7 -41.4 Virginia)

Notes: * Low Sulfur = less than or equal to 0.6 pounds of
sulfur per million Btu: High Sulfur = greater than 1.67 pounds Northern Appalachia coal deposits consist primarily of
per million Btu. * One mill equals 0. cent. e Statistics based medium- to high-sulfur coal. Between 1988 and 1993, as
on the Coal Transportation Rate Database (CTRDB) the demand for high-sulfur coal declined in preparation
frequently differ from statistics released earlier because for Phase I of the CAAA90, the regions rail shipments of
between 1995 and 2000 the CTRDB was enhanced with new high-sulfur contract coal to electric utilities fell by 51
and supplementary data, including data for years prior to percent, causing a 2percent decline in Northern
1995.

Source: Energy Information Administration: Coal Transpor- Appalachia total rail shipments of contract coal. High-
tation Rate Database. sulfur coal shipments regained about one-fourth of the

decline, however, once Phase I adjustments were in
response to CAAA90, as well as growth in coal-fired place, and total rail shipments netted no significant
generating demand. Many operators had increased or change from 1993 to 1997 (Table 24).
renewed existing low-sulfur coal contracts to meet
extant emission requirements and had extended oper- In 1997, the average distance of these rail movements
ational plans in view of the eventual implementation of was 35;5 miles, 56 percent farther than in 1988. Never-
Phase II requirements in January 2000. theless, the average transportation rate per ton declined
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Table 24. Northern Appalachia Supply Region - Selected Statistics for Utility Coal Shipments by Rail,
1988, 1993, and 1997 _ __

Percent Change
Data Element 1988 1993 1997 1988 to 1997

Tonnage Shipped by Rail (million short tons)
Low-Sulfur Coal .................... .......... 0.4 0.5 0.5 4.9
Medium-Sulfur A Coal .............................. 8.9 5.2 9.2 3.3
Medium-Sulfur B Coal .............................. 13.3 13.6 7.7 -41.7
High-Sulfur Coal .................. ............... 13.2 6.5 8.3 -37.3
All Coal ............................ ......... .. 35.8 25.8 25.7 -28.3

Average Distance Shipped (miles) ...................... 228.1 273.6 354.6 55.5
Average Transportation Rate per Ton (1996 dollars) ......... 11.75 10.11 11.13 -5.3
Average Transportation Cost as a Percentage of Delivered Price 22.8 26.6 31.2 36.8
Average Transportation Rate per Ton-Mile (mills in 1996 dollars) 52.1 36.5 32.2 -38.2

* Low Sulfur = less than or equal to 0.6 pounds of sulfur per million Btu; Medium Sulfur A = 0.61 to 1.25 pounds per million
Btu; Medium Sultur B = 1.26 to 1.67 pounds per million Btu: High Sulfur = greater than 1.67 pounds per million Btu. Medium
Sulfur A coal meets SO 2 emission limits for power plants affected by Phase I of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990
(CAAA90). Low-Sulfur coal meets the emission requirements those power plants must attain in Phase II of CAAA90. after
January 1, 2000. * Totals may not equal sum of components because of independent rounding. * One mill equals 0.1 cent.
a Statistics based on the Coal Transportation Rate Database (CTRDB) frequently differ from statistics released earlier-because
between 1995 and 2000 the CTRDB was enhanced with new and supplementary data, including data for years prior to 1995.

Source: Energy Information Administration. Coal Transportalion Rate Database.

by 5 percent. The average rate per ton-mile fell by 3S Midwest and Southeast. However, Central Appalachian
percent over the same period, a decline comparable to minemouth prices are substantially higher, largely
that from the Powder River Basin (PRB). This downturn because mining costs are much higher for Central
may have been due to a substantial reduction in high- Appalachian coals than for PRB and other western coals,
cost (per ton-mile) short rail movements, as railroads and partly because the coal's higher Btu content, low
abandoned unprofitable short lines." Another possible sulfur, and other properties traditionally made it
reason is economic pressure on railroads to reduce rates valuable for metallurgical processes and for export.
in order to moderate the decline in the shipments of Central Appalachia saw a steady upward trend in rail-
high-sulfur coal from the region. shipped contract coal distribution between 1988 and

1997 (Table 25). Total contact coal rail tonnage increased
Transportation cost accounted for 31 percent of the by 62 percent during the study period, or 29 mst. Based
average delivered price for contract coalshipped from on total receipts (Table 4 in Chapter 1), the larger
Northern Appalachia by rail in 1997. Despite the decline declines included coal shipped to utilities in the East
in the average transportation cost, this was a higher North Central and East South Central regions-areas
proportion of the delivered price than in 1988 because that were contended for by western coal suppliers,
minemouthpricesforNorthernAppalachia'shigh-sulfur taking advantage of expanded track capacity, transfer
coal dropped faster than did rail rates over the period, facilities, and rail-to-barge options. The important

increases from Central Appalachia were to utilities in the
Central Appalachia South Atlantic and Middle Atlantic regions, to which for
(Virginia, eastern Kentucky, and southern West the most part shipping of western coals is not practical
Virginia) or economic. The above changes in coal destinations

resulted in a slight decrease in the average distance the
Central Appalachia-particularly southern West Virginia coal was shipped (Table 25).
and eastern Kentucky-is the primary source of low-
sulfur and compliance coals in the eastern United States. Changes in the cost of shipping this coal were more
These coal reserves are much closer than PRB corn- significant. Both the average rate per ton and the
pliance coals to the major coal-burning utilities of the average rate per ton-mile fell by more than 30 percent

`' GeneraUly, the rate per ton varies directly with distance and the rate per ton-mile varies inversely with distance
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Table 25. Central Appalachia Supply Region - Selected Statistics for Utility Coal Shipments by Rail,
1988, 1993. and 1997

Percent Change
Data Element 1988 1993 1997 1988 to 1993

Tonnage Shipped by Rail (million short tons)
Low-Sulfur Coal .................................. 10.8 13.6 19.7 82.3
Medium-Sulfur Coal A ............................. 35.5 41.2 54.3 53.0
Medium-Sulfur B Coal .............................. 0.4 2.4 NM
High-Sulfur Coal .................................. 0.9 0.0 0.0 -100.0
All Coal ......................................... 47.3 55.2 76.5 61.6

Average Distance Shipped (miles) ....................... 431.6 436.2 418.9 -2.9
Average Transportation Rate per Ton (1996 dollars) ......... 15.03 12.04 9.92 -34.0
Average Transportation Cost as a Percentage of Delivered Price 26.3 26.8 26.8 1.9
Average Transportation Rate per Ton-Mile (mills in 1996 dollars) 33.8 27.4 23.6 -30.2

* = Data round to zero.
NM = Not meaningful.
Notes: o Low Sulfur = less than or equal to 0.6 pounds of sulfur per million Btu; Medium Sulfur A = 0.61 to 1.25 pounds per

million Btu; Medium Sulfur B = 1.26 to 1.67 pounds per million Btu; High Sulfur = greater than 1.67 pounds per million Btu.
Medium Sulfur A coal meets SO2 emission limits for power plants affected by Phase I of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990
(CAAA90). Low-Sulfur coal meets the emission requirements those power plants must attain in Phase II of CAAA90, after
January 1. 2000. e Totals may not equal sum of components because of independent rounding. * One mill equals 0.1 cent. ·
Statistics based on the Coal Transportation Rate Database (CTRDB) frequently differ from statistics released earlier because
between 1995 and 2000 the CTRDB was enhanced with new and supplementary data. including data for years prior to 1995.

Source: Energy Information Administration. Coal Transportation Rate Database.

during the study period. However, as runemouth coal regions. From 1988 to 1993, the average distance contract
prices fell faster than the average transportation rate per coal from the Illinois Basin was shipped on railroads
ton, transportation cost accounted for a slightly larger declined from 106 to 96 miles, as customers, especially
share of the delivered price in 1997 than in 1988. customers more distant from the Illinois Basin began

testing and contracting for lower-sulfur coal supplies.

Illinois Basin By 1997, however, the average distance had rebounded
(Illinois, Indiana, and Western Kentucky) to 122 miles. Although coal tonnages shipped from the

Illinois Basin during the study period declined in all
Two related facts underlie the statistics for the Illinois demand regions. shipments to the East South Central
Basin: (1) most coal teserves of the Illinois Basin are high region changed very little and thus became a larger
in sulfur content and (2) Phase I of CAAA90 affected portion of the total shipments. Part of the reason for the
more total nameplate capacity at generating units in the increase in mileage by 1997 was that the Tennessee
adjoining East North Central supply region than in any Valley Authority (TVA) shipped more of its Illinois
other. High-sulfur coal accounted for 58 percent of the Basin rail tonnage to power plants more distant from the
contract coal shipped from the Illinois Basin by rail in mines. For example, in 1988 the average raildistance the
1997 (Table 24). This share was down from 85 percent in TVA shipped Illinois Basin coal was 67.5 miles. By 1993
1988, as shipments of high-sulfur coal fell by 42 percent that average was up to 122.5 miles, and by 1997 had
during the study period. Illinois Basin contract coal reached 1685 miles (CTRDB 2000).
shipments to utilities in the East North Central demand
region fell by 29 percent, as many of those utilities The average rail transportation rate per ton of Illinois
turned increasingly to PRB low-sulfur coal (CTRDB Basin coal fell by 17 percent between 1985 and 1997
2000). Total Illinois Basin coal shipments to the East (Table 26). Because of the relatively short hauls, the
North Central region, including receipts not in the averagetransportationratepertonwasfarlowerthanin
CTRDB, for all shipment modes, went down by 9 the other coal supply regions. For the same reason, the
percent (Table 4 in Chapter 2). average rate per ton-rmle was higher than in any other

supply region and mirrored fluctuations in average
Rail hauls of coal from Illinois Basin mines are far distance shipped.
shorter than shipments of coal from any other supply
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Table 26. Illinois Basin Supply Region - Selected Statistics for Utility Coal Shipments by Rail,
1988, 1993 and 1997

Percent Change
Data Element 1988 1993 1997 J 1988 to 1997

Tonnage Shipped by Rail (million short tons)
Low-Sulfur Coal .................................. 0.2 0.2 1.4 765.9

Medium-Sulfur A Coal ............................. 3.7 1.4 8.8 138.6
Medium-Sulfur B Coal .............................. 2.0 4.4 3.3 64.4
High-Sulfur Coal .................................. 32.5 25.2 18.9 -41.7
All Coal ......................................... 38.3 31.2 32.4 -15.4

Average Distance Shipped (miles) ....................... 106.0 96.2 121.8 14.9
Average Transportation Rate per Ton (1996 dollars) ......... 4.86 3.93 4.04 -16.9
Average Transportation Cost as a Percentage of Delivered Price 11.9 11.5 15.4 29.4
Average Transportation Rate per Ton-Mile (mills in 1996 dollars) 44.9 41.5 33.1 -26.3

Notes: * Low Sulfur = less than or equal to 0.6 pounds of sulfur per million Btu; Medium Sulfur A = 0.61 to 1.25 pounds per
million Btu; Medium Sulfur B = 1.26 to 1.67 pounds per million Btu; High Sulfur = greater than 1.67 pounds per million Btu.
Medium Sulfur A coal meets SOz emission limits for power plants affected by Phase I of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990
(CAAA90). Low-Sulfur coal meets the emission requirements those power plants must attain in Phase II of CAAA90, after
January 1, 2000. * Totals may not equal sum of components because of independent rounding. e One mill equals 0.1 cent.
* Statistics based on the Coal Transportation Rate Database (CTRDB) frequently differ from statistics released earlier because
between 1995 and 2000 the CTRDB was enhanced with new and supplementary data, including data for years pnor to 1995.

Source: Energy Information Administration, Coal Transportation Rate Database.

Largely because of the short average lengths of rail haul, exceptions, coal from the northern end of the basin, in
transportation cost accounted for a relatively small Montana, generally has slightly more sulfur and less
percentage of the average delivered price of the contract heat content. Also, the transportation infrastructure is
coal shipments from mines in the region. While still low, less developed in the northern end than in the southern
average transportation cost as a percentage of delivered part of the Basin.
price rose slightly from 1988, when it made up 12
percent of delivered price, to 1997 when it made up 15 The Powder River Basin leads all regions in the amount
percent (Table 26). of coal distributed domestically, accounting for nearly

318 mst, or 32 percent of the total in 1997." It also

Powder River Basin accounted for 272 mst, or 44 percent of all coal shipped
(Wyoming and Montana) by rail to domestic consumers." More than 85 percent

of PRB coal was moved by rail to its final destination.
The Powder River Basin (PRB)40 is the Nation's premier
source of low-sulfur coal. Abundant coal deposits in the The region stands out in many respects. Besides pro-
PRB are extremely thick and relatively close to the ducing the greatest overall tonnage and the greatest low-
surface, making them inexpensive to mine by surface sulfur coal tonnage, it has the longest average shipping
methods. Therefore, minemouth prices are low relative distance, the highest ratio of transportation cost to
to prices of other coals. This advantage is offset to some delivered price (on a per ton basis), and the lowest
extent by the relatively low Btu content of PRB coals. average transportation rate per ton-mile.

Coal from the southern portion of the basin, in Wvo- PRB coal producers and the railroads serving the region
ming, has the lowest sulfur content. With some notable benefitted greatly from the increased demand for

40 The Powder River Basin technically is a geologic sedinentary basin which is contained almost entirely in seven counties-four in
northeastern Wyommg and three in southeastern Montana. There have been several active coal mmnes n those two States that were outside
the PRB during the study period, but they produced only 1 percent of the States' production. Because of the minor difference. and because
of incomplete data as to origtnating coalfield for some r.formation sources. all coal shipped from Wyoming and Montana is treated as
"Powder River Basin" in this report.

4 Energy Information Administration. Coal Industry Annual 1997 (DOE/EIA-0584(97)) (Washington. DC. December 1998). Table 59
" Energy Lnformalion Administration. Coal Distributio,. lanuar-Drecerber 2997 (DOE/EIA-0125(97/4Q)) (Washington. DC. open-file

report), Table 17.
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compliance coal that resulted from clean air legislation. Reflecting the long average shipping distance, the
Between 1988 and 1997, contract rail shipments in the average transportation rate per ton for contract coal rail
CTRDB of low-sulfur PRB coal grew by 89 percent, to shipments from the Powder River Basin iS quite high,
193.1 mst (Table 27). Low-sulfur coal represented 94 while the average rate per ton-mile is lower than in any
percent of the contract coal shipped from the PRB in other region. Transportationcostaccountedfornearlv62
1997-up from 87 percent in 1988-and medium-sulfur A percent of the delivered price of coal from the Poozer
coal accounted for the remainder. River Basin in 1997, slightly lower than in 1988 (Table

27). Between 1988 and 1997, the average rate per ton fell
As PRB coal shipments have extended as far east as by 35 percent and the average rate per ton-mile fell by 39
utilities in Florida and Georgia, the average shipping percent. This decline in transportation rates reflects the
distance for contract rail movements rose by nearly 6 technological improvements and efficiency gains of
percent between 1988 and 1993. The increase occurred western railroads in the face of earlier excess coal trans-
because of large increases in coal tonnages shipped to portation capacity, excess coal production capacity, and
more distant power plants in demand regions such as the intense competition possible after passage of the
the East South Central, East North Central, and South Staggers Act. Excess coal production and transportation
Atlantic, along with continuing large shipments, and capacity resulted from the large investments that were
some increases, to Texas and other West South Central made after the oil crises of the 1970's and the failure of
utilities. In 1988, about 34 percent of the contract coal coal demand to grow as rapidly as had been expected.
shipped by rail from the Powder River Basin had gone By 1994, however, growth in shipments led to con-
to utilities in the West North Central region, rising to 37 gestion problems in the southern Powder River Basin.
percent in 1993 and, despite further increases in tonnage, Substantial capacity investments have been and are still
declining to 32 percent in 1997 (Table 28). Although the being made in this and other areas.
West North Central region was the leading recipient of
PRB by 1997, surpassing the 63.3 mst received in the Rockies Region
West South Central region. the greatest increase in (Colorado and Utah)
tonnage was by the East North Central demand region.
The distances to this region are 685 miles farther from While most utilities affected by the CAAA90 appear to
the PRB, on average, than the distances to the West be turning to the PRB for low-sulfur coal supplies, others
North Central region (CTRDB 2000). have secured supplies from the Rockies-specifically,

Table 27. Powder River Basin Supply Region - Selected Statistics for Utility Coal Shipments by Rail, 1988,
1993. and 1997

Percent Change
Data Element 1988 1993 1997 1988 to 1997

Tonnage Shipped by Rail (million short tons)
Low-Sulfur Coal .................................. 102.3 131.5 193.1 88.8
Medium-Sulfur A Coal ............................... 15.3 12.3 11.4 -25.6
Medium-Sulfur B Coal ...................... ......... 0.0 0.0 0.0 --
High-Sulfur Coal .................................. 0.0 0.0 0.0 -
All Coal .......................................... 117.6 143.8 -204.5 73.9

Average Distance Shipped (miles) ............. ........... 1,077.2 1.096.7 1,138.0 5.6
Average Transportation Rate per Ton (1996 dollars) .......... 19.38 14.40 12.56 -35.2
Average Transportation Cost as a Percentage of Delivered Price . 59.5 58.7 61.5 3.4
Average Transportation Rate per Ton-Mile (mills in 1996 dollars) . 18.0 13.4 11.0 -38.9

- = Not applicable.
Notes: * Low Sulfur = less than or equal to 0.6 pounds ot sulfur per million Btu; Medium Sullur A = 0.61 to 1.25 pounds per

million Btu: Medium Sulfur B = 1.26 to 1.67 pounds per million Btu: High Sulfur = greater than 1.67 pounds per million Btu. Medium
Sulfur A coal meets SO2 emission limits for power plants affected by Phase I of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 (CAAA90).
Low-Sulfur coal meets the emission requirements those power plants must-attain in Phase II of CAAA90, after January 1. 2000.
a Totals may not equal sum of components because of independent rounding. e One mill equals 0.1 cent. · Statistics based on
the Coal Transportation Rate Database (CTRDS) frequently differ from statistics released earlier because between 1 995 and 2000
the CTRDB was enhanced with new and supplementary data, includng data for years prior to 1995.

Source: Energy Information Administration. Coal Transportation Rate Database.
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Table 28. Powder River Basin Supply Region - Changes in Rail Distribution of Contract Coal to Major
Demand Regions, 1988, 1993, and 1997
(Million Short Tons)

1988 1993 1997

Total PRB Rail Shipments ........................... 117.6 143.8 205.1 -
PRB Rail Shipment to Major Demand Regions

West North Central .............................. 39.4 53.6 65.3
East North Central .................... ......... 15.8 22.4 54.7
West South Central ......... ........ ......... 53.7 57.7 63.3

PRB Rail Shipment to Other Demand Regions ............ 8.7 10.1 21.8

Note: Total Powder River Basin rail shipments in this table include some tonnages not shown in other supply region and
demand region tables. It includes tonnages that were missing rate, Btu, and/or sulfur data and could not be included in. tables
that involved those parameters irrnalculating the values.

Source: Energy Information Administration, Coal Transportation Rate Database.

from the Uinta geological region of northern Colorado significant increase that is not reported via Form 580.
and Utah and the Yampa region of northwest Colorado. Using waybill data, EIA was able to document 2.2 mst
Utilities in the Midwest and the Southeast contracted for that year shipped by train to the TVA, but could not get
supplies of this bituminous coal, which has a higher Btu complete information on the rest-some of which was
content than Powder River Basin subbituminous coal multimode.
and can be burned more readily in existing boilers that
were designed for bituminous coal. Rail shipments oflow-sulfur coal from the Rockies to the

Midwest were expected to increase more significantly
Only 7 mst tons of contract coal were shipped from the than. they actually have so far. Innovative transport
Rockies by rail in 1988, increasing to 11 mst by 1997 arrangements, such as low backhaul rates" offered by
(Table 29). Most of the Rockies coal is delivered within the Southern Pacific (now part of the Union Pacific) in
the Mountain demand region. As noted in the section the mid-1990's, have had only limited effectiveness at
on the Mountain demand region, however, many of its building new business. Concerns among many utilities
utilities are not required to file FERC Form 580 and over the potential for rail traffic congestion in the PRB
disclose transportation details. Table 4 in Chapter 2 were assuaged largely as Union Pacific and Burlington
documents that more than 4 times the amount in Table Northern added extra trackage in bottleneck areas, new
26 was actually received at utilities. sidings, enlarged rail yards and transfer facilities, and

new locomotives and control systems during 1996
Much of the coal shipped to distant markets from this through 1998.
region used multimode (combined rail/barge) move-
ments. All of the rail-shipped coal was low-sulfur coal, Highly productive longwall mining methods are used in
and most of it (4 to 5 mst during the study period) was the Rockies. The extent to which the region's markets
hauled to utilities in the Mountain demand region, can expand depends on how rapidly and for how long
which includes Colorado and Utah. One and one half to productivity can continue to increase. Productivity gains
2 mst were rail-shipped to the West South Central region lower production costs, which in turn allows the coal to
in during the study. Although shipments to the East be sold at lower prices." Ultimately, the bituminous
North Central region increased from nearly none to 1.5 coal of the Rockies must compete with the low mine
mst during the study (Table 4), none of the deliveries prices of the PRB even though its coal is higher in Btu
were reported on Form 580. They most likely were rail- value. Many utilities have found satisfactoryoperational
transported and may have included some rail/barge modes to use to profit from the abundant lower-Btu PRB
multimode. Likewise, the nearly 5 mst noted in Table 4 coals, and the Rockies coals must compete with them as
as received in 1997 in the East South Central region is a a delivered product. Since the shipping costs to the

4 The Southern Pacific, for example, hauled metallurgical coal and iron ore to Geneva Steel in Provo, Utah. and offered low rates for
hauling coal on the eastbound return of the trams.

v For a description, history. and economic analysis or longwall mining. see the Energy Information Administration report, Longuwll
Mining, DOE/EIA-TR-0588 (Washington, DC, March 1995).
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Table 29. Rockies Supply Region - Selected Statistics for Utility Coal Shipments by Rail, 1988, 1993,
and 1997

I Percent Change
Data Element 1988 1993 1997 1988 to 1997

Tonnage Shipped by Rail (million short tons) -

Low-Sullur Coal .................................. 6.6 7.7 11.0 67.3 -
Medium-Sulfur A Coal ........... ................... 0.0 0.0 0.1 --
Medium-Sulfur B Coal ............... ............... 0.0 0.0 0.0
High-Sulfur Coal ............... .......... ......... 0.0 0.0 0.0 -
All Coal......................................... 6.6 7.7 11.1 68.6

Average Distance Shipped (miles) ............ .......... 688.1 738.1 990.7 44.0
Average Transportation Rate per Ton (1996 dollars) ......... 18.45 14.29 11.98 -35.1
Average Transportation Cost as a Percentage of Delivered Price 37.7 38.1 40.1 6.4
Average Transportation Rate per Ton-Mile (mills in 1996 dollars) 26.8 19.4 12.6 -53.0

- = Not applicable.
Notes: * Low Sulfur = less than or equal to 0.6 pounds of sulfur per million Btu; Medium Sulfur A = 0.61 to 1.25 pounds permillion Btu; Medium Sulfur B = 1.26 to 1.67 pounds per million Btu: High Sulfur = greater than 1.67 pounds per million Btu.

Medium Sulfur A coal meets SO2 emission limits for power plants affected by Phase I of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990(CAAA90). Low-Sulfur coal meets the emission requirements those power plants must attain in Phase II of CAAA90, after
January 1, 2000. e Totals may not equal sum of components because of independent rounding. * One mill equals 0.1 cent.* Statistics based on the Coal Transportation Rate Database (CTRDB) frequently differ from statistics released earlier because
between 1995 and 2000 the CTRDB was enhanced with new and supplementary data, including data for years prior to 1995.Source: Energy Information Administration, Coal Transportation Rate Database.

Midwest or Mid-South are similar from the Rockies or by 44 percent between 1988 and 1997, the average trans-
the PRB, further reductions in delivered prices would portation rate per ton declined by 35 percent. The
require either lower minemouth prices or lower, average rate per ton-mile fell by 53 percent. Transpor-
possibly volume-based, transportation rates. tation cost accounted for 40 percent of the average

delivered price in 1997 (Table 29).
Even though the average shipping distance for rail
movements of contract coal from the Rockies increased
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Appendix A

Detailed Description of the Coal Transportation
Rate Data Base

Appendix A presents a detailed description of the Coal The CTRDB currently contains data for 1979 throughTransportation Rate Data Base (CTRDB), including its 1997 and is updated as new data are collected in thecontent and data sources, data reliability, data quality, FERC Form 580 survey. The system contains approxi-relationship to other data systems and coverage, and mately 925 records for each year for as many as 135data availability. investor-owned utilities. Investor-owned electric utilities
may be independently operated or part of a holding

History and Database Description company. The utilities are usually operating companies
that provide basic services for the generation, trans-

The CTRDB is a comprehensive database that contains mission, and distribution of electricity. Investor-owned
electric utility coal supply contract data and transporta- electric utilities currently operate in all States except
tion-related data. The data for this system are originally Nebraska.
collected by Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC) on Form 580, In terrogatory on Fuel and Energy The FERC is not empowered to collect Form 580 infor-Purchase Practices," to conduct reviews of utility fuel mation from non-jurisdictional entities such as Federallyand energy purchase practices as mandated by the owned electric utilities or publicly owned utilitiesPublic Utility Regulator) Policies Act of 1978 (Public including municipalities and cooperatives that do notLaw 95-617), which amended Section 205 of the Federal engage in interstate transmission or generation of whole-Power Act of 1920. The survey is conducted every 2 sale electric power. The Tennessee Valley Authorityvears. It requires responses from all jurisdictional (TVA), the largest federally owned power producer,utilities that either operate at least one steam-electric with coal receipts of 32.1 million tons in 1997 and electricgenerating station with a capacity of 50 megawatts or utility plants operating in Alabama, Kentucky-, andgreater, or have an ownership interest in a jointly-owned Tennessee, is not required to report on Form 580. Texassteam-electric station with a capacity of 50 megawatts or Utilities Electric Co., a large nonjurisdictional utility thatgreater. Jurisdictional utilities are facilities involved in is not required to report on Form 580, had coal receiptsthe transmission of electric energy in interstate of 333 million tons in 1997. Publicly owned utilities notcommerce and the sale of electric power at wholesale in reporting on the FERC 580 are concentrated in Arizona,interstate commerce. California, Nebraska, Oregon, and Washington. Utilities

that do not use the Fuel Adjustment Clause do not haveThe CTRDB was originally developed to provide infor- to report on Form 580. In the late 1990's fewer and fewermation on coal supply contracts, contract tonnage, utilities were using the fuel adjustment clause andcontract expiration date, and transportation rate bv therefore fewer are reporting on Form 580.mode for an Energy Information Administration (EIA)
model used to project coal supply and transportation. Because FERC Form 580 and thus the CTRDB excludesStarting in 1985,. coal contract information for 1983 was a significant portion (57 percent in 1997) of the contractobtained from FERC. In 1986, all contract and transpor- coal consumed at and transported to U.S. electric utili-tation information was collected from the FERC 580 ties, an effort was made to improve the coverage of thesurvey responses for the years 1984 and 1985. In 1987, a CTRDB and to provide a more comprehensive view ofneed for an historical analysis of transportation rates transportation rates. Supplementary data for the CTRBBarose. At that point. FERC provided EIA with historical came primarily from the Surface Transportation Boardcoal contract information from the FERC Form 580 for "Annual Waybill Sample" and from the FERC "Monthlvthe years 1979 through 1982. Report of Cost and Quality of Fuels for Electric Plants,"'
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Form 423, for utilities not covered by Form 580. The * Actual ash content of shipments
CTRDB was augmented by the inclusion of confidential e Actual moisture content of shipments
data from Form 580 and with derived transportation * Number of boilers targeted by the Clean Air Act.
rates that were computed from known mine price and
delivered price data. Route and transportation mode related data consist of:

The records contained within the CTRDB are contract- e Route number
and route-oriented. For each utility plant receiving coal * Number of links
under a specific contract, the CTRDB provides an origin- * Total line-haul distance for the route
to-destination record for every route over which that · Transportation mode for each route link
plant's coal flows. A contract record within the CTRDB * Line-haul distance for each link
can be broken down into four subsets of data fields: con- · Transportation rate for each link
tract accounting and specification information, plant in- * Transfer fees for route transshipment points
formation, route information, and transportation mode · Transshipment point name
information. A utility company within the database can a Railroad or barge company name.
have several coal supply contracts; one coal supply con-
tract can serve several plants; an individual plant can re- Coal prices and transportation rate data may be report-
ceive coal from several mines on the same contract; and ed in cents per million Btu, dollars per ton, and dollars
an individual plant can be covered by several different per million Btu. Coal shipments and base contracted
contracts. tons are in short tons. Sulfur and ash contents are in per-

cent by weight. Heat content is reported in Btu per
The contract accounting and specification information pound.
consists of:

Relationship to Other Data Systems and
* Contract code Coverage
- Utility company code
a Utility name Since the CTRDB is drawn from the FERC Form 580 sys-
* Contract sign data tenn survey, its data consistency and coverage can be de-
* Contract expiration data scribed in the context of Form 580 and its relationship to
* Contract modification date other data systems. The Form 580 survey population is
· Annual base tonnage contracted a subpopulation within the survey population for Form
* Btu contracted 423, "Monthly Report of Cost and Quality of Fuels for

* Sulfur content contracted Electric Utilities." Form 580 covers jurisdictional public
o Ash content contracted utilities while Form 423 covers all public utilities, i.e.,
* Moisture content contracted investor-owned utilities, federally owned utilities,
* Contract/supplier name municipalities, and cooperatives. The Form 580 survey
* Mine name is conducted every 2 years, while the Form 423 survey
* Origin State code is conducted monthly.
* Origin State name
* Origin county code As of 1993, FERC Form 580 covered an average of 135
* Bureau of Mines district code utilities and 259 plants per year, while FERC Form 423

* Type of contract. covered approximately 235 utilities and 700 power
plants. As of 1997, the Form 423 coverage was down to

The plant-related data consist of: 222 utilities and 656 fossil fuel plants, of which 169
utilities and 403 plants had coal receipts. Further, Form

· Plant code 580 collects data for utility contract purchases only,
· Plant name whereas Form 423 collects data for both utility contract
* Plant location by State code and name purchases and spot purchases. Spot purchases are pur-
· Actual volume of coal shipped to the plant during chase orders to obtain coal for a period of less than 1

year under survey year.
· Minemouth price of coal shipped to plant
· Delivered price of coal shipped to plant Although both surveys collect data on utility contract
· Btu content of actual coal shipments purchases of coal, more utilities report contract pur-
* Actual sulfur content of shipments chases on Form 423 than on Form 550. and thus, the
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coverage and the contract tonnage reported is higher received at US. utilities was 721.5 million tons in 1997
than for Form 580. Contract tonnage was chosen as the - according to Form 423. The 520.1 million tons of contract
variable to measure consistency of reporting for the two tonnage recorded by the CTRDB accounted for 72.1
systems. In order to obtain a more comprehensive percent of the Form 423 contract coal receipts or
record of contract tonnage, the Form 580 contract tonnage, as opposed to 309.7 millionshort tons reported
tonnage was augmented with data derived from the by Form 580 alone,which would account for only 2.9
Surface Transportation Board (STB) Carload Waybill percent of the Form 423 contract tonnage total.
Sample. Thus the contract tonnage in the CTRDB is the
combination of Form 580 contract tonnage and STB Surveypopulation differences contribute tofoursources
Carload Waybill Sample derived contract tonnage. Table of variations between FERC Form 580 and FERC Form
Al shows the breakdown of Form 423 tonnage into 423 data series: (1) frame differences, (2) different
contract and spot totals, CTRDB Coal tonnages by Form reporting periods, (3) requirements based on electric
580 and augmented data totals, and the CTRDB tonnage generating station capacity (steam-electric generating
as a percentage of both the FERC 423 total tonnage and station and peaking units with either 24 megawatts
the FERC 423 contract tonnage. The total contract coal capacity or 50 megawatts capacity could have reported

Table A1. Comparison of FERC Form 423 and Coal Transportation Rate Database Coal Tonnages,
1979-1997
(Million Short Tons)

CTRDB Augmented Coal
CTRDB Coal Tonnages Tonnages as a Percentage

FERC Form 423 Coal Tonnages by Source of FERC Form 423 Data

I F ~ Form 580 Total Ton- Contract Ton-
Year Total Contract S Only Augmentedb nages ages

1979 . ..... 556.6 485.1 71.4 309.7 342.9 61.6 70.7

1980 . ..... 594.3 525.6 68.7 335.0 373.3 62.8 71.0

1981 ......... 579.4 503.4 76.0 310.9 342.4 59.1 68.0

1982 ......... 601.4 543.8 57.6 343.9 373.0 62.0 68.6

1983 ......... 592.7 523.6 69.1 382.5 382.5 64.5 73.0

1984 ......... 684.1 584.8 99.3 462.2 462.2 67.6 79.0
1985 ......... 666.7 592.4 74.3 453.6 454.6 68.2 76.7
1986 ....... 587.0 601.0 86.0 424.8 424.8 61.8 70.7
1987 ......... 721.3 610.2 111.1 422.5 422.5 58.6 69.2
1988 ......... 727.8 627.8 100.0 436.8 474.0 65.1 75.5
1989 ......... 753.2 620.9 132.3 434.3 476.2 63.2 76.7
1990 ........ 786.6 648.6 138.0 447.2 4972 63.2 76.7
1991 ......... 769.9 655.5 114.5 458.8 500.3 65.0 76.3
1992 ......... 776.0 649.5 126.5 441.7 4812 62.0 74.1
1993 ......... 769.2 616.0 153.2 461.7 461.7 60.0 74.9
1994 ........ 831.9 646.7 1852 472.9 563.9 67.8 872
1995 ......... 826.9 668.4 158.5 489.5 574.3 69.5 85.9
1996 ......... 862.7 700.1 162.6 369.6 475.9 55.2 68.0
1997 ......... 880.6 721.5 159.1 309.7 520.1 59.1 72.1

'Coal tonnages derived from qualified FERC Form 580 data entered in CTRDB.
bCoal tonnages based on qualified FERC Form 580 data augmented with data derived from the Surface Transportation Board

Carload Waybill Sample.
Source: Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. FERC Form 580. "Interrogatory on Fuel and Energy Purchase Practices.-

and FERC Form 423. "Monthly Report of Cost and Quality of Fuels for Electric Utilities."
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on eithersurvey, depending on the requirements at the shipments from the "Other Western Interior" region
time), and (4) data reporting procedures, data and for shipments by truck and "other" transportation
recording, and processing procedures for the stwo modes (primarily conveyors). Although the averages
systems. based on this "thin" data are included in the tables of

this report, they were not used for any of the anavses
Data Reliability and Quality upon which the report's conclusions are based. -

The FERC manages all quality control issues, mand a tes
the type of data collected, and handles nonresponses Data Availability
and respondent contact records for the FERC Form 580.

The CTRDB data are based on public use data from the

Quality assurance measures in the extraction of data FERC 580 for the years 1979 through 1987 and both
from Form 580 responses are handled by the EIA. An public use and confidential data for 1958 through 1997.
effort is made to rectify coding errors, tabulation For the years 1979 through 1987, data that were not
errors, keying errors, and problems of data inter- available due to confidentiality consisted of coal trans-
pretation. However, FERC 580 responses may contain portation rate and coal minemouth price. Also, some
estimates oraverages of transportation rates for several records did not have complete data. To minimize the
shipments under one contract and estimates of influence of missing data on statistical calculations,
volumes and distances of shipments, because the data records with missing data were excluded from certain
are not collected primarily for input into the CTRDB. calculations. Furthermore, an effort was made to in-

crease the availability of data through derivation in
The data are coded onto hard copy coding forms as re- two ways: (1) when two of the three cost data elements
ported by the respondents. The coded forms are then were available, the third one was derived from the
compared with the original responses to detect and available data; i.e., if minemouth price and delivered
correct transcription errors. Once a computer file has price were available, the transportation rate was de-
been created, the computer file is compared with the rived by subtracting the minemouth price from the de-
coded forms to detect and correct data entrv errors. livered price; and (2) certain FERC 580 confidential

data were made available for the years 1988 through

An error detection and correction program is used to 1997 under an agreement between EIA and the FERC
detect and correct errors that escape manual screening. to display the confidential data only in an aggregated
This program consists of a set of ranges and range form.
checks for all quantitative data fields within the data-
base. The range values were established in coordi- The availability of data on coal transportation rate per
nation with FERC personnel. When the database is ton, distance, and tonnage is important because these
evaluated using this program, values that fall outside variables are used in the calculation of the average dis-
of pre-established ranges are identified for investi- tance shipped, average transportation rate per ton, and
gation. Internal inconsistencies are corrected using a average transportation rate per ton-mile. Tables A2,
program that compares values from year to year to A3, and A4 shcjw the number of records and tonnage
detect outliers based on the series of values. This pro- contained in the CTRDB, the number of records and
gram also resolved problems of record redundancy. tonnage obtained from Form 580, the number of sup-
Table presentations are also examined for regional and plementary records and tonnage in addition to Form
national transportation data consistencies. Data record 580, and the number of records and tonnage for
printouts are reviewed and outliers are eliminated unqualified data. The data for Tables A2, A3, and A4
where deemed necessary. include all transportation modes, not just rail. The

unqualified data for Table A2 are records that do not
For a few specific demand regions, supply regions, contain data for the distance shipped. The tonnage for
and/or transportation modes, time series data vary these records are not included in the calculation for
considerably from one year to the next. In most cases, average distance. In 1997 there are 92 records that did
this appears to be due to the small number of records not contain data for distance, as a result 41.5 million
for which transportation rate data were available for short tons of coal was disqualified from the average
that particular region or transportation mode. In those distance shipped calculation. The records on the three
cases, fluctuations in tonnage or rates for one contract tables include data for all transportation modes, not
could have a substantial influence on the regional just rail. Similarly, the unqualified data for Table A3
average. This situation occurred most frequently for are the records that do not contain data for the
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Table A2. Data Elements Available for the Calculation of Average Distance Shipped, 1979-1997

Total CTRDB FERt 580 Supplementary Unqualified Data

Year Records Tonnage Records Tonnage Records Tonnage Records Tonnage

1979 ........ 930 342.9 615 249.0 69 31.3 246 62.6

1980 ........ 886 373.3 598 275.3 95 37.0 193 61.0

1981 ........ 871 342.4 620 268.1 90 31.0 161 43.3

1982 ........ 770 373.0 589 296.8 86 28.3 95 47.9

1983 ........ 736 382.5 612 309.0 0 0.0 124 73.4
1984 ........ 793 462.2 697 378.6 3 0.0 93 83.6

1985 ........ 791 454.6 679 376.9 12 1.0 100 76.8

1986 ........ 826 424.8 667 338.9 13 0.0 146 86.0
1987 ........ 816 422.5 691 336.8 3 0.0 122 85.7
1988 ........ 871 474.0 667 327.9 37 35.5 167 110.6

1989 ........ 883 476.2 680 330.7 38 39.3 165 106.3
1990 ........ 984 497.2 826 392.9 36 35.5 122 68.9
1991 ........ 968 500.3 826 403.4 34 40.3 108 56.6
1992........ 1,010 481.2 892 382.2 32 38.4 86 60.5
1993 ........ 992 461.7 880 355.8 32 41.4 80 64.4
1994........ 1.285 563.9 1.079 421.4 133 91.0 73 51.5
1995........ 1,196 574.3 1.012 440.0 107 84.8 77 49.6
1996 ........ 946 475.9 717 329.4 144 106.3 85 40.2

1997........ 957 520.1 710 343.6 155 135.0 92 41.5

Notes: CTRDB is EIA's Coal Transportation Rate Database. The CTRDB is based on data from FERC Form 580 with
Supplementary data from the Surface Transportation Board's Annual Waybill Sample and from the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission's Annual Files lor Form 423. Unqualified data are CTRDB data based on incomplete Form 580 data (missing rates.
distance, and /or coal quality) for which Supplementary data are not available.

Source: Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. FERC Form 580. "Interrogatory on Fuel and Energy Purchase Practices," and
Department of Transportation, Surface Transportation Board, "Annual Waybill Sample."

transportation rate per ton. In 1997 there are 67 records unqualified data for Table A4 takes into account
that do not contain transportation rate data and 55 records that are missing both distance data and
million short tons are disqualified from the calculation transportation rate data. Since this is a combination of
of average transportation rate per ton mile. data from Table A2 and A3 there are more unqualified

records (124) and tonnage (67.7 mst) disqualified for
Table A4 shows the data available for the calculation the calculation of the average transportation rate per
of the average transportation rate per ton-mile. The ton-mile.
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Table A3. Data Elements Available for the Calculation of Average Transportation Rate per Ton,
1979-1997

Total CTRDB FERC 580 Supplementary Unqualified Data

Year Records Tonnage Records | Tonnage Records | Tonnage Records Tonnage

1979 ........ 930 342.9 710 245.8 71 30.7 149 66.3

1980 ........ 886 373.3 667 273.8 97 38.0 122 61.6
1981 ........ 871 342.4 660 253.0 93 31.5 118 57.8

1982 ........ 770 373.0 523 259.2 90 29.1 157 84.6

1983 ........ 736 382.5 570 290.5 0 0.0 166 92.0
1984 ........ 793 462.2 610 329.5 4 0.0 179 132.8

1985 ........ 791 454.6 602 323.2 21 1.0 168 130.5

1986 ........ 826 424.8 455 203.3 13 0.0 358 221.5
1987 ........ 816 422.5 464 205.8 3 0.0 349 216.7
1988 ........ 871 474.0 633 297.8 39 37.2 199 139.0
1989 ....... 883 476.2 646 298.0 39 41.9 198 136.3
1990........ 984 4972 752 352.0 39 50.0 193 95.2
1991 ........ 968 500.3 740 359.6 36 41.5 192 99.2
1992 ........ 1,010 481.2 873 3562 33 39.4 104 85.6
1993 ........ 992 461.7 858 337.5 34 41.8 100 82.3
1994 ........ 1,285 563.9 1.016 375.3 133 . 91.0 136 97.6
1995 ........ 1,196 574.3 954 392.7 107 84.8 135 96.8
1996 ....... 946 475.9 738 314.0 144 106.3 64 55.6
1997 ........ 957 520.1 735 330.1 155 135.0 67 55.0

Notes: CTRDB is EIA's Coal Transportation Rate Database. The CTRDB is based on data from FERC Form 580 with
Supplementary data from the Surface Transportation Board's Annual Waybill Sample and from the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission's Annual Files for Form 423. Unqualified data are CTRDB data based on incomplete Form 580 data (missing rates,
distance, and /or coal quality) for which Supplementary data are not available.

Source: Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, FERC Form 580. "Interrogatory on Fuel and Energy Purchase Practices," and
Department of Transportation, Surface Transportation Board, "Annual Waybill Sample."
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Table A4. Data Elements Available for'the Calculation of Average Transportation Rate per Ton-Mile,
1979-1997

Total CTRDB FERC 580 Supplementary Unqualified Data

Year | Records | Tonnage Records | Tonnage Records | Tonnage Records | Tonnage

1979 ........ 930 342.9 565 225.7 68 29.4 297 87>

1980 ........ 886 373.3 549 252.3 95 37.0 242 84.0

1981 ........ 871 342.4 574 241.5 90 31.0 207 69.9

1982 ........ 770 373.0 505 253.9 86 28.3 179 90.7
1983 ....... 736 382.5 517 260.9 0 0.0 219 121.5

1984 ........ 793 462.2 600 320.1 3 0.0 190 142.1
1985 ........ 791 454.6 593 318.3 12 1.0 186 135.3

1986 ........ 826 424.8 428 192.2 13 0.0 385 232.7
1987 ........ 816 422.5 435 193.0 3 0.0 378 229.6
1988 ........ 871 474.0 581 278.5 37 35.5 253 160.0
1989 ........ 883 476.2 596 281.3 37 39.3 250 155.7

1990 ........ 984 497.2 813 391.0 36 35.5 135 70.8
1991 ........ 968 500.3 695 345.0 34 40.3 239 115.0

1992........ 1,010 481.2 826 339.4 32 38.4 152 103.4
1993 ........ 992 461.7 818 322.1 32 41.4 142 98.2
1994........ 1,285 563.9 989 367.1 133 91.0 163 105.8
1995........ 1196 574.3 927 385.4 107 84.8 162 104.1
1996 ........ 946 475.9 688 300.5 144 106.3 114 69.1
1997 ........ 957 520.1 678 317.4 155 135.0 124 67.7

Notes: CTRDB is EIA's Coal Transportation Rate Database. The CTRDB is based on data from FERC Form 580 with
Supplementary data from the Surface Transportation Board's Annual Waybill Sample and from the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission's Annual Files tor Form 423. Unqualified data are CTRDB data based on incomplete Form 580 data (missing rates,
distance, and /or coal quality) for which Supplementary data are not available.

Source: Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. FERC Form 580. "Interrogatory on Fuel and Energy Purchase Practices." and
Department of Transportation. Surface Transportation Board. "Annual Waybill Sample."
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Appendix B

Characteristics of Coal Supply Contracts
Reported on the FERC Form 580

Appendix B presents background information on the 4. Base rate in terms of dollars per ton as of the
characteristics of coal supply contracts as they are effective date of the contract
reported on the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC) Form 580, "Interrogatory on Fuel and Energy 5. Rate adjustment, which is used to adjust rates for
Purchase Practices." Table B1 presents detailed infor- inflation or deflation. Rate adjustment may be an-
mation on individual coal supply contracts effective in nual or quarterly and may be partial or total. It
1997, organized by electric utility company, power plant, may be based on various indices, such as the gross
and contract expiration date. domestic product (GDP) implicit price deflator.

Adjustment may be aggregate or component-by-
Coal supply contracts are binding agreements, usually component, and may include adjustment for
lasting 1 year or longer, between utility companies and productivity change.
coal producers and/or brokers. Coal supply contracts
contain provisions that are binding upon the utility Other items addressed by the contract agreement are
company and the vendor for the duration of the contract price, base quantity, quality specifications, quality
agreement. Typically, such provisions address: incentives, quality penalties, supplier name, fuel

production location, contract sign date, expiration date,
1. Term or length of contract, possibly with contract and renewal and renegotiation options.

extension provisions
Coal supply contract information, including transporta-

2. Minimum quantity to be purchased tion- and shipment-related data, is listed in Table B1 for
each plant receiving coal under contract reported on the

3. Source(s) of the coal and/or its quality char- FERC 580. Table B1 contains contracts, effective in 1997,
acteristics that are to expire ii 1997 and beyond.
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Table B1. Utility Contract Coal Shipments in 1997 by Utility, Contract Expiration Date, and Power Plant

. _ . _ Coo ulm-
u

r
^t .apWed Sulhr mouth Trans. Dnwd

5n Sl (Mlloon (Pwrt B Prim at Prici

Dats of Transport Dlunca Short b» (Pet (199 (1 96 (tI

Eires Plant Name Suppler Nam it. Nm1 OrIln Mol (Mile) TO) We ght) Pod) 0 g Doln .OL.)

AbbinM Powr Co

1W7 hry CBny Coal Rond Lake IL Barg 30 0.71 0.75 12049 WA WA 3420

E CGason Pnsoug& Mioway Nonh, Rsr AL Train 15 0.306 1.U3 1209 FWA WA 32.96

Miar Drriondn Co Inc Vano, AL B.ap 34 0.019 0.64 12036 A WA 45.69

In6 Bany Addington Rnsovo Vandelia Resouwcs WV Barge 1413 0.04 0.52 12297 WA WA 37.41

E C Gston Hearland Res Inc Vrnous WV Tran 750 0.802 0.75 12119 NA WA 36.03

Gren Courty Aading Reourna Vit R.sources WV Bg 1215 0.624 0.97 12331 WA NA 33.24

MUiler AMAX Coal W t.> Inc. BSl Ayr WV Trin 1,40 5.192 025 8591 WA HIA 20.66

1939 E C Olto, Jim Watr Ra Inc BluCro. Mary .AL ira W 99 .432 0.67 12435 A WA 54.76

E C Gaston O Moian Mining Boo No. AL TIn 35 0.1188 0.67 12670 N/A WA 37.43

E C Gaston Piartbur Udway North Rnr AL Train 154 0.367 2.19 12051 WA NA 3079

Gren County AabarmaCoalCo Vanous AL B 193 0.111 2.06 11901 WA N/A 3989

Greone Coun Costin Coal Inc BaL r KY ap 905 0.434 2.17 12160 /A FA 30.11

Mier Jim Waoer Inc lu Crk. Mar Lee AL Train 50 257 0.60 12445 WA A 54.

uMl U.S. SIMOUmnng Oak Grow AL BgV 34 0.172 0.4 135O0 N/A WA 37.06

23000 Barry Dr rind Co Inc Shoal Crk. Codru AL Bap 324 0.346 0.75 12102 W/A WA 5021

2901 Bary ODn tnd Co Inc Shoal Crook AL Bar 342 1.74 0.72 12231 N/A NA 51.32

Mie, DrunmrxonColInc ShoalCrtk AL Bare 34 1616 0.69 12390 N/A A 50.37

ApparN lan Poetr Co

199 Clinch Rin Amnrou Bnra^h Coal V u VA Tin 31 0.010 0.97 13125 MA WA 3472

Clinch Rer Cer PatchCoaSlSe Cam Patc.t.Ma VA Trin 40 0.124 0.91 12651 WA WA 33.72

Glen Lyn Aoro Branch Coal Variou VA Tran 125 0.115 0.93 13100 NA NA 3.4

Glen Lyn WoKore Coal Corp Various VA Tran 114 0.167 0.8 12336 WA N/A 3537

John E Aos Cypna Anx Coa V aou WY arm 145 0.012 1.00 11783 WA N/A 2469

John E A Moul"in Viw Coal Vwous WV Tntrn 66 1 3 0.o7 13037 WA NA 57 0

Jonn E Aros SPE Colon Vanou WV Trnn 56 0.026 0.70 12237 WA WNA 4S65

Mounui.er (1301) SPE Corporabon Vnou WV Munot 120 0.366 0.67 12228 A WNA 4 64

2000 Jo nnE Arn AkhCoho Sas Runr. WyD WV Train 109 0.512 0.63 2437 NA /A 32.60

Mo.uintainr(1301) ArchCoal SUae Rinnef. Wylo WV MUrihad , 1 971 039 0.63 12328 N/A N/A 35.96

Mounuanor(1301) Pn Coal Cop Vanos WV Bare 1 0. 44o 0.63 12016 N/A /A 34.26

2001 Clnch Rer Coasts Coal Sal VMno VA Trin 24 0.066 0.3 12179 N/A /A 32 S

Clncn Rr Prsian Coal Saes Vn Variou VA Tran 7 1.309 0.73 12340 N/h NA 3 67

Gtn Lyn Co Coal SCat Vanou VA Tn 113 0.01 066 12740 WA WA 36.42

JohnEAmnos Bu>ro RsCorp Varous WV Tran 62 0.11 0.64 12595 N/A NA 3349

UMonaire (13011) BuroRe.Corp Vanous WV Mumrom 124 0533 063 12547 W*A N/A 37.97

002 Cinch R, De Coe Inc Varou VA Train 0 08b 0.91 12929 NA N/A 31 6

Glen Ly D" Coat nc Varno. VA Tramn 134 0.126 093 12975 N/A N/A 3643

J -n E6 s Pnto Co Sale$ r varous WV Tran 10 0.844 0.67 12116 A NA 31 44

Mo^unumer 11301) Pluoi CoalSle, Venous WfV muh 17 0 I70 I 0 1 12101 N/A N/A 36 t

2003 joanEAin, Aund CoWlWnc Job 721, WV Tran 4 1.191 074 11964 NA N/A 3722

Jn E- lElt Antr hranc Col it Vmnou WV Train 3s 0 0' 0.6 11725 s N/ WA 7 7

So nr*os at ena ot tao
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Table B1. Utility Contract Coal Shipments In 1997 by Utility Contract Expiration Date. and Power Plant
uanIy .Cal Mne-
hm I SiCppOd Suur mou Trna. Dellrd

State (Mlllon (Pfecont Btub Price RJ Prme'
Da* of TranponO Dln Short by (Per (19W9 (1996 (13t
EL9ml' tmlni ame SuiDmtNmB MNnaNa ! Oflain M t Me. TOnI Watm't Pundl DolTonal DiC:l . Deoila

.Afpa Peol Cw (oaum, --

2006 John EAns Ornon RAou s Inc Various WV Bre 29 0.106 0.5 12329 VWA NA 29.15

2005 Kanusa Rk, Orion Reaouces Inc VanomA WV Barge 9 .03 082 12223 N/A N/A 28.56

2006 John EAr Pftan Coal Sams Venius WV Bup 62 0.029 120 12462 NWA NA 43.84

2001 Karewha Rir Pitlon Coal Sales Vnrou J WV r 11 0.437 0.73 12552 N/A /A 4417

Armna Pumbe Satro c

2000 Cho PifDur & Midwy McKinley NM Tlrin 116 1.92 0.44 9926 A NA 33.6

N/A Chos0 Pitiurg UMidway McKinley NM Train 116 1.066 044 D61 WI A N 21.66

-Bi ckHlt Paer f i t o . .. .

2000 BenFrnch Wyodk Reourcas Dw Wyodik. Fan Union WY Tntt 135 0.125 0.33 8098 7.02 B.4 17.11

2000 Osage Wyodok Resruroes Dv Wyoi For Union WY Tnrc 65 0.23 0.70 7903 8.45 3.M 12.13

Cawrma Opmgno

2000 Carnal Windeor Coal Windsor WV Barge 4 0462 3.75 12377 N/A NA 105.58

2001 Cardinal l"na Coal Muantt OH Bro 18 014 2.83 11694 NA N/A 26.31

2004 Carhi Sands Hi Varous OH B04 p 89 0.129 2.47 11059 N/A N/A 28.09

Carota P ow m -ght ce'

I10 Ashvillw Pyxis Coal Stiw Co RPnmBna VA Train 202 0.61 0.96 12506 N/A N/A 32.36

1W7 Cam Fer Internamlonl & Dom s MCKay Elkthor. KY Train 490 0.007 0.94 1244 N/A FA 353

1997 Le Inlemnrtonl Don Mt(y Elhomrn KY Trmn 613 0.015 12 12157 /VA N/A 35.67

1*97 RobRmacn Knoi Fobyd Land Co Elkhom 3. Hnr 7 KY Trin 511 0201 137 11565 WA N/A 34.31

1I97 Sunon Inerrmtional & Don MKoy Elkhomr KY Tran 55 0.061 1.10 12009 N/A N/A 35.32

1967 Weathnerpon In.enmal.onaI & Done MUdy ElMlm KY Train 533 0.015 12 12464 NA NA 37.31

1i6 Asnvi*e Sunny Rldog EmnirD RidgeIop/JS 10 KY Train 293 3 0.3 1.08 1264 NWA N/A 35.0

1t98 Aehvilo Trail Energy. Inc CTT Coe KY Tnr 151 0.?19 1.13 12581 NA NA 3407

1918 Cae Fear Arch Coal Sales Co Nen Rdge No. 1 WV Trn 412 0.014 0.75 12363 N/A NA 36.84

1t9 Cae Fear Sunny FRdgo Entroa RiFdgMs/Jo 10 KY Tram 370 0.010 0.84 12744 NA WNA 3242

19 Mayo Acrh Coal Sales Co Nw Rioge No. 1 WV Tran 32 0.010 0.72 1259 NA A A 35.10

It9 Roxboro Aren Coal Sas Co NwRid No. WV Train 321 o.89 0.63 12140 NA WA 3523

198 Roxxoro Arch Coal Sales Co Nw Ridge No. 1 WV Train 32 0.005 0.73 12526 NA N/A 34 S

199 Roxboro Pvrlet Coal Sas Co Beai FoiM KY Trin 412 0.262 1.21 12156 N/A N/A 3371

2004 Cap Fear SMC Mmng Cormoany Vanous WV Train 3f5 0.426 0 97 267 NA N/A 3.33

2004 Lee SC Mirng ComnPny Varour WV Train 500 0.424 02 12297 NA N/A 3881

2004 Roxboro SUC Mining Conoany Vaous WV Tran 335 0.t4S 0.93 12362 N/A N/A 3644

2004 Suion Frainln Coal Sass Bas. Blugraa KY Train 643 0.339 107 17707 /A N/A SS

2004 Wmearhrspoon FrnUon Coal Sales Bas. Bluwsr'aa KY Trin 529 0.04 1.17 1241 A N/A 5620

2006 Asinir Easlrn Aslooialt Narm WV Trai 327 0 147 0.7 12456 N/A WA 43.34

2006 Cag Fear EaCern Asaooed Hamn WV Tin 60 0022 0.92 12825 N/A N/A 4351

2006 Leo Euirwn Asaao ed hane WV Tran 64 0 02 0 4 12913 N/A /A 43.39

2005 Mayo iourrr.r Coal D- Vanous WV Trim 335 1 39 0.64 119O0 N/A /A 45.30

aOO4 FRon Easiln AaSCIalO ialan WV Tran 404 1 149 01 1264 N/A N/A 37.5

2006 RI ,r - VUou'LrrarCerC lD0 V.anl, WV Tra 3In 0901 11 W N/A s/A 4
Se nowa at *nd ot tai
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.Table B1. Utility Contract Coal Shipments in 1997 by Utility, Contract Expiration Date, and Power Plant
Utility Coat MIno-
Nam Shipped Sulfrw mouth Tramn. DotltwH

Strte (UIlion (Prntal Btwu Price Rif Price'

Dl' of | Trannpor Dilnc1 S ho by (Pr (196 (1 6 (1199
Fantras PinilNm , SualefNtm 0Mi1Mn. me , Orieal Miede IMileSn Tnl JWetIhtl Pounmi O 2ttart OoltLt lrlar11

Crelin Per & LUOM Co (cmnamd)

2001 Sunon Easten Ausocdiatd ram WV Tram 731 0.114 0.95 12941 N/A N/A 4496

2006 Weatherpoon Eastem Auocated Hams WV Trwn 63 0.095 093 12823 NIA /A 45.38

CuMml Huteon Ca & E&lc

19l0 Drnlukrmnr Intrgrly Coal Sale Snery, Hgh Powr KY Tria - 0.22 0.62 13211 NA WA 46.09

CaibtlBe UBIb Ught eto

1997 EOEowards Ewn Coal & Unlral Monteey IL Train 13 0563 1.16 10292 W*A WA 2497

1997 EDE nIrds Fnakhn Coal SaleI Tuwn IL Truk 48 0.347 3.12 10481 NWA NA 24.02

2010 DuckCrrt Freman Unid Coal Crown I IL Tran 106 0857 360 10710 NA N/A 44.1

2010 ED Eb*ards Freean Unied Coal Crown IL Train 117 0.07 3.60 10706 NA WA 50.03

2010 EDEdwards Fremnn Unred Coal Crown IL Truck 117 0.072 3.60 10706 WA N/A 46.63

Ceonrla ItInols Pub Sae eo

1097 HuLonvmie - Amax CoatSals MUinirah IN Truck 28 0.00 2.42 o1022 N/A WA 28.14

1997 MeUrdosia BaLk Beauy CoWt Co Cdar Crmk IL Track 28 0.294 2.57 1145 WA N/A 39.00

1997 Newton Kndiull Coal Sale Kindl IN Train 80 0112 0.44 10820 NA NWA 28.00

10-7 Newton Solr Source Co Monroe Cny IN Tram 125 0.370 0.52 11214 NA N/A 30.8

2005 Newton Black Beauty Coal Co Air Ouaty IN 7ram 101 0.837 0.56 11072 WA WNA 3540

2010 Colttln EuonCoal USA tnc No 1 IL Tran 71 I990 1.18 10283 WA WA 38.02

2010 MAlodosia Exxon Coal USA Inc No IL Truck 00 c.149 1.15 10217 N/A WA 35.06

CMetal Loula lon Efle Co Inc

2007 Rodtnrmacrr Kerr-McGee Coal Cor Jacob's Ranch WY Tran 1.596 1.t43 0.49 1706 N/A WA 27.32

Ctntrl Opersng ca

199t Spom Antke Energy Cop Vaneum WV Barg 33 0.340 1.65 12165 WNA A 26.25

109 Spom Cormlot Coal Co May Run. Crafts Run WV Bare 336 0.260 176 12011 N/A N/A 25.55

lorS Spomn Cypnr Arnu Coal Varno WV Baro 109 0.366 145 12065 N/A N/A 2673

2003 Spom Ashnd Coat Co Job 721 WV MulmrXd I 110 0006 0.73 12356 N/A VA 4340

2003 Soom Ashnd Coatl Inc Vanour WV Munbmoe 110 0004 0.85 11836 N/A NA 35.75

200 SOom Pittston Coal Sales Various WV Bare 114 0643 1.10 12464 WA NA 4524

Cincinnati GCae Eloc'tK co

199 East Bnd uakf Mining Consol VarnOul OH Baru - 0.010 444 12136 tA NWA 22.95

19i6 Miar Fron Ouano Minig ConMol Vanou OH Bare - 0.024 4.45 12200 NA N/A 22.93

1t0C W H Zmmenr Qrtl Mining Conao Vanoul OH Bag - 0.381 445 12186 N/A WA 2241

1996 Walter C Bo dod Ouatno Minng Contol Varous OH Bargp - 0.025 4.30 12217 NA N/A 22.2

1999 East Berd AdingwIo Mwnng In Vanout KY Barge - 0.090 0.6 11549 WNA /IA 28 e

1199 Elast Bon Amteat Coal Sales 5 Block. Coasurt WV Barge - 0.047 0.70 12280 N/A N/A 3190

l00 Eastl Bnd Cyprus Amn Pitouri PA Barg - 0.088 2.35 13106 N/A WA 27.59

19* MUam Fo n A itrton Ma tngnc Vinout KY Bae - 0.239 0.AS 11855 N/A N/A 2.11.

1t9 Manr Fon Arstl Coal Sales 5 Bloc. Coaburg WV Big - 0. O.60 12295 NWA NvA 31.73

19 Mas Fortn Cyprus Amra PslusrgnI PA Bauge - O.O1 2.23 1297T7 A N/A 27.24

109 W z H Zwre Ablotn uining Inc Vanou KY Borpg - 0.023 0.82 11044 N/A N/A 29.04

199- W 7r-Znr- CvrA.r, Am.a PmpurhB, Fr OA Paras - 000 13 1309s N/A NKA 27 17

Se notes at *nd of tMaD
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Table B1. Utility Contract Coal Shipments in 1997 by Utility, Contract Expiration Date, and Power Plant

utllh . -it Cootl M I-ln
Name . Shlwed Sutur mouth Tre Delhltmd

SUtal (fMwllon (Pecont Btus Price Rae Prtcm
Da F or Tranport D elotan Short by (Pr (196 (ImS (1tM
F.grrlre Plant N.rme Somniler Name M ae N Oralinl Mode IMilil Tamtl Welfl 11Pou -Dollarl Ilonml oltal1

Cluiwdl oo & Eblort Co (co cnud)

1I Wmnrt C Bectr Adtinglon Mining Inc Varous KY Barge - 0456 0.87 116 N/WA NA 28.73

1t99 WalterCBockjord Anrrwst CoalSales 5 l.Colburg WV Barge - 0.007 0.69 12370 N/A N/A 31.78

1D" Waihr C Btcklord Cyprus Am Ptsburgh 8 PA Barge - 0.078 1.91 12723 N/A A 26.90

2000 East Bn Addiglon inc Ohio OH samre - 0.043 3.04 11664 N/A N/A 28.47

2000 Marni Fort Addingon Inc Ohto OH Bare - 0.030 3.03 11649 N/A WA 2846

2000 Mami Fort Adington Ic Ohio OH Barge - 0004 2.79 11595 N/A VNA 28.56

2000 W H Zimrrw Addington Ir ONuo OH Bare - 0.341 2.96 11515 N/A N/A 28.09

2000 W H Ziner Addinglon Inc Oho OH Brge - 0.193 2.91 11472 N/A N/A 2794

2000 W H Zimrym Addirnon Inc Ohio OH Barge - 0.3 2.82 11581 N/A N/A 2.25

2000 Waner C Becklord Addiigont Inc Oho OH Barge - 0.014 3.04 11646 N/A N/A 28.38

2000 Waft C Becdkord AddingVn Inc Ohio OH Barge - 0.013 2.82 11S25 N/A N/A 28.16

2003 East Bn Amnrican Coal Soale PmW MpDr Frpt 7 OH Barge - 0.040 4.32 12S55 WA N/A 25.96

2003 Miamt Fon AImwan Co4lJ Sabs Pm nWMpor Frp 7 OH Barge - 0.010 4.32 12475 NrA NA 25.55

2003 W HZ'Zmnr Ameran Col Sales Prm /Upper Frpt 7 OH Barge - 0.30 4.23 12S61 /A WNA 25.92

2003 Walte C Bckijord Aneran Cols Sal Pml Arw Frpt 7 OH Barge - 0.004 3.95 12650 /A N/A 27.84

2003 Warter C Becklrto A'rnuan Coas Sales Pm WJpr Frpt 7 OH Barge - 0.018 4.31 12507 WNA NA 25.61

2004 EaEt Bnd Hantlord Coa Co Vanous WV Barge - 0.069 0.75 12276 N/A N/A 3451

2004 East Brnd Pabody Holding Co PmDouroh *8 WV Barge - 0414 225 13225 W/A N/A 29.27

2004 Miam FoFn Hanford Coal Co Vanous WV Barg - 0.381 0.68 12348 N/A N/A 38.89

2004 Miami Fon Peabody Holog Co Pmesurogh * WV Barge - 0.210 2.24 13238 N/A NA 29.35

2004 W H Zimrur Peabody Holding Co Pimslrgn as WV Barge - 0.044 223 13174 N/A N/A 28.54

2004 Walwr C Beckjord Hansrd Cool Co Vanous WV Barge - . 0410 0.1 12157 WA /A 30.99

3004 Walr C Becklord Peabody olding Co Prtisour9rt WV Barge - 0.112 232 13275 N/A /A 2.97

Cleveltnd Electic mm co

199 Easllake C u Coal Eeranld PA Tamn 233 0.716 221 1320S N/A NA 36.49

199 AsrMabula OhI Vally CoalCo Powhatan OH Train 232 0469 371 12477 N/A N/A 2 71

1il Eas1ake Oho Vaey Coal Co Pontan OH Tran 193 0.640 3.75 12790 N/A N/A 2729

2001 Avon Lake no Logan Coal Co Logp WV Tran 33 0.97 0.72 12606 WNA WA 41.01

2003 Avon Lat AT Masey CoalCo SprouseCrtok.Siony WV Tran 360 0189 0.74 12783 N/A N/A 40.56

Coneawnen Pr oo

1eO7 Camn l Arth Col Sales Co Fanco WV Tran 67 0 182 065 12527 N/A N/A 4 9

1997 Camrrtl Bluegrass Col McVIC KY Trin 594 0212 0.65 12768 tNA N/A 4215

197 CanmOll Krr McGee Coe Corp Jacebs Ranch WY Tran 1 29 0.233 0.48 8706 N/A N/A 2076

1ff7 Cau oetl Pmnon Coal Sals EIay KY Train 579 0.144 0.67 12238 N/A N/A 4315

1T97 Canmpell Peson Coa Sales Elkay KY Tran 579 0.093 0.78 12267 N/A WA 43.00

197 Coco irms on Coal Sale Eruri KY um sO 0007 074 12074 WA tWA 43 0

1997 Dan E Kam Amnsl Coal Sales Fola WV Tran 519 0.0t2 0.75 12409 N/A WA 40 46

1117 DanE Karn Kerr McGee Coal Corp Jacos Rnch WY Tran 1.45S 0.012 0.50 8689 N/A N/A 22.14

197 WedOodr Amril Coal Sals Fol WV Train 519 0 024 080 1265S VNA WA 41.01

192-7 W"nn,! P-rman 5l « as -e. Frt5 -- Y Trsnm 3on0 01o0 0 7 17414 N* NA 40 4A

Se notr St nd of table
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Table B1. Utility Contract Coal Shipments in 1997 by Utility, Contract Expiration Date, and Power Plant

~~Uti~~~~li Coll MIca

"am 
Shipped Sulur mouth Tran. Delied

SaU (MSIei (Peent Btu9 Prict Rao PricXe

O.sl of Trnnsport OlDtalt ShoK by I(Pr (" (196 (llI -m

lnmtrM Plant arme Suinlle, HNme Mirne Nanm Qrlol M MIl Tona Ten Wt -WelbahtI PIagd nIt flal Belli

COamAm Por Co (co lnud)

2002 Cargtbe OGukor Coal Co Slnoe KY Trw S66 0.374 0.91 12903 WNA N/A 4444

2002 Campbl Ouorar Coal Co 5$ernaer KY Train 66 0.000 0.2 13017 NA N/A 45.10

2002 Cobe Quake Co O Co Sidende KY MuMirod S970 0.008 0.66 13060 A WA 46.65

2001 Dn E Kam Ouaker Coa Co SdonlOer KY Train 506 0.00 0.62 12509 WA WA 407t

2002 Whktn Ouaer Coal Co SOw~n,. KY Tra 370 0.009 0.85 1295 WA WA 41.6

203 C.ararl Ach Col Sales Co hobt Wv Train 579 0.603 0.65 12206 NA NA 453

2003 C^rmte ArchCol Sals Co Monco . WV Train 59 0.113 0.78 12023 WA A 41.5

200 Dan E Kar. Arch Coal Sales C ioono WV Tr, 519 0.122 0.82 12055 A WA 39.31

20t Weadock Arch Coal Saes Co Monoo WV Tran 519 0061 0.7 12049 A WA 3929

2003 Wehilng Arch Coal Sales Co MonClo WV Tram 30 0511 0.0 12065 WA WA 38.36

2004 CawnpbU Anrh Coal Sales Hobl WV Trmn 579 0360 0.7 12031 WA WA 42-9

2006 CatNol Arch Col Sales -obe WV Train 579 0. 0 .370 1224 WA A 42.92

2004 Cob Arh Coal Sales Mob WV Multmot 970 0.036 0.71 12132 WA WA 43.76

2004 DanEKaor Anreot CoalSales ota WV Trn 519 0.1t2 0.75 124A6 WA WA 37.91

2004 Dan E Kn Arh Coal Sales Hobel WV Train 519 0.062 0.1 12057 NA WA 40.05

2004 Weadock Arrs.t Coal Sas Fola vV Tren 519 0.060 0.73 12459 WA NA 37.t3

200O Weadock Arch Coal Sac.s ob
I
l WV Trn 519 0042 0.63 12055 WA WA 4029

2004 Whiling Amnyst Coal Saes Foda VV Tran 380 0.01 0.1 4 12640 WA WA 37.61

2004 Whinmg Arth Coal Sales Hotob WV Tran 380 0.00 0.90 12125 WN A A 3929

btDlon Po r a Ugt eo

1397 Kiln Salton RrvrIwoo Coal 5ales Hannar No 3 KY Brge 76 0.29 0.63 11720 A A 2.84

19S 0 H Hutchignt Anrvmal Coal Sales Foa WV Trai 338 0.29 0.74 12599 WNA WNA 353B

199i JMSltU n ArchCoalSalesCo Vanous WV Mult o 201 0271 0.70 11907 WA WNA 34.91

1999 J M Stuarn Ar Coal Col a Co Varou WV Barge 203 0271 0.70 11907 NA W/A 34.91

1909 J M Shuar A.nhand Coal Inc Vanous WV Barg 93 0638 0.73 11514 HA N/A 24.95

199" JMSluar Jamres . er Coal Co Slore KY Mubmooe 203 0370 0 9 12236 WNA WNA 36.35

199 JM Sluan Jarm i ~e Co 1Co Storn KY Munrtdo 213 0.370 0.9 12236 W/A NA 38.35

199 KilenStabon Arcn Coal Saes Co Venous WV Muuftnode 1 0I 5 0.25 12194 NA N/A 37.91

2000 J MStulra Cyps Am. Coal Vaous KY I Mur u 199 0.620 0.84 1153t N/A NA 4001

2000 J M Slur Cyprus Armr Coal Vanous KY Sge 223 0620 0.4 11537 NA NA 40.01

2000 JUSluart Pn Col ConO V.nous WV sBa 91 127 0.85 11446 WNA WA 27.15

2000 Kia*n SLitr C~ Crus oal Vinous KY Ba 206 0.546 0.63 12121 NA WA 28.70

20tO Kiarn Staion Pe, CoalCorp Vanous WV arge 76 0.013 0.61 11825 WA WA 2724

oelnerim Poer & Ught e

137 Edgoe oo Arnsl Coal Sal Fol4 WV Tra 50 0.063 06 12494 WNA WA 41.00

1t97 Indn River Arnea Coa) Sale Couarto S&o n , WV Tro 950 0.01 0.67 12565 IA WA 438.6

1W7 Indana. ,n Inc Ceda G'rovr. Ama WV Tr 720 0.232 074 132B5 WA WVA 47.11

13s EOge Moor Aae Eer"y Corp Fron.Kmanrmng WV Tan 550 0062 0.73 12900 2866 1 19 431."

190 Edg Moor Co4atal Col Intm KIamne~ VA Tran 600 0187 0.66 13197 WA WA 41.96

19 I nclan Rir Ank.r Er r Cnar Mem.u Mn Tnri 4n0 n' i 1 , 4 13138 l .A NIA 39 42

Se- nto tl *end of tabl
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Table B1. Utility Contract Coal Shipments in 1997 by Utility, Contract Expiration Date, and Power Plant

mUo-m Shipped Sut ur mouh InTrms. olhwd
statet (UM Ion (Prcant Wt B rte ae Prica'

DOW or Trnapeort Dlantr Short by (Per (16 (196S (136
FMU PLatt MtNam SuolterName Mine Neme Orlein Mlode (Mie To)l Welatnti PoundDollanDOnllmial IDollul

o0 ,e SAd m .Co (Mamud)

01 Bai Rmr Spng Creek Coal Co Sonng Cer UT Muunom 1.713 1.198 0.38 933 NHA N/A 24.08

2001 Monr Aic (Thunder asi) Blak Thunoer WY Train 1.621 1.86 0.35 B756W W A A 18.36

2001 UMonro Aro (Thunor Bal) Blak Thuner WY Uulo 1.974 0.461 0.35 8756 N/A WA 18.36

2001 Monro Poro Rr Coal Rochee.N Antop WY Tran 1.490 1.672 023 8857 N/A WA 18.61

2001 Mono Podbo RRie Coal RochoWi.N Antop WY Uultnrmo 1.794 0-279 023 8857 A NWA 18.61

2001 Rer Rouge Aro (Thundlw Bain) Black ThunOr WY Trn 133 0.4272 0.35 765 N/A /A 1820

2001 Rwr Roug Power Rior Coal Rocnei.N Amnooo WY Train 1525 0.194 022 8839 N/A N/A 50

2001 SI Clir Arco (Thundbr Basn) Black Thunor WY Murtll. 1.845 0.150 0.37 8734 /A WA 17.69

2001 St Clir Spring C Ceek Coal C Spsg Cre UT Mutmode 1.713 1.240 0.36 934 N/A WA 2406

2001 Trnton Channel Arco (Th~u aam) Blaci ThunrOr WY Tlln 1.871 0.129 0.34 8712 WNA N/A 18.1

2005 BU Riere Dcker Col Co West Declr UT Mulmod 1.713 2.525 0.36 9530 /A N/A 31.81

2005 S Clair Deckr Coal Co Wes Decke UT MulOmre 1.713 2.631 0.36 9530 NA N/A 31.81

Duk Pew eo

1 817 Belor Creek Ceml Coal Co. Inc Sad Wv Tral 281 0.042 0.74 12324 WA /A 32.33

1917 Balen Crek Logan & Kanawha Coal Hwnnoan W Train 221 0.22 076 12709 NA N/A 34.23

1F7 Blew Creek Maay Coal Sals Co Sianey KY Tran 334 0021 117 1260 N/A N/A 33.34

1907 Bello~ Crek Ne-wag ls Co * Sales Carro Crk Coirvw WV Trn 414 0.109 0.87 1568 NA N/A 32.76

1W7 Buck Sunny Ride Enrpe Vanous KY Tran 336 0.040 1.03 12312 N/A N/A 33.01

1tT7 ClilM Manaln Mining Co Vanrous KY 7ran 319 00 1 1S 12709 WA NA 4852

1397 Dan Rr Sunny Ridge Enlrs vanous KY Tra, 262 0.098 1.13 1258 I A N/A 3333

117 G G Alln Ceral Coal Co. Inc Sad WV Tran 374 0393 0.74 12296 N/A N/A 31.99

17T G GAllen NEwuagle Col Sales Camn Cek Comprl WV Tran 473 0236 0.89 12483 /A N/A 32.6S

1W7 G Allen Pvwlr Coal Sal Poer KY Tran 416 0011 1.13 12099 N/A N/A 3147

19T G G Aln Sunry Ridge Enimu Various KY Train 374 0167 1 a 1265 NA N/A 3340

1W97 MarChan Cnral Coal Co. i Sc Slde WV Tran 32 0040 0.76 12181 N/A A 31 34

117 Marshn Logan & Kanawa Coal Hare WV Tran 329 0236 088 12814 WA NA 33.91

1W7 Marshll Mt Coal Sales Co Siney KY Tran 434 0227 11 12609 /A /A 33.51

1997 Marsnhll Naoagle Coal Sa1s Cajre Crelk Cop. WV Tran 421 0068 089 12437 N/A N/A 32.62

191T Marinna Prtr Coal S Pfer I KY Tram 371 1248 1.19 1214 NA /A 31 5

1997 Rertnd ManlpalnMn"ngCo Vanowu KY Tram 372 0270 1.07 1294 N/A N/A 4.94

1WP7 W S L Mnalaoan Minng Co Vanous KY Tram 3 0.098 1.13 12594 NA NA 4948

139 BleWs n Creek Mco Coal Inc Vaneou KY Tram 330 0.044 097 12166 NA WA 31.3

1W G G AIn Mapoo Ceal Inr Voano, KY Tran 45 0.032 0.91 12071 N/A NA 31 49

198 Malshil Ma4po Coal Inc Vanous KY Tran 48 1972 099 12116 NHA VA 31.53

19 Blew Cr k ARCH Coal. Inc Mounainulrw WV Tran 280 1190 071 12962 N/A A 34.93

191 GGAlln ARCH Col. Inc Moual WV Tramn 420 0296 0.72 12980 NVA N/A 3506

1D0 I UAAhall A CM Coal. Inc Mou. WV Tra 350 0.011 0.75 12736 NA NA 34.54

2003 Balews Crek Frninn Coal Ss Varous KY Tra 328 0.051 0.63 12071 NA NA 38.S2

2003 B- Croek Masser Cal Saes Co Vnous KY Tram 334 3723 077 12359 NA NA 37.38

203 Belew Cree lt r W', r :' s-.i r h 17 KT TrsTn 747 On Ofl40 0o7 t?1C3 N'NA ' 7k
SeO nroes at nd of laDI
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Table B1. Utility Contract Coal Shipments in 1997 by Utility, Contract Expiration Date, and Power Plant

Utitty * Col Mine-
Nune Shhipp SUu mouttL Trans. Deliered

Stote (Mlillion (Percnt Itu Price Ra Price'
DCot oe Traponrt Dtance Short by (Per (1996 J4*S (19
EalPtl, Plant Nare Su er M N e Mode (MIle.) Tont Welhtl Pansd flDlorl Dollarll) ollTi

Olfuisr Powt Light Co (<couino)~

19 IndianRinr AnkorEnergy Corp Freoopor,Kranning WV Train 550 o199 067 1279 28.13 1615 44.27

199 Indin River Courtny F Foos Coal Lwr Freporl MD Trnn 450 0.100 145 13157 N/A N/A 3995

199 Indan Rier Eighy-Four Mming Pmrburgh PA Train 55 0.402 1.39 13264 NA N/A 3812

2000 Edg Moor Coail Col SAlos Kiutnnng WV Tran 420 0.073 0.B3 13026 WA WA 42.21

amotat Edibon

1997 Bee Rier Kenocr Enrgy Co Anlte WY Mlurinrn 1.713 0.101 022 6762 NA WA 1829

1997 Hator Bac Konnecort Enegy Co AnieLp WY Muimrpo 1,791 0.009 020 6577 NIA NA 18.84

1997 Hartior Bua Massey Coal Sales Elk Run, Sprous Crk WV Multmo 518 0.001 1.72 13022 NA N/A 39.81

1997 Monroe Branham & Baker Coai Coon. Sid-inder KY Trn 390 0.004 1.17 12767 N/A NA 42.02

1997 Monre Branhm & Baki Cowl Coon. Siwinor KY Mutbnode 41 0004 1.17 12767 N/A WA 42.02

197 Monroe KerIon ll Energy Co Antelope WY Traun 1,490 0.059 0.22 8769 WA W/A 18.

19t7 Monr Masey Coal Sa Elk Run. SprouseCrk WV Train 359 0.061 1.6 13038 NWA NA 3720

1997 Monroe Masy Coal Sales El Run. Spro Crk WV Mufmo 31 0.122 1.M6 13030 NA NA 37.20

197 Monroe Musy Coal Sales Elk Run, Sprou Crk WV Mu bmod 325 0.061 1.68 13038 N/A WA 3720

197 Rer Rouge Kervcol Enmy Co Antop WY Trn 1525 0.030 0.19 8758 NA N/A 19.08

1997 Rver Rouge Keneot Enry Co Anto WY Tran 1,415 0.030 0.19 0759 NA WNA 19.06

1997 StClair Kenn ecoEnery Co Amtelop WY Tran 1.713 0.110 021 8756 NA N/A 18.27

1997 Trenon Channre Kencon Energy Co AnWoog WY Train 1510 0.755 022 8737 N/A N/A 1948

1997 Trenlon Channr Kennecl Energy Co Anlope WY Tran 1205 0755 0.22 737 NA N/A 1948

1997 Trenton Channi Massey Coal Sae Elk Run, Sprous Crk WV Train 379 0.07 1.67 13001 N/A N/A 3.64

1997 Trenton Channel Muas Coal Sales Elk Run. Sorous Cr WV Tra 345 0.078 1.67 13001 N/A N/A 36.6

1tl9 Harbor ch Conol Baile PA Mulmod 516 0.002 1.54 13251 N/A N/A 35.05

1999 Harbortbeac OQuakr Cool Co Inc Sidewrndr KY Mulrnod 52 0.022 0.61 13045 NA N/A 39 90

199 Marysvile Quaker CoelCo Inc Sidewn er KY Mtulm i 552 0.007 0.6 13025 N/A N/A 4133

199 Monro Conrol Barly PA Munt o 395 1.402 1.57 13163 NA N/A 31 44

1999 Monro ConOl Jones Fork KY Uulne 344 0.057 0.90 12567 N/A N/A 37.7

1999 Monroe Consol Jones Fork KY Tran 353 0.057 0.90 12567 N/A /A 37.37

1999 Monro Eighty F our Mmng UMine 4 PA Muoro 395 0.655 141 13293 N/A NA 34.30

1999 Monroe Quaker Col Co Inc Si nor KY Tran 347 0.144 0.75 12943 NA N/A 35.32

1999 Monroe OQuaer Coal Co mc Sidewiner KY MuIrtHr 344 0144 0.75 12943 N/A N/A 3532

1999 RewrRougv AIslnd Col Inc vanous WV Tran 475 0293 0.84 12076 N/A N/ 35.22

199 Rier Roug Consol Biley PA Tran 401 0.021 1.56 13246 N/A NA 3331

1999 Re Roue Conre Jones Fork KY Train 3 010 090 12549 N/A N/A 39.29

1999 Rir Roe Queroal Co o Inc Saon ow KY Tran 322 0.171 0.78 12968 NWA N/A 3671

199 StClair Consol Robinson WV Tran 415 0.492 325 13105 NA N/A 3122

1999 S CIa Con l Jones Fork KY Multnird 211 0 oo0 O.S 12690 N/A WA 41.22

19" SI Clar O r C Coal CO Inc Soe-.Wn., KV Mulbno 448 0024 0.7 12942 NA H/A 4228

1999 Truion Chanet Consol Baley PA Train 370 0.117 1.65 13126 NVA NWA 3320

1 Tramon Channi E.hry Four Mmng Mne 4 PA Tran 326 0.025 1.64 13240 NA N/A 34.27

2001 aefl! Rier Pofder RFer Ca.l Rosrlnie N Atmlsn WY MIliv.v IM CO0 o - 3 4S N'A N/A 1 *s
So nots at s/t of tab
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Table B1. Utility Contract Coal Shipments in 1997 by Utility, Contract Expiration Date, and Power Plant
Utilty Coal Mine-
Name Shlppe Sultur mout Trans. Del

State (Million (Permnt B0a Pritc Rat| Prkcae
Date of Transpor, Distane ShanI by (Per (I m (I a (IM
F IBrns PMlani SUBller N Mine Name MOrllnN Ma de- IMIletlf Tonsl Welnhtl Poundo i fDollrrs l I Dollarsn

Du1 Pwer Ce (c aniid)

2003 Buck Mawey Coal Sale Co Vnrous KY Train 378 0.020 0.70 12434 N/A WA 36.59

2003 Oan RWe Massey Coal Sals Co Vanous KY Tram 304 0.020 0.4 12244 N/A N/A 4077

2003 GG Alien Frankin Coal Saes Various KY Tran 436 0449 0.64 12071 N/A N/A 3857

2003 GGAlien MaUey Coal Sa4s Co Vinous KY Tran 450 0.113 0.66 12599 NA rNA 3840

2003 GGAlln Pinaon CoaJ Salo Job 17 KY Train 438 0.069 098 12288 NWA NA 32.61

2003 Marall Masey Coal Sales Co Vanous KY Train 434 0133 071 12356 N/A NA 37.15

2003 MarshaI Pitton Coal Saes Job 17 KY Train 440 0.152 1.00 1235 N/A N/A 32.63

Duan"W Lighl co

2005 CheSwik AooDlaclan Minng Vanous WV Barge 370 0.247 123 13248 28.27 5.39 33.66

2005 Chewick Quintin Rinl Inc Topaz PA Truck 196 0.368 1.14 12916 24.75 9.52 34.27

20i0 Elramn Appalchianr Mning Vanous WV Barge 370 0.139 1.37 13115 28.1 5.37 3347

Etocitc eneirg In

1967 Joppa Siam IRohU leCoal Co Rochele. PRB WY Train 1.260 2.146 022 8856 N/A N/A 15.71

1999 Jopa Stlam Arnax Cal Wes Inc Bll Ayr. PRB WY Tram 1.302 1.834 0.25 852 N/A N/A 14.53

2000 JoppaSem r(Sea*nncont Enrigy Co Cabao Roo. PRB WY Tram 1.240 0.601 0.33 434 N/A N/A 13.93

Empte Dlltrict Elecr c

19S9 AsIury Uacue-Clwrm nsFuel Clemen KS Trunc 35 0.079 3.34 11869 N/A N/A 31.45

1999 Riernon Macku-Clanens Fuel Clrmns KS Truck 45 0.063 3.42 12366 NA N/A 30.75

2004 Asury Power Rwer Coal Co Rochie. N Antlope WY Train 76 0.653 0.2 8696 N/A N/A 1T.90

2004 PRv non Powaer Rmr Coal Co Rochrtl. N Antlope WY Tram 904 0208 0.26 8746 N/A N/A 20.50

Fledal Power & UgMht C

2000 SlJohns Rer Shamirek Coal BCchrlork KY Trin 717 1.000 1.21 12863 N/A VA 4640

2002 StJohns Rivr Anltoan Coal Inc Hope WV Tran 1,110 0.630 0.74 12118 N/A N/A 44.95

Fled riPoer Crp

19W7 Crystal Rve Ashtand Coal. Inc 2 Coal Mac Ill KY Tran 837 0.137 0 71 13028 N/A N/A 4373

1997 CrystalRr OQualer Coal Co (2) Varous KY Bar e 1.992 0.05 063 13054 WUA /A 53.64

1997 Crystal Rvr Ouaer Coal Co (2) Variou KY Tan 841 ,.380 0.63 13054 N/A N/A 43.3

1ItN CrYtslRtver Cypn Curneniand StraontCrook KY Tran 829 0446 1.12 12658 N/A N/A 40.90

lW6 CrystalR l Ri Arch CollSale Co Lynch 3 KY Tram 843 0405 1.05 13225 N/A N/A 45.20

2001 Crytal Rnrf Pen Coal Corp Varnou KY Bae 1 997 0 431 0.65 12542 N/A NVA 56 47

2002 Crystal Ri AT Ma.y Coa Co SioaWy.EiP Run WV Brg 2.02 0656 0.7 12642 INA N/A 4.30

2002 Crystal Rv Fankin Coal Sals McVcr. Slon
r

s r KY Bargo 1.992 009 0.68 12764 N/A N/A 54.56

2002 Crytal Rrivw Frarnlm Coa S McVkeUr, Sloni E KY Tram 86 0221 0.68 12764 N/A N/A 44 75

2002 Crystal Rare Powel Mounim Mafor VA Tramn 76 0873 0.73 12337 N/A N/A 1 .93

CGuf rPae eo

2007 Cnr Pealoy Co4alet Co (4laba.Pas Oa lo IL Bare BOO 0320 112 12141 NIA N/A 5075

2007 Cnri Peaaboy CalaA*l Co iGallas.Paso Diblo IL B 1.440 0.320 1.12 12148 N/A N/A 5075

2007 Lannog Srth Peabody CoaUsae Co GaltUe.Pawo DOalo IL Bare 117 0022 1 11 12101 N/A N/A 51 0

I27 *.nnr s'mr Pa.ebdY Cr- lalast -Cl. Parl De, tI r 1tPamo 2 440 0 0n72 1 1 10to NA N'A 1A 0

So notel a en ol lable
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Table B1. Utility Contract Coal Shi ments in 1997 y Utility, Contract Expiration Date, and Power Plant
Utt ty Coal Mi *-
Nan* Shipped Sulur moulh Trna. Dedrtd

Stats (M ilion (Percent o b Prlio Ria Prim"
Datt of Tranaport Dtanc Short by (Per (19i (196 13a

YInlfiL Pluran - 5MSulibe NedllNte aM MMiefn e OrIolr MUMe T ) W>elahtl Porlnsdl aMIDoi l ontl a Dra1allal

., uIt Uia C ' .. . ''. '' '

2004 R Nolon Kerr-McGe Coal Corp Jacobas Flacn WY Train 1.576 .992 0.48 8711 WtA A 24128

ltyol WOr Pow Co

197 Mount Tom Mausy Coal Saes Sidney VA Tram 1,100 0.016 0.1d 12848 29.32 23.82 51.31

1I4 Mount Tom Condol nc Bailey PA Train 755 0024 1.46 13207 253 18.8 43.87

199 Mount To Cypruis An Enerald PA Train 755 0199 1.37 13201 26,37 1803 4520

19S1 MounlITon Pittston Coal SaBs Holton KY Train 1.100 0.103 0.5 13069 30.1 2424 54.07

2001 MounlTon Unied Eutem Min 84 PA Trai 755 0.033 1.26 13347 25.57 1822 4325

Indio lna hain Por .

19 Tannr Creek Amru Coal Sain Co Various KY Barg 3:2 0476 0.65 12423 N/A N/A 4461

13IM Tannr C k Golden Oak Mining Co Godlen Oak No 3 & 3A KY Muumted 316 0.493 1.46 13348 UA NA 35.93

1i9 Tanners Crok Vanndna Co Magec KY tare 334 0224 2.19 1166 WNA N/A 25.58

2004 RockPort (Pro 26011 Poctle Coal Co RocshI.N AnrioDe WY MullAnod 1,478 4.971 022 8819 NA NA 19.79

2004 Tanners Creek R Locee Coal Co Rochlle.N ArleAnkl WY Multrn 1.729 0.o4 021 8919 N/A WA 22.38

2014 Rocoort (Proj 2601 Cabtiao Coal Co Rawhiid.Caalk WY Multiimr 1A.75 3.011 0.34 461I N/A N/A 17.57

l _tln.-Jl Powr UgIo ..

IlT7 Pintraourg BIacktBautyCoalCo Wes1Four IN Truk 26 0.139 2.06 11146 N/A WA 17.72

19I7 Pernburg KmDll Ming imc Kmndil t IN Train 28 0.011 3.60 11316 WA WA 1822

1il7 PeFlerbu PNR Coal Sals Corp AMC. Sou IN Tuck 24 3.311 2.31 11123 N/A N/A 17.68

1i7 Penraburg PNR Coal SalesCorp Midway IN Truck 24 028 225 11127 NA N/A 1769

19i1 Elmer WStout Kndill Minng Inc Kndil 03 IN Trin 10 0.139 0.95 10907 WNA NA 2134

lOU H T Pntchtrd Kirdill Mining rc Kindil 13 IN Tra 81 0-259 1.00 10763 WA NIA 2044

1116 Pslrnburo Black beuto Coal We.tFork IN Tnric 26 0.076 1.W8 11154 NA NWA 19.09

199 Ptefrburg Black Bdauy Coal Co COIrnbli IN Tnrck 20 0.11 3.02 11650 WA N/A 20.42

199S Peerrsbur Layfayhee Coal Co Pn«d IN Tnrc 4 0.629 2.62 11042 WA N/A 1733

18 Ptlersburg Pabooy Cooalsals Co Hawthom IN Tam 42 0.054 1.9 10671 4/A WA 13.70

199 Elrrr W Stlou Black Beauty Coal Co Vaou IN Trm 89 0492 1.32 11183 WA NWA 2667

1tW Persburg Black Seauly CoalCo Vanous IN Tnruc 19 0.500 1.94 11507 N/A N/A 24.39

2900 EmwrWStoum Trad Mng of IN Swt Ciy IN Train 85 O118 1.27 1125 N/A WA 25.99

2000 HT Prtchar Tria Miing ot N SwU tCny IN Tram 52 D.185 1.30 11431 NA N/A 2586

2000 PerryK Trd Mniro of IN Sw-i City IN Train 80 0249 1.04 112S3 WA N/A 2837

2007 Pereurs P-abody Coal Co Lynvwe. Hawnorn IN Tram 28 0.976 3.02 10971 N/A N/A 23.48

2007 Pewersbu PeDody C Ca o .Lynnire. awtornm IN Tran 42 0.976 3.02 10971 WA N/A 2325

2011 ElrrrWSIon Black r eautyCoalCo Famrsbug IN Tram 112 0.656 114 1068C N/ A 2341

2011 H T Ptshard Slack beauy Coal Co Fan t fwrrwg IN Tram s 0.058 1.15 1074 NHA NWA 22

ltaela Pr to

197 Dubuque CONSOL h:z Renn La IL Barge - 0.015 270 11791 N/A N/A 28.0

1997 Lansing CONSOL. nc end Lake IL Barge - 0.021 270 11791 N/ N/A 2009

193 Lanmng Amr Coal Co B*.leAy.Eaole Buit WY Lri 1.253 0.516 031 465 N/A N/A 3668

18 Milton L Kan P weeP.nm oCnl RC .mdm.Canm CO Trin - 476 053 1497 Ib17 15 sS 371S

See nole al ind of tab
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Table B1. Utility Contract Coal Shipments in 1997 by Utility, Contract Expiration Date, and Power Plant

Uthly Co MIne.
N1m Sippd Sulfur mou Tr n. Detltd

St I (MBllon (PBwrcem lu P .tce R*l PrI'
DaI of Tnraport DOo, , I Sm yt I (Per (M I I(, (1P"r
9Jnrl-a SPH221 ane utn8r H n MNeomma, Ig0in, 1 H I tMltlTem winMir PIaWtral l I tl n lonitarl l pltrmi

blomc Lip o . . ..

197 Pnian Cnk COabao Rojo Inc CabaO RAo WY Trin 55 0.770 0.33 8427 N/A WA 16.64

197? Sut .rnde Cabllo Rop Inc Cballo Rop WY Train 690 0.41 0.36 8515 WA H/A 1371

-awaftou~umUU~teac ' -": .:bl somiftw UWIUn w

197 eurngon Caballo Roo Inc Ctatlo Rop WY Trai 934 0.091 0.38 453 N/A N/A 14.13

197T Ourowa Peaoy Coal SaJle RawhIO WY Train 851 0453 0.32 833 N/A NA 12.13

2001 O tmtr Kennocta Enery Co CordWo WY Trin 857 0.78Z 0.37 6366 N/A .WA _.18.

IeB nl.MM Qa A Eectric

199T Loau Cabalb Roio nc Vanru WY Tran 934 0.132 0.32 9301 N/A N/A 13.3

1W97 Loua Poweor RNr Coal Rawtid WY Trin 934 0.012 026 1476 NA N/A 15.37

1w7 RrNva Cabtllo Rojo Inc Vanou WY Tnurt 969 0.381 0.2 146 N/A N/A 16.01

1999 Louis Amar Coal We. Inc Eale Bue.Be*eAyr WY Tin 934 0.322 0.36 331 N/A N/A 1B65

199I Louua Porri r RFiw Coal Co Cabal & Rawre WY Tnm 961 0.090 0.38 54 N/A N/A 14.38

200t Louou Coero Mining Co Corof WY Trmn 934 1.411 0.35 6381 N/A N/A 19.13

IrKm-Cnl,,owmi UBg'o ' . .-.Ka Cas ity & Pate-Liam go

1917 LaCygnr Cabllo Roo Inc Cabto Roio WV Tran 875 0.726 0.31 6435 /A N/A 10.73

197 Montrot Peabody COALSALES Co N Aneope, Rochelt WY Tmin 926 1.584 020 92 N/A N/A 1721

1" 94 nawom ARCOCcaICo BlakThundCoCaCrk WY Train 875 1.328 0.34 8755 WNA N/A 12.10

99M lalan AFCO Col Co 81iacThunvlColCrk WY Tram 796 0.171 0.34 691 N/ A A 1125

1991 LaCygn AfRCO Col Co BlackThunv CoaCrnt WY Trin 875 0.567 0.34 354 N/A N/A 11.8

194 LaCytne ARCOCoI Co BaICThuntCoelCri WY Tain 875 0.175 0.35 8786 N/A N/A 12.36

1n99 ltan Pebody Coal Sale Caballo WY Trn 796 0.122 0.36 s29 N/A N/A 9.72

19, LaCygn, Peabody Cool Sats CabaO WY Trnn 175 2.137 0.37 8521 N/A N/A 1083

199t Moronte Peabody Coal Sa C bo WY Train 926 0.069 040 8549 N/A N/A 14.97

20M0 l&un Arco Crl Co Black Thundr WY Tram 79 2.300 0.35 8745 NA N/A 1451

Mnme Ptowr & LUgh eo

199 Lawlrnce Cypru Wltenm Coal Foadl CO Tram 1.C37 0 4 0.46 11473 N/A N/A 29.43

IS99 Tecurnm Cyprus W tern Coal Fode CO Tram 1.045 02m3 0.46 11312 N/A N/A 28.97

3013 Jetnry Energy Cr m Amu Coa wer Eagl Bule.Bel# Ay WY Tran 697 824 0.37 834 N/A N/A 19.22

KilarNAy Paw Ce

199" Bg Stndy HMola'tlEectn Vanous KY Tran 100 0225 1.28 12325 N/A NA 26 .8

19t Bg Sanoy OulkCr Col C Vano KY Trmn 58 0.341 1.30 12159 N/A N/A 29.06

KjanlacryU.1119f9 to

1W7 EW Bown ArCh Col Sale Co Rd9ir KY 7ran 123 0.259 147 1206 2397 675 3073

1097 EWW Brown Pie BrathoCBoIS. S Co i bra.ncth.0do. KY Tran 10 0.43 110 11927 24.57 674 31.31

1397 Gnenl Pntyrafa Mlrin Inc Wsl Kemnrtuy 4.6.9 KY TnXc 30 0.143 2.54 12073 2274 256 25.9

*11 GOrm Airua Co el H BaoI. 8 woy. NCeI WV MUrtlod 330 0.374 0.5 121S4 23.24 644 29.

*1 1 Gant Asand Col Inc Coburg 6.8.9,11 WV MtRwn*de 330 0.354 066 12144 25S92 699 328U

139t Ghenl Canelton. Inc Varsu WV Barge 354 0.306 067 12423 26.93 331 3024

1W Gter Knon-Floey Lad Co t Meo. 1.2.3.4 ICY umrod. 340 0.279 0.8 1237 227 45 598 3047

198 G" nr..» er« C D.re- -- Dal .l. Bhr cr VW - n-ar 753 0990 B 1714-' 7C 7-- 133 14
S5 nIoe at anO of tabe
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Table B1. Utility Contract Coal Shipments in 1997 by Utility. Contract Expiration Date, and Power Plant
Utilty . Coal Min-
Ntam Shpped Sulnu mouth Tram. Deltwd

Suit I(Mllon (Pecent Btut Price Aote Prtet
DeOt of Transport DOlatinc Short by (Pr (196 (186 t19"
Eml2trta PIndrtName SuWaiterNm Mln"I Nrsim Oflaoln Modfe lUtL) e Tonu) Weiehllh PIoundl Dol PllDolllra DolIl)

K iy U1lsa Co tmelnud) -

19 G Gent Anc Coal Sales Co Red Waorr WV Multirro 307 0659 0.70 1243 25.61 5.98 32.59

2000 Ghenr Blk Beauty CoalCo Columba. Franosco IN Barge 283 0277 326 11354 18.30 4.59 22.87

2000 Ghnt Ccaol Inc Shoemaser WV Barp 442 0.667 3.39 1270 19.43 2,37 21.81

2000 Chrnt LanlnnMinig Co Inc LanhamNo 5 KY Barge 224 021 3.06 11083 18.85 3.30 22.13

na'uelob n EdLamn CO

19W7 Portand Consokdatbon Coal Vatious WV Tran 429 0.630 1.97 13212 2221 14.26 36.47

19t Titus Considion Coal Various PA Tram 290 0.41 1.57 13146 24.43 13.12 37.56

Idwewte Power Syminmeo kw

197 Counil Bluff Amex Coal West Inc Eagl Bune WY Traln 63 0200 043 B395 WN*, A 10.61

19T Council Bluhi Powdr Rirr Coat Co Rwlae wvY Train 665 0.68 0.34 8337 WNA WA 12.57

1987 Goorg Neal Cabato Rojo Inc Vanous WY Trit 736 1.440 0.32 
t

446 WA N/A 11.70

I 97 George Neul Cabllto Ro Inc Caialo Roo WY Tram 955 0.455 037 8464 N/A N/A 11.8

1It Georg Neal Powdr Rivr Coal Co Cabato WY Trai 744 1.800 0.36 8510 NIA WA 1318

19m Couni Blutff Ama Coal West Inc Eogle Bu*Se.Bea Ay WY Tran 63 1.517 036 8124 N/A WA 15.44

19t G)orge Nea Powdef Rver CoalC Cabo Cao & Rawnir WY Tram 744 1.421 0.37 8513 N/A WNA 11.80

Moua Poer UgOco

19t9 Boweoi Energy Came Decker Coal Co Decker IT 7Tran 1.036 0.109 0.39 9386 WNA /A 21.80

1199 Boswi Energy Cnte Pabody CoatCo 8,9 Sky MT Trin 633 1.942 0.73 6814 WA VA 20.96

1lt9 SylLaskin Dcker Coal Co Deca' MTT Tran 1.121 0.412 0.39 9386 N/A N/A 2171

2000 Bostll Ergy Cent Kanntcon Energy Sprng Cree MTT Tran 1.036 1.702 0.35 9404 N/ A 19.89

IMlaatat t Powr C

1997 Victor J Danml Jr Decker Coal Co ODcker MT Trim 1.800 3221 * 0.39 9406 A N/A 27.91

S199 Jack Wation Kerri C GClJa Mne IL Blrge 5s 1.090 1.18 118a5 ~WA N/A 3348

uliiourt Public Sevic co

2000 Sibty ArO Cora Sals Co Medicime B .Serm',nm WY Trim 750 0.4&4 0.54 10346 N/A NA 22.69

2000 SiOMy Arcn Col Sales Co Mdtone 8o.Semnwoe WY Tren 750 0.454 0.81 10615 NWA N/A 23.06

2000 Sibey PeOdy Coal Saes ROnaui WY Tran 760 0.505 027 8837 N/A N/A 1351

IonongHalt Power Co

19 H7 lrronM Eastem rn o e Coal Fidea WV Tran 180 0.677 2.43 12719 23.9 4.91 28.80

1MS7 P loaunnt Amencn Coa Sales Potnatn B6 CO Barge 50 0.391 3.91 12577 18.64 0.87 1951

17 Plasar s Eateom AIuoc Coat Federal WV Tran 267 0.007 2. 12366 23 23.21 2.13 3 13

1t Fot Mntin Consonbaton Coal D-orh PA Bge 5 1 70 1 52 12742 35.51 0.3 38.90

1 9 Marnron Conital Coa Italy WV Truck 40 0.244 3.16 1296 2.05 3.02 32.07

2001 Pleasaunn CONSOL Vanom WVr Barge 50 1 453 4.01 12178 1961 0.87 20.35

203 Fon4anrn Consl Robnson Run PA Barge 5 0493 1.4 12519 2611 D38 2649

2002 PMasarnt Armenron Coal S PohitIn *r Om 0 rp 50 SO 1.1t3 390 12S5 2221 07 22.07

Montnada-lkoB LUmU eo - .. - -. -

2000 P MHcas n Knire Rrer Coal Ben NO Tram 70 0.350 0.78 7035 N/A NA 16c0

NMead Peonr ee

1t97 Red .flara, Ce , l rn maC r o er ., Canro 'L- Tr-' 4tI O 048- 0 61 11511 N/A N'A -' -R

See no *i r*nd of ta
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Table B1. Utility Contract Coal Shipments in 1997 by Utility, Contract Expiration Date, and Power Plant
U t i l--it y I--- C o l M l w

NWa _ Shlpped Sutur moit Trans. Delveed

sute (Million (Percetm tvI Pnric Rate Price

Datt oe Transpoen Dte a Short by (Per (196 (1968 (19s

E trcI Plant lNme SuMoIler fNm MIr, Na;r Orlein Md I eMideel ToBme Weetr.ti aPeuad Z OelLMrr fletlatl 0omt.li

Natvd Pear Co( onmnMud)

1899 ReidGau'r t SUFCO SLFCO UT Train 399 0 13 0.37 11387 N/A N/A 26.87

2002 P i l W Aro e CCol Co Wes Elk CO Trai 714 0.04 0.55 117M26 A NA 0.57

2004 RaidGamn AnRs Resours In Vrous LIT Tran 47 0.087 0.75 11967 WA NIA 3.61

2007 R idnarn Cynyps Welrn Coal Wats UT Trn 4s6 0.336 0.56 11591 N/A WA 3147

2004 ReidCGardtn SUFCO SUFCO UT Trai 399 0.075 0.37 11367 /A WA 26.87

New EngLad Poor cn

1?7 Brayton Point Mingo Logan Coal Co Variou WV Mtmiod 85 0202 0.71 12864 WA NA 4.62

19t7 BayonPoint Pifton Col S ies Rum Croek WV Mutlimod 959 0.283 0.67 12260 WA WA 41.96

197 Salem tarof Pittaon Col SAMe Run mC WV Multd 1.134 0.040 0.67 12260 NA WA 3.73

1989 BrainonPoint Aich Coal SaleCo Valrous WV Mulmdb 800 0.032 0.71 12864 tWA /A 45.62

1996 Bryton Point AC Co4l Sales Co V^aous WV MullmoYde 6 0.032 0.71 12964 WA WA 45.62

1 BraytonPont. Ar Co ISa.ls Co VaNo WV Mu lnr04I 965 0.032 071 1284 NIA WA 4562

1nt Brayton Point Ach Col Sale Co Variou WV Muinod 866 0.032 0.71 12864 WA WA 45.62

1M1 onyton Poim Anch Coal Sles Co Vaous WV Multimd 993 0.032 0.71 12864 /A WA 4S.62

19"i Brayon Point Arch Coal Sle Co S .ampls WV Multnde 641 0.6 0.68 12S4 WA WA 43.

13l Bayton Point AshINnd Coal In 0 Da.e. 1o0el WV Mujhtkod 911 0.091 0.73 1226t WA WA 4225

11 BraylonPoint Aslan Coal Inc Dalx. MHobD WV Multmode 890 0.091 0.73 12268 NA WA 4225

198 S4am Harbor Arh Coal Sal Co Sample WV Multmo 1.016 0.W 0.68 12tS4 l/A wA 4461

1n Salm Harbor Ashland Col Inc Daft.. Nobe WV Multiod 1.06 0.00S 0.73 12266 M A WA 43.25

19M Salem Haor Ahlland Coal Inc DOaa. Hobet WV Mumnbod 1.065 0.0O 0.73 1226M A WA 4325

199 Bayton Point Mawoo Coal in Mtani.Ponltii KY Mulbod 852 0.22 0.6S 12810 WA N/A 44.90

1i aryton Point Masey Ce Ss C oaSlt o VaoU WV Murmode 52 0243 0.71 12493 WA WHA 45.32

199 Bytn Point MaeU y Coal SS *bCo VaIous WV Mubrndt 90Z 0209 0.71 12493 WNA NA 4226

193 Salem arBor Mspca Coal c MSartikiPont*iu Mulimo 10 27 0.076 0.66 12810 WA AI, 7.25

1939 Salem Habor Maasey Col Sale Co Vnout WV Multtod 1.077 0.040 0.71 12493 NA N/A 4228

Nrorhmn stac Par co

191 Blc Do Ken- cGae Col Co Jacob. Ranch WY Tmn 1.100 0.013 0.45 6737 NWA A 17.49

134 SrtwneCounty Bg Sky CosCo Big Sky IT Trin 750 1.048 0.72 8819 WNA N/A 1941

189 Stmurw County K4AcGe Coal Co Jcobs Ranch WY Train 1.100 0.135 0.46 8737 WNA N/ 19860

2000 Amtln S Kin ant Coil Co Antop Mr4 WVY Tran 1,10 0.526 0.24 6779 WNA WA 1991

2000 AnSSKing A ocM se Col Co R Rach Mne WV Tran 1.100 0.715 0.22 841 8 WA WA 18.59

200o SUCaO Dg nm eO Coal Co Amnflk Mrw WY Tain 1.100 0.324 0.24 8779 WA WA 2032

2000 Btack Dog Rochrle .CoCo Rtochr Mn WY Tram 1.100 0.501 0.22 648 WA WA 1.93

2000 Ngn Bnd Autelope Coa Co AncoeIO Mit, W Trm 1.100 0 006 024 8779 WA WA 20e3

2000 High Bndge. pe Co. Co atOeM. WV Tram 1.100 0.752 02 8848 W/A WA 16.23

2000 A~ relope Coal Co AnM4p Mine WY Tra 1.100 0.OS 0.24 6779 W WA A 1957

2000 Alenaie RoalteCoalCo 0 Rocr Ae Mn WY Tra 1.100 . 12S 0.2 84t WNA WVA 1746

2900 Shbrn Csr e ROch ,CIaCO PoctW Me~ WY Trn 1.100 1.141 022 *8 /A WA 20.30

2000 Sheburne Co Thoer BA Coa BlaTluie Min WY Tra. 1.100 2.524 0.35 8753 WA N/A 2014

Al00 AbllSlr , no We.I^,r.R ^t A^l*. M MTY Tram 7, 0 n 407 02- 8 a73 N t NIA 19 93

See rtes at end* oft to
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Table 81. Utility Contract Coal Shipments in 1997 by Utility, Contract Expiration Date, and Power Plant
Uility Coal Min--
Name S1hlDpo Suh'ur mauth Tras. Ded

SUa (MlUUon (Prcnt Btus Prine e Pric'
DOe of TIr npon ODlau Short by (Pr (m199 (1t (1u r
E.hlMs5 Plant ane SuerName Mine ne m n i n Moe Ml To Wiloni Prnd f l aal Jill-

Norlt SalBo PPor Co (coiMnud)

2005 Shlftium County WstmorUland Rieouc Abaloia MT Tram 750 2.332 0.62 731 NA NA 19.22

Oflo Ediona o

t10M W H mm Cannelton Irustres KIC WV arge 297 0.451 144 11424 N/A N/A 27.10

2000 W H Samn Cannehon InOusries Kanawrh WV Barg 297 0.503 1.4 11419 N/A WA 28.39

2000 WHSaurn Shel MminnO C/R&F R&F OH Buge 72 0.435 121 11991 W WA 43.99

2001 W H Sanrii Buckle/Massy Coal Vanous WV Bargi 252 0.354 0 M 12241 WA WA 35.15

2001 W H Samnr Buckeyetauy Coal Vanous WV EBrg 290 0.295 0.84 11183 /A N/A 25.08

2002 Nih Ouakr Coal Co Nelms, BevNly OH Tran 106 0.383 2.80 12265 WNA WA 2.57

2002 R E Br r Quaker Coal Co Ntmi. Bevery OH Barge 21 D113 3.06 12036 WA /A 22.44

2002 W H Sarri Ashtad Coal Co Vrious KY Barp 267 0.677 0.76 12117 WA WA 30.79

2002 WHSaim oual Coa Co Nlni, Bwevny OH Bar0e 28 0.004 2.14 12043 NA N/A 105.32

200 W H Sarr W Cao CalC Carnpe Cro WV Barge 277 0.797 0.75 12244 WA N/A 33.76

Ohio PoI r co

2000 Mulungum River Cntral Ohio Coal Mukungum Mrn OH OWier 5 1.151 4.32 11476 WA /A 60.63

2000 Musklrnum Rwer Pittston Coal various WV Tran 106 0.955 066 12212 /A NWA 34.64

2001 GenJMG vin Marelta Coal Marne OH Bar 165 0.010 3.06 11610 N1A WA 2570

2004 Gn JM Gain Sanos HlI VInous OH Bare 1 0D.12 3.00 11203 WA N/A 26.31

2012 Mntchell Peabody Coal Sales Vanous WV MutW de 345 2.507 0.76 12306 N/A WA 3643

2000 GenJ MGavn Sothe Ohio Col Meg 2 & 31 OH Other 10 6240 3.52 11349 N/A N/A 3513

191 MuskogD Amua Coal Wesl Inc Beie Ayr W Train 1.052 2.146 0.26 8578 N/A N/A 1522

199i Sooner Amax Coal West Inc Ble Ayr WV Tran 931 1.57 0.25 568e N/A NA 1426

Oklahoma Oaa · ELectrl co

1999 UMiauS Koner m EnergyCo CaballoRoO WY Train 1.052 0.987 0.21 789 4.78 9.5 1S.12

2003 Musoge Thunder Bain Col Black Thurder WY Tran 1.052 1 599 0 34 763 NFA WA 15.22

2003 Soonr Thunder Ban Coal Black Thundr WY Tran 931 2.015 0.35 872 NA N/A 14.59

2010 Muskoee Kennoon Energy Co Annoe WY Tramn 1.052 0369 0.21 8789 N/A N/A 1518

2010 Muusogoe Powder Riv Coal Co Rochrl/N Antelope WY Tran 1.052 0.327 0.20 0764 N/A N/A 15.71

2010 Soonr Power Rverl Coal Co RochellitN Anelop WY Train 931 0024 0.20 8776 N/A N/A 1472

O0r Tall Powr co

19t Hmol La KenneoC Ertgy Spnng C e MT Tram 643 0.309 0.35 9265 WA WA 23 .4

t1 Big Slone Waesiorlaro3 Res Abruloa MT Tramn 650 1 76 0.64 8714 WNA WA 1(.34

Permloytvanl Ebeic co

1997 Conrnaug PBS Coals Inc PBS No PA Train 50 1.243 215 12696 WA N/A 3352

19l7 Connmaugn Tanorra Eneroy Inc Oue Crew/Pmi Hi PA Truck 39 0 109 2 10 12361 FA N/A 2761

1997 Keyilone Cnebiuy Coal Co D davidoAdr PA Tnjck 20 0332 215 12429 WA WA 27 42

197 Keysone Tanneryrll Coal Vaious PA Truk 10 0042 2.07 12490 N/A NA 27.69

19S7 Keystone Tanorna Energy nc West Leanon Srp PA Tnrch 12 0.099 2.07 12251 fA /A 2787

1It7 Keystone UnLted Ejaslm Coa Vanous PA Tnrck 10 0123 230 12293 W/A N/A 2676

1997 K 'vrl «-nn -- vreul F ieCm Vu PA TrurF t0 0030 00 270 1217a N NA NA 21 12

S-e noos at nd ol lao
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Table B1. Utility Contract Coal Shipments In 1997 by Utility, Contract Expiration Date, and Power Plant

Utiity _II I .l i I IUlflty Coal Mine-
rNam Shlppd Su11r mouth TranM. DeAlt

St1> (MIllon (Percentl BM Pric Ra Prlca'
DO I of Tranapoir Itane Short by (P' (196 (196 (19

SUM&_BAM. Pm«MdO» ai - IMill eL fM Tonal WeflnLt wPondL Sao tll Dollar i

n>Muu^»mt EVactue PA (Siiiti SHu m. T, ..

11t Keyne AmakN VanoIu PA Truck 10 0.116 2.12 12479 NIA H/A 26.66

2000 Coninaugh Arnlnkohl Nichoovo PA Truck 35 0 20 2.70 12395 WA W/A 25.97

2000 Conrnaumrh Arminka Ni o PA Tnrck 35 0.034 227 12322 WA N/A 27.0

2000 KeyItn Arnhl Variu PA Tuk 10 0.02 2.17 12128 WA N/A 26.06

2002 KeyItone Canartury Coal Co DaWDOiA n PA Truck 20 0.048 2.14 12343 W/A INA 2627

200 Kreyitlon Cantwbury Col Co Dvd/DiLnrw PA Tnrck 20 0124 2.22 12380 WA WA 26.24

PImav uama P & Lia0m o

1t3o Montour Powmr Opnrltng Co Vanoru PA Tran 175 0.407 2.15 12476 N/A WA 34.61

191 Bnrunr Island Cantorbury Coa Co VAmrn PA Tran 257 0.302 2.15 12683 WA WA 3921

191 Brunner lalnd ConId PA Cool Co Baly.Enmow Fork PA Trm 303 0.963 1.66 13143 NA N/A 4.70

191 Brunrnr hlind . Cyprus Ernerla F Enrald PA Train 319 1.3 1.44 13119 WA N/A 41.17

19t Bruwnner Ur E P ndr Coal Co Vanoua PA Trin 179 0.22 2.12 12674 WA NWA 36.94

Ilt Uontour Cantm ry Co lCo Verwus PA Trnn 287 0.163 2.15 12628 NA /WA 39.12

19M Montour Condl PA Coal Co SaEty.Enl For* PA Tnin 362 0.261 1.63 13161 WNA FA 42.06

IM m omour Cypnn EmeraRi Res Emrrald PA Tram 398 0.06 1.35 13337 NA N/A 41.21

19M Momnour E P onrder Cool Co Vanoua PA Tram 239 0.6U 1.9S 12631 WA WA 37.51

1900 Montour RPer Hil Col CO Venou PA Tain 123 0.30 2.02 12622 W*A rA 3666

N/A MoMrou Lady Jane Coloras Vanou PA Trun 200 0.00 1.75 12231 NWA AIA 38.

WA Sunbuy Lady Jane Collreno Varous PA Trin 157 0294 1.74 12124 WA N/A 3711

Pemunywair- POW. . _ ..

2002 Bruce Manhld Qulkt Coal Co NerM. sBvhar OCH Btro 4S 0.06 2.62 12114 NA N/A 24.71

PhlbdMehl El eMt c

2000 Cromy ClrPr Ermral Res Dep Man PA Trai 371 0.141 147 12068 23.36 11.75 3503

2000 Cronry Unro Este m Coal Ba PA Tram 373 0245 155 13096 25.09 12.54 37.62

2000 Eddyston Cyrpus Emeral s 0D,9 Mm* PA Trai 401 0.391 1.45 13204 25.6 12.9 3669

2000 Eddyotton Unid Easern Coal 84 PA Tran 403 744 1.53 13236 25.48 12.74 3.22

Poetnoa Eleilrt Por co

197 Potomac Rtr LLOdalr Enewgy. Inc Pax WV Tram 395 0.113 0.7S 13196 A WA 41.95

11m7 Potoma cR r Southelt Fuell Inc Sanmra WV Tram 394 0.Z2 076 12e94 NWA A 40.9

11m Chak Poirn Nael L.UiMy SaII Mebh MDO Tram 272 0.08 1.1 13201 NWA N/A 4700

1i1 Chil Pont SaothasI Mater Buablo MD Train 265 0060 1.49 12973 N/A NA 48 94

1n0 Carlk PoW Sunrow Fuel, Inc Lesle PA Tram 430 0153 1I 12931 N/A NA 4Z.M

19M9 Morgantowm Na*e UtiMy Sa1r Mftk MD Tram 272 0.246 1.51 13207 WN/ A A 4700

lim Uorgantoen Souiraul Utler Ouial &O Tran 265 0260 1.49 12973 FA N/A 48.94

10M Moroganrm Suirnmer Ful., Inc Leal PA Tran 43 0.077 1.68 12931 &WA WA 42 46

lat PotomNac Roi HFands Coal Sales Coba IY Tran 401 0.148 0.73 12962 N/A A 41.16

19 Chl Point Moore Eng Reycu Deep Nolw WV Tram 296 0OC1 1.5 1304 WNA /A 47.41

11t Calk Poe PBS Coal )nc Srat Cri PA Tr7a 360 0251 1.20 13229 WA NA 43.13

11t DOckeron Anur Enry Coar SenA WV Tram 229 0.372 142 13126 N/A N/A 3722

Im9 F rkeon Con.a.OICo SIa.l D1Peer HoNrw WV Trar, 200 0 2r2 1 5 1 X045 N'A N'S 3I 6
See notes at ond of tab
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Table B1. Utility Contract Coal Shipments in 1997 by Utility, Contract Expiration Date, and Power Plant

Utility Coal Ml- I
Utt Shipped SuHur mouts Tran. DelIw

St I I (M
"
Ilion I(P tn l Btue P rk Rite " kc'"

Dat ot Trmnaport DOlta nce SMth t by (Per | (19S6 (196 (196

FIn£L L _ Plant Na Suoller Nitne N M e OrianL WMade (Mibl ITon l Wteltl PounWdll Iflllr-Sl Dlollar)l darl

PoFmnc Ertrc Powr Co (coetwod)

199 Dikerson Patnot Mining Co Patmot WV Tran 196 0341 1.37 12850 N/A NA 36.98

1tM Morgantown Moon Energy Resourc Dp Hollo WV Trin 296 0.192 1.58 13084 N/A VA 4741

19 Morgantown PBS Coal Inc Shad Crook PA Train 36 0.255 120 13228 N/A N/A 43.13

200 Potomnac rier Soureast Fuels Inc Glen Ajn WV Tran 394 0035 0.77 12528 N/A NA 40.29

Publc Servl Co ot nh

19l7 Schiler Consol AJportlaiey WV Uulbmoed 663 0.161 1.47 12975 36.49 5.82 42.31

199 Mrrimak Consol Lovwndg WV Tran 875 0.066 217 13218 21.82 18.32 41.75

199t Memmacx PeabodyCoal Sate Fedeal WV Trin 875 0206 217 13410 2214 1lS.9 4127

2001 Merrmck United Eastmrn Min 84 PA Trin 875 0.147 141 13259 2540 17.83 4459

Public Servie of '*t

2017 San Juan San Jun Bas San Juan.LaPlla NM Truck 26 3.430 0.87 9319 21.1 8.99 30.18

blAc Serlc Co Of Colrede

1997 Arapahoe CypruLAmu Coal Co EajI.Foiel CO Train 378 0.094 0.47 11263 NA N/A 32.50

1W97 CherokM Cypruu/Amax Coal Co Ege.i.Foids CO Trin 33 1.275 0.46 11338 NWA N/A 27.15

1997 Vamont CypruslArm Coal Cc Ea"l.Fodel CO Trai 395 0.309 0.47 11317 N/A N/A 28.99

2000 Araph Areo Coal Co West Elt CO Tram 378 0.004 0.52 1158 WNA N/A 25.39

2000 Cheoee Arco Coal Co Wst Elk CO Tram 363 0664 0.52 11588 WNA NA 15.75

2000 Valmoro Arco Co Co West El CO Tran 395 0.007 0.52 11588 N/A NA 26.47

2014 Comarnc Cyprus/Arrxi Coal Co BFllAyr.Eagle eun WY Tran 575 2.171 0.25 8608 N/A NA 16.67

2014 Pawne Cyprus/Amax Coal Co BelleAyr.Eagle Bute WY Trai 368 1782 038 5339 N/A NA 15.13

Public Servca Co of Inc

1SS7 Cayuga Catlin Coal Co. Inc Rid IL Trucl 35 0.239 1.73 1063 WFA VNA 24.13

197 GiDson ConsOllation Coal Rond Lak IL Tran 60 023 1.01 11720 N/A N/A 1.43

19l7 Gibson Cypnru Arnm Miural Sycamor IN Truck 4S 0129 234 10678 N/A NA 24116

1997 Gibson Cyprus Arnaz Mineral Sycaore IN Truck 45 0.270 146 10958 N/A NA 25.91

197 Gison PNR Sales Corp AMC Sut Mirr IN TrucK 65 0,059 1.13 11216 /A N/A 25.07

T117 R Gallagher Consoidlon Coal Ren Lake IL Multmro 90 0.054 0.98 11918 N/A N/A 1.33

1997 Waas Rnsr i Sor r lSourcs Inc Cobo IN Trnc 24 0.010 0.19 165s NIA NA 11.48

19l0 EOardswon Traod Mrinmo o IN Vnaous IN Tneik 0.044 2.39 1108s H'A WA 2101

1998 Wabash A, Lillo Sanoy Coal Co Pond Crek IN Tran 64 0254 1.33 11065 NKA N/A 2593

11 n Wabash ANl Litte Sany Coal Co enmur IN Tran 64 0.205 1 35 11002 NWA /A 26.01

1999 R Galaone Cyprw Amax Curnotsano PA Barge 383 0.647 2.31 13065 N/A N/A 27.69

199 Wabash nR*e Pebody COALSALES >laomo IN Tran 35 0424 2.26 1090e /A NA 21.12

1999 Wabeh nRr Peabody COALSAL .ES awo m IN Trai 35 0.03 1,69 10656 N/A N/A 2302

2000 Edwrasorn EaO tCoalCo Vnos IN Truck 21 0.111 2.75 11207 N/A N/A 1917

2000 Gibson Cyprusrr AMs M4farS Walh IN Tral 10 0622 1 44 109T7 N/A N/A 2973

2000 Gbson : Eaor CoalCc Vnous IN Tran 14 27S3 2.75 11207 NVA WNA IS.7

2000 P Gallager EaoleCoalCc Varmou H aw 174 0002 275 11207 NVA NA 19.17

2001 Cayuga PeatodyC Coal Sae. HWinWm IN Tram a 0 296 1 T7 10944 N/A WA 27 43

20a Csia IPeNrvCaLCAlFS fsw mm IrN tran e5 2172 T1 104 _I-A !,A 26°5

Se nroel a e*n of tab.
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Table B1. Utility Contract Coal Shipments in 1997 by Utility, Contract Expiration Date, and Power Plant

Utility Coal I I ne
Name Sl bpwdl Sultur moul Trmn. Do d

Stael (Million (Ploent Buss Pritce RatI Pricl

DntI of Tranwoort OIlae Short by (I (er I (199 (1 o (Ir
FxlBr.ml Plant Ntme Suomler NHme MIe Nne O Mo [ MllL U Tem I Weht IP D oll OJ (Mn

Pvb.c Sn1'c Co od IN We (wamftmd)

203 Giioron Peaoy COALSALES Hawthom IN Tran 73 0.020 2.10 10976 N/A N/A 2540

2003 WabashRher PeabodyCOALSALES Hawiom IN Tran 35 0.020 1.76 10829 /A WA 2339

2001 R Gallaghr Pebody Coalaoes Federal WV Barge 340 0.201 2.12 13214 W/A NA 28.55

2010 Cayuga Falon Coal Co Vanrou IN Tran 75 0102 1.13 10616 W/A WA 30.42

2010 GIbluo FalbonCoalCo Vaious IN Trin 150 2.715 1.31 10944 N/A N/A 30.78

2010 Wabash Rr Falcon Co !Co Vraou IN Trnri 35 0.331 1.11 10774 N/A A 30.30

11t5 Merrmac Cypnru Arm ErrWd PA Tain 575 0265 1.36 13200 2638 1804 4576

Publle rW Coe o Olahon

2014 Noroastonm Kerr-McC e Col Corp Vanous WY Tnin 1074 1354 0.45 469 NA WA 20.71

2014 Nort»storm Krr-McGoe Coal Corp Vaous WY Trin 1.074 13S4 024 877 N/A N/A 21.71

2014 Nortmeasm Ker-Mcee Col Corp Variu WY Tran 1.074 1354 020 5793 NIA N/A 21.50

Slem Fei PPoer co

2003 North Vhly Soulfwm Utah Fuel Sufo UT Trtin 533 0.712 0.34 11272 NWA N/A 46.47

0lot C talin El-csic f& Oa c

19t Cp Sttion Kopper Gb, Ful., Ic Sat Crt l e in.ri TN Tran 617 0.015 1.52 12938 N/A WA 39.60

t19 Conadys Slem KoppD Glo Fuel. Inr Stright Croek Mrin TN Train 617 0.041 1.46 12476 N/I A A 41.04

1e" Urquhart KoprGlo Fuel. tc StraigM Creek Mie TN Trann 617 0.150 1.44 12t99 N/A WA 39.48

1999 Wartree Kopper Glo Ful. Inc Straigh Creak Min TN Tan 617 0.156 1.55 12621 N/A N/A 36.58

1837 CopeStation Outakr Coal Co DOnfroi Fo KYC Tram 524 0.009 0.76 12899 WNA N/A 42.17

19'7 Cope Staon uake Coal Co Inc Road Craek KY Train 524 0.152 1.42 1278 N/A N/A 41 17

197 Canadyys Strn Quaker Coal Co Inc Road Crk KY Tran 524 0.027 1.53 1250 N/A NA 3923

1917 Canalys Steam VA Iron. CoalA Colk Virgina Iron KY Trin 524 0.022 0.85 13068 NA A 43.99

1997 McMakr OQuaf Cos Co inc noa CreK KY Train 524 0.009 1.27 13288 N/ A 43.41

1917 MrcMeiun VA Iron. Coal & Cole Vrna Iron KY Trn 524 0.0 1.14 13084 NVA N/A 42.93

1997 Urquharl Ouwra Coal Co Inc Rd Crek K' Y Trin 524 0.045 1.23 12797 N/A N/A 42.90

1987 Urquhan VA Iron. Coal & Colk Vgia Iron KY Trn 524 0.007 1.46 13327 IA N/A 4490

1997 W4miari QOuat Col C Ocao on For KY Tran 524 0.247 0.81 12766 N/A N/A 4225

1te" CoDp Stabon DeU Coals hc Rod Rwr VA Tram 524 0.010 1.46 12667 N/A N/A 39.24

18 Copo SlaBor TECO Coal Cop Elkihomr KY Trnm 561 0.053 1.3 12821 N/A NA 39.04

196 Conedys t1en Dela Coals Inc Red Rer VA Tnmn 524 0.01S 1.52 12781 N/A N/A 3959

19il Canay Stem TECO Cal Cor EldAhm KY Trla 561 0.27 1.51 1272 N/A N/A 3977

18t Urquhartn Do Coal Inc Red RWr VA Tran 524 0.025 1.55 12777 NA WA 3.93

lsI Urquhar TECO Coal Cop Ekthom KY Tran 561 0.06 1.48 12132 WA WVA 39

1"l Urquhar VA Iron, Coal & Coke Vrw9n Iron VA Tram 40 0.009 0.3 13218 WA IWA 40,8

1--0 Waerue D Coale Inc adRFt r VA Tran 524 0.151 1.68 12731 WA N/A 38.92

1er Wa.er TECO Coal Cop Ellihorm KY Tram 561 .090 1.06 12635 WA N/A 38.75

It" Wlt A VA Iron. Coal & Cok Virmil I VA Train 406 0.346 124 12724 A NA 38W 7

114 Wians TECO Col Corn Elam KY Trant S61 0.111 0.73 t1293 IN/A NA 4

1I5M Cope Stalon Jars RmW Cocu Vanu KY Tnrn 617 0.000 0.81 12700 W/A N/A 43.9

991 cnt sli.an ueYr-C e..rO£.s _ab" KY1 Tran F17 007 D1 1747 WN/A N/A V7A4

Se lrsI a1t e*n olf ul,
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Table B1. Utility Contract Coal Shipments in 1997 by Utility, Contract Expiration Date, and Power Plant
Uvilty Coal Mine-
NWUa Shipdl Sulfur moutr Tramn. Delw d

Sttle (Million (Prant tU01 Prite Rob Prito-
D0t of Trwaport Distten Short by (Pr (ISK (19s (I s
FlsL E Plant NaIe J ue, ell am ine Name r rloin Mod, I filel TcOnl WelnaMil POnd lOtteri bliltOlil Doa

out Cnibn Eti.c Caaa Co(eoamnu , -.

193 Coe Station Quaker Coal Co Inc Road Crok KY TRAIN 524 0.257 1.43 12686 WA N/A 38.60

19t Canadys Steam Quakr Coal Co Inc Road Cre KY TRAIN 524 0.030 1.37 12769 VNA N/A 39.01

19o Meokiun Quaker Coal Co Inc Road Crek KY TRAIN 524 0.034 1 48 12979 WA N/A 39.31

19S Urouhaul Quakt Coal Co Inc Road CtCe KY TRAMI 524 0.004 1.06 13755 I/A WA 42.95

199 Watoree Mapco Coal Saes Martit KY TRAIN 617 0.15 0.97 12412 WA WA 37.72

lm9 Watler Quaker Coal Co Inc Road Ctee KY TRAIN 524 0.052 123 12652 N/A /A 3842

119 Witliar Jamsr Rwir Coals Vanous KY TRAIN 617 0345 0.80 12800 WA A A 42.96

2000 Cope Sttion Quaker Coal Co Damron For KY TRAN 524 0036 127 13253 N/A N/A 40.41

2000 Cop Station VA Iron. Col & Coke Vrgm Iro KY TRAIN 433 0.034 135 13260 WA N/A 40.51

2000 Mctd4Mau VA Iron. Coal Coke V-rgne Iron KY TRAIN 433 0299 1.47 13221 NA N/A 40.42

2000 Urqtllun VA Iron. Coal & Coa Vrgnia Iron KY TRAIN 433 0030 1.35 13389 WA WA 42.51

2000 Warler VAlro n, Coal & Coi Vlrgilna Iron KY TRAIN 433 0.009 1.60 13016 N/A WA 40.40

2000 Wilarms Quaker Coal Co Damran Forn KY TRAIN 524 0209 0.77 12933 N/A N/A 4249

Souern Caimtin Edbon Co . -- - -

2005 Mohae Peaiodx CoalCo Blac Mesa AZ PIPELINE 273 4.397 0.51 12250 2721 6.25 3345

Sou then lInla GM & Elect C . . ...

Il7 F BCulte Unlted M rontl Inc 0, R.0og IN TRUCK 32 0.259 6.59 11342 17.04 2.91 1.95

SoupMabmn Etec3I Roew Co

20W FIlm Creek Amai Coal West Inc Be4llAyr/Eagl Bune WY TRAIN 1.035 1.293 0.35 8381 N'A N/A 27.50

2006 Welsh Arna Coal Wslln rc BleAyr:.Eaige Buei WY TRAIN 1.454 4.992 0.35 360 WNA WA 28.66

Sourhweutm Piubi Seo ce Co

1 arramngton S taion CabrUlO Coal Caballo WY TRAIN 911 1 272 0.36 8512 N/A N/A 17.47

2011 Hamnron Station Tuco Black Thuteor WY TRAIN 901 3.000 0.36 700 N/A A 1142

2017 TolkStalton Tuco Black Thunter WY TRAIN 1.015 3.941 0.35 8654 N/A N/A 30.93

Tampn Eetic Co

1Y1337 BBend Conannial Resources hnoeron t KY BARGE 1.6M 0.147 2.68 11102 N/A N/A 2849

1'97 B.goBan CoatanmCoal Smrn L BaeUr KY BARGE 1.59 0.119 3.01 12119 N/ A A 32.33

1997 Bi oBnd Sugar Cavm Coal Eaogt va#y I- BARGE 1.602 0.397 2.6 12707 WA WA 32.09

1If1 BgB En Peaboy Coalaus Co Petro, KY BARGE 1.602 0.198 2.51 11140 N/A WA 29.92

19 BSg BEn Ja0dr Ful Co. Inc Gauden Vase IL BARGE 1.602 0540 3.00 1288 N/A N/A 33.67

191t BBg end Kerr McGe Col Gaiata KY BARGE 1519 0.942 1.19 1194 NA NA 3A14.

1'9 &g Bnd Peabody Goalueta Co Palrxo M.t KY BARGE 11.2t 026 2.65 11426 N/A NA 30.63

1I9 Gannon Gallf Coal Co Vanor KY TRAIN S0 0.961 1.23 12776 N/A N/A 6379

lo9 Ganno Gawli Coal Co vanous KY MULTIMOOE 2.102 0.043 123 12776 N/A N/A 56.97

2004 Big Btno Peatody Coal Co BS RoAg.Wheacrctl KY( BARGE 1.482 D238 1.92 12293 NWA VNA 42 7

Teldo Eiart C-Cb terir Enr

It9 Bay Seore CyoDrU Coal EmnIlO/Bnt Ayr YY TRAIN 1.600 0411 0.54 S1 N/A N/A 21 53

Tr-bat T Aan Inc

2017 Craloa CrClrWv Coil Co Co"oWwo Cil' Co TRAIN 24 09o9 n0 I1035 N'A N/A 71 71

S* now. al end of Lotro
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Table B1. Utility Contract Coal Shipments In 1997 by Utility, Contract Expiration Date, and Power Plant

:UO~~~~~~ty~~~cow M Ine-
HavM show Sulfur r hSxd SUTUr D n T Dad

St v I (Mu I on (Par I lumI Prca RsI P I "e
Dore of Trnport Ditlol Shoo bt (Pb r (/1 B (1»t» (low
.Flmlm P'slt SUB llpNm. - lU Okle ! od fMeiMlr TI 7 ) WMm ofrOIhlnl1 Dol' o lli

20W oristorm l Hbor PIUni Col Saloe Voraus KY 1Mu11rd 70 0.01 0.53 13132 NA NVA 51.35

I bM boo r eOka-w. _,S:' C Sl-'. -C o . * . --, . .: T.;', .0 -. .. , W A --.

1WT mnrnoaSlul A CnaCoaJ SlCo Oal-Tso. obt121 WV Tran 4*0 0.349 0.90 11724 /A N/A 3345

1T7 Bram luo M Cooed Inc Jone ForMll CfI KY Traln 501 0.026 120 1200 N/A NA 339.

loT BEso Bhuff Prmwn Elhomn Col Prw Ekhon KY Tran 536 0.043 1.06 12500 NA WA 40.51

1tT Chasapslu PartCa CoInC Rod Rmer VA Trn 458 0.117 1.42 1296 NA N/A 3752

1t37 Chwfteld Arch CoJ SaleCo Da-Toe. Hobt 21 WV Trn 4 c 0.323 O.0g 12141 N/A WA 35.31

1B17 Chltreld AsNand Coa Co Inc Po» Crek KY Tran 50 0.20 1.10 12500 A WA 3949

11W Chatterm Colro Inc Jones FodrC l Crk KY Trtn 583 0.392 1.13 12600 A WNA 39.03

17T Chentrfld Ea n A C Co t Rockli WV Tran 503 0239 1.00 13000 NA NA 4133

1I Cn hstaCoal Sa^le Pik Couny KY Tran 53 0.331 1.00 12500 N/A WA 37.19

117 Chlseld Prmrt EJkhnoCol Pimr Eliom KY Tran 620 0.175 1.03 12500 WA /A 40.00

1*7 Clover Arc Co Sales Co Dsl-Tex. ob 21 WV Train 602 0.030 0.B 12100 N/A NA 34.03

1i7 Clovwo l aal Col Sal Toni' Crn KY Trin 352 044 1.12 12574 NA N/A 36.13

17 Clof Coastl CoaI Sals Tom's Crek VA Trann 32 0.23 1.12 12574 WA /WA 36.13

167 Clover PrdeeCol Co I n od Rd vr VA Trln 38 0.101 1.16 13000 /A N/A 39.74

1917 Posmm Po Arch Coal Sale Co DOe-Tx, Hobe 21 WV Trnm 553 0205 0.90 11709 N/A N/A 33.35

1T? Posum Pohl . Emn Aasoc Coal Rockx WV Tain 572 0.176 0.96 12975 N/A WA 41.52

19W7 PouPorin Prorr Ehion Coa Pnimr EWtiom KY Tram 6 8U 0.012 1.00 12500 NWA WNA 4025

1917 Yoraln Prmwr EeUom Coal Premie Eom KY Train 673 0.127 1.02 12500 WA N/A 4025

1961 BrnmoBluf AVEST Coal SlS Fola WV Trin 311 0.029 0.0 12500 NA N/A 3.94

1996 Chsapa Anh Coa Sale Co PaiOe corrnox VA Trin 458 0211 1.00 12500 4/A NA 35.67

19 Cnwsrtfld AMVEST Coal Sal Foad WV Train 33 0.021 0.0 12500 WA A 36e6

196 Clka Ac Coal Sal Co Pifnse. oprex VA Trn 388 0.214 0.90 12500 H/A NA 36.17

1lIo Posum Point AMVEST Col Sale For WV Tran 452 0.105 0.80 12500 WA N/A 37.19

1t Yoitown AMVEST Col Sas Foa WV Train 446 0.011 0.30 12500 /A N/A 37.45

316 Brn Blul Ptrae Coal Co Inc Red R VA Tmn 426 0.007 1.50 12500 /A fA 43.31

1i t Cere*. Aim ic*Co RoCsng Fork VA Tram 465 0.15 120 12800 NA hUA 3652

199 Cweapeake PWaro. Col Co In Red Re'v VA Trai 4S 0.232 142 12966 N/A A 37.52

191 Cheapeke PatrOl Fuels Inc Arioros Brach VA Tran 59 0 152 1.09 12996 N/A WA 37.61

1-V Crhesapeak Smony Mi Coal Co Cno Perch VA Tnin 461 0.310 0.96 1200 N/A WA 36.7

lo" Chteidel<d Alr Coe Sales Co DalI-Tex, tol 21 WY Trai 024 0249 0.9 12100 N/A HA 35.02

1i1s C/o0~ Alian Coal Ronr gFork VA Tra 332 0115 1.03 12800 WNA N/A 37.83

196 Clot Ah Coal Sales Co D&O-Tex. Hoe 21 WV Tram 602 0020 08 12100 WA N/A 3403

19i Clove Cou Coal S*le.. ToWts Crek VA Tn n 352 0343 1.12 12574 N/A WA 3716

lB9 C~or Ptei Fues lie Amrenr BrOnc VA Tran 376 O6 110 13000 N/A NA 3.668

1"W Corw Sroy ntn Coal Cor, Cae Plch VA Trin 328 0066 0. 4 128l00 NA NWA 3809

1I9o Posu Pont Acn Coal Sleo Co OaT.Te. .ow v21 WV Tran 553 0.06 0.9 11891 NA WA 34 65

l1 YOttt Ar, Col SCc e Co D*t-Te. Hobw 21 WV Trn 537 0.035 0.90 12100 N4A W/A 357

2001 MtLirllf- 5- t -C C -- - -MiT-s wV T- -- - i-n p I A-M 1 i?5 1i7 MAA WNA No

S5 note tl *nd O UDal
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Table B1. Utilty Contract Coal Shipments in 1997 by Utility, Contract Expiration Date, and Power Plant
Utility Coal M e-
Namw Shiped Sulnu m|our Tram. Detnird

Stlate (Million (Percent BSUe Prltc Ra t Prtlc
DOt of Tranapon Distanc Short by (Ptr ( 196 (1I96 (1396
FsmrlM Pt1nte s»t-et-tnt ~ t~ln*.lor eOltel foire ! (Maieil Tonl [Wetot"l MPoune BflOtll OO11e mldo ll.i

Wd1 Plme _Poa Co

1W0 Atnnumg Stanfor CoJ Co Dowvenrpi PA Trin 31 0256 1.30 12478 25.37 359 28.96

19i Mitchell Coanodltdaon Coal Various WV Barge 70 0044 3.13 12302 34.2 1.55 3610

1f9 Miltchoel Consoliratxon Coal Varous WV Barg 70 0.05 2.31 12358 35.01 1.55 3629

19il Mitclw Consolidation Coal Vanous WV Bag 70 0.511 3.38 12188 34.30 1.53 31.77

2001 Heoltalr Few Consollation Coal Humnphry. laeB sille WV Barge 20 3467 2.08 12861 3607 0.73 36.77

Wot Tea U0t11l co

1117 Oknaunn Trton CoalConpany Buckkuin WY Tain, 1.118 1.904 043 9469 N/A WA 2649

WlaeMwi Eldoclkt Porr co

137 Oak Crlek Amvnre Feoa WV Trar - 0.024 066 12451 FNA N/A 3641

1tT OakClok Aro Coal Wal Ek CO Ten 1,530 0.151 0.53 11570 HtA W/A 31.34

197 OakCroek C~oo Rend Lake IL Tran 367 0.022 0. t 1262 NA W/A 35.87

197 Oak CrMek Consol Jones Fork KY Tra - 0.023 0.56 11802 W'A U/A 32.74

19r7 Oak Crok Cyprw A EnlrsU PA Train 634 0.018 1.16 13293 NA N/A 38.77

19f7 Oak Cree ODXow Sanornm Crek CO Train 1530 0.062 0.56 12269 N/A N/A 32.88

1W97 Oak Creek LUnme Eatern Mme 8 PA Trin 5 0274 1.36 13273 N/A WA 3684

1997 Pon Walst·iilon Consol BU*ey PA MU fnod - 0.154 4.45 13170 WNA WA 39.72

9117 Per Wastngobn Orummirr Werl Ek CO MuWrmroe - 0.106 O0.5 11510 N/A WA 2752

1997 Pot Washingon United Eamn Mine 94 PA Multmod - 0.461 1 36 13276 N/A N/A 3764

197 Port Wasrungta United EsEnm n Mlno 6 PA Mulitrode - 0450 1.36 13276 N/A N/A 37.64

1t17 Prnequ isc e De0omt Edion DOker MT Mutirmod - 0500 075 9485 HIA H/A 3696

19t7 Presque sle Dnjmmond West Ek CO Muisrnode - 0.099 0.51 4,510 NA WA 29.98

197 Prergue tlsl Kanneoon ArvSpnng WY MumrInofe - 0.069 028 9033 NA A 19.66

107 Prque Ile1 Wlstnirnland Resoou Atbsalo tT Munwmowt - 0.354 0.62 8746 N/A tWA 2162

1l7" Valuy Consol Bail*y PA Muhtmod - 0.424 1.60 13138 r/A N/A 4043

19W7 VHaly Consol Varous PA MuItuaod - 0.196 1.95 13266 /VA N/A 4012

1997 Veley Consol Vanous PA Mltnwmo - 0010 2.15 13182 WA /A 3914

1939 Oak Crek Conre Beley PA Train 63O 0.638 1.61 13140 /A W/A 3762

1t Oak Crlk Kennacoln Antope WY Train 1.190 .068 021 8766 WA NA 16.26

1999 Presgue Ile Obow Caeion & Mm Sarnorn Crek CO Mulhrrool - 0.469 01B 122715 WA /A 33.S7

2002 Plasant Paine Aro Coal Coal Crk WY Tran 1.190 0972 0.35 8363 N/A N/A 1331

2005 Plesnt Pr Cabalo RotO CaDalo RopO WY Trai 1.190 2 436 033 149 N/A A A 1297

2DO Plosam Prr Pe booy Caballo WY Trm 1.190 1 955 0.36 8S20 N/A N/A 1339

WIohoen PoIr & Uigt co

1997 Ear9 t te rlanona Coal Sales fBarCanyro LT Tram 1.272 O.072 O.s 12306 WA W/A 4075

11t7 Rock Rte Cypnrus AMAX Co Cet Ayr* W Tram 1.134 0022 0.26 844 NWA N/A 19.2

19l Coliunlt Paody Col Cl B* Sky T5 Tra.n 1.043 1.355 074 7 15 N/A W/A 16B2

19M Colurrmn Pos ody Coal Co CoNlo WY Tran 1.400 3.31 036 8520 NA N/A 1544

1934 Rock RPnr Cono) Coal Co Rend Lale IL Tran - 0.019 0 S 12244 NA N/A 40.95

fBB t_200t0 . W Tr - 1 0.233 T 02n 8 N'A Nu 19q '7

Se notes *t end of tab
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Table 1. Utility Contract Coal Shipments in 1997 by Utility, Contract Expiration Date, and Power Plant
uNr . c oal WMl-me" 

krrrl~~~~~SIppF S ulfur mouf Tren. DemIr
B l

* ~ (lisabn (hluon Du Pt o Pre R p'DMw to Tmno ta
po

we n by (P r ( s 1"6 1 (16tUI.w _enl Mad " U tI fT' I TeDot I o ,talI'nli~.,,,,J>l ,. ,:- .....~ ..;.; .I_,: ~' .."' II,
200 Edgehar ARCOThvxio~Ban B3l Thunder WY Tram 1.400 0.449 0.33 8780 A WA 19.67
2001 NebmnD^ Kaene BEnrWCo Sotn Cre M ulMNT t 1.136 0.4S 0.36 931 WA /WA 22.33
2001 Roi River Keno Enrgy Co S pCrah MT Tran 1,09e 0.26 0.3 9413 WN/A A 2256

-. 2 E"a - Arm c- c
Co Col Co~ k

WY Trn 1.412 1.02 2 0.37 8313 N/A A A 20.70
W "s';a-t" - "c"Ca : .:'' ' ' ' - '.' 1 '; .. "' '_.C"' '"k ' - ' :'rd" -- ::'... :- .- -

19 Pue Pwd Po Rier Co Co NorlhAnlop WY Trn - 1.3S2 047 a4s WA WA 16.8
1091 Webn PodrRierCoa ICo NoMthAmepe WY Trnn - 1.096 0.0 8B6 NWA WA 1756
m 2011 Wo"u Arom Coal Salk e LMac 1.Thunder WY Train - 0.829 0.35 77M A /A 23.58-- - Dam ne avall.bl.

s'h r nnOta omf prIho min~r'l m ayd ra ma nt qU wd dlwd pro beu vaoru o a lron vl pror m pny pn 1 rponm on 9 WFEFIC Fm 560 are lighNed average com basd on the eafly WV l CON ae and Bu d coal purbd.NA . Not vYs. AM.
Socur Fedrl Enrgy Rigubtry Com-na., FERC Fom 510, -Ir.rogat.y on Fuel nd Enrgy Purcha Pracio.
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Appendix C

Contract Coal Transportation Rates in Nominal Dollars

Coal transportation rates are presented in nominal dol- The gross domestic product deflators used to convert
lars in this appendix. Tables C1 through C9 present, in the nominal-dollar rates to real 1996 dollar rates in the
nominal dollars, the contract coal transportation rates by body of the text are as follows:
rail that were presented in Chapter 3 in real 1996 dollars.

1988 0.80215 1993 0.94053
1989 0.83271 1994 0.96006

1990 0.86527 1995 0.98103

1991 0.89661 1996 1.00000
1992 0.91846 1997 1.01947

Table C1. Average Rate per Ton for Contract Coal Shipments by Rail, by Sulfur Category, 1988-1997
(Nominal Dollars)

All Low Medium Medium High
Year Coal Sulfur Sulfur A I Sulfur B Sulfur

1988 ..... 1......... 11.68 15.09 11.04 8.54 5.27
1989 ............... 11.62 14.96 11.61 6.68 5.11
1990 ............... 11.89 15.15 12.02 8.11 5.31
1991 ............... 10.99 13.92 10.38 8.06 5.17
1992 ............... 10.91 14.23 9.88 6.97 4.92
1993 ............... 11.21 13.50 10.03 7.40 4.85
1994 ............... 10.53 12.86 9.11 5.90 5.30
1995 ............... 10.92 12.68 9.56 5.17 6.19
1996 ............... 10.96 12.32 9.76 7.50 6.47
1997 ............... 11.02 12.29 9.59 8.59 5.95

Notes: Low Sulfur = less than or equal to 0.6 pounds of sulfur per million 8lu; Medium Sulfur A = 0.61 to 1.25 pounds per million
Btu; Medium Sullur B = 1.25 to 1.67 pounds per million Btu; High Sulfur = greater than 1.67 pounds per million Btu. Medium Sulfur
A coal meets SO, emission limits for power plants affected oy Phase I of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 (CAAA90). Low-
Sulfur coal meets the emission requirements those power plants must attain in Phase II of CAAA90, after January 1. 2000.

Source: Energy Information Administration. Coal Transportation Rate Database.
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Table C2. Average Rate per Million Btu for Contract Coal Shipments by Rail, by Sulfur Category, 1988-1997
(Cents per Million Btu in Nominal Dollars).

All Low Medium Medium High
Year Coal Sulfur Sulfur A Sulfur B Sulfur

1988 ................ 58.5 81.7 48.0 39.0 23 .7
1989 ................ 58.9 82.1 50.5 30.5 2 .1
1990 ................ 63.1 83.2 65.0 34.8 22.5
1991 ................ 54.7 76.0 44.9 34.6 21.8
1992 ............... 54.8 77.4 42.2 30.6 20.9
1993 ................ 57.5 74.4 43.3 32.5 20.4
1994 ................ 53.6 70.3 38.8 26.5 22.2
1995 ................ 55.0 69.7 40.4 23.5 25.8
1996 ................ 56.3 68.3 40.9 29.8 26.8
1997 ................ 57.1 68.3 40.7 33.7 24.8

Notes: Low Sulfur = less than or equal to 0.6 pounds of sulfur per million Btu; Medium Sulfur A = 0.61 to 1.25 pounds per million Blu;
Medium Sulfur B = 1.26 to 1.67 pounds per million Btu; High Sulfur = greater than 1.67 pounds per million Btu. Medium Sulfur A coal
meets SO, emission limits for power plants affected by Phase I of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 (CAAA90). Low-Sulfur coal
meets the emission requirements those power plants must attain in Phase II of CAAA90, after January 1,2000.

Source: Energy Information Administration, Coal Transportation Rate Database.

Table C3. Average Rate per Ton-Mile for Contract Coal Shipments by Rail, by Sulfur Category,
1988-1997
(Mills per Ton-Mile in Nominal Dollars)

All Low Medium Medium High
Year Coal Sulfur Sulfur A Sulfur B Sulfur

1988 ................ 18.6 15.4 24.8 36.7 40.9
1989 ................ 18.0 15.0 25.4 -- 33.0 40.2
1990 ................ 18.9 15.8 24.2 ' 31.6 35.2
1991 ................ 18.2 14.8 24.7 32.8 35.9
1992 ................ 17.5 14.4 25.2 35.7 33.1
1993 ................ 15.9 13.4 24.0 37.9 34.8
1994 ................ 15.4 13.1 22.3 33.3 30.5
1995 .: .............. 15.1 12.9 22.9 41.5 31.1
1996 ................ 14.8 12.5 23.6 32.1 33.4
1997 ................ 13.9 11.8 22.9 34.2 33.0

Notes: Low Sulfur = less than or equal to 0.6 pounds of sulfur per million Btu; Medium Sulfur A = 0.61 to 1.25 pounds per million
Blu: Medium Sulfur B = 1.26 to 1.67 pounds per million Btu; High Sulfur = greater than 1.67 pounds per million Btu. Medium Sulfur
A coal meets SO, emission limits for power plants affected by Phase I of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 (CAAA90). Low-
Sulfur coal meets the emission requirements those power plants must attain in Phase II of CAAA90. after January 1. 2000.

Source: Energy Information Administration, Coal Transportation Rate Database.
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Table C4. Average Rate per Ton for Contract Coal Shipments by Rail, by Demand Region, 1988-1997
(Nominal and 1996 Dollars)

Demand Region 1988 I 1989 I-1990 1991 1992 t 1993 1994 | 1995 1996 1997

East North Central
Nominal Dollars ... 9.66 9.58 8.76 9.31 9.36 9.61 8.84 9.94 9.58 9.2
1996 Dollars ...... 12.05 11.50 10.13 10.38 10.19 10.21 921 10.13 9.58 9t44

East South Central
Nominal Dollars .. 5.33 5.31 5.84 5.73 5.35 5.39 6.72 7.46 7.89 8.57
1996 Dollars ...... 6.64 6.37 6.75 6.39 5.83 5.73 7.00 7.60 7.89 8.41

Mid Atlantic
Nominal Dollars ... 13.96 13.72 10.86 11.62 10.18 10.21 12.41 13.20 11.63 11.85
1996 Dollars ...... 17.41 16.47 12.56 12.95 11.09 10.85 12.93 13.46 11.63 11.63

Mountain
Nominal Dollars . 9.41 8.88 7.82 7.29 6.89 6.97 6.51 6.64 7.74 7.31
1996 Dollars ...... 11.73 10.66 9.04 8.12 7.51 7.40 6.78 6.77 7.74 7.18

New England
Nominal Dollars ... 17.64 17.67 18.53 18.42 18.10 18.39 14.15 18.45 18.10 18.49
1996 Dollars ...... 22.00 21.21 21.42 20.53 19.71 19.55 14.74 18.81 18.10 18.14

Pacific
Nominal Dollars . 16.63 - - - - - 15.22 14.94 14.20 15.40
1996 Dollars ...... 20.74 - - - - - 15.86 15.23 14.20 15.11

South Atlantic
Nominal Dollars ... 11.00 10.78 11.01 11.33 11.05 11.49 9.37 9.62 10.89 11.51
1996 Dollars ...... 13.71 12.95 12.73 12.63 12.04 12.21 9.76 9.80 10.89 11.29

West North Central
Nominal Dollars ... 11.11 11.16 10.68 10.43 10.50 10.50 · 10.00 9.74 10.07 9.92
1996 Dollars ...... 13.86 13.39 12.35 11.62 11.44 11.16 10.42 9.92 10.07 9.73

West South Central
Nominal Dollars .. 19.20 18.65 19.81 16.56 17.39 17.04 18.51 17.68 16.10 15.69
1996 Dollars ...... 23.94 22.39 22.90 18.46 18.94 18.11 19.29 18.02 16.10 15.40

U.S. Average
Nominal Dollars ... 11.68 11.62 11.89 10.99 10.91 11.21 10.53 10.92 10.96 11.02
1996 Dollars ...... 14.56 13.95 13.75 12.25 11.89 11.91 10.97 11.13 10.96 10.82

- = Not applicable
Source: Energy Information Administration, Coal Transportation Rate Database.
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Table C5. Average Rate per Million Btu for Contract Coal Shipments by Rail, by Demand Region, 1988-1997
(Cents per Million Btu in Nominal and 1996 Dollars)

Demand Region | 1988 1989 1990 1 1991 1992 1 1993 | 1994 1 1995 | 1996 1997

East North Central
Nominal Dollars . 46.2 46.0 42.5 45.2 45.2 47.9 45.0 51.8 50.5 5,3
1996 Dollars .... 57.6 55.2 49.1 50.4 49.2 50.9 46.9 52.8 50.5 503

East South Central
Nominal Dollars . 21.8 22.0 23.9 23.2 21.8 22.0 28.8 32.0 37.0 41.4
1996 Dollars .... 27.2 26.5 27.6 25.8 23.7 23.4 30.0 32.6 37.0 40.6

Mid Atlantic
Nominal Dollars . 53.3 52.5 422 45.0 39.5 39.7 47.6 50.8 44.9 45.5
1996 Dollars .... 65.5 63.1 48.8 50.1 43.0 42.2 49.6 51.7 44.9 44.6

Mountain
Nominal Dollars . 47.0 44.7 39.5 37.4 35.6 36.3 33.5 34.2 39.2 37.7
1996 Dollars .... 58.6 53.6 45.7 41.7 38.8 38.6 34.9 34.8 39.2 36.9

New England
Nominal Dollars . 66.0 66.0 69.7 69.5 66.1 69.7 53.6 69.9 68.5 69.9
1996 Dollars .... 82.3 79.3 80.6 77.5 74.2 74.1 55.8 71.3 68.5 68.5

Pacific
Nominal Dollars . 98.6 - - - - - 81.2 80.5 80.0 86.0
1996 Dollars .... 122.9 - - - - - 55.9 82.0 80.0 84.3

South Atlantic
Nominal Dollars . 43.8 432 44.1 45.2 43.7 45.4 37.1 37.9 43.3 48.8
1996 Dollars .... 54.6 51.9 50.9 50.4 47.6 48.2 33.8 38.7 43.3 47.9

West North Central
Nominal Dollars . 64.8 65.6 61.3 59.7 60.0 60.7 '57.3 55.7 57.5 56.8
1996 Dollars .... 80.8 78.7 70.8 66.6 65.4 64.5 59.7 56.8 57.5 55.7

West South Central
Nominal Dollars . 110.1 107.6 126.0 95.1 99.7 98.2 1072 102.4 94.0 91.2
1996 Dollars .... 137.2 129.2 145.6 106.0 108.5 104.4 111.6 104.4 94.0 89.4

U.S. Average
Nominal Dollars . 58.5 58.9 63.1 54.7 54.8 57.5 53.6 56.0 56.3 57.1
1996 Dollars .... 72.9 70.8 72.9 61.0 59.7 61.1 55.8 57.1 56.3 56.0

-= Not applicable.
Source: Energy Information Administration, Coal Transportation Rate Database.
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Table C6. Average Rate per Ton-Mile for Contract Coal Shipments by Rait, by Demand Region, 1988-1997
(Mills per Ton-Mile in Nominal and 1996 Dollars)

Demand Region 1988 1989 1990 r 1991 1992 | 1993 1994 1995 1996 1 1997
East North Central

Nominal Dollars ..... 21.3 20.9 19.6 18.4 18.1 14.6 12.7 13.0 12.3 11.5
1996 Dollars ........ 26.5 25.1 22.7 20.5 19.7 15.6 13.2 13.2 12.3 11.2

East South Central
Nominal Dollars ..... 27.4 28.4 29.7 30.4 25.9 26.0 19.1 20.0 15. 14.4
1996 Dollars ........ 34.2 34.1 34.3 33.9 282 27.6 19.9 20.4 15.4 14.2

Mid Atlantic
Nominal Dollars ..... 32.3 32.6 35.4 36.2 36.8 36.6 33.4 33.9 35.4 35.0
1996 Dollars ........ 40.3 39.1 40.9 40.4 40.0 38.9 34.8 34.6 35.4 34.3

Mountain
Nominal Dollars ..... 26.1 27.4 28.2 27.8 28.8 272 27.4 26.9 24.4 23.4
1996 Dollars ........ 32.6 32.9 32.6 31.0 31.3 28.9 28.5 27.4 24.4 22.9

New England
Nominal Dollars ..... 20.2 20.2 22.0 21.9 21.3 21.6 16.7 20.9 20.6 21.2
1996 Dollars ........ 25.1 24.2 25.5 24.4 23.2 22.9 17.4 21.3 20.6 20.8

Pacific
Nominal Dollars ..... 15.2 - - - - 12.2 11.7 10.4 11.3
1996 Dollars ........ 19.0 - - - - - 12.7 11.9 10.4 11.1

South Atlantic
Nominal Dollars ..... 31.1 32.0 27.7 28.9 27.7 27.8 22.7 22.9 24.7 20.4
1996 Dollars ........ 38.8 38.4 32.0 32.2 30.2 29.5 23.6 23.3 24.7 20.0

West North Central
Nominal Dollars ..... 15.2 14.8 15.8 15.4 14.7 13.2 13.1 12.5 12.4 12.3
1996 Dollars ........ 19.0 17.8 18.2 17.2 16.1 14.0 13.7 12.8 12.4 12.0

West South Central
Nominal Dollars ..... 13.6 13.3 14.8 13.1 13.2 12.9 13.5 13.2 12.5 12.0
1996 Dollars ........ 17.0 15.9 17.1 14.6 14.3 13.7 14.1 13.4 12.5 11.7

U.S. Average
Nominal Dollars ..... 18.6 18.0 18.9 18.2 17.5 15.9 15.4 15.1 14.8 13.9
1996 Dollars ........ 23.2 21.6 21.9 20.3 19.0 16.9 15.0 15.4 14.8 13.6

- = Not applicable
Source: Energy Information Administration, Coal Transportation Rate Database.
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Table C7. Average Rate per Ton for Contract Coal Shipments by Rail, by Supply Region, 1988-1997
(Nominal and 1996 Dollars)

Supply Region 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997
Central Appalachia

NominalDollars ..... 12.06 11.94 11.42 11.72 11.25 11.33 9.60 9.79 10.51 10.11
1996 Dollars ........ 15.03 14.33 13.20 13.07 12.25 12.04 10.00 9.98· 10.51 .92

Illinois Basin
Nominal Dollars ..... 3.89 3.68 4.18 402 3.92 3.69 3.67 4.49 4.05 4.11
1996 Dollars ........ 4.86 4.42 4.84 448 4.27 3.93 3.82 4.58 4.05 4.04

North Dakota Lignite
Nominal Dollars ..... 8.00 7.90 6.94 6.67 6.67 6.62 5.13 4.90 2.26 2.29
1996 Dollars ........ 9.98 9.48 E.02 7.44 7.27 7.03 5.34 4.99 2.26 2.24

Northern Appalachia
Nominal Dollars ..... 9.42 9.20 9.97 10.38 9.14 9.51 10.01 10.64 10.95 11.34
1996 Dollars ........ 11.75 11.05 11.53 11.57 9.95 10.11 10.43 10.85 10.95 11.13

Other Western Interior
Nominal Dollars ..... 2.45 7.40 6.47 761 7.98 8.16 11.12 723 9.54 -
1996 Dollars ........ 3.05 8.88 748 8.48 8.69 8.67 11.58 7.37 9.54

Powder River Basin
Nominal Dollars ..... 15.54 15.54 16.21 13.98 14.25 13.55 13.18 13.08 12.66 12.80
1996 Dollars ........ 19.38 18.65 18.73 15.59 15.52 14.40 13.73 13.34 12.66 12.56

Rockies
Nominal Dollars ..... 14.80 13.77 1319 13.12 14.36 13.45 14.65 14.25 13.10 12.21
1996 Dollars ........ 18.45 16.53 15.25 14.63 15.64 14.29 15.26 14.52 13.10 11.98

Southern Appalachia
Nominal Dollars ..... 5.27 4.57 5.14 4.71 4.91 4.96 4.03 6.57 3.77 4.25
1996 Dollars ........ 6.58 5.49 5.95 5.25 5.35 5.27 4.20 6.70 3.77 4.17

Southwest
Nominal Dollars ..... 7.41 643 6.48 6.40 6.67 7.05 6.89 6.91 6.83 7.13
1996 Dollars ........ 9.24 7.72 7 49 7.14 7.27 7.49 7.18 7.04 6.83 7.00

U.S. Average
Nominal Dollars ..... 11.68 11.62 11.89 10.99 10.91 11.21 10.53 10.92 10.96 11.02
1996 Dollars ........ 14.56 13.95 13.75 12.25 11.89 11.91 10.97 11.13 10.96 10.82

- = Not applicable
Source: Energy Information Administration. Coal Transportalion Rate Database.
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Table C8. Average Rate per Million Btu for Contract Coal Shipments by Rail, by Supply Region, 1988-1997
(Cents per Million Btu in Nominal and 1996 Dollars)

Suppy Region 1988 1989 ,1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1 1995 1996 1997

Central Appalachia
Nominal Dollars ..... 47.3 47.2 46.6 47.8 44.5 44.8 38.2 38.8 41.9 40.6
1996 Dollars ........ 59.0 56.7 53.8 53.3 48.4 47.6 39.8 39.5 41.9 39.8

Illinois Basin
Nominal Dollars ..... 17.4 16.5 18.5 17.7 17.3 16.2 16.2 19.7 18.0 18.4
1996 Dollars ....... 21.7 19.8 21.4 19.7 18.8 17.2 16.9 20.1 18.0 18.1

North Dakota Lgnite
Nominal Dollars ..... 64.1 63.6 56.0 54.1 54.6 53.8 41.5 39.3 16.3 16.8
1996 Dollars ....... 79.9 76.3 64.7 60.3 59.5 57.2 43.2 40.1 16.3 16.5

Northern Appalachia
Nominal Dollars ..... 37.7 36.8 39.0 40.0 35.5 37.0 38.5 40.8 42.2 43.5
1996 Dollars ....... 47.1 44.1 45.0 44.6 38.7 39.4 40.1 41.6 42.2 42.6

Other Western Interior
Nominal Dollars ..... 10.0 31.6 27.5 31.8 33.3 34.7 47.4 30.9 41.2 -
1996 Dollars ........ 12.5 37.9 31.8 35.5 36.3 36.9 49.4 31.5 41.2 -

Powder River Basin
Nominal Dollars ..... 88.9 89.3 99.5 80.3 81.6 77.9 75.7 75.5 73.1 73.7
1996 Dollars ........ 110.9 107.2 115.0 89.6 88.8 82.8 78.9 77.0 73.1 72.3

Rockies
Nominal Dollars ..... 66.0 61.4 58.7 57.9 63.3 60.3 65.0 62.8 56.9 52.9
1996 Dollars ........ 82.2 73.8 67.8 64.5 69.0 642 67.7 64.0 56.9 51.9

Southern Appalachia
Nominal Dollars ..... 21.4 18.8 20.7 19.1 19.9 20.6 16.4 25.8 15.1 17.0
1996 Dollars ........ 26.7 22.5 23.9 21.3 21.6 21.9 17.1 26.3 15.1 16.7

Southwest
Nominal Dollars ..... 36.0 32.5 33.5 33.4 33.5 34.9 35.3 35.6 34.2 36.3
1996 Dollars ........ 44.9 39.0 38.7 37.2 36.5 37.1 36.7 36.3 34.2 35.6

U.S. Average
Nominal Dollars ..... 58.5 58.9 63.1 54.7 54.8 57.5 53.6 56.0 56.3 57.1
1996 Dollars ........ 72.9 70.8 72.9 61.0 59.7 61.1 55.8 57.1 56.3 56.0

- = Not applicable
Source: Energy Information Administration. Coal Transportation Rate Database.
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Table C9. Average Rate per Ton-Mile for Contract Coal Rail Shipments by Rail, by Supply Region, 1988-1997
(Mills per Ton-Mile in Nominal and 1996-Dollars)

Supply Region | 1988 1989 1990 1991 11992 11993 1934 1995 1996 1997
Central Appalachia

Nominal Dollars 27.1 28.6 27.0 27.5 25.8 25.8 22.7 22.9 24.7 -24.14
1996 Dollars 33.8 34.3 31.2 30.7 28.1 27.4 23.7 23.3 24.7 23.6

Illinois Basin
Nominal Dollars 36.0 35.9 36.3 36.0 34.2 39.1 33.4 36.2 40.1 33.7
1996 Dollars 44.9 43.1 42.0 40.1 37.3 41.5 34.8 36.9 40.1 33.1

North Dakota Lignite
Nominal Dollars 26.4 26.6 23.1 21.9 21.7 21.9 22.5 24.2 61.1 62.9
1996 Dollars 32.9 31.9 26.8 24.4 23.6 23.2 23.5 24.7 61.1 61.8

Northem Appalachia
Nominal Dollars 41.8 39.6 33.1 34.2 34.0 34.4 30.7 32.5 31.9 32.8
1996 Dollars 52.1 47.5 38.3 38.1 37.0 36.5 32.0 33.1 31.9 32.2

Other Western Interior
Nominal Dollars 98.0 45.4 37.0 38.1 39.9 40.8 54.2 33.8 53.0 -
1996 Dollars 122.2 54.5 42.8 42.4 43.5 43.4 56.4 34.5 53.0

Powder River Basin
Nominal Dollars 14.4 14.1 14.7 13.5 13.6 12.6 12.3 12.1 11.7 11.2
1996 Dollars 18.0 16.9 17.0 15.0 14.8 13.4 12.8 12.4 11.7 11.0

Rockies
Nominal Dollars 21.5 21.5 20.8 20.9 19.5 18.2 15.7 14.9 15.5 12.8
1996 Dollars 26.8 25.8 24.0 23.2 21.2 19.4 16.4 15.2 15.5 12.6

Southern Appalachia
Nominal Dollars 36.6 32.6 32.1 34.5 34.6 31.6 43.4 30.6 54.4 41.8
1996 Dollars 45.6 39.1 37.1 38.5 37.7 33.5 45.2 31.2 54.4 41.0

Southwest
Nominal Dollars 35.2 45.7 51.3 48.6 30.8 25.4 37.3 35.8 36.0 31.9
1996 Dollars 43.9 54.8 59.3 54.2 33.6 27.0 38.8 36.5 36.0 31.3

U.S. Average
Nominal Dollars 18.6 18.0 18.9 18.2 17.5 15.9 15.4 15.1 14.8 13.9
1996 Dollars 23.2 21.6 21.9 20.3 19.0 16.9 '16.0 15.4 14.8 13.6

- = Not applicable
Source: Energy Information Administration, Coal Transportation Rate Database.
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Energy Education Resources:
Kindergarten Through 12"
Grade is a directory of 158
educational resources on such
topics as energy conservation, ED U L
renewable energy, energy RESOU
sources, and earth science.
Resources include local utilities,
trade associations with energy\ . l
companies among their members,
nonprofit and for-profit
organizations focused on energy
conservation, and Federal and /
State agencies dealing with
energy. :

Materials available range from
curriculum guides and brochures
to films, videos, workshops for
teachers, and software, all at low
or no cost. Many resources are .
targeted to specific grades or age
levels. Contact information for
each entry includes Web sites and
e-mail addresses, if available. A
subject index allows users to
identify materials on specific
subjects such as electricity, petroleum, coal, natural gas, energy efficiency, nuclear
energy, and waste. Energy Education Resources is one of EIA's most popular
publications and has been distributed widely to energy companies, schools, and
students all over the country.
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HOW TO OBTAIN EIA PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

For further information on the content of this repor. on any of the following services, or for answcrs to energx information
questions, please contact EIA's National Energy Information Center:

National Energy Information Center (NEIC) (202) 586-8800
Energy Information Administration (202) 586-0727 (fax)
EI-30, Forrestal Building TTY: (202) 586-1181
Washington, DC 20585 E-mail: infoctr@eia.doe.gov

Electronic Products and Services

ElA's Internet Site Services offer nearly all EIA publications. Users can view and download selected pages or entire
reports, search for information, download EIA data and analysis applications, and find out about new EIA information
products and services.

World Wide Web: http://Iww.eia.doe.gov
FTP: ftp://ftp.eia.doe.gov

ELA also offers a listserve service for EIA press releases and other short documents. Sign up on the EIA World Wide Web
site.

ELA's CD-ROM, Energy InfoDisc. contains most EIA publications and major energy database applications. The Energy
InfoDisc, produced quarterly, is available for a fee from STAT-USA, Department of Commerce, 1-800-STAT-USA.

Printed Publications

ELA directories are available free of charge from NEIC. Recent periodicals and one-time reports are available from the
Government Printing Office. Older reports are available from the National Tecnnical Information Service:

Superintendent of Documents National Technical Information Service
U.S. Government Printing Office U.S. Department of Commerce
P.O. Box 371954 Springfield. VA 22161
Pittsburgh. PA 15250-7954 5285 Port Rosal Road
(202) 512-1800: (202)-512-2250 (fax) 1-(8() 553-6847; (703) 321-X547 (fax)

Released for Printing: December 23, 1999 . .,: ,. --. ,.:

GPO Stock No.: 061-003-01087-3
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The Changing Structure of the Electric Power Industry
1999: Mergers and Other Corporate Combinations

December 1999

This report is available on the WEB at:

http://www.eia.doe.gov/cneaf/electricity/corp_str/corpcomb.pdf

Energy Information Administration
Office of Coal. Nuclear. Electric and Alternate Fuels

U.S. Department of Energy
Washington. DC 20585

This report was prepared by the Energy Information Administration. the independent statistical and analytical
agency within the U.S. Department of Energy. The information contained herein should be attributed to the
Energy Information Administration and should not be construed as advocating or reflecting any policy of the
Department of Energy or any other organization.
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Contacts

This report was prepared by the staff of the Electric 2. Mergers, Joint Ventures and Divestitures in the
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Preface

Section 205(A)(2) of the Department of Energy Organi- covering key issues in the electric power industry. This
zation Act of 1977 (Public Law 95-91) requires the series of reports is intended for use by the U.S.
AdministratoroftheEnergy nformationAdministration Congress, Federal and State government agencies, the
(EIA) to carry out a central, comprehensive, and unified electric power industry, and the general public.
energy data information program. Under this program,
EIA will collect, evaluate, assemble, analyze, and dis- EIA is an independent statistical agency, and it does not
seminate data and information relevant to energy advocate positions on public policy issues. Its respon-
resources, reserves, production, demand, technology, sibility is to provide timely, high quality information.
and related economic and statistical information. and to perform objective, credible analyses in support of

deliberations by public and private organizations.
To assist in meeting these responsibilities, EIA has Accordingly, this report does not represent any policy
prepared this report, The Changing Structure ofthe Electric positions of the US. Department of Energy or the
Power Industry 1999: Mergers and Other Corporate Administration.
Combinations, which is the latest in a series of reports
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Executive Summary "

Since the passage of the Energy Policy Act of 1992, Figure ES1. Concentration of Ownership of
which opened the U.S. electric power industry to the Investor-Owned Utility Generating
start of competition,' investor-owned electric utilities Capacity, 1992, 1998, and 2000
(IOUs) have been under pressure to cut costs, to become 100
more efficient, and to expand their products and NurDrer ocormcanies
services. Mergers, acquisitions, asset divestitures, and i 10 Largest i 20 Large *
other forms of corporate combinations have become
widespread as 1OUs seek to improve their positions in
the increasingly competitive electric power industry.
Since 1992 IOUs have been involved in 26 mergers, and g
an additional 16 mergers are pending approval. One * 40

effect of these mergers is that the industry is becoming
more concentrated. In 1992 the 10 largest lOUs owned i .20

-

36 percent of total IOU-held generation capacity, and the
20 largest IOUs owned 56 percent of IOU-held gener- 0
ation capacity (Figure ES1). By 2000, the 10 largest IOUs 1992 1"s 2000 iEnIraated
will own an estimated 51 percent of lOU-held generation
capacity, and the 20 largest will own an estimated 73 Notes: *The ten largest companies are public utility holding

capacity, and the 20 largest will own an estimated 73 companies that own one or more operating electric utilities.
percent. · The 2000 data assume that all pending mergers as of Sep-

tember 1999 will be completed by year-end 2000. · Capacity
In addition to mergers within the electricity industry, owned by subsidianes ol lOUs was not counted when
IOUs, seeing growth opportunities in the natural gas computing the rankings.
industry, are merging with or acquiring natural gas Sources: Energy Information Administration, Form EIA-860,
companies, contributing to what is referred to as "Annual Electric Generation Report,1992;" Form EIA-860A.
"convergence" of the two industries. Since 1997, 20 "Annual ElectricGeneratorReport-Utility.1998;-andEIA-861,
convergence mergers involving companies with assets "Annual Electric Utility Report (1992 and 1998)."
valued at $0.5 billion or higher have been completed or
are pending completion. Combining energy marketing unbundling of generation from transmission and dis-
expertise, improving access to natural gas supply, and tribution, and in some cases by a desire to exit the
expanding products and services are reasons most often competitive power generation business, ]OUs are
mentioned for the mergers. divesting power generation assets in unprecedented

numbers. Starting in late 1997 through September 1999,
Joint ventures and strategic alliances are alternative lOUs collectively have divested or are in the process of
forms of corporate combinations used to meet the divesting 133.0 gigawatts of power generation capacity,
challenges of competition. Many IOUs have entered into representing about 17 percent of total U.S. electric utility
ventures or alliances with other companies to construct generation capacity. Divestiture means that the IOU will
or purchase power plants, to purchase energy products either sell its generation capacity to another company or
and services, and to market energy. The benefits of these transfer the generation capacity to an unregulated
arrangements are shared risks and costs. subsidiary within its own holding company structure.

Influenced predominantly by State-level electricity Most of the sold capacity has been acquired by non-
industry restructuring programs that emphasize the utility power producers that are subsidiaries of utility

In general, competiton meas that electricity prices will be based on market forces as opposed to being administratvely set. and
that electicity markets will be open to more power suppliers than in the past
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holding companies. For the most part, the generation. Nonutilities are expanding and buving utilitv-assets are sold through auctions. Final selling prices divested generation assets, causing theirnet genera-have been relatively high, usually 50 to 100 percent tion to increase by 42 percent and their nameplateabove book value (except for nuclear power plants, capacity to increase by 72 percent from 1992 to 1998.which have sold for less than book. value). Nonutility capacity and generation will incr'ase
even more as they acquire additional utilitv-dives-As a result of mergers and divestitures over the past few ted generation assets over the next few years.years, the organizational structure of the electric power

industry (i.e., the numbers and roles of the industry * Thenonutility share of net generation has risen fromparticipants) is changing. The traditional role of the 9 percent (286 million megawatthours)in 1992 to 11electric utility as a provider of electric power is giving percent (406 million megawatthours) in 1998.way to the expanding role of nonutilities as providers of
electric power. An analysis of electric power data * Utilities have historically dominated the addition ofcollected by the Energy Information Administration for new capacity but additions to capacity by utilitiesthe period 1992 through 1998 offers the following are decreasing while additions by nonutilities areinsights: increasing. In the period 1985-1991, utilities were

responsible for 62 percent of the industry'so The number of IOUs has decreased by nearly 8 per- additions to capacity, but that figure dropped to 48cent, while the number of nonutilities has increased percent in the period 1992-1998.
by over 9 percent.
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1. Introduction

The electric utility industry, once highly regulated, is binations are not new to the electric power industry.
becomingmorecompetitive. Inthe past, retail customers Mergers between electric utilities, for example, have
purchased electricity from local utilities. Now, in some been employed many times to improve a company's
States, retail customers can shop around for an alter- performance. Over the past fewyears,however, thesize
native electricity supplier with lower prices or better and frequency of mergers among investor-owned
services. The transition to a competitive market for electric utilities (lOUs) have increased dramatically.
electricity has started but is not complete, nor is it
occurring uniformly across the country. As of mid-1999, This report presents data about corporate combinations
about 24 States are implementing retail competition, and involving lOUs in the United States, discusses corporate
more States are expected to follow.' objectives for entering into such combinations, and

assesses their cumulative effects on the structure of the
At the national level, the Energy Policy Act of 1992 industry. From the combinations that have taken place
(EPACT) and orders by the Federal Energy Regulatory over the past few years, three trends have emerged: (1)
Commission (FERC), the agency responsible for an increase in the size of IOUs and the concentration of
regulating interstate commerce of electricity, have generation capacity within the IOU sector; (2) an
promoted wholesale electricity competition. EPACT expansion of IOUs, which once focused mainly on
makes it easier for certain independent electricity electricity production and delivery, into the natural gas
suppliers to generate electric power and sell the power industry (a trend that has been labeled "convergence" in
in wholesale electricity markets byexempting them from the trade press and elsewhere); and (3) the move of
the constraints of the Public Utility Holding Company many vertically integrated IOUs (i.e., utilities that own
Act of 1935 (PUHCA).2 These independent electric generation, transmission, and distribution assets) to exit
companies compete against traditional electric utilities the power generation business to become "wire"
for the sale of electric power in wholesale and retail companies, enabling them to concentrate solely on
electricity markets. FERC Order 888 further promoted operating their transmission and distribution systems.
wholesale electricity competition by providing open
access to the bulk power transmission grid to all Chapter 2 presents an overview of ownership in the elec-
electricity suppliers including power marketers. electric tric power industry, comparing the ownership structure
utilities, and nonutilities (i.e.. power generation comp- from 1992 to 1998. It compares and analyzes changes in
anies that are not utilities and therefore do not have a the number of companies and in the relative shares of
franchised service territory or own transmission nameplate capacity, net generation, and additions to
facilities). Prior to Order 888, electric utilities owning capacity by type of ownership. The year 1992 was
bulk power transmission lines could restrict corn- selected because it was the year in which EPACT was
petitors' ability to move power by restricting access to passed by the U.S. Congress, and it represents, to a large
their transmission lines. extent, the beginning of the restructuring of the electric

power industry.
Now that the industry is becoming more competitive,
electricity suppliers are developing strategies to enhance Chapter 3 discusses mergers and acquisitions among
their ability to compete. More and more the strategy electric utilities. It takes a quantitative look at the trend
involves a corporate combination such as a merger. lomnt in consolidation of generation capacity caused by
venture. or business alliance to strengthen a corn pany's mergers and acquisitions, followed by a brief discussion
position in the industry, or a divestiture of certain assets. of the primary reasons for electric utility mergers. Next.
to refocus a company's business line. Corporatecor- there is a discussion of specific developments in the

The Energy Inforratlon Administratlon's Intemrt site displays the status of State electricity industry restructuring programs
(htrp:/ /www.eia doe.gov /cneaf/electTicit Ichgstr /regRnap.htmlI

2 Appendix A contain a discussion of the Public L'Utiht Hrdinmg Company Act of 1935.
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industry related to the merger trend: (1) pending to the electric power industry, and it signifies fun-
mergersthatwillcreatelargeverticallyintegratedpower damental changes in corporate ownership of power
companies and significantly advance the consolidation generation in the United States. Chapter 6 analyzes
trend in the industry; (2) the creation of large regional utility divestitures of generating assets, which are
energy delivery companies; and (3) first-of-a-kind mer- expected to continue as more States move to restructure
gers involving electric utilities, independent power the electricity industry in their jurisdictions.
producers, and foreign utilities. The final section of the
chapter discusses regulatory review of electric utility Appendix A presents a discussion of the Public Utility
mergers and the FERC's role in ensuring Nonutilitythat Holding Company Act of 1935. Many industry ob-
combinedcompanieswillnothaveexcessmarketpower. servers believe that this Act unfairly constrains regis-

tered holding companies, is no longer relevant in today's
Chapter 4 discusses mergers and acquisitions between industry, and, therefore, should be repealed. Proposals
electric utilities and natural gas companies-or "con- to repeal or modify the Act have been introduced into
vergence mergers." A combined natural gas and electnc the current Congress and are summarized in the
distribution utility is not new, but recent mergers appendix.
involving vertically integrated electric utilities and
integrated natural gas companies have created energy Appendix B contains case studies describing the process
companiesthatproduce,transport,market,andsellboth of asset divestiture for three utilities. It discusses the
gas and electricity. The chapter includes a listing of reasons given by the utilities for divesting their assets,
convergence mergers and a discussion of the rationale the auction process, and special issues that may affect
behind some of the major ones. the selling of power generation assets.

Two different forms of corporate combinations-joint Appendices C and D are two detailed case studies of
ventures and marketing alliances of electric utilities-are electric utility mergers. Significant cost savings are
discussed in Chapter 5. Many utilities enter joint ven- almost always used to justify mergers to the regulatory
tures or marketing alliances in order to share the costs of authorities responsible for approving them. The objec-
new ventures, reduce risks, or capitalize on the expertise tive of the case studies was to determine, using public
of other companies. Joint ventures and alliances have data, whether the mergers resulted in the savings
been around for some time, but in today's environment originally estimated by the companies.
they tend to be used more.

Appendix E contains definitions of various types of
Over the past year or more, many IOUs have sold some corporate combinations.
or all of their power generation assets. This trend is new
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-.- C :z. al Components
-- t-e secic Power Industry

This chapter examines the components that make up the Recently a fifth subcategory of electric utilities has
infrastructure of the electric power industry. It explains emerged-the power marketers. They are classified as
their ownership characteristics, their current role in electric utilities because they buy and sell electricity.
electricity supply, and how some roles have shifted since However, they do not own or operate generation, trans-
passage of the Energy Policy Act of 1992 (EPACT). mission, or distribution facilities, and therefore, their
EPACT, which provided a Federal mandate to open up data (primarily electricity purchase and sales data) are
the national electricity transmission system to wholesale not included in this chapter, except to give their char-
suppliers, marked the beginning of competition in the acteristics in Table 1. Although relatively small in terms
electric power industry and was the impetus for sig- of volume of sales, the power marketers are a growing
nificant structural changes. In 1996, the Federal Energy segment of the industry. Currently, about 400 power
Regulatory Commission (FERC) issued its Order 888, marketers have filed rate tariffs with FERC to sell elec-
which carried out the goal of EPACT.' From the 1970s tric power. Forty-nine power marketers reported retail
until 1992, little change had occurred in the industry, sales and 111 reported wholesale sales during 1998.
either structurally or operationally, with the exception of
the creation of nonutility qualifying facilities brought In addition to power marketers, several other entities
about by the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of have come into existence as a result of the move to
1978 (PURPA).' The data presented m this analvsis are competition and can be added to the operational
for 1998. In some cases, data for 1992 are compared with underpinnings of the electric power industry-namely,
1998 data to show trends. regional independent transmission system operators

(ISOs), power exchanges (PXs), and futures contracts.
Generation of electricity in the United States is Power marketers are the only one of the new entities
performed by two types of companies-utilities and that report to the Energy Information Administration
nonutilities. Table I presents their numbers and (EIA) in its ongoing data collection program. 5

characteristics by ownership category. An electric utility
is a private company or public agency engaged in the Nonutilities are companies that generate power for their
generation, transmission, and/or distribution of electric own use and /or for sale in wholesale markets.' Past EIA
power that is given a monopoly franchise over a specific reports havesubcategorizednonutilities (for example, as
geographic area. In return for this franchise, the electric qualifying or nonqualifying facility cogenerators, small
utility is regulated by State and Federal agencies. power producers, exempt wholesale generators. etc.')
Utilities can be further classified into four subcategories based on their qualifications under certain Federal laws.
based on ownership-investor-owned (IOU), Federally However, as the industry furthers its transition to full
owned, other publicly owned, and cooperativelh owned. retail competition in the generation portion of electricity

FERC could not mandate an electric utility to open its transmission system for wholesale electric trade until EPACT amended the
Federal Power Act.

For further details on qualifying facilities and the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 and other laws that have had
signifrcant impacts on electric power supply, refer to Energy WIormation Administration, The Changing Structure of the lectric Power
Industry: An Update. DOE/EIA-0562196) (Washington. DC. December 1996), Chapter 4

For details surrounding these recently emerged elements, refer to Energy Inormation Administration. Thr Changing Structure of the
Electric Pouwr Industry: An Update, DOE/EIA-0562(96) (Washington. DC. December 1996), and The Changing Structure of he Electric Power
Industry: Selected Issues. 1998, DOE/EIA-0562(98) (Washington. DC. July 1998).

' Another term for a nonutility is an "independent power producer' (IPP). The two terms are used interchangeably throughout this
report.

7 For details on each of these nonutilitv subsections. refer to Energy Information Administration, Th Changing Structur of the Electic
Power Industry: An Update. DOE/EIA-0562(96) (Washngton. DC. December 1996) pp 13-15.
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Table 1. Major Characteristics of Electricity Providers by Type of Ownership, 1998

Ownership Major Characteristics

Investor-Owned Utilities (lOUs) F Earn a return for investors; either distribute their profits to stockholders as
dividends or reinvest the profits

lOUs account for about three-quarters of * Are granted service monopolies in specified geographic areas
all utility generation and capacity. There a Have obligation to serve and to provide reliable electric power
are 239 in the United States, and they e Are regulated by Slate and Federal governments, which in turn approve rates
operate in all States except Nebraska. that allow a fair rate of return on investment
They are also referred to as privately a Most are operating companies that provide basic services for generation,
owned utilities. transmission, and distribution

Federally Owned Utilities · Power not generated for profit
o Publicly owned utilities, cooperatives, and other nonprofit entities are given

There are 10 Federally owned utilities in preference in purchasing from them
the United States, and they operate in all * Primarily producers and wholesalers
areas except the Northeast. the upper * Producing agencies for some are the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the U.S.
Midwest, and Hawaii. Bureau of Reclamation, and the International Water and Boundary Commission

* Electricity generated by these agencies is marketed by Federal power
marketing administrations in the U.S. Department of Energy

* The Tennessee Valley Authority is the largest producer of electricity in this
category and markets at both wholesale and retail levels

Other Publicly Owned Utilities · Are nonprofit State and local government agencies
o Serve at cost: return excess funds to the consumers in the form of community

Other publicly owned utilities include: contributions and reduced rates
Municipals e Most municipals just distribute power, although some large ones produce and
Public Power Districts transmit electricity; they are financed from municipal treasuries and revenue
State Authorities bonds
Irrigation Districts * Public power districts and projects are concentrated in Nebraska. Washington.
Other State Organizations Oregon, Anzona, and California; voters in a public power district elect

commissioners or directors to govern the district independent of any municipal
There are 2.009 in the United States. government

* Irgation districts may have still other forms of organization (e.g., in the Salt
River Project Agricultural Improvement and Power District in Arizona. votes for
the Board of Directors are apportioned according to the size of landholdings)

* State authorities, such as the New York Power Authority and the South Carolina
Public Service Authority. are agents of their respective State govemments

Cooperatively Owned Utilities * Owned by members (rural farmers and communities)
* Provide service mostly to members

There are 912 cooperatively owned * Incorporated under State law and direrled by an elected board of directors
utilities in the United States. and they which, in turn, selects a manager
operate in all Slates except Connecticut, * The Rural Utilities Service (formerly the Rural Electrification Administration) in
Hawaii, Rhode Island. and the District of the U.S. Department of.Agricunure was established under the Rural
Columbia. Electrification Act of 1936 with the purpose of extending credit to co-ops to

provide electric service to small rural communities (usually fewer than 1.500
consumers) and farms where it was relatively expensive to provide service

Nonutilities * Generale power for their own use and/or for sale in wholesale power markets
* Can be subcategonzed as qualifying facility (OF) cogenerators, non-OF

There are 1.934 nonutility power cogenerators. OF small power producers, exempt wholesale generators, and/or
producers in the United States. non-OF other.

* Also generally referred to as independent power producers

Power Marketers · Some are utility-affiliated while others are independent
o Buy and sell electricity

Approximatelv 400 have filed with FERC. * Do not own or operate generation, transmission, or distribution facilities

Source: Energy Information Administration. Office of Coal. Nuclear. Electric and Alternate Fuels
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supply, the distinctions between the nonutility sub- shifts in ownership of electricity supply that have taken
categories are becoming less clear, and some may fade place in the relatively short period of time since passage
entirely within the next 10 years as a result of ongoing of EPACT. A number of these shifts can be attributed to
structural changes and the imminent repeal of the the strategic business plans companies are using to cope
Federal mandates that created them. For purposes of in a deregulated and competitive market. For mstance,
this report, nonutility data are reported in the aggregate. since 1992, the number of IOUs has decreased by nearly

8 percent and their nameplate capacity has decreased by
Utilities and nonutilities can also be broken down in a 5 percent (Figure 3). The decrease in the number of IOUs
different manner, i.e., the number of companies that is a result of recent mergers between IOUs. The de-
generate, transmit, and/or distribute electric power. It crease in generation capacity is evidence of divestiture
is interesting to note that only about 27 percent of the of generation assets. On the other hand, the fact that
Nation's 3,170 utilities actually generate electric power. IOU net generation has actually increased by 11 percent
Many electric utilities (67 percent) are exclusively since 1992 can be attributed to such factors as higher
distribution utilities, purchasing wholesale power from demand for electricityor efficiency gains stemmingfrom
others to distribute it, over their own distribution lines, competition and mergers.
to the ultimate consumer. These are primarily the
utilities owned by State and local governments and Although there was a drop in the number of nonutility
cooperatives. Conversely, all nonutilities generate power companies in 1997, nonutilities grew by over 9 percent
but do not own or operate transmission or distribution during the 7-year period examined. Also, with non-
systems (Table 2). utilities expanding by buying IOU generation assets and

constructing new generation units, the result was an
The relative contribution of utility and nonutility increase in nonutility nameplate capacity (up 72 percent
components to the supply of the Nation's electricity can since 1992) and generation (up 42 percent since 1992).
be understood by looking at their shares of nameplate Nonutility additions to capacity have been increasing at
capacity, 8 net generation,' additions to capacity, and an average annual rate of nearly 7 percent since 1992.
number of companies (Figure 1). The number of pub-
licly owned utilities (i.e., those owned by State and local Historically, utilities have generally been vertically
governments) far outweighs the number of IOUs (2.009 integrated companies that provided for generation,
versus 239); however, lOUs are responsible for the lion's transmission, and/or distribution for all customers in a
share of capacity (66 percent) and generation (68 designated franchised service territory. Currently, the
percent). On the other hand, the nonutility share of industry is in transition from a vertically integrated and
capacity and generation has been relatively small, but regulated monopoly to a functionally unbundled in-
that trend is changing. The change began with the dustry with a competitive market for power generation.
passage of PURPA when nonutilities were promoted as Market forces will replace State and Federal regulators
energy-efficient, environment-friendly alternative in setting the price and terms of electricity supply and
sources of electricity. More recently, FERC Order 888 are expected to lead to lower rates for customers. In ad-
opened the bulk power transmission grid to suppliers dition, the individual States are moving toward opening
other than utilities. In response, nonutilities have been their retail markets to competition. The transition has be-
expanding their roles in wholesale power supply and are gun to induce many far-reaching changes in the
taking advantage of the divestiture activities of utilities structure of the industry (and the institutions that gov-
by purchasing their generation assets. As a result, the em it) especially through the corporate combinations
nonutility share of total industry capacity rose from 7 that are the subject of this report. The following chapters
percent in 1992 to 12 percent in 1998.17 address the objectives, characteristics, and cumulative

effects of these corporate combinations-mergers and ac-
A yearly comparison of the above-mentioned four stat- quisitions, convergence mergers. joint ventures and mar-
istics (Figure 2) gives a clear picture of the significant keting alliances, and divestitures of generation assets.

EIA defines nameplate capacity as the mayxmum design production capacity specified by the manufacturer of a processing unit or
the maximum amount oi a product that car. be produced running the manufacturnng urnt atfull capacity.

EIA defines net generation as gross generation minus plant use from all electric utility-owned plants.
Energy Information Admmnistration, 1998 Elrctric Poter Annual, Volume I (DOE/EIA-0348(95)/1) (Washington. DC. April 1999).

p.l.
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Table 2. Energy Supply Participants and Their Operations. 1998

Participants/Operations Number of Companies Percent of All Utilities

Vertically Integrated (Generate,* Transmit,b and Distribute')
Utilities Only -

Investor Owned .................................. 140 4.4
Federal ........................................ 3 0.1
Publicly Owned .................................. 132 4.2
Cooperatives .................................. . 20 0.6

Total ......................................... 295 9.3

Generate and Transmit Only
Utilities Only

Investor Owned .................................. 10 0.3
Federal ...................................... . 3 0.1
Publicly Owned ......... .. .................. 36 1.1
Cooperatives ......... .. ..... ............... 40 1.3

Total ......................................... 89 2.8

Transmit and Distribute Only
Utilities Only

Investor Owned .................................. 6 0.2
Federal ........... . .......................... .. 1 0.0
Publicly Owned .................................. 58 1.8
Cooperatives .................................... 74 . 2.3

Total .......... .............. ................. 139 4.4

Generate and Distribute Only
Utilities Only

Investor Owned .................................. 25 0.8
Federal ........................................ 2 0.1
Publicly Owned .................................. 403 -- 12.7
Cooperatives .................................... 23 0.7

Total .................. ...................... 453 14.3

Generate Only
Utilities

Investor Owned .................................. 11 0.3
Federal ........................................ 0
Publicly Owned .................................. 12 0.4
Cooperatives .................................... 1 0.0

Total ......................................... 24 0.8
Nonutilities ........................................ 1,930 d100.0

Transmit Only
Utilities Only

Investor Owned ............. .............. 7 0.2
Federal ........................................ 0
Publicly Owned .................. ............... 8 0.3
Cooperatives ................................... 19 0.6

Total ......................................... 34 1.1
See notes at end of table.
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Table 2. Energy Supply Participants and Their Operations, 1998 (Continued)

Participanta/Operations Number of Companies Percent of All Utilities

Distribute Only
Utilities Only

Investor Owned .................................. 34 1.1
Federal ........................................ 1 o.0
Publicly Owned .................................. 1.358 42.8
Cooperatives .................................... 735 23.2

Total......................................... 2.128 67.1

Other'
Utilities Only

Investor Owned .................................. 6 0.2
Publicly Owned .................................. 2 0.1

Total ........................................ 8 0.2

Power Marketers. .................................. 9 400

'An electricity generator is a facility that converts mechanical energy into electrical energy.
"An electricity transmitter moves or transfers electric energy over an interconnected group of lines and associated equipment

between points of supply and points at which it is transformed for delivery to consumers or is delivered to other electric systems.
Transmission is considered to end when the energy is transformed for distribution to the consumer.

"An electricity distributor delivers electric energy to an end user.
'This figure represents the percentage of nonutilities rather than utilities.

*"Other includes maintenance service companies for parent utilities that perform such functions as guard services. equipment
maintenance, etc. Also, one of the publicly owned utilities in this category acts as an agent to buy and schedule power for the parent
utility.

'An electricity power marketer buys and sells electricity but does not own or operate generation, transmission, or distribution
facilities.

9Currently, about 400 power marketers have filed rate tariffs with FERC: 111 reported wholesale sales and 49 reported retail sales
during 1998.

- = Not applicable.
Sources: Energy Information Administration. Form EIA-861, "Annual Electric Utility Report, 1998," and EIA-860B. "Annual Electric

Generator Report - Nonutility, 1998."
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Figure 1. Share of Utility and Nonutility Nameplate Capacity, Net Generation, Additions to Capacity, and
Number of Units by Ownership Category, 1998
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'Data for power marketers are not included.
Sources: Energy Information Administration, Form EIA-759. -Monthly Power Plant Report. December 1998:" EIA-860A. "Annual

Electric Generator Report - Ulity. 1998:" EIA-861. "Annual Electric Utility Report. 1998:" and EIA-860B, "Annual Electnc Generator
Report -Nonutility, 199B."
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Figure 2. Total Utility and Nonutillty Nameplate Capacity, Net Generation, Additions to Capacity, and
Number of Units by Ownership Categdry, 1992-1998
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'Data for power marketers are not included.
Sources: Energy Information Administration, Form EIA-759, "Monthly Power Plant Report. January 1992 through December

1998;" Form EIA-860. "Annual Electnc Generator Report, 1992 through 1997;" EIA-860A. "Annual Electric Generator Report - Utility.
1998;" EIA-861, "Annual Electric Utility Report. 1992 through 1998;" EIA 867, -Annual Nonutility Power Producer Report. 1992
through 1997;" and EIA-860B. "Annual Electric Generator Report - Nonutility. 1998."
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Figure 3. Annual Growth Rate of Utility and Nonutility Nameplate Capacity, Net Generation, Additions to
Capacity, and Number of Companies, 1992-1998
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' Data for power marketers are not included.
Sources: Energy Information Administration, Form EIA-759, "Monthly Power Plant Report, January 1992 through December

1998;" Form EIA-860, "Annual Electrinc Generator Report, 1992 through 1997;" EIA-860A, "Annual Electric Generator Report -Utility,
1998:" EIA-861, "Annual Electric Utility Report. 1992 through 1998;" EIA 867. "Annual Nonutility Power Producer Report, 1992
through 1997;" and EIA-860B, "Annual Electric Generator Report - Nonutility, 1998."
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3. Mergers and Acquisitions of investor-Owned "
Electric Utilities

Mergers and acquisitions are occurring throughout the A for a discussion of the Act) Among other things, the
U.S. economy, and the electric power industry is no Act resulted in the reorganization and divestiture of
exception." Since 1992,26 mergers or acquisitions have assets of many of the holding companies, and the
been completed between investor-owned utilities (lOUs) requirement that the remaining holding companies be
or between lOUs and independent power producers limited to a single integrated electricity system. Between
(IPPs). Sixteen mergers have been announced and are 1935 and 1950, more than 750 utilities were spun off
now pending stockholder or Federal and State govern- from the holding companies, and by the early 1950s
ment approval (Table 3).1 The size of IOU mergers, in compliance with the requirements of PUHCA were
terms of value of assets, is also getting larger. Between nearing completion.
1992 and 1998, only four mergers were completed in
which the combined assets of the companies in each Following the breakup of the large holding companies,
merger were greater than $10 billion. More recently, 10 mergers continued, but at a much lower rate. From 1936
mergers either completed in 1999 or pending completion through 1975 there were 517 mergers, occurring at an
each have combined assets greater than $10 billion, annual rate of less than 15 a year. From 1976 through

1998, 76 mergers have taken place, about 3 per year on
The current wave of mergers and acquisitions is not the average. The distinguishing difference between the
first wave in the electric power industry. From 1917 heyday of mergers occurring early in the industry and
through 1930, mergers of electric utilities were more now, is the relative size of the mergers. It is no longer
common than at any other time in the history of the smaller companies being acquired by large companies,
industry. Mergers occurred at a rate of more than 200 but in many cases it is large companies merging with
per year, peaking at over 300 per year in the mid-1920s." other large companies. "Mega-mergers" is the term used
Most of the mergers in the 1920s combined small oper- to describe such large mergers.
ating companies into large holding companies. These
holding companies acquired numerous and widely Some financial analysts say that good economic con-
scattered utility and nonutility properties throughout the ditions and relatively high stock values are responsible
United States, and they became a dominant force in the for the current wave of electric utility mergers. High
industry by permitting concentration of control of many stock prices allow companies to take an inexpensive
electric utilities in the hands of a few. This era can source of capital (common stock in this case) and buy
clearly be considered the first wave of mergers in the other companies in a stock-for-stock transaction. How-
history of the industry, but it came to an end in 1935. ever, the current wave of utility mergers is probably

driven more by increasing competition in the electric
In the early 1930s many of the holding companies power industry, although financial factors play a part.
collapsed financially. The Federal Trade Commission Mergers of IOUs can be classified broadly into two
(FTC) investigated the situation and uncovered a host of categories, each category representing a fundamentally
financial abuses, leading to passage of the Public Utility different reason for merging. The first category includes
Holding Company Act of 1935 (PUHCA). (See Appendix mergers between lOUs and mergers between lOUs and

" For this report no attempt was made to classify a transaction as a merger or acquisition, although there is a difference i terms of how
the inancial accounting of the transaction is recorded Throughout the report. the transactions am colectively referred to as mergers and
acquisitions or mergers.

12 This report covers IOU acquisitions of other electrc utilities, privately owned IPPs, and companies involved in the natural gas
industry. It does not cover IOU acquisitions of foreign companies or non-energy-related companies.

National Regulatory Research nstitute. Electric Utility Mergers and Regulatory Policy. Occasionalpaper#16, NRR192-12 (June, 1992).
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Table 3. Mergers and Acquisillons Between Investor-Owned Electric Utilities or Between Investor-Owned Electric Utilities and
Independent Power Producers, 1992 Through September 1999

Name of Surviving Combined Assets
Merger Company or Name Slates (Year-of-Merger
Status Company I Company 2 of New Company Served Dollars In Billions) Comments/Stalus

Pending Allegheny Energy Inc. DOE, Inc Allegheny Energy, PA, WV, Allegheny: $6.7 DOE Informed Allegheny thal il
(a legistered holding company for (a holding company lor Inc. OH. MD DOE: S5.2 has lenmlnaled thr merger plan.

m Monongahela Power Co.,The Polomac Duquesne Light Co.) (DOE will be a Total: 11.9 Allegheny took legal action in
- Edison Co. West Penn Power. wholly-owned Federal Court lo compel DOE

'9gQ ~ Allegheny Generating Co., and Ohio subsidiary of to honor 1ts obligation. Case Is
| Valley Electric Corp.) Allegheny Energy. pending.

3° ___________~____ Inc.)______ ________________Inc.)

S Pending Western Resources Kansas City Power & Light Westar Energy KS. MO Western: $8.0 Under Stale regulatory review
o0 (a holding company lor Kansas Gas (an operating utility) (proposed name ol Kansas City P&L:
> and Electric Co; partial owner ol Woll new holding $3.0

3 Creek Nuclear Operating Co.) company) Tolal: t 11.0

I i Pending American Electric Power Co., Inc. Central and South West American Electric VA, WV AEP: S19.5 On July 23, 1999, the Federal
ei (a registered holding company lor AEP Corp. Power Co. OH, IN CSW: $13.7 Energy Regu:alory Commlslon3 g- Generating Co., Appalachian Power (a regislered holding company (Cenlral and Soulh Ml, KY Total: 533.2 (FERC) filed an order

p CO Co. Columbus Souhern Power. lor Central Power and Llghl West will be a TN, TX accelerating the schedule for
a ii 3 Indiana Michigan Power Co., Kentucky Co.. Public Service Co. ol wholly-owned OK. LA review of Ihis merger. The

O Power Co.. Klngsporl Power Cn. Ohin Oklahoma, Soulhweslem subsIdiary) AR FERC's goal is lo act on Ihe
r oPower Co., and Wheeling Power Co.) Electric Power Co.. and merger in February or March

_n__ _W______________________________ West Texas Utililles Co) 2000.
Jo Pending Nevda Power Sierra Pacific Resources Sierra Pacific NV. CA Nevada Power: $2 6 Received FERC and

S , t(an operaling utility) (a holding company lor Sierra Resources Sierra Pacific: $2.0 Departmenl of Justice (DOJ)
,-,5?~~~ c!P~~~ ~Pacific Power Co.) (Nevada Power will Total: $4.6 approval. Compleion of merger

os¢'~~~~~~ cug~~~~~~~ ~be a wholly-owned expected In next few monihs
3 _____ subsidiary)

! Pending Consolidated Edison, Inc. Northeast Utllllles Consolidated NY, CT, Consolidated Edison: Merger was announced
e I(a holding company lor Consolidated (a holding company lor Edison, Inc. MA, NH $144 October 13, 1999.
SB m Edison Co, of New York, Inc., and Connecticut Llghl A Power. (Northeasl Uliilles Norlheast: 510.4
" Orange and Rockland Utlillles) Public Service Co. of New will be a subsidiary) Total: $24 8

B' Hampshire, and Weslem
· ______ Massachusetts Electric Co.)O Pending AES Corporatlon CILCORP AES IL AES: 0.0 Under SEC review; has

(an Independent power producer) (a holding company pfor (CILCORP will be a CILCORP: 51.3 completed all olher reviews.
t~~~~~~~a CCentral Ilinois Ughl Co.) wholly-owned Tolal: $11.3

i ___________ _ _______ ______________________subsidiary)
Pending BCE Energy Commonweallh Energy NSTAR MA BCE: $3.2 Under regulalory review.
a .^ ~ ( la holding company lor (a holding company lor (a new holding Commonwealth:

· . Boslon Edison) Cambridge Electric Light Co.. company; Boston t$.5
Im Canal Electric Co., and Edison and Tolal: $4.7
O Commonwealth Electric Co) Commonweallh
? Energy will be
_ ------ - ---- -- ,_____________ _______________ subsidlaries) -II ..da_

o tY)

<| »o~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I/



Table 3. Mergers and Acquisitions Between Investor-Owned Electric Utilities or Between Investor-Owned Electric Utilities and Independent.
Power Producers, 1992 Through September 1999 (continued)

Name of Surviving Combined Assets
Merger Company or Name States (Yea-of-Merger
Slatus Company 1 Company 2 of New Company Served Dollars In Billions) Comments/Status

Pending Scottish Power PLC PacillCorp Unknown UT, OR, Not available Pending shareholder and
(a loreign company) (an operating utilily) (a new holding WY, WA, because Scollish regulalory approval; Ihey hope

m" company; ID, MT, CA Power Is a foreign to complele merger by late
PaciliCorp will be a company. 1999.

· __ _ ___< __subsidiary)

Pending National Grid Group PLC New England Electric National Grid Group VT, NH Not available Pending regulatory approval.
(a foreign company) Systems (NEES) (NEES will be a MA because Nallonal

_ (a regislered holding wholly-owned Grid Group is a
0' company lor Granile Slale subsidiary) foreign company.
> Electric Co., Massachusetts

Electric Co., Narragansett
Electric Co.. and New

-lo ___t ______England Power Co.)

Pendinrg Carolina Power & Light Co. Florida Progress Corp. Unknown FL. NC, CP&L: $8.3 This merger was announced on
E"S ?2 (an operating ulility) (a holding company for SC Florida: $6 2 August 23, 1999ac ? _____________ _ Florida Power Corp.)_ Total: $14.5

l o Pending New England Electric System Eastern Utility Associates New England MA. Al NEES $5.3 EUA shareholders approved
n' (a registered holding company for (a registered holding Electric System VT, NH EUA: $1.3 merger; pending regulatory
MoA Gianlle Stale Eleciric Co., company tor Blackslone (EUA will be a wholly- Total; $6.6 review; expected lo be

Massachusetts Electric Co.. Valley Electric Co. owned subsidiary) compleed In eary 20000 i Narragansett Eleclric Co., and New Newport Electric Corp,

* c England Power Co . Eastern Edison Co.. EUA,
o ________________ _ and Ocean Stale Corp.)

E : Pending UtlllCorp United St. Joseph Light & Power Ulllcorp MO, KS Utilicorp: $6.0 Under regulalory review
oEr~ (a holding company) (an operaling ulilly) (St. Joseph will keep CO. WV SI. Joseph: $0 3

_qS~~ {~~~ilnma 
l lIs name and become CO, KA Total: $6.3

il e
~ a wholly-owned

5 ____ __ _______________________ subsidiary)
Pending New Century Eneries Northern States Power (a Xcel Energy NM, OK New Century: $7.7 Under regulatory review.

o (a registered holding company tor holding company) (unknown If New TX, WY NSP: $7.4
Public Service Co. of Colorado, Soulh. Centuries and AR Ml Total: S151

_ western Public Service Co. and Northern States MN SD

CL Cheyenne Llght, Fuel, & Power) Power operate as ND, Wl

C' ___ _ _ _________ _______subsidiaries)
Pending UttlICorp United Empire District Electric Co. Unknown MO, CO Ullorp: 6.3 Under regulatory rview.

O 0 la holding company) (an operating ulllity) KA WV Empire District: $0.7

ot~~~~~~~~~~~,.3)~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~OK, AR Total: $7.0

. .__ ___,I, .

_t I

K -



Table 3. Mergers and Acquisitions Between Investor-Owned Electric Utilities or Between Investor-Owned Electric Utilities and Independent
Power Producers, 1992 Through Se pember 1999 (continu ed

Name of Surviving Combined Assets
UMrgef Company or Name States (Year-ofMerger
Status Company I Company 2 ot New Company Served Dollars In Billions) CommentsStatus

Pending Energy East CMP Group Energy East MA. M Energy East: $4.9 This merger was announced on

(a holding company tlo New York (a holding company for (CM Gr llbea NYNH CMP Group: $2.3 June 15, 1999.
m Eleclric & Gas) Central Maine Power) wholy-owned Tolal: $7.2
,i subsidiary)

Pending Unco Corporation PECO Energy Co. A new holding ILPA Unicom: $30.2 This merger was announced

ia holding company lor Commonwealth (a registered holding company, to be Peco: $12.0 September 23, 199.
o2 oEdison) company lor Susquehanna named later, will be Total: $42.2

Power Co.) created.

a «CalEnergy Co., Inc. MIdAmerican Energy MIdAmerlcan KS CalEnergy: $7.5 Completed

> l(an independent power producer) Holding Co. Energy Holding MldAmerican: $4.3
i (a holding company lor (CalEnergy wil be a Total 51 1.8

X ' Complleed In MidAmerican Energy Co.) subsidiary)

wc 1999 Consolidaled Edison, Inc. Orange and Rockland Consolidated NY ConEd: $14.4 Completed.
o (yeartlo (a holding company tor Coirsolidaled Ulllltles Edison, Inc. O&R: $ -3

dale) Edison Co. (an operaing ulility) (Orange and Total: 15.7
2a ol New York. Inc.) Rockland will be a

2Sag~~~~~~~~~ ovr¢~~~~~ wholly-owned
2 ____n________________ subsidlary) _____

g10oDelmarva Power Light Co. Atlantic Energy Conectlv MD. DE Delmarva Power: Completed.
5 ( lan operaling ultity) (a holding company lor (a new regislered VA, NJ $3.0

I c4 Allanlic City Electric Co) holding company) Atlantic; $2.7
A fi__________ _______________ _ Total: $5.7

o? J ELG&E Energy KU Energy LG&E Energy KYVA LG&E: $30 Completed.
*O (a holding company lor Louisville Gas & (a holding company lor (KU Energy will be TN KU Energy: $ i7

_g 3 ~ ~ Electric Co) Kenlucky Utililles) dissolved) Total: $4.7
on WPL Holding, Inc. IES Industries Alliant Energy Wl, IA WPL Holding: $1.9 Completed.

Cope in (a holding company lor (a holding company lor !ES (a new holding MN. IL IES: $2.5
Completed In Wisconsin Power & Llghl) Ulilllies and Interstate Power, company) Interstale: $0.6

1996 .n operating utility) T Total: 55.0

0oJ Wlconaln Energy ESELCO Wisconsin Energy WI, M Wisconsn: $5.0 Compleled
-S ~ (a holding company for (a holding company (or Company ESELCO: $0.1

' WWisconsin Eleclrlc Power Co.) Edison Sault Electlic Co ) (ESELCO will be a Total: 5.1
cO wholly-owned
5 __________ I_____ ____ subsidiary)

_gS ~ WPS Resources Upper Peninsula Energy WPS Resources W. Ml WPS:1.1 Compleled
..' (a holding compan holding compan y olding company or (Upper Peninsul Upper Peninsula:

O Wisconsin Public Service Corp., Upper Peninsula Power Co) Energy will s 1
m Wisconsin nlyer Power Co.) cease to exst) Total: $1.2

t^



Table 3. Mergers and Acquisitions Belween Investor-Owned Electric Utilities or Between Investor-Owned Electric Utilities and Independent
Power Producers, 1992 Through Se tember 1999 (continued)

Name of Surviving Combined Assetb

Merger Company or Name States (Year-of-Merger
Status Company 1 Company 2 of New Company Served Dollars In Billions) Comments/Statu

Ohio Edison Co. Centerlor Energy FirstEnergy OH Ohio Edison: $8.9 Completed.
(an operating utility; Ohio Edison also (a holding company lor (a new registered Cenlerlor 510.2

nm owns Pennsylvania Power Co.) Cleveland Eleciric holding company) Tolal: $19.1
a IllumlnaUng Co. and Toledo

a"SQ~~~~ ~~Edison Co.)

Public Service Co. ol Colorado (an Southwestern Public New Century CO. TX PS Co. of CO: 4.6 Completd.
operating utility and a holding company Service Co. Energies NM, OK Southweslem: $2.0

.i2 ~ lor Cheyenne Light. Fuel. and Power) (an operating ulility) (a new regislered KS Total: $6.6

Completed in holding company)
1997 Union Electric Co. CIPSCO Ameren MO, IL Union: $68 Compleled.

3, lan operating utility) (a holding company (or (a new regislered CIPSCO: St 1
IBS~~~ 3.W~~~ ~Central Illinois Public Service holding company) Tolal: 58.6

q ,___________q _Co.)

_S | 0Pacific Gas & Electric Corp. U.S. Generating Co. Pacific Gas & USGen USGen: $50 PG&E acquired 50 percent in
(a holding company lot Pacilic Gas & (USGen) Electric Corp. has plants USGen. Al the time, USGen

i' Electric) (an Independent power (USGen wll be an II had ownership In 1 7 electric
§Bs~~~ tl0~~~~ ~producer) unregulated numerous generating lacillies operating in

j 3 atfiliate ol PG&E) Stales the Uniled Slates

COn New England Electric Systems Nantucket Electric New England VT. NH NES: S55 Completed.
o (a registered holding company for la small electric distribution Electric System MA Nantucket: $0.1
; on Compileid in Granite Slate Electric Co., company) (Nantuckel Electric is Total: $5 2
a 1996 Massachusetts Electric Co. Narragan- a subsidiary)

g0~ icS sell Electric Co., and New England
b3 Power Co.)

3 ' City of Groton, CT Bozrah Light and Power Unknown CT Unknown Completed

o D Oelmarve Power and Light Conowlngo Power Co. Delmar* a Power DE.MD, Delmarva Power: Completd.

and Light VA $2.9
n Completed In Conowngo: $0. 1

o 1995 _________ __ ___ Total: 53.0
Midwest Resources Iowa-Illinois Gas and MidAmerlcan 1A. SO, Midwest: 52.6 Completed

r (a holding company lor Midwest Power Electric Energy IL Iowa: 51.9
ci Systems) (an operating utility) (a holding company Tolal: 4.5
. ____and operating ullilty)

0 I PSI Resources Cincinnati Gas & Electric CINergy INOH. KY PSI Resources: $2.9 Completed.
O . Completed In lan operating utility) (an operating utility) (PSI Resources and Cincinnati: 5.2

m 1994 Cincinnati are wholly. Tolal: 5$.1
owned subsidiaries)

ED 1
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Table 3. Mergers and Acquisitions Between Investor-Owned Electric Utilities or Between Investor-Owned Electric Utilities and Independent
Power Producers, 1992 Through Seplember 1999 (conlinue d)

m Name of Surviving Combined Assets

rt tMerger Company or Name States (Ytar-of-Merger
< Status Company t Company 2 of New Company Served Dollars In Billlons) Commenls/Slatus

o Cllltens Utilities Co. Franklin Electric Citiens Utilltle AZHI Cizons: $2.6 Compleed.
(an operating utlity) (an operating utility) (Franklin Electric VT Franklin: $0.

.S"~~~~ __ ~ceased to exist) Total: 53.4

°t I ̂  IES Utilities Inc. Iowa Electric Light & Power IES Industries IA Total: $1.8 Completed
et5 ~ (a holding company) and Iowa Southern Utilities (IES Utililies. Iowa

3 Electric, and Iowa
· Southern are
| Completed in subsidiaries)

1993 Texas Utillties Southwestern Electric Texas Utilities TX Total: $20.9 Completed.
e - (a holding company) Service Co. (Southweslem

06
a
sx~~~~~~ 3j7 (an operating utility) Electric Is a

e n subsidiary)

ralo~ wEntergy Corp. Gulf Stales Utlllllee Entergy Corp. AR.TN, LA. Entergy: $142 Completed.
o 5 (a holding company) (a holding company) (Gulf Saltes Is a TX, MS, NY Gull Stales: $7.2

o4h?~~~~~ un"5,~~~~~~ ~wholly-owned Total: $21.4
o U. subsidlary)
o t Connecticut Light A Power Fletcher Electric Light Co. Connecticut Light CT Total: S6.2 Completed.
_ a end Power

;~ aS lowa Public Service Co. Iowa Power Co. Midwest Power IA. SO Tolal: $2.6 Completed.

mn Kansas Power & Light Kansas Gas & Electric Western Resources KS Tolal: $5.2 Completed.

n Coimpleled in
n 1992 Indiana Michigan Power Co. Mrchlgan Power Co. Indiana Michigan IN, Ml Total: $4.3 Compleled
o'Q Power Co.

m ~ Unllll Corp. Fitchburg Gas & Electric Unltll Corp. NH Total: $02 Compleled

C Northeast Utilities Public Service of New Northeast Utilities NH, CT. MA Total: $10.6 Compleled.
_' Hampshire

' Notes U S. Inveslor-owned electric ulility acquisitions of loreign companies are not Included in this table.
0 0 Sources Mergers and acquisitions were idenlifed from trade jourals, newspapers, and electric ulility press releases tound on their websiles Values lor company assets were oblalned

0

horn Ihe Secufilies and Exchange Commission 10 K tlings.

o



IPPs. These mergers are motivated by the desire.to Investor-Owned Electric Utilities
increase power generation capacity and /or transmisslon Consolidating Generation Assets
and distribution capacity and in generalbecome a larger
electric utility. Most utility executives take the position Through Mergers and Acquisitions
that to compete successfully in today's electricity
industry, a company must be relatively large. Mergers and acquisitions among IOUs over the past few

years have resulted in fewer electric utilities owning

The second category includes mergers between electric generation capacity. In 1992,172 IOUs owned generation
utilities and natural gas companies These mergers are capacity in the United States. By 1998 that number had
motivated by the desire to become a regional or national decreased to 161 (Table 4)." Assuming that all mergers
energy company that produces, transports, and/or sells pending as of September 1999 will be approved and
both electricity and natural gas. Mergers of this type are completed by 2000, the number of operating lOUs
called "convergence mergers" because they represent the owning generation capacity will decrease to 143. Power
increasing number of companies that own both elec- plant divestitures, discussed in detail in Chapter 6, have
tncity and natural gas assets and are actively engaged in also reduced the total number of OUs owning gener
both industries. Convergence mergers are discussed in aion capacity
Chapter 4. The majority of electric utilities are wholly-owned

subsidiaries of public utilityholding companies." The

Table 4. Comparison of the Number of Investor-Owned Electric Utilities Owning Generation Capacity,
1992,199B, and 2000

1992 199S 2000 (Estmated)

Generation Generation Generation
Capacity Capacity Capacity

Number o Number of (Percent and Number of Number of (Percent and Numberof Number of (Percent and
Operating Holding Thousand Operating Holding Thousand Operating Holding Thousand

Company Category Utilites Companies Megawatts) Utilities Companies Megawatts) Utilities Companies Megawatts)

Utility that Is a
Subsidiary to a Holding (78%r) (83%) (89%)
Company .......... 113 70 422.1 125 68 441.0 114 53 396.3

(22%) (17%) (11%)
IndeDenoent Utility ... 59 - 120.3 36 - 87.3 29 - 49.0

(100%) (100%) (100%)
Total ............ 172 70 542.4 161 68 528.3 143 53 4453

'The number of utilities reported here ooes not match the number of utilities reported in Chapter 2 or nhe tollowing reasons: (1) these data include lOUs
that own power generation capacity. whereas the data reported in Chapter 2 include IOUs that operate power plants: (2) some utilities operate
transmission and distribution systems only and are not included here: and (3) these data exclude Alaska and Hawaii.

Notes: * The 2000 data include the effects of pendng mergers on consolidation of ownership. It is assumed thal all pending mergers that were
arnounce tuy September 30. 1999 will be completed by 2000. * Also, the 2000 data include the effects of generation asset divestitures on consolidation
of ownership. It is assumed that all divestitures where a buyer nas been announced as of September 30. 1999 will be completed by 2000. * Holding
comoames were identihied from the following documents: U.S. Secunties and Exchange Commission Financial and Corporate Reports. "Holding
Companies Regstered Uner the Public Utility Holding Company Act ol 1935 as o October 1.1995. as ot December 1,1996. and as of June 1. 1998.-
and "Holding Companies Exempt from me Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935 Under Section 3(a) (1) and 3(a) (2) Pursuant to Rule 2 Filngs
or By Order as ol August 1, 1995 and as ol November 1. 1997."

Sources: Energy Intormation Administration. Forms EIA-860. "Annual Electnc Generator Report. 1992:" EIA-860A. "Annual Electric Generator Report -
Utility. 1998;" and EIA-861, -Annual Electric Utility Repot. 1992 and 1998."

Because these figures include IOUs that own power generation capacrty only. they do not match data in Chapter 2, which discusses
the number of uttties thatoperate power piants. Some utilites own power generation capacity but do not operate a power plant.and some
uthilies operate power plants but do not own them.

is In some cases a holding company will also be a subsidiary of another holding company. The number of holding compirues cited
in this report refers to the highest level holding company.
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affect of mergers on consolidation of the industry is Figure 4. Concentration of Ownership of Investor-
more evident when ownership capacity is aggregated by Owned Utility Generating Capacity,
holding company. In 1992, there were 70 holding cor- 1992, 1998, and 2000
parues owning 78 percent of the IOU-held generation
capacity (Table 4). By 1998 the number of holding corm- 00 o
panies decreased to 68, but yet the percent of total IOU- -- -cacs
owned capacity increased to 83 percent, primarily 80 o-
because of mergers and acquisitions between IOUs.
Assuming that all mergers pending as of September 1999 60

are completed by 2000, the number of holding corn-
paries will decrease to 53, and the generation capacity
they own will increase to about 89 percent of the total
IOU-owned capacity. Thenumber ofholdingcompanies
will decrease because most of the pending mergers are X 20
between holding companies, which indicates that
relatively large companies are becoming even larger. ° z99 20s zooeiEs,.ltea

Although many IOUs that own power generation
capacity have merged or have announced plans to Notes: .The 10 largest companies are public utility holding

merge, the majority of them have not. Of the 104 lOUs companies that own one or more operating electric utilities.
merge , _ -.,.' , „. . . , , The 2000 data assume that all pending mergers as of

(eitherelectncutilityholdingcompaniesor mdependent September 1999 will be completed by year-end 2000.
electric utilities) that owned generation capacity in 1998 oCapacity owned by subsidiaries of lOUs was not counted
(see Table 4), 60 (58 percent) have not been involved in when computing the rankings.
a merger since 1992 and have not announced plans to Sources: Energy Infbrmation Administration, Form EIA-860,
merge. This suggests that even though the merger trend "Annual Electric Generation Report,1992;" Form EIA-860A.
is strong, most lOUs believe consolidation is not "AnnualElectricGeneratorReport-Utility,1998:"andEIA-861,
necessary to remain competitive in the industry in spite "Annual Electric Utility Report (1992 and 1998).-
of the fact that those companies choosing to merge are
acquiring a larger share of the industry's assets.

increase to approximately 73 percent, assuming that all
The absolute number of companies provides insight into pending mergers are completed.
consolidation trends, but concentration of generation
capacity ownership is perhaps more indicative of The conclusion suggested by the data is that power
consolidation." As a measure of consolidation of the generation capacity owned by IOUs is becoming con-
industry, concentration indicates the extent to which centratedincompaniesthatarebecominglargerthrough
total capacity ownership is dispersed among companies. mergers and acquisitions. However, because of power
The data suggest that generation capacity owned by plant divestitures, lOUs, as a whole, will own less of the
IOUs has been concentrated m the hands of a few Nation's power generation capacity in the future.
companies, and that mergers and acquisitions are Mergers and acquisitions also result in consolidation of
increasing the concentration of ownership. In 1992, the bulk power transmission systems and distribution
10 largest utilities, ranked according to generation systems. This trend is not quantified in the report, but
capacity, owned 33 percent of all IOU generation examples of it are discussed below.
capacity; by 1998 their share had increased to 39 percent,
primarily as a result of mergers (Figure 4). Again,
assuming that all pending mergers will be completed by Ranking of Largest Investor-Owned
2000, the 10 largest companies' share will increase to
about 51 percent. Evidence of consolidation among the Electric Utilities
20 largest companies is even more compelling: in 1998
the 20 largest companies owned 60 percent of total IOU The 10 largest owners of power generation capacity in
generation capacity; by 2000 theirshare is expected to the United States are public utility holding companies

" Concenrration of generation capacity does not imply market power or the ability to charge higher pnces Market power and other
Issues concerning the effects of a merger on competinon are reviewed by the Federal Energy Regulatorv Commission.

Energy informatlon Abministration/The Changing Structure ot the Electri Power Industry 1999:
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(Table 5). ' Presently, Southern Company is the largest, Two comparnes, SCE Corporation and Pacific Gas &
with six electric utility subsidiaries located in the Electric Corporation, have divested or are in the process
southeastern United States. Southern Company not only of divesting a large portion of their power generation
has six electric utility subsidiaries, it also owns Southern assets. As a result, they have dropped from the list of the
Energy, an IPP active in the purchase and construction 10 largest companies in the 2000 ranking based on ovn-
of power plants throughout the United States. As a side ership of generation capacity. Interestingly, Unicorn is
note, many public utility holding companies own IPP also divesting its fossil-fuel generation capacity, repre-
subsidiary companies that generate and sell power in senting almost one-half of its total capacity, but plans to
wholesale markets. The number of IPPs and their share hold onto its nuclear power plants. In September 1999
of total generation capacity in the United States are Unicom and Peco Energy announced merger plans.
expected to increase. When completed the new company will be the fifth larg-

est IOU in the Nation, and one of the largest producers
American Electric Power Company (AEP), the second of electricity using nuclear power in the United States.
largest company in 1992, had dropped to third by 1998
because of a merger between Entergy Corporation and Some of these top electric power companies have
Gulf States Utilities. AEP, with eight operating electric invested in other energy-related industries, with large
utility subsidiaries, is attempting to merge with Central investments in natural gas production, pipelines,
& Southwest Corporation, a large utility holding corn- storage, or gas distribution. Duke Energy Corporation,
pany with four operating electric utilities. If that merger for example, has embarked on an aggressive growth
is approved, the combined company will become the plan to become a leading energy company and is now
largest IOU holding company in the United States, in one of the largest combined electric power and natural
terms of power generation capacity. gas companies in the United States.

Table 5. Ranking of the 10 Largest Investor-Owned Companies by Ownership of Generation Capacity,
1992,1998, and 2000

1992 1998 2000 (Estimated)
Company I Ranking9 Rankinq | Rankinq

Southern Company ........................... 1 1 2
American Eiectnc Power Company ............... 2 3 '1
Unicom (formerly Commonwealth Edison) .......... 3 5 Not in 10 largest
TXU (formerly Texas Utilities Company) ............ 4 4 4
Duke Energy Corporation ....................... 5 7 8
Entergy Corporation ........................... 6 2 3
FPL Group, Inc. (Florida Power & Light) ............ 7 6 7
SCE Corp. (Southern California Edison) ............ B Not in 10 largest Not in 10 largest
PG&E Corporation (Pacific Gas & Electric) .......... 9 Not in 10 largest Not in 10 largest
Reliant Energy (formerly Houston Industries) ........ 10 9 10
New Century Energies ......................... Did not exist Not in 10 largest "8
First Energy .................. .............. Did not exist 8 10
Carolina Power & Light/Florida Progress c ........... Did not exist Did not exist 6
Dominion Resources, Inc. ...................... Not in 10 largest 10 Not in 10 largest
Unicom/Peco ................................ Did not exist Did not exist 5
Xcel Energy (New Century Energies/Nonhem States

Power), ................................. Did not exist Did not exist 9

Assumes merger with Central & Southwest Corp. will be completed by 2000.
b Assumes merger with Nothem States Power will be completed by 2000.
c Assumes merger will be completed by 2000.
o Assumes merger between New Century Energies and Northern Slates Power will be completed by 2000.
Notes: -The 10 largest companies are public utility holding companies that own one or more operating eleclnc utilities.

· Capacity owned by IPP subsidiaries of these companies was not counted in computing the rankings.
Source: Energy Information Administration. Office of Coal. Nuclear, Electric and Alternate Fuels.

17 Other cntena for ranking these companies (te., total assets) would produce significantly different results; some of these companies
would drop out of the 10-largest list.
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